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VTAM, the VORTEX Telecommuni~ 
cations Access Method. Hook up with 
your big computers and multiple 
terminal networks. Fully integrated in 
Varian's own V73 with VORTEX (our 
multi~task real time operating system), 
it's an off~the~shelf communications 
software capability and it's second 
to none. 

VTAM is the only telecommuni~ 
cations system which includes file 
management systems, simultaneous 
foregroundlbackground processing, and 
multi~threading as integral parts of 
the package. 

Our VT AM is an articulate, price! 
performance conscious executive with 
an open ended system structure. It 
provides teleprocessing controls for our 
communication controllers, modems, 
terminals, communications networks, 
and network operator controls. 

Terminal and teleprocessing I/O 
are handled as logical units. VT AM is 
extraordinarily easy to use; application~ 
level programming is all that's required. 

Perhaps the most important 
feature of VTAM is its flexibility. It 
functions equally well as a base in a 
broad range of communications 
applications-from systems dedicated 
to functions such as store and forward 
message switching or front end 
processor. Or, the communications may 
be a supplemental function to other 
processing tasks. like remote inquiry 
into an instrumentation data base. Or 
satellite processor connection with 
a distributed processor network. Even 
data exchange with a remote host 
computer after local processing. 

And modularity lets VTAM 
handle systems that range from one or 
two low speed lines to large multi~node 

networks. From simple teletypes to the 
most complex line disciplines. 

Our microprogrammed, message 
mode Data Communications Multiplexer 
completes the hardware/software 
package and takes full advantage of our 
multi~bus, extendable architecture 330 
nsec V73. With message mode 
communication, software overhead is 
minimal. VTAM and our other data 
network or stand~alone packages 
are available now. At far less cost than 
you would have thought possible in a 
system this size. 

For the full story write Varian 
Data Machines, 2722 Michelson Drive, 
Irvine, California 92664 or call 
(714) 833~2400. 

varian data machines @ 

VTAM. Varian's reply to some 
very big communications talkers. 
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The Olivetti girl. 
presents her family 

Meet the direct descendants of a distinguished line 
of 01 ivetti information systems 
that started a half-century ago. 
Ws a big, big family adaptable to almost any situation. 
With over 50,000 already installed! 
Teleprinters for administrative tasks. 
High-speed buffered systems for full-service banks 
and savings institutions. Smart terminals that 
communicate with computers and each other. 
All displaying those fine old Olivetti family traits . 
of ingenuity, great design and terrific service backup. 
(There are Olivetti branch offices all over the U.S. 
with trained personnel on call I) 
Ask us for a proposal on your next terminal installation. 
Join the family. 

rminals: 

writers 
)na.D18 TVD ewrlters 

gmachines 
calculators 
word processing systems 
accounting systems 
electronic billing systems 
microcomputers 
on-line systems 
office copiers 
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Thru the grapevine 
During the past couple of years 
our digital cassette drive, along 
with scores of others, has been 
painstakingly evaluated by the 
largest makers of digital sys
tems, point-of-sale recorders & 
remote terminals. 
And time after time our IC2500 
has been rated tops in perfor
mance and reliability. 
Thru .the grapevine, we've heard 
that customers and competitors 
call ours the one to beat. 
There's got to be a reason for 
these unsQlicited testimonies. 
Matter of fact, there's a bunch 
of reasons. 

A classic in simplicity 
What beautiful emptiness! No 
complex assortment of mechan
ical levers, banging solenoids & 
belts. Just a DC servo capstan 
motor and a pair of reel motors 
to precisely control tape velocity 
and tension. 

Designed to mate with 
computers 
The IC2500 isn't a warmed-over 
audio retread, but has been 
carefully designed as a true 

computer compatible peripher
aL The velocity controlled servo 
capstan drive precisely, yet 
gently, handles the tape - just 
like the big reel-to-reel ma
chines. We've even gone them 
one better by replacing the digi
tal tach with an ingenious back
EMF sensing servo circuit. 
This all adds up to a documented 
data reliability of one error in 1 09• 

The importance of life-cost 
The initial cost of a digital cas
sette drive is like the tip of an 
iceberg. The actual cost in
cludes downtime, maintenance, 
data reliability and a host of 
other things over its operating 
life. 
A major customer recently 
proved that our machine would 
save him hundreds of dollars per 
unit over a 5-year period, com
pared to a cheaper drive he was 
evaluating. 

Don't sit there-do something 
Your system is only as good as 
your peripherals. And Interdyne 
is setting the pace in digital cas
sette drives for both machine & 
data reliability. Call us today. 

INTERDVNE 
14761 Califa Street, Van Nuys, California 91401 (213) 787-6800 

Visit Interdyne Booth 2725 at June'Computer Show 
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Admit it. Progress can be a losing 
proposition. To modernize record 
keeping procedures, you miniaturized. 
And you started losing. Microfilms and 
tab cards. Time and money. 

Boorum & Pease can cut your losses, 
make progress profitable. We've 
pioneered and developed practical filing 
and storage systems for easy-to-Iose 
micro-imagery. We've taken the lead 
in meeting information storage and 
retrieval needs with these unique 
products. 

VIZ-A-FICHETM SYSTEM. 

You can't beat this 
system. Patented 
index panels hold 
30 microfiche. 1440 
images per panel. 
Handle aperature 
and tab cards as 
well as microfiche. 
There are white panels for negative 
film. Black panels for heat developed 
film. Panels can be housed in portable 
Easel Binders or desk top Viz-A-Racks. 
Either way, these satellite stations 

keep everything in its proper place. 
At your finger tips. 

DAT-A-FICHETtA CASES 

The case for 4x6 
microfiche? 
Boorum & 
Pease makes 
it best. Box 
file or 
carrier. 
Ourcases 
come 
'with index 
folders to hold each 
fiche separately. 
Protect it. They're 
perfect for filing' and 
storage; Perfectly portable. 

DAT-A-CARDTM CASES 

Stash and carry. 
These portable 
cases are specially 
designed for 
transporting 
aperature and 
tab cards. 
1000 to 1200 
cards per case. 
Neat, sturdy, compach 
With or without 
handles, they're very 
handy to have. 

It's a small world. 

VIZ-A-SPINTM 

More proof that 
Soorum & Pease 
has been thinking 
small in a big 
way. This unique 
revolving rack houses 
32 cartridges per tier. 
Interlocking metal sections make it 
easy to expand. Make millions of 
micro-images easy to find. 

For be'tter record keeping products, 
there's no better company than 
Boorum & Pease. We've got the people, 
the products, the prices, and the 
experience to serve you better than 
anybody else in the business. 
See your office products dealer or write 
us for more information. Boorum & 
Pease, 84 Hudson Avenue, Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 11201. Tel. (212) 875-8818 

[~~~J 

HUURUM 
~ PEASE 
COMPANY 
Everything you need to 
keep the record straight. 

Boorum & Pease can help yo 
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11M IS IEIIIIIIIIII TI TILK LIKE ITEL. 

8 

When IBM recently an
nounced their first-ever 

computer lease plan, 
we couldn't have 

been more pleased. 
Because they con
firmed what ITEL 
has been saying all 
along: that leasing maximizes 
your data processing dollars. 

But in spite of all the hoop
la, nothing's changed. ITEL 

still markets IBM's compu
ters in the most financially 

attractive packages. 
Where IBM now offers only 

their system/370 in a single 
4-year lease, ITEL continues to 

package both the 360 and 370 
mainframes plus our own techno

logically advanced. peripherals in 
lease plans customized to your 

needs. 
But money· talks loudest. And an 

ITEL packaged lease can save you up to 
60% over the new IBM plan. Which may 
explain why we already have placed on lease 
well over $300 million of IBM computer 
equipment. 

To meet your exact financial objectives, 
ITEUs custom lease plans include several 
other significant advantages over IBM's 
program. Like guaranteed package-upgrade 
provisions for both CPU's and peripherals. 

Low renewal rates. And extremely flexible 
termination provisions. 

When you're ready to talk computers, 
you're still better off calling the Data 
Products Group at ITEL- the financial 

alternative to IBM. 

ITEL 
CORPORATION 

One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, 
California 94111, Phone: (415) 989-4220 
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We've been manufacturing 
4800 bps modems 

since 1967. 



It's the Bendix 3001 CRT Communications Termi
nal, and it boasts one of the biggest screens in 

. the business. You get 25 to 50% bigger characters. 
Results? Large, crystal-clear alphanumeric dis

. play that's very easy to read. 
There are other features you'll like about the 

3001 as well. Fully addressable cursor. 80-
cpl, 16-line capability. 'Options 
like block transmission, pro-

tected field and printer interface. ASCII is stan
dard, but other code sets are available. The 3001 
is just one of many computer terminals available 
from Bendix. Like to put it to work for you? Simply 
contact Interactive Terminals Corporation, a 
Subsidiary of The Bendix Corporation, Bendix 

Center, Southfield, Michigan 48076. 
(313) 352-6035. 
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IILet ~J0~l~J[~]~V~ Control the 
Mag Tape for Your PDP-sri 

Set the stage for the easy addition of magnetic tape 
to your PDP-8. DATUM Model 5091-P8 Magnetic Tape 
Controller provides instant control for as many as 
eight NRZ and/or Phase Encoded tape drives. All tape 
speeds are accommodated: 12.5 ips, 25 ips, 37.5 ips, 
45 ips, 75 ips or a mix of any two. Tape format is 
IBM-compatible. 

The product of five years of experience gained in 
1000 minicomputer interface installations, Model 5091-
P8 is the best and most economical means of adding 
tape to your PDP-8. It consists of an I/O Controller, 
compatible software, and all interconnecting cables. 
Installation is easily accomplished. Available from 
off-the-shelf stock. Delivery within 30 days. 

Give us a call. We will be happy to help you take 
control. 

CIRCLE 76 ON READER CARD 

170 E. Liberty Ave. Anaheim, Calif. 92801 
Phone: (714) 879-3070 twx (910) 592-1289 
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IBM, UNIVAC fact: 
and DEC Nobody makes more reliable 

computer subsystems. 

users: Tired of 
computer add-on 
double-talk? 

fact: 
No other independent supplier 
designs, manufactures and 
services all his computer 
peripherals-mag netic tape, 
disk and mainframe memory 
enhancements. 

fact: 
Ampex computer peripherals 
cost up to 40% less than OEM's 
such as IBM, Univac and DEC. 

fact: 
You can't get better performance 
and human engineering than are 
offered by Ampex peripherals. 

fact: 
No peripheral manufacturer is 
more concerned with computer
room space restrictions. 

fact: 
No independent offers better 
service, worldwide, on its 
prodqcts. 

These facts add up in your favor. 
In Ampex tape, disk and memory 
subsystems. For IBM 370. For 
IBM 360. For Univac 400 and 
1100. For DEC System 10. 

It will pay you to take full 
advantage of Ampex one-source 
shopping for all your peripherals 
needs .. 

Ampex, the biggest and best 
name in computer peripherals. 

For details, call 800-421-6554, 
toll-free. 

AMPEX 
AMPEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION 
13031 West Jefferson Boulevard 
Marina del Rey, Ca. 90291 (213) 821-8933 

VISIT AMPEX AT NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE BOOTH 2417 
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Society for Information Display International Symposium, 
May 15·17, New York City. Fourteen daytime sessions and 
two evening panels on display technology and an exhibition 
of the latest display developments. Fee: $40, SID members; 
$50, others. Eight lectures on the human factors in infor
mation display and computer graphics, cosponsored by the 
Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn, will be offered the day before 
and the day after the symposium. Contact: Lewis Winner, 
152 W. 42nd St., New York, NY 10036,212/279-3125. 

I.A.S.A. 51st Conference and Business Show, May 20.23, 
Denver. Sponsored by the Insurance Accounting & Statis
tical Assn. for insurance executives-comptrollers, edp su
pervisors, and methods managers. Attendees can choose 
from 99 formal seminars. Exhibitors are mainly computer, 
software, and forms companies. Fee: $60, members; $75, 
o~hers-includes seminars, exhibits, two receptions, two 
luncheons, banquet and stage show. Contact: Edwin C. 
Carlson, LA.S.A., 406 W. 34th St., Kansas City, MO 64111. 

Conference on Automatic Information Organization and 
Retrieval, May 21.25, Columbia, .Mo. For computer scien
tists and library and information scientists. Dr. Gerald 
Salton, Chairman of the Dept. of Computer Science, Cor
nell Univ., will lecture on: ·an introduction to automatic 
library and information processing, automatic indexing and 
classification, automatic dictionary construction, retrieval 
evaluation, dynamic library processing, and new results and 
suggestions for further investigation. There will also be 
sessions of contributed papers. No registration fee. Send 
resume of education, experience, and pertinent research to: 
Srisakdi Charmonman, Dept. of Computer Science, 305 
Mathematical Science Bldg., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia 
65201. 

Graphic Communications Computer Conference, May 23· 
25, Toronto. Through case studies, exhibits, tutorials, and 
tours, the conference will examine and present some of the 
year's most significant achievements in computer use for 
composition, management information systems, mailing list 
services, and delivery system developments. Fee schedule: 
$100, $70, and $50 for a GCCA member firm's first, second, 
and additional registrants; $150, $100, $75 for nonmem
bers. Contact: N. W. Scharpf, Graphic Communications 
Computer Assn., 1730 N. Lynn St., Arlington, VA 22209. 

JUNE 

ABA National Operations and Automation Conference, 
June 3-6, Chicago. This is the big banking conference of the 
year, featuring some 60 sessions on operations, data process
ing, payments systems, management development topics, 
and the business of banking. Approximately 160 companies 
will exhibit their banking-related dp equipment, software, 
and services. Fee: $130, bankers; $160, others. Contact: 
American Bankers Assn., 1120 Connecticut Ave., N.W., 
Washington, DC 20036. 

j11ay, 1973 

Assn. of Records Executives and Administrators 16th An
nual Conference, June 4·6, Cherry Hill, N.J. Concurrent 
sessions for both novices and professionals: Topics include: 
Developments in Information Technology, Information 
Protection and Restoration, Records Storage, Justification 
of Technology, A Corporate "In-House" Approach to Co
ordinated Information Services, Outside Consultant's Ap
proach to Information Management, and .Inducing Man
agement's Involvement in the Use of New Technologies and 
Systems. Fee: $125, AREA members; $150, others. Contact: 
Eileen P. Kee, clo GTE Service Corp., 730 Third Ave., New 
York, NY 10017. . 

National Computer Conference & Exposition, June 4·8, 
New York City. See the special NCC&E section beginning on 
p. 147 of this issue for conference particulars, session sum
maries, and new product preview. 

EDP Auditors Conference, June 7.8, Santa Monica, Calif. 
The objective of the conference is to help auditors, manag
ers, and systems .analysts address the· matter of edp system 
control by identifying the kinds of problems that must be 
faced and some methods and techniques that can be applied 
to minimize or eliminate them. Discussion topics include the 
role of edp auditing, management of the/edp audit function, 
edp ,audit methods, controls, and industry groups. Fee: $45, 
members; $50, others; after ,May 23, add $5. Contact: EDP 

Auditors Assn., P. O. Box 15562, Los Angeles, CA 90015. 

OCR Users Assn. Conference, June 11.13, Annapolis, Md. 
The program includes user presentations from government, 
insurance, and industry, with special emphasis on source 
data entry; work sessions on data entry,"source data capture, 
reject processing, and multimedia trends; vendor update 
sessions wherein equipment manufacturers discuss their 
latest developments; and an informal session on problems 
encountered and their solutions. Keynoter is Dr. Ruth Da
vis, of NBS. Advance registration: $100, first company 
representative; $50, additional representatives. Fee includes 
OCRUA membership, luncheons, and refreshments. Contact: 
OCR Users Assn., P. O. Box 106, South Holland, IL 60473. 

IEEE International Conference on Communications, June 
11.13, Seattle. Theme of the ninth annual conference is 
"Communications-Catalyst for Progress." P.apers of a 
theoretical, experimental, and developmental nature will be 
presented in the areas of radio, space, vehicular, satellite, 
data, digital/voice, and optical communications. Contact: 
ICC '73, P. O. Box 648, Bellevue, WA 98009. 

Semi-annual ICES Users Conference, June 13·15, St. Louis. 
A forum on the use and modification of the programs 
within the Integr~ted Civil Engineering System, developed 
at MIT; which supports a collection of engineering computer 
programs relating to structural analysis and design, roadway 
design, coordinate geometry calculations, project manage
ment, and soils arialysis. Fee: $20 for the June 13 instruc
tional sessions; $30 for the two-day conference. Contact: 
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Introducing the Pertec printer. 
High speed features on a medium 
speed printer at a surprisingly 

low cost. 
It's a 132 column, 300 Ipm printer. And a 160 Ipm printer. 
A printer with Pertec dependability at a lower cost 
than most comparable single speed models. 

It offers a variety of pre-engineered, plug-in options 
to complement your system as if it were designed 
for it. 

With full fault protection to instantly signal anything 
amiss, electronic top-of-form and skip-over perfora
tion features. 
, It prints 6 or 8 lines per inch and acCommodates up 
to 6-part forms without the need for mechanical thick
ness adjustments. 

And it's simple to operate and unobtrusively quiet. 
Of course you get the same assistance in design, 

development and maintenance of your system with our 
printer as you do with our tape and disk drives. Factory 
training for your service people. Back-up by a service 
and support network spanning 30 U. S. cities and 20 
foreign countries. 

All because Pertec is serious about satisfying your system 
requirements. Contact us and we'll prove, it. 

Find out more. Call us collect in the area nearest you: 
Boston (617) 890-6230; Chicago (312) 696-2460; Los 
Angeles (213) 996-1333; London (Reading) 582-115. Or write 
us at 9600 Irondale Avenue, Chatsworth, California 91311. 

The best val ues in 
computer peripherals 
come from 

Already the world's 
largest independent 

manufacturer 
of tape transports. 
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Calendar 
(Continued from page 13) 

Dr. B. B. Flachsbart, McDonnell Douglas Automation Co., 
Box 5992, St. Louis, MO 63134. 

Conference on Computers in the Undergraduate Curricula, 
June 18-20, Claremont, Calif. Approximately 60 papers on 
social sciences, physical sciences, and humanities, with spe
cial emphasis on the humanities and use of computers by 
community colleges. Of particular interest'to undergraduate 
professors. Fee: $40, academic people ($50 after June 1); 
$75, others. Contact: Public Information Office, The 
Claremont Colleges, 153 Harper Hall, Claremont, CA 
91711. 

Symposium on the Simulation of Computer Systems, June 
19-20, Gaithersburg, Md. Sponsored by the National Bu
reau of Standards and the ACM Special Interest Group on 
Simulation for people who require simulation for the evalu
ation of computer performance. Papers, panels, and discus
sions-a working session rather than a tutorial conference. 
Fee: $40, including lunches and Proceedings; $35, ACM or 
SIGSIM members, NBS employees. Contact: Paui F. Roth, 
A265 Technology Bldg., NBS, Washington, DC 20234. 

International Symposium on Fault-Tolerant Computing, 
June 20-i2, Palo Alto, Calif. A forum for the presentation 
of research results and current practice in computer reliabil
ity sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society. Sessions on: 
coding techniq~es, testing, diagnosis, recovery, fault-toler
ant architecture, software reliability, and mathematical 
modeling. Registration, including meals: $55, IEEE mem
bers; $70, others; after May 25, add $10. Contact: Prof. E. 
J. McCluskey, Digit,al Systems Lab, Stanford Univ., Stan
ford, CA 94305. 

Canadian Computer Conference, June 20-22, Edmonton, 
Alberta. The conference theme of "Focus 20/20" expresses 
the intention of using the experience of the 20-year history 
of the use of computers in Canada to focus on current 
problems and look forward to what may develop within the 
next 20 years. Technical sessions are divided into two 
concurrent streams: software and applications. In addition, 
there will be a special-interest session on computer science 
education and a number of workshops. Sponsored by the 
Canadian Information Processing Society. Contact: P. 0._ 
Box 1881, Edmonton, Alberta T5J ZP3, Canada. 

ADAPSO 38th Management Conference, June 21-22, New 
Orleans. Under the theme of "Operations in the Computer 
Services Industry," the program will consist of platform 
presentations focusing on computer center management and 
its operations and should be of interest to any management 
personnel involved in batch processing, software, time-shar
ing, and data facility management services. Fee: $85, mem
bers; $150, others. Cont,act: J. L. Dreyer, Assn. of Data 
Processing Service Organizations, 551 Fifth Ave., New 
York, NY 10017. 
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10th Annual Design Automation Workshop, June 25-27, 
Portland, Ore. A forum for presentation of developments in 
design automation-the use of computers as tools which aid 
the design process-of interest to specialists in the various 
application areas of design automation. Major session 
categories are packaging, software, architecture, testing and 
simulation, LSI design, design automation in Japan, mechan
ical, manufacturing, circuit design, and general design 
automation. Fee, including Proceedings: $45, ACM and IEEE 

members; $55, others; after June 8, add $10. Contact: Ben 
E. Britt, IBM General Product Div., H77-141, Monterey 
and Cottle Roads, San Jose, CA 95114. 

Interdisciplinary Conference on Health Records, June 25-
27, St. Louis. As of January 1974, federal law requires all 
hospitals to have some standard review process for evaluat
ing patient care. The theme of this year's conference is 
"Evaluating Patient Care: Are We Ready for Professional 
Standard Review Organizations?" The program will be of 
interest to doctors, statisticians, systems and computer peo
ple, administrators, nurses, medical records lib~arians, and 
others in medical records and health care delivery. Fee: 
$45, members of Assn. for Health Records; $65, others. 
Contact: Assn. for Health Records, P. O. Box 2257, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48106. 

National Communications Week, June 25 (New York 
City), June 26 (Philadelphia), June 27 (Washington, 
D.C.), JuiIe 28 (Chicago), June 29 (San Francisco). 
Theme: "Data and Voice Communications User Selection 
Techniques." Each one-day program will cover "Establish
ing an Evaluation System" (system objectives, resources 
requi,red, cost/performance requirements), followed by 
"Evaluation Procedures" (system analysis and planning, 
evaluation of user requirements, determination and selec
tion of available hardware, selection of transmission f.acili
ties, vendor evaluation techniques, and system implementa
tion). In addition, a panel of voice ,and data communica
tions users will describe th~ir systems arid answer questions 
from the audience. Fee: $95, CSMA meml?ets; $105, others. 
Contact: Communications Systems Management Assn., 
1102 West St., Suite 1003, Wilmington, DE 19801. 

DPMA International Data Processing Conference & Busi
ness Exposition, June 26-29, Chicago. Attendees can select 
6 of 24 four-part seminars grouped into six broad categories 
of interest to professional data processing personnel: dp 
management, computer center management, peripherals, 
systems and software, operations, and data file management. 
In addition, six one-day workshops will cover the fields of 
banking, insurance, manufacturing, medical! hospital, gov
ernmental ,applications, and system development. The regis
tration fee of $135 for DPMA members and $175 for others' 
also includes the conference luncheons, annual banquet, an 
industry tour, published proceedings, and admission to the 
exhibition. The software exhibitors will conduct informa
tional-type presentations in seminar rooms. Contact: Data 
Processing Management Assn., 505 Busse Hwy., Park 
Ridge, IL 60068. -~ 0 
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Isrlt 
production control 
. too important . 

fora 
"Do-It-Yourself"kit? 

Burroughs offers you a comprehensive, integrated 
Production Control System that's ready to install. 
Ready to generate the information you need for 
reducing costs, for planning and forecasting, for 
meeting delivery schedules. It's already helping 
management to improve profitability, control and 
service iri just about every area of manufacturing
from jet engine components to consumer products. 

Burroughs pes offers distinct advantages: 
I-It's written in COBOL, the same higher level 

language your staff uses for business data processing. 
Language familiarity makes solutions to inventory 
and production problems easier to understand, 
which speeds implementation. (Your people have 
other problems to solve, haven't they 1) 

2-I1's a complete system in five modules that 
you can install according to your schedule and your 
needs. And you can insert COBOL variations to 
"fine tune" Burroughs PCS to fit your company's 
unique characteristics. 

3-It's a protected investment. You can change 
your computer or upgrade its configuration, yet keep 
your PCS procedures and programs intact. 

If you need solutions now, forget about doing it 
yourself and investigate Burroughs Production 
Control System. Call your nearest Burroughs office 
fo-r information. Or, for a PCS brochure, write to Mr. 
Don Winston in care of Burroughs, Detroit, 48232. 

Bu.rrou.ghs 
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Look Ahead 
WHEN BUTLER AND CROSS SEE EACH OTHER 
RCA's old customer base soon may be paying another big dividend to 
Univac, this time from Europe. Univac has spent several million 
dollars in computer conversion aids to assist RCA Spectra users to 
move smoothly to Univac. In this regard, there are two sitting ducks 
in Europe: Siemens and ICL. 

Both European firms have a large base of RCA Spectras, and they're 
all dressed up with nowhere in particular to go ••• unless for help to 
Univac. 

Univac's John Butler, who did that remarkable job of keeping some 
90% of ex-RCA U.S. customers in the univac fold, has been dispatched 
to Europe as general manager of Univac's Northern European Division. 
And we hear that Butler has been seeing quite a bit of his old buddy 
Geoffrey Cross, who is now ICL's managing director. Don't look for 
an outright merger or acquisition, but some kind of cooperative 
arrangement seems likely at this point. Any such arrangement would 
likely galvanize the other European computer firms that have been 
talking merger and/or cooperation into a closer deal with another 
U.S. mainframe manufacturer like, say, Control Data, or maybe even 
Burroughs. 

Others wonder what Siemens will do if Univac and ICL get together. 
The Siemens-CII-Philips cooperative agreement isn't exactly setting 
Europe on fire. 

IBM'S "REASONABLE" SCARE TACTIC 
IBM's new policy on maintenance of its equipment in a mixed 
installation can be called a reaction to increasing costs of dealing 
in such sites, or a scare tactic, or both. IBM's latest rounds of 
technological and financial moves, all replete with a two-edged 
sword, make it clear·the answer is "both." 

In effect, IBM has said that if a customer alters any IBM 
equipment in bringing in a competitive piece of gear, it will 
determine if inspection is needed and, if so, charge for it. That's 
the new part. Then, as in the past, the user pays'for any IBM 
maintenance, diagnosis, or repair to IBM gear attributable to the 
alteration or attachment. IBM may also "establish additional charges 
for maintenance service under existing agreements" if the cost of 
maintenance of the unaltered portion of an altered machine is 
"significantly increased above" the cost of maintaining unaltered 
machines. One university user thinks the policy, which "doesn't 
sound unreasonable" on the surface, is "meant to scare the hell out 
of me." 

IBM isn't claiming any problems with particular independents' 
machines or specifically with attachments to 370s. Instead, it 
claims that "in the last 12 months, increasing complexities involved 
with alterations or attachments" have caused it to issue the new 
policy called the "Multiple System Supplier Bulletin." 

A problem to users: IBM says these charges would "recover 
additional costs such as those due to an increase in 'no trouble 
found' and intermittent failure incidents, great diagnostic 
complexities, and increased parts requirements." Users say there 
are no standards they know of for measuring the above. It will be 
IBM's judgment versus theirs, just as it has been in the past ••• 
and as is true with all vendors. The user has two recourses: make 
the other vendor liable or keep a very careful log of all maintenance 



Look Ahead 
calls. The latter isn't easy, but one user says that his 
installation holds weekly me~tings with the FE to discuss all 
problems and what was done about them. 

PLANNING RESEARCH: WAS IT GETTING TOO BIG? 
An insider says last month's resignation of president Robert Krueger 
and four vice presidents of Planning Research Corp. "was demanded, 
not volunteered." He claims the board felt "they weren't working 
hard enough, that there was too much cronyism, that the company had 
gotten too big and ought to restrict itself to consulting." 

After reporting a six-months loss of $5.7 million, Planning 
Research at press time was reported on the verge of selling its 
Greenwich Data Systems subsidiary and two 360/65s in McLean, Va., to 
Control Data. 

International Reservations Corp., originally part of the deal, 
apparently will be kept. But its president Bill Lonergan has left. 
His successor is Bert Helfenstein, formerly a PRC group executive. 
The reservations subsidiary, consistently unprofitable since startup 
nearly four years ago, turned a profit last quarter, shortly after 
terminating a big reservations contract with the American Automobile 
Association. 

AFIPS OFFICERS GET THE AXE 
Look for a big shakeup in AFIPS: the behind-the-scenes powers will 
pose an almost clean slate for the uncontested election to be held 
in June. We understand that president Wally Anderson and vp Bob 
Kudlich will not be asked to run again. George Glaser CACM) gets 
another term as treasurer, but secretary Dick Blue (ACM) gives way 
to Dick Simmons (IEEE Computer Society) to avoid ACM dominance of 
the Executive Committee. Lured out of "retirement" to run for 
president is ex-ACM President Bernie Galler (Univ. of Michigan). 
Paul Berthiaume (Society for Computer Simulation) was slated for vp, 
but a serious illness may prevent that. 

SEN. HART TAKES HIS CASE TO NCC 
After-a long absence, IBM is returning to the AFIPS-sponsored 
National Computer Conference next month with an 18-booth display. 
But the prodigal son isn't being spared its newest nemesis, Sen. 
Philip H. Hart, whose Industrial Reorganization bill (p. 129) could 
lead the way to control of the computer giant's dominance of the 
industry. Sen. Hart is the federation's last-minute choice as 
keynoter for the NCC, which opens June 4 for a five-day New York run 
as successor to the twice-yearly Joint Computer Conferences, which 
IBM has shunned for three years. 

Meanwhile, the latest promotional mailing from the NCC's Science 
and Technology Program chairman, Dr. Carl Hammer, contains as excess 
baggage three one-page flyers promoting two consulting firms and a 
headhunter. That's one way to cope with rising postage rates. 

ENTRY AND ORDERS IN DATA ENTRY 
People at Pertec, the California peripherals maker, are talking 
informally about entering the shared-processor data entry market, 
with an announcement due before year-end. If true, it would be the 
company's second try at the market, following its unsuccessful 
attempt two years ago to merge with CUmmins-Chicago, which has since 
introduced a system. 

Pertec already makes key-to-tape terminals, disc and tape drives, 
(Continued on page 220) 



HP: WE DELIVER COMPUTER SOLUTIONS - NOT JUST COMPUTERS 

DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR THE SYSTEMS USER, 
everything is in a single, pretested unit. 
Just plug it in and you're in business. The HP 2100S lets you 
come up with a whole new range of minicomputer 
systems solutions. 

Meet the HP 2100S computer. 

THE COMPUTER WITHIN A 
COMPUTER: A plug-in card lets you 
microprogram, to speed up subroutine 
execution of important applications. 
Frees valuable memory space for 
added problem-solving capacity. 

• EXTENDED ARITHMETIC 
INSTRUCTIONS 

• FLOATING POINT HARDWARE 

• DUAL-CHANNEL 
DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS 

• CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED 
PROGRAMMABLE TIME·BASE 

• PARITY CHECK WITH INTERRUPT 

• POWER·FAIL PROTECT WITH 
AUTOMATIC RE·START 

• MEMORY PROTECT 

• TWELVE I/O CHANNELS 

• COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL 
INTERFACE 

• A 16K, 16·BIT.MEMORY 
(EXPANDABLE TO 3210 

THE SYSTEMS FEATURES YOU 
WANT MOST are standard on the 
HP 2100S. Combine these with micro
programmability, powerful peripherals 
and a complete selection of software. 

Specifically designed for solving system problems. 
Here's the top-of-the-line HP computer. Specially designed 
for systems use, the basic package meets most system needs 
as it is. Yet, its well-thought-out options and peripherals 
let you customize your HP 2i00S for efficiency. Proven 
software includes Assembly Language, FORTRAN, BASIC, 
and ALGOL compilers, plus a complete microprogramming 
software package. Operating systems are available for 
batch processing, real-time and time-sharing. Send for our 
new brochure that tells it all. 
22305 
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HEWLETT~PACKARD 

Sales, service and support in 172 centers in 65 countries. 
Palo Alto. California 94304. Offices in principal cities throughout the U. S. 
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· There's still 
that expensive middleman 

your computer can 
do without. 

The punch card. . 



Our company grew out of a simple 
idea. 

Eliminate the pokey old punch card on 
volume data entry. 

Go directly to magnetic media, and 
the bundle you save may run to five digits in 
people and equipment costs. 

But we didn't stop with just one way 
to save you money. 

Today, we're the only company that 
makes all the options. Stand-alone key-to-tape. 
Cluster key-to-tape systems. Key-to-disk 
with tutorial CRT display. 

So play your options to get what you 
really want. The most in throughput for the 
least people and space and dollars. 

Better yet, challenge us to play them 

for you. Take us to your documents and 
deadlines and formats and problems, then 
hear our recommendation. 

After all, we didn't become the 
Peripheral Power without showing a lot of 

. people how to get more throughput for 
their dollars. 

Call our nearest sales office. Or write 
for our new brochure that describes a 
choice, not a challenge. 

Mohawk Data Sciences Corp., 
World Headquarters, Utica, N. Y. 13503. 

~['II-) 
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KeyScan is a shared-processor, key/disk 
scanning system designed from the 
ground up, with the latest technology, 
to be the first high-performance, 
moderately priced multimedia data 
entry system. 

And that's a lot. It not only means 
scanning any or all of the common OCR 
fonts, OMR codes, holes, E13B 
magnetically and optically, but also the 
most advanced key/disk data entry 
system available today. KeyScan also 
reads small tags and has the capability 
to sort documents when required. 

But that's not all. It can be just what 
you want it to be: a stand-alone key/disk 
system, an off-line print station, remote 
MICR terminal ... whatever you need. 

And, as your requirements change, 
you can reconfigure your hardware and 
software to do the new job ... the 
best way. 

All this from a company with offices 
around the world and over 45 branch 
sales and service offices located across 
the country. Support services include 
programming, forms design, and systems 
design-all to suit your specific 
applications. 

So when you think data entry, think of 
Cummins KeyScan Multimedia Data 
Entry System. Then think of other 
systems and you decide which is best. 

tI ~Mld,~Mot ~R~ 
836 Waukegan Road • Glenview, IL 60026 • 312/724-8000 

KeyScan Multimedia Data Entry System 
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30+ 

30 + fl 

For all seven models: 

Here's how to 
turn your 360 
into a 360+ 

'ze you want by Expand most any Sl . 
. T k xtension memones 

adding Fabrol- e ~ace your existing core 
to your 360. r rep \\ 
with cost-cutting memory ~h~t has a 
the dependabiHty of the ongma\. . 

+ from 24K to 64K 

30 + fro 

G t the benefit of Fabri-Tek expenence 
_eover 200 insta\\ations.in more thda~ 

. . h conversion c'eare or 
90 cities., eac b 'BM It's the fast, 
CPU mamtenance y '. 
inexpensive way to safety mcrease 

your core. 

ll1llF fA B R '!a::'L~5!~' 
5901 So. County Road 18, Mmn P (612) 935-8811 

h i gy for over a decade. 
A leader in memory tec no a 

50 + from ---~ 256Kt0512K ~ __ These 360 users agree ~n 
0( Fabri-Tek service and savings 

Call for full details: 

65 + from 256K to 512K 

EASTER~: Atlanta (404) 284-7670 0 Boston Area (617) 969-5077 0 Miami Area (305) 724-0900 0 New York Area (201) 694-4770 0 Philadelphia Area 
(215) 643-6950 0 Pittsburgh Area (412) 391-6390 0 Rochester (716) 586-1960 0 Stamford (203) 359-1315 0 Washington (703) 525-6"435 

CENTRAL: Chicago (312) 437-4116 0 Columbus (614) 262-7966 0 Dallas (214) 233-0872 0 Houston (713) 772-7050 0 Milwaukee (414) 276-3352 0 
Oklahoma City (405) 843-6444 0 St. Louis (314) 721-0004 0 Detroit (313) 538-7480 

MOUNTAIN: Denver (303) 573-5535 0 Phoenix (602) 266-4448 0 Salt Lake City (801) 359-4594 
PACIFIC: Los Angeles Area (213) 420-2493 0 Portland (American Data Processing Supplies) (503) 222-2006 0 San Francisco Area (408) 739-4780 0 

Seattle (American Data Processing Supplies) (206) 623-2413 
EUROPE: NCA Nordisk Computer AB (Stockholm, Sweden) 08-525290,542211 0 Computer GmbH (Bahnhofstrasse, West Germany) (02102) 31055-59 0 

Computer Time and Hardware Brokers Ltd. (London, England) 01-486-2415 0 Promodata (Paris, France) 22536-71 
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Letters 
Nothing new 
There is nothing implied, or new, in 
the use of the word "character" for 
"byte" in IBM'S press announcements 
of new products (Look Ahead, March, 
p. 161). Historically, IBM news re
'leases have used "character" both in 
defining "byte" and as a parenthetical ' 
alternative to "byte." 
ROBERT A. MORRIS 
IBM Corporation 
White Plains, New York 

Virtually yours 
The readers of DATAMATION may be 
interested in the following, which per
tains to your three articles on virtual 
memory (Feb., pp. 48-57). 

The article by Messrs. Kurtz and 
Cuozzo contains two errors of fact. On 
p. 52, they state: "The solid line (of 
Fig. 3) represents execution in activity 
sequence necessary to obtain a small , 
'working set,' a term coined by IBM to 
identify code frequently executed so 
that once it's paged into real storage, it 
tends to remain there." (Italics mine.) 
The term was not in fact coined by 
IBM. Its first precise use in the public 
lit,erature was mine*, and imprecise 
uses of the term can be found as early 
as 1962 in papers about the MIT Com
patible Time Sharing System (CTSS). 
At no time while this work was being 
done was I associated with IBM. 

On p. 50, Messrs. Kurtz and Cuozzo 
also state: " . . . larger pages enhance 
total 110 operations. Bigger blocks 
mean less paging and better channel 
throughput." (Italics mine.) Experi
mental data demonstrating that this 
statement is not always ·true can be 
found in a paper by Hatfield *, who 
incidentally is employed by IBM. The 
article by Messrs. Kurtz and Cuozzo is 
otherwise well done and informative. 

The article by Mr. Bergstresser 
states on p. 55 that: "To understand 
and appreciate the advantages of vir
tual storage, one need only understand 
two characteristics: 1) ,a large address 
space is available for holding programs' 
and data, and 2) the system allocates 
real storage to jobs, as required." (Ital
ics mine.) By its omission of a third 
fact, this statement propagates a myth 
that the early promoters of virtual 
memory (circa 1962) promulgated, 
the damage of which many writers-a 
substantial number of whom were or 
are IBM employees-have spent the 
better portion of the past decade trying 
to repair. The missing third fact is: 
Although the address space is large and 
linear, it does not behave as a random 
access store; in jact, the access time oj 
an address tends to be considerably 
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shorter ij a neighboring address has 
been accessed recently than otherwise. 

This fact is seldom pointed out to 
prospective programmers of virtual 
storage systems. All the data available 
suggest that, when unaware of it, pro
grammers tend to scatter information 
-and references to it-far ,and wide 
over address space, and generate there
by reference patterns so devoid of lo
cality that their programs stand little 
chance of efficient operation. Many of 
Mr. Bergstresser's suggestions for writ
ing programs with good locality do not 
completely agree with the conclusions 
presented in the literature. * 

The article by Mr. Gaudion was an 
excellent and refreshing piece putting 
virtual memory in historical perspec
tive. It shows that other manufacturers 
(e.g., Burroughs, CDC, RCA, Univac) 
have had better records of success and 
more experience with virtual storage 
than IBM, demonstrating once again 
IBM'S predilection to swallowing up the 
ideas of others and presenting them as 
if they were its own discoveries. 
PETER J. DENNING 
Purdue University 
Lafayette, Indiana 

*The writer included a list of 21 refer
ences. For specific citations, contact 
the Letters Editor 

Tariff clarified 
It was with great interest that I read 
your item on "Interconnection: Clos
ing in on Bell" in the February issue 
(p. 123). As you are now aware, 
Western Union's tariffs permitting the 
most liberal interconnect policy to date 
became effective March 1. 

However, there were several inaccu
racies which need to be corrected. A 
customer who provides his own termi
nal including data-set and answer-back 
capability will enjoy all the benefits 
available to a Western Union-provided 
TWX terminal; i.e., direct dial connec
tions to over 43,000 U.S. TWX sub
scribers, directory listing, Tebprinter 

Computer Services (TCS), and Mail
gram. A customer who leases the data 
set alone will not have this versatility, 
as data sets leased under this option are 
used for "inverted" or closed network 
operation only. 

For both TWX and Telex there is an 
installation cost of $50 for each access 
line. Equipment supplied by Western 
Union under its applicable tariffs may 
or may not carry an additional installa
tion charge. 
E. H. COLE 
Western Union 
Upper Saddle River, New Jersey 

No other love 
A leading quotation was unfortunately 
omitted from my recent article, "CAl 
Techniques for Information Retrieval" 
(Feb., p. 91). It reads: 

"Let her love 
What man she may, no other love than 

mine 
Shall be an index of her memories." 

-Edwin Arlington Robinson 
PETER H. HUYCK 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Ethics for today 
I have been worried for some time by 
the, necessity to have a Code of Ethics 
for us computer people. We do not 
want to see a code of ethics that says 
things like: . 

"A computer person will at all times 
conduct herself (or himself) in a man
ner so as not to betray that she (or he) 
has any thoughts which may in any 
way violate the accepted principle (at 
least in the opinion of the committee 
which shall consist of no less than one 
practicing fellow, one member, and 
two licentiates) ... " 

Our code should be simple, straight
forward, and to the point. Let us call it 
The 10 System Commandments: 

1. Thou shalt not use blasphemy 
when debugging JCL. 

2. Thou shalt not assume that im-

"Miss Dennison, send in some reports, charts, programs, files, data, 
indices, facts, figures, totals, actuaries, systems analyses, projec
tions, printouts, breakdowns, summaries, rates, records, state
ments, memorandums, graphs, requisitions ... " 

© DATAMATION ® 
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370/STOR 
GIVES YOUR 
DATA A SECURE 
BERTH-
AND A BIG ONE. 

370/STOR is the fastest-selling add-on 
main memory for System/370 processors. 
More than 15 million bytes for 370/STOR 
memory are now in operation. 

Why? Because 370/STOR gives you 
more than you can get from any other 
supplier'- including IBM: 

• Up to four million bytes of main stor
age for either your Model 155 or 165. 

• Up to two million bytes connectable 
through a single port, saving you tens 
of thousands of dollars in interconnec
tion cost. 

• Memory protection for every 2K or 4K 
bytes of memory - a feature supplied 
only by Cambridge, and at no cost to 
you. 

• Dense packaging. Our advanced mem
ory design enables us to store two 
megabytes in the same space that IBM 
stores 512K bytes. That saves you 
space, power and money. 

• Fast installation. We can install most 
370/STOR systems in less than eight 
hours. That means from the time we 
w heel in our system until you power-on 
for production.' 

• The.right price. How much is that? 
About 50 per cent less than IBM. 
With hundreds of 360 and 370 add-on 

memories installed, and an experienced 
national sales and service organization, 
we can help you sail through your memory 
barriers. 

Chart a course to 

CAMBRIDGE. 
A good place to put your information. 
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morality is BASIC. 
3. Thou shalt not decommit a virtual 

thing. 
4. Thou shalt be bound by the code 

but not by correspondence. 
There must be another six some

where, and if you think of some, please 
mail them to me c/o DATAMATION, 
1801 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Ange
les, CA 90035. 
IAN P. SHARP 
I. P. Sharp Associates Limited 
Toronto, Ontario 

Consoled 
The Ivory Coast stamp mentioned at 
the end of "A Gallery of Computer 
Postal Art" (Feb., p. 74) was issued on 

June 26, 1972. Rather than depicting a 
girl operating a keypunch, as 'men
tioned in the text of the article, the 
girl is sitting before a computer con
sole typewriter (the cpu and some tape 
drives can be seen in the background). 
DENNIS M. DENGEL 
Poughkeepsie, New York 

Verbed 
I enjoyed and endorse Truly Dono
van's article "On the Spelling of Pro
grammer" in the March issue (p. 166). 
Nevertheless, I can't forget that it was 
one of her former managers at IBM 
who first advised me that "There is no 
word that can't be verbed." 
JOSEPH T. RIGO 
New York, New York 

Eyeball to eyeball 
Until the March issue, I have resisted 
the temptation to comment on the 
spellings of PROGRAMER. However, 
Ms. Truly A. Donovan's comments ... 
finally ignited a small ember. 

I am an employee of the World's 
Largest Computer User-the Federal 
Government-and have been striving 
to impose the contents of the United 
States Government Printing Office's 
"Style Manual" on all software con
tractors with whom I have had to deal 
in the past 10 years. 

While most have conformed with 
the "Style Manual," the greatest inertia 

is exhibited by the present and former 
employees of the World's Largest 
Computer Manufacturer. 

One would think that the customer 
should be indulged, at least as far as 
documentation is concerned. There
fore, as far as the Federal Government 
is concerned, Ms. Malstrup is a PRO
GRAMER, who has PROGRAMED, and 
who may still be PROGRAMING. 
CHARLES L. COLLINS 
Huntsville, Alabama 

Another form of hell 
John Petroff's review of why systems 
and dp managers are unpopular (Feb., 
p. 77) is refreshing in that he specifi
cally dispenses with the tired notions of 
a lack of salesmanship, communication, 
and user involvement as our bete noire. 
He will be accused of sour grapes, but 
his examples certainly sound authentic. 

Petroff omits one other k~y factor 
frequently at the root of dp's unpopu
larity: its isolation and usual lowly 
status. This in contrast to its high cost 
and high aspirations. Something that 

. will remedy our situation more than 
steering committees is recognition of 
systems' and data processing's proper 
place as a major functional organiza
tion, reporting in the same manner as 
marketing, engineering, industrial rela
tions, finance, and manufacturing. 

Regarding steering committees, they 
are just another form of hell. And they 
relieve only symptoms, not the disease. 
Why not steering committees for mar
keting, engineering, et al? Because 
these functions already sit at top staff 
levels, that's why not! 

Our involvement at the appropriate 
level on an organizational basis could 
do much to relieve the pressures, frus
trations, and fiascos which result from 
operating without leverage in a vacu
um of policy and planning knowledge. 
THOMAS E. O'CONNOR 
Manager, Information Processing 

and Systems 
Raytheon Company 
Mountain View, California 

La bete noire lives 
I think the article on "Why Are DP 
Managers So Unpopular?" was out
standing. I hope the company presi
dents or administrators will read the 
article. 

There is a direct correlation between 
the aggressive dp manager and his 
popularity. As his aggressiveness in
creases, his popularity decreases. Peo
ple are afraid of the unknown; they are 
not quite sure of his motives. Is he 
looking out for the company's interests 
or is he trying to gain more power and 
take over their jobs? They are not only 
afraid of the aggressive manager; they 
are afraid of the computer itself be-

(Continued on page 224) 
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OUR MEMORIES 
LET YOU 
ADD THE FRILLS 
AS YOU 
ADD THE CAPACITY. 

Cambridge builds big add-on memories - the biggest you can find any
where. Up to four megabytes for System/370 models 155 and 165. Up to 
two megabytes for System/360 model 65. Up to 262K bytes for the 360/30. 
But size isn't everything, so Cambridge includes at no cost features not 
found anywhere else. Like "fail-safe" operation: if part of the memory 
fails, the rest runs at full speed. Like storage protect: we include it as a 
standard feature on every large add-on system. Like simple interconnec
tion: our technique can save you $200,000. Like compactness: our 360/370 
add-ons average one-third the size of equivalent IBM units. Then there's 
the price: it's certain to gain your respect. At Cambridge, we look at it 
this way: smooth sailing for our customers, snug harbor for us. 

CAMBRIDGE. 

360/CORE 

Add-on and extended 
memory systems for 
Models 22, 30, 40, 50 
and 65 processors in 
the System/360 line. 

• 

A good place to put your information. 

370/STOR 

Up to four mega
bytes of main mem
ory for the models 
155 and 165 in the 
IBM System/370 
computer family . 

MINI ADD-ONS 

Up to 124K of plug
compatible expan
sion memory for 
DEC, Varian and 
other popular mini
computers. 

OEM MEMORIES 

Core and semi
conductor memories 
for use in main
frames, controllers, 
peripherals and ter
minal products. 

DOT PRODUCTS 

High-speed elec
tronic mass storage 
systems for disk, 
drum and other 
"page"-type memory 
applications. 

CAMBRIDGE MEMORIES, INC., 696 Virginia Road, Concord, Mass. 01742 (617) 369-8850 
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On May 1st, the hottest computer around 
became tl1e hottest timesharing system around. 

By now, everybody's heard about 
PDP-ll/45. There's simply too much 
computer for the money to ignore. 
300 nanosecond speed. Solid-state and 
core memory to 248K bytes. 64-bit multi
accumulator floating point hardware. 
Hardware memory management. 
Among other things. 

At:ld if that wasn't enough, on May 1st, 
PDP-11/45 took another giant step. With 
the delivery of two powerful new software 
systems. 

First, RSTS-11E. 
The timesharing software system that 

handles up to 32 users at the same time, 
each with jobs as big as 16K words. With 
the kind of fast response you can get only 
from PDP-11/45 hardware. 

RSTS-11E lets everybody use all the 
peripherals on line. Large-scale peripherals 
like 20-million-word disk packs and high
speed line printers. Plus magnetic t~pe 

drives and paper tape and card eqUipment. 
What's more, it has an expanded form 

of BASIC that gives you string operations. 
On-line files as big as 30-million characters 
each. Matrices. ALGOL-like statements. 
Data Processing aids. Plus all the ease of 
use you'd expect from BASIC. 

That's just the beginning. 
Now for RSX-llD. 
An integrated real time system that 

can control a whole process or automate 

:DRTRMRTION 



And the hottest real time system around. 
an entire lqboratory with plenty of power 
to spare. 

RSX -11 D will give you real time 
response measured in microseconds. 
Even if there are hundreds of tasks going 
on at the same time. 

Memory is used with maximum effi
ciency. RSX-11Dis the firstlow-costsystem 
to use dynamic memory management. 

Yet security is absolute. Every task is 
individually hardware protected. All 
executive routines and privileged processor 
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instructions are isolated in a special 
processor mode of operation. 

And RSX-IID has full ANSI 
FORTRAN IV. With ISA Real Time Exten
sions. Plus a FORTRAN IV compiler, 
macro-assembler, and full utility programs, 
all running on line simultaneously with 
real time operations. 

PDP-l1/45 is the hottest selling com
puter we've ever made. And we've made 
a lot of computers. 

CIRCLE 28 ON READER CARD 

Just wait until the word gets around 
on RSTS-11E and RSX-IID. 

Write Digital Equipment Corporation, 
PDP-11/45 Group, 146 Main Street, 
Maynard, Mass. 01754. (617) 897-5111. 
European headquarters: 81 route de l' Aire, 
1211 Geneva 26. Tel: 42 79 50. Digital 
Equipment of Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 11500, 
Ottawa, Ontario. K2H 8K8. (613) 592-5111. 
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From PloHer to Plat 
at 16 Inches per Second 

EAI's 930 Graphics System. You get the picture fast. 
And complete. You get boundaries. Line labels. Dis
tances and bearings calculated and drawn. Easement 
lines drawn. Street names printed. Anything you need
or want-to show with computer-aided drafting. Because 
EAI developed the software to go with the hardware. 

The computer-controlled 930 Graphics System 
gives you speed-and capability. Store all your project 
information in the computer files. Type in your request, 
and the computer will scan the files ... pull the one you 
want ... feed it to the plotter. And give you an original 
drawing every time you command. 

You've got the option to put yourself in the plot. As 
the system works, you can shrink, stretch or rotate the 
plot. Or do the same with any area within the plot. It's all 
at your fingertips. 

With a DATAPLOTTER® at the drawing end of the 
system you get smooth, continuous lines. No increments 
to give a "sawtooth" effect. And with absolute position
ing the plotting arm always picks up where it left off, no 
matter how often you stop or move it. 

Built-in error detection protects your plot, even at 
the system's high speed. Tape noise, dropouts, even 

static electricity that might generate drawing errors stop 
the system. Dead. Until the error is corrected. With all 
this graphic muscle you'll get more plot per plotting 
minute, so computer time 
costs come down. With 
EAI's programs and peri
pheral equipment you get 
flexibility, too. 

If you don't write at 
16 inches per second, 
there's no time to waste. 
So write us now for in
formation. If you don't want to write at all, telephone. 

f211 Electronic Associates, Inc. 
185 Monmouth Parkway 
West Long Branch, New Jersey 07764 
(201) 229-1100 
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Blue Cross of Florida improves service 
with "Silent 700" ASR Terminals 

Silent 700* ASR twin cassette 
data terminals have been selected 
by Blue Cross of Florida, Inc., for 
their communications network 
serving 148 hospitals. Transactions 
are typed onto cassettes daily by 
hospital personnel for after-hours 
transmission from an unattended 
terminal to the Blue Cross central 
data center. 

Increased claims load and ex
pansion of services by Blue Cross 
required upgrading their teletype-

* Trademark o/Texas Instruments Incorporated 

writer network. "We studied data 
terminals and the companies mak
ing them for two years before mak
ing our decision," reports C. R. 
Scott, Manager of EDP Planning 
at Blue Cross of Florida, Inc. 

"Silent 700 ASR terminals met 
our requirements. In addition, 
they are quiet ... most important 
for our 148 hospitals. The termi
nals are attractively styled and 
the low price is vital." 

Quiet electronic printing, cas-

sette storage, automatic search, 
and data rates up to 1200 baud 
make Silent 700 ASR terminals 
powerful alternatives to conven
tional teletypewriters. 

For more information on Silent 
700 terminals for your appIlca
tion, contact the nearest office list
ed below or 'Texas Instruments 
Incorporated, P.O. Box ~ 
1444, Houston, Texas 'n 
77001. Or call (713) 494- UI 
5115, ext. 2126. 

Arlington, Va. (703) 525-1444· Atlanta, Georgia (404) 458-7791 • Chicago, Illinois (312) 593-2340· Cleveland, Ohio (216) 464-1192· Dallas, Texas (214) 238-5318· Dayton, Ohio (513) 294-0774 
• Denver, Colorado (303) 758-5536 • Detroit, Michigan (313) 352-5720 • Houston, Texas (713) 494-5115 ext. 2562 • Los Angeles, Calif. (213) 860-1379 • Minneapolis, Minn. (612) 941-4384 
• Newark, N.J. (201) 467-2670· Orlando, Florida (305) 644-3535· Philadelphia, Penn. (215) 643-6450· San Francisco, Calif. (408) 732-1840· Waltham, Mass. (617) 890-7400· Elizabeth, 
S. Australia 552066 • Bedford, England 58701 • Paris, France 6450707 • Frankfurt, Germany 726441 • Bad Godesberg, Germany 65534 • Toronto, Ontario, Canada (416) 889-7373 

See the "Silent 700" ASR Terminals at the National Computer Conference, Booth 2215. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 
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A single system 
that handles 

-a'II input 
requirements! 
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You can now handle all data entry requirements 
with Total Data Entry. Some of your input may be 
adaptable to OCR processing, some to key entry, 
some may be handprinted, and some prepared 
on many different typewriters with dissimilar type 
styles and pitches. No matter what form it takes, 
it can now be handled on a single system provided 
and supported by a single supplier. Recognition, 
Equipment. 

Total Data Entry combines the best features of 
two technologies: optical character recognition 
and key-to-disk. 

The OCR capability is Input 80. Input 80's 
recognition capability permits reading documents 
in a variety of sizes containing degraded character~, 
tears, and skewed lines. Virtually any type font is 
fair game for Input 80, and the fonts can be 
intermixed on the same line. Handprint, mark sense, 
page numbering, and line marking are all . 
available options. 

And Input 80 is modular. As your needs grow, so 
. can Input 80, from the new, low-cost Model C to the 

ultimate high-speed OCR system, Input 80 Model A. 
Add the in-line capabilities of key-to-disk for 

non-OCR applications and character reentry. 
This feature provides from one to 22 key stations, 
each equipped with a CRT screen and keypunch 
or typewriter keyboard. It's supported by a 
sophisticated software system with those important 
format, edit, arithmetic, and reentry features needed 
to handle today's data preparation needs. 

Single Keystroke Reentry of unrecognized 
characters optimizes operator productivity and 
accuracy. Contextual display allows complete 
documents or lines to be viewed, and the position 
containing the unrecognized character is 
highlighted. Video image display permits inserting 
of unrecognized characters without referring to the 
source document. Both reentry methods may be 
used without slowing reading or other keying 
functions. 

We'd like to tell you more about how Total Data 
Entry can handle all your input requirements . 
Write or call Recognition Equipment today. 

~, Recognition Equipment 
~r- Designing Systems with Vision 

Recognition Equipment Incorporated 
Box 22037, Dept. T, Dallas, Texas 
75222/Phone:214/259-5777 
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BOW uee LEADERSBIP SOr,.WARE 
CAN HELP YOU GE,. ABEAD. 

WITHOUT uee, you have to be three people - part 
troubleshooter, part scheduler, and part messenger. 

So you'll find it hard to do the job you were hired to do, 
manage fu)l time. 

WITH uee, you have an edge. We help solve the 
problems that come as a result of the speed and auto
mation of OS. So you have time to pull yourself together 
and take the lead. 

Here's how we help: 

UCC ONE (TMS). With this vital tape management 
software you can virtually eliminate accidental destruc
tion of tapes under OS. It provides automatic control 
over your tapes, tape library, even no-label tapes. 

UCC TWO (DUO 360/370) gives you a unique advan
tage. You can run DOS under OS without reprogram
ming. Over 170 in use. 

UCC TEN (Data Dictionary/Manager). It centralizes 
and controls data definitions, provides powerful cross
reference features, automatically generates data base 

Dec 
leadership 
. software 

control statements, and facilitates new systems design. 
Write for the facts on this new software. 

UCC FOURTEEN permits you to run unmodified 1400 
programs on any 360/370 OS systems. Reduce stand
alone hardware, gain OS capabilities, without simulation. 

UCC FIFTEEN helps cut restarting or rerunning time to 
a fraction. Selects proper steps, automatically scratches 
data sets that are to be recreated. 

Leadership under OS starts here. Just send this coupon 
or call 214/637-5010,' extension 3422, and ask for the 
Special Products Marketing Group. 

Let's get our heads together. 
r-----------------------

Please send me more information on: D-6 

D uee ONE D uee TWO D uee TEN 
o uee FOURTEEN 0 uee FIFTEEN 

o Please have someone call me. 
Name ________________________________ __ 

Title _____________________________ _ 

eompany ____________________________ ___ 

Address _________________ ~ _________ __ 

eity/State/Zip ___________ _ 

Telephone ____________________________ _ 

UCC 
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING UTILITY COMPANY 

7200 Stemmons Freeway 
PO. Box 47911 
Dallas, Texas 75247 ©1973 UCUC, Inc L ______________________ J 
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How a lot of different people 
are cleaning up with 

Honeywell's Series 2000 computers. 



Honeywell's Series 2000 computers are 
a family of high-performance systems in 
the small-to-medium-scale range- from 
the entry-level 2020 system (with monthly 
rental about $1,900) to the large 2070 sys
tem (with monthly rental about $30,000). 
They're a family with unusual strengths 
in important areas like operating system 
software, data communications hardware 
and software, peripherals capability, and 
data base management techniques. 

What really makes Series 2000 special 
and so popular, is its dramatic cost-effec
tiveness. As a result, more and more com
panies and institutions in just about every 
industry, and of just about any size, are 
discovering that Honeywell's Series 2000 
offers the most practical and economical 
answers to their data processing needs. 

Here are eight examples: 

An auto manufacturer relies on 
Honeywell computers at manufac
turing and assembly plants. 

A major automobile manufacturer uses 
Honeywell 2050 and 2060 systems at 
manufacturing and assembly plants to 
handle production-related applications. 
These include accounts receivable, 
accounts payable, order processing, 
invoice processing and product material 
inventory reports. The systems are also 
tied to a Honeywell communications net
work that keeps a central computer sup
plied with information for inventory 
updating, parts ordering and shortage 
reporting. A number of applications han
dled by the Series 2000 systems are criti
cal to continued production, so proven 
reliability was vital in the company's 
decision to move to Series 2000. 

Big savings bank puts ten branches 
on-line for improved customer 
service. 

A large-city mutual savings bank (Met
ropolitan Savings Bank, Brooklyn, New 
York) uses two Model 2060 systems to 
provide better service to its approximately 
180,000 customers. One computer is 
dedicated to an on-line teller system that 
provides instant two-way communications 

Big firms, 

between the customer files and 45 teller 
terminals at ten branch locations. The 
system was installed to speed up the proc
essing of customer deposits, withdrawals 
and related transactions, and to allow the 
opening of accounts and changes of 
names and addresses on-line, through 
video display terminals. 

The second system is used for batch 
processing of reports, mortgage loan 
accounts and general ledger , as well as for 
new program development. A separate 
foreground partition of memory is used 
to access on-line mortgage inquiry files 
through CRTs located in the mortgage 
department. Peripherals and communica
tion controllers can be switched between 
systems, providing complete back-up for 
the on-line teller system. 

Fastener manufacturer centralizes 
multiplant operation for improved 
management information and control. 

A multidivision manufacturer of indus
trial and aerospace fasteners (The Lamson 
& Sessions Company, Brooklyn, Ohio) 
employs two Series 2000 systems - a 
Model 2040 and a Model 2050 - for fac
tory and business applications. Currently 
the firm uses remote data entry terminals 
at its major manufacturing centers for 
off-line data transmission to the computer 
center. The customer plans to evolve to 
an on-line information network. The 
computerized systems provide the com
pany with improved production and 
inventory controls which are translated 
into improved customer service and 
reduced capital investment plus financial 
tools to more effectively manage daily 
operations. Circle 101 on Reader Card 

and not -so-big firms ... 
just about any company or 
organization can profit 

from Honeywell's Series 2000. 



State department of education uses 
computer to handle large volume 
of school data. 

A state department of education (State 
of Ohio, Columbus) keeps its Model 2050 
system working on three shifts to process 
a heavy load of statistical and recordkeep
ing chores. A major share of this workload 
involves accounting applications such as 
funding, tax base computation, student 
population, personnel and salaries for 
the state's 621 school districts. In addi
tion, extensive files, such as teacher cer
tification records, are maintained on the 
computer. To speed its workflow, the 
department makes use of data communi
cations under control of OS/2000. CRT 
and teleprinter terminals are used for data 
collection at critical locations. A pilot 
project has also been started by the depart
ment to make available the power of its 
2050 system to school districts in rural 
areas unable to afford their own systems. 
A remote Model 5 intelligent terminal 
communicates with the state's computer 
for processing the traditional accounting 
requirements plus student scheduling, 
grade reporting and student attendance. 

Southern newspaper uses computers 
for production efficiency and quality 
control 

A large Southern daily newspaper 
(St. Petersburg Times and Evening Inde
pendent, St. Petersburg, Florida) uses two 

Model 2050 systems. One handles the 
paper's business tasks such as advertising 
billings, maintenance of circulation files 
and payroll. The second is dedicated to 
newspaper production assignments. It 
operates in tandem with two Honeywell 
minicomputers and performs copy 
hyphenation and justification and related 
work. The paper is currently converting 
its production work from off-line termi
nals to special CRT terminals that will 
handle both editorial and advertising 
copy composition on-line. A Times-devel
oped programming technique enables the 
operator of already installed terminals to 
precompose display ads on the terminal's 
CRT. After composition by the terminal 
operator, the ad is computer-processed 
for hyphenation, justification and inser
tion of the function codes necessary to 
drive the photocomposition machines. 
The Honeywell 2000 computers are an 
important part of the paper's program to 
completely convert to cold-type composi
tion and offset printing by 1975. 

Distributor depends on computers 
to achieve inventory control and 
provide customer service. 

A large wholesale tobacco and candy 
distributor on the West Coast (Glaser 
Bros., Vernon, California) has attained 
its leading position through emphasis on 
superior customer service and effective 
inventory management. Recently the firm 
installed dual 2040 systems to keep pace 
with its fast-growing business and 
increase its computer management capa
bilities. A newly implemented sales order 

processing system validates customer and 
item information, checks and allocates 
inventory, computes discounts and taxes 
for invoicing, and prints a combined ware
house pick-list and total customer invoice. 

In addition, the system provides cus
tomer sales analysis; salesman analysis; 
commodity and brand movement analysis; 
inventory status; purchasing information; 
credit analysis; accounts receivable aging 
and statements; and daily sales, cost and 
profit by item, commodity group, branch 
and company. 

Paperless system is goal ofprogres
sive hospital 

A 592-bed hospital (Parkview Memo
rial, Fort Wayne, Indiana) is using a 
Model 2050 system as it builds toward the 
ideal of a paperless hospital. By eliminat
ing the redundant writing and recording 
of patient services that occur throughout 
the institution, the hospital plans to 
relieve doctors, nurses and other profes
sional medical personnel of unnecessary 
clerical work, thereby making possible 
an improvement in productivity. A real
time data base management system is 
being implemented, with the data base to 
be accessed through remote CRT termi
nals for applications such as patient 
accounting, payroll, personnel, payables, 
inventory, general ledger, property ledger, 
census, medical records, pathology, 
patient charts and results reports. 

Commercial bank provides broad 
spectrum of services to branch and 
subscriber banks. 

A 14-branch commercial bank (Fram
ingham Trust, Framingham, Massachu
setts) uses a 2050 system to provide com
prehensive on-line and batch processing 
services to its branches and subscriber 
banks. Bank personnel use CRT termi
nals to communicate over leased tele
phone lines with central information files. 
The video system provides demand 
deposit, savings, certificate loan and gen
eralledger processing. Inquiries on cus
tomer accounts produce cross-referenced 
information from the central information 
file, showing the customer's total rela
tionship with its bank for these applica
tions. Complete hard-copy backup is gen
erated automatically for all transmitted 
information. Many expensive and bulky 
reports are no longer produced, having 
been replaced by video displays. The 
on-line system frees bank personnel from 
many time-consuming procedures that 
are necessary with batch operations and 
conventional data preparation methods. 
Circle 102 on Reader Card 



Seven ways Series 2000 computers 
are trained to respond. 

1. On-site changes give the user a low-cost 
way to increase power and performance 
without replacing his current processor. 
Purchase-only versions of Series 2000 
central processors can be easily modified 
at a user's site by augmenting memory 
and adding memory-speed and input/ 
output power modules. 
2. The DATANET 2000 front-end network 
processor off-loads the central processor of 
its communications overhead and maxi
mizes information throughput. This 
advanced miniprocessor offers an 
extremely simplified, low-cost way to 
expand the computer into an information 
network, thereby increasing information 
processing capability dramatically. 
3. Honeywell's new cost-effective 7000 
Series terminals get more kinds of com
municating done faster at lower cost. Fea

turing microprocessor-based designs, 
the new line includes a low-cost, 

high-performance CRT 
terminal, and a passbook 

banking teller terminal. 
4. Dual disk access gives users 
big throughput gains and 
increased availability of data 

and programs. A new dual-access 
technique allows two transfers to 

take place at the same time on a 
single disk subsystem. This can make a 
significant difference where multipro
gramming is heavily used and continued 
concurrent access to at least two spindles 
on a disk subsystem is required. 
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5. Series 2000 includes a full complement 
of cost-effective peripherals, with special 
emphasis on disk drive flexibility and 
performance. Several types of drives offer 
two or three spindles per control, and are 
expandable to eight per control. Fast 
access times and high data transfer rates 
make these devices especially well suited 
to Series 2000 systems. 
6. The OS /2000 operating system provides 
for as many as ten job operations plus five 
transcription routines to be processed 
concurrently. In addition to dynamic 
partition management (shifting) and 
scheduling priorities, a user-selectable 
dispatching priority scheme governs the 
amount of processor time received by 
jobs and allows for maximum system 
control and throughput. 
7. Series 2000 relates specifically to the 
user's business environment. Honeywell's 
industry-specific system design and pre
coded application packages for a variety 
of industries have enjoyed wide accept
ance due to their emphasis on helping to 
meet business needs. 

A Computer Company You Can 
Believe In 

Honeywell Information Systems is 
itself a success story. We have grown, 
because we know our growth depends 
upon our ability to help you grow. Series 
2000 is a good example of how we're 
helping businesses grow. 

Honeywell Information Systems 
(MS061), 200 Smith Street, 
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154. 

The Other Computer Company: 
Honeywell 



SkyCab .GUARANTEES 
YOUR PACKAGE DOOR·1O·DOOR: 

New York -Chicago, 6 HRS; Chicago-Los Angeles, BHRS; 
Los Angeles-New York, 10HRS ... 

Ship computer cards, parts or tapes, contracts, 
prospecti, SEC and regulatory filings
practically anything, anywhere today! 

SkyCab is ready to deliver your 
package to and from anyone, any
where in over 18,000 U.S. cities 
and towns today. Each SkyCab 
trip is a special express just for 
you-there's no faster way to 
get a package from one place . 
to another, unless you take it 

yourself (even then, SkyCab might win). One 
call to our toll-free number does it all. 

SkyCab is a unique marriage of a nation
wide fleet of high-speed taxis with the 

fully-computerized facilities of one 
of the world's largest air freight 
systems. 
Call ilow
SkyCab is 
ready. 
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It's the science of 
"Total Terminal Systems" ... 
born and bred in the quiet of 
New Hampshire. 
It's no ordinary science. It says a data terminal system is the sum total 
of all its parts. So Sanders supplies the parts ... all of them. 

It says hardware alone is hardly enough. So Sanders has nearly 
50 service-systems offices from coast to coast that offer total software 
support and dependable, phone-reachable maintenance. 

"Terminalogy" is a solid state of mind ... with its origin in serene New 
Hampshire and its secret in the heads of engineers who think anything 
less than lunar-landing reliability is unacceptable. 

"Terminalogy" ... by Sanders. It works. It solves problems. Make it work 
for you. Call your local Sanders office ... or call our National Sales 
Manager, at 603-885-3727. 

SANDERS 
DATA SYSTEMS. INC. 

A Subsidiary of Sanders Associates. Inc. 

Daniel Webster Highway-South 
Nashua, N.H. 03060 
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The fastest, most flexible and largest? Yes, our Xebec 6000 series disk system has an average access time of only 35 ms, 
track-to-track access time of just 9 ms. It comes with a storage capacity per drive of from 2.5 to 10 million 8-bit bytes. 

If you've been looking for the 
fastest 2315/5440 type disk drives, 

the most flexible formatters, 
plus the largest range of 

computer couplers, 
you've finally come 

to the riglit ad. 

Yes, ourXebecXDF-50 Formatter is so flexible it will work with any 2315/5440 
type drive. Ours. Anybody elses. Separately or in any combination (including 
200 TPI and 100 TPI drives and any standard number of sectors). 

If you're looking for the fastest, most tlexible, etc., please contact one of our 
representatives listed below. We are the leading manufacturer of formatters, 
couplers, whole peripheral systems. 
Xebec Systems Inc., 566 San Xavier Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 732-9444, TWX 910-
339-9292' Cupertino, CA (408) 257-7165 . Long Beach, CA (213) 595-1777 . San Diego, CA 
(714) 279-2342 . Orlando (305) 894-7531 . Spartansburg (803) 579-2904 . Wickliffe, OH (216) 
585-8421 . Dayton (513) 223-8421 . Southfield, MI (313) 354-6421 . Washington, D.C. (301) 
881-5300' King of Prussia (215) 248-5050 . Rochester (716) 266-1400' Long Island (914) 769-
1811' Union,NJ (201) 687-8737' Burlington,MA(617) 272-2606' Hamden,CT(203) 624-7800' 
Honolulu (808) 941-1574 . Dallas (214) 369-8146 . Houston (713) 664-2113 . Ottawa (613) 
722-3489 . Toronto (416) 366-6646. 
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Couplers. 
Yes, we stock more couplers than 
anyone anywhere-for all the pop
ular brands, most of the unpopular, 
some you've never heard of. Our 
couplers have full software support. 

Yes, and on top of everything else, 
we have the best prices around. Ex
ample: complete moving head disk 
systems start at $5,250.We provide 
nationwide service, and if you want 
a service contract you can get it 
from us. 

SYSTEMS INCORPORATED 

DATAMATION 



WHEN IT COMES TO COM, 
YOU CAN SPEND A LOT OR YOU CAN 

SPEND A LITTLE. 



We agree with IBM. 
"1973 (the) Year of the Optical Character." 

What we don't agree on 
is price and performance. 
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r~ic~:les~than50o/o of IBM'8~~86, Model 2 
~~~f9r-mi!nce:Ja8ter, simpler, ",i!~af.lditil)nal<cap~ilities 
We've seleCted the National Computer Conference in New York forthe world prerrliere ofJhefifs(practical 
oPtic~Ldata entry system, the .OCR 7600. Finally, a highlyr~li~blE3,,9pmp~ct, rUo9gedopticai c~~ractE3r 
readerfor pages and documents. Versatility? You bet. It handlesawid~varietyoffontsandformatsasvv~1I 
as lower case and numeric handprint. 

DECISlqNis dedicated to the development and manufacture of optical peripherals. This results in 
cost.andwe're passing.the cost savings to.you.·Veryattractive OEM discounts. 

Com,eseeusatthe National C0rrlPuterConference; booth #2715; for a live demonstration. If you missthf:? 
show; please write us or your 'ocat-independent data entry company. DECISION. Inc. 5601 College Ave:, Oakland CA9461B 

alClllaN 
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PIX is the revolutionary new communications 
productthat allows 360's or 370's to talk to remote 
I/O devices as if they were right in your computer 
room. 

PIX extends standard IBM Iirie printers, card 
readers, card punches, or computers to remote 
sites and drives them with standard IBM unit 
record software. 

And PIX saves you money in the process. PIX 

eliminates teleprocessing hardware and software 
including modems, terminals, BTAM and 270X. 
PIX supports remote processing on your system 
regardless of configuration or core size. 
Go remote. Put your card reader and Iihe printer 
out where the application is, and let PIX handle the 
communications. Your system won't even realize 
the peripherals have been moved. 
For detailed information; please call or write: 

PARADYNE CORP., 8550 ULMERTON ROAD 
LARGO, FLORIDA 33540 (813) 536-4771 
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Editor's Readout 

Too Much Too Soon? 
All you folks out there in informa
tion processing land will probably try 
to restrain your impulse to light bon
fires and set off fireworks at the news 
that another computer society seems 
about ready to appear. 

Nevertheless, it looks as it this is so, 
and we will ask you and Edith Bunker 
to temporarily stifle yourselves while 
we tell you a bit about it. What has 
happened is that the venerable Data 
Processing Management Association
old timers will remember it as the N a
tional Machine Accountants Associa
tion-has gotten understandably tired 
of carrying all alone the rather heavy 
burden of preparing and administering 
the Certificate in Data Processing 
(cop) program. 

The OPMA inaugurated the program 
over 10 years ago. During that time, it 
has spent close to $1 million develop
ing and evolving a rather comprehen
sive test that has been administered to 
27,464 people. While we're throwing 
numbers about, it might interest you to 
know that of this total 13,141 had 
passed the exam through 1972 and 
thus qualified for the COP certificate. 
That's 47.8 %, according to, our trusty 
TI calculator. * 

We understand that the OPMA has 
about broken even on the program, but 
it decided that if the program were to 
become more widely accepted and sup
ported, it should have broader sponsor
ship. Now, with the help of the ACM 

and several other societies (see April, 
p. 139), including the hardware boys 
from the IEEE Computer Society, 
OPMA is ready to create a new organi
zation. 

Right now, it's called the Computer 
Foundation, which thinks it ought to 
worry about personnel development in 
general . . . and (more specifically) 

*It is pertinent to note, however, that through 1969 
the pass fate was better than 60%. The next year 
the exam was stiffened, and from then through 
1972 only 36% have managed to squeeze through. 

"Allay, 1973 

testing aptitude, knowledge, and com
petence of computer people; standards 
of "good practice"; curriculum formu-:
lation; standards of accreditation; and 
"scientific inquiry and research" into 
all such matters. 

Our first reaction to the announce
ment of the desire to establish a Com
puter Foundation was a sinking one: 
just what we need ... another profes
sional association. Then we wondered 
why the work couldn't have been 
turned over to the established meta
society, the American Federation of 
Information Processing Societies 
(AFIPS) . 

The official answer is because OPMA 

is not a member of AFIPS. Without 
trying to probe what might be the real 
reason, we'd like to point out to the 
Computer Foundation organizing com
mittee that it still might be possible for 
you to, explore with AFIPS the possi
bility of their handling your clerical 
and administrative work. Unless you're 
determined to create a separate, un
necessary cost center, the idea of re
duced, shared overhead might be 
attractive. 

We would also like to pass along to 
the organizing committee some of Paul 
Armer's ideas. Paul is a thoughtful edp 
veteran, a past president of AFIPS who 
has spent a lot of time thinking about 
the problem of professional develop
ment in our industry. 

He feels that the Computer Foun
dation ought to think about tackling 
an assignment a little less rigorous than 
creating an exam that purports to tell 
us everything a programmer or edp 
expert should know. In effect, it seems 
to him, you are saying that passing the 
exam' establishes a stone proclai~ing 
"thou art a programmer," or "thou art 
an edp expert." 

And he thinks trying to walk before 
we run might make more sense. What 
he suggests is a series of self-assessment 
exams similar to those developed by 

the American Medical Association. In 
essence, they allow a practitioner to test 
himself in a particular subject matter 
against a norm. 

Armer is also concerned about per
sonal professional obsolescence. And, 
he points out, one problem is that you 
can be obsolescent without knowing it. 
Self-assessment tests would be one way 
of finding out. ' 

And even if we assume that the cop 
exam is a sound and thorough test of 
every aspect of data processing prac
tice, it is clear that passing it does not 
ensure eternal expertise. Maybe the 
people who use the cop after their 
names should include the date they 
passed the test. We periodically recer
tify elevators and other devices ... and 
even doctors are discussing five-year 
licenses. 

We plan in future issues to examine 
more thoroughly other aspects of the 
cop program and the whole matter of 
accreditation and professional develop
ment. In the meantime, we do not 
want the Computer Foundation to 
think that we ,are completely negative. 

We think it's important that some 
group broader than the DPMA work 
seriously and continually on all of these 
matters. We think that the industry as a 
whole owes the DPMA a great de1Jt for 
its pioneering work. And we hope that 
the Com,puter Foundation gets the kind 
of leadership and support required by 
the difficult and delicate tasks it hopes 
to tackle. 

Finally, we urge all of you who are 
concerned about these critical profes
sional development problems to let the 
Computer Foundation organizing com
mittee members know what it is you 
think they ought to do, and how they 
ought to do it. If you don't know how 
to reach them, talk to us. We'll listen, 
and we'll make sure the Computer 
Foundation hears from you. 

-Bob Fore~t 
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Gllr cover this month shows 
one aspect of New Y ork
graffiti, as photographed 

A first stage in collecting data showing 
that software is the major source of 
difficult problems and operational 
performance penalties 

by Richard Ley. 

"You software guys are too much 
like the weavers in the story about the 
Emperor and his new clothes. When I 
go out to check on a software devel
opment the answers I get sound like, 
'We're fantastically busy weaving this 
magic cloth. Just wait a while and it'll 
look terrific.' But there's nothing I ca~ 
see or touch, no numbers I can relate 
to, no way to pick up signals that 
things aren't really all that great. And 
there are too many people I know who 
have come out at the end wearing a 
bunch of expensive rags or nothing at 
all." 

-An Air Force decisionmaker 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Recently, the Air Force Systems Com-
mand* completed a study, "Informa~ 
tion Processing/Data Automation Im
plications of Air Force Command and 
Control Requirements in the 1980s" 
?r CCIP-85 for short. The study pr~
Jected future Air Force command and 
co~trol information processing re
qUIrements and likely future informa~ 
tion processing capabilities into the 
1980s, and developed ~n Air Force 
R&D plan to correct the mismatches 
found between likely capabilities and 
needs. 

Although many of the cCIP-85 con
clusions are specific to the Air Force, 
there are a number of points which 
hold at least as well elsewhere. This 
article summarizes those transferable 
facts and conclusions. 

Basically, the study showed that for 
almost all applications, . software (as 
?pposed to computer hardware, dis
plays, architecture, etc.) was "the tall 
pole in the tent"-the major source of 
difficult future problems and opera
tional performance penalties. How
ever, we found it difficult to convince 
people outside the software business of 
this. This was primarily because of the 
scarcity of solid quantitative data to 
demonstrate the impact of software on 

·The views in thi~ article do not necessarily reflect 
those of the Umted States Air Force 
~ Datamation, March 1, 1971, p. 41. . 

AI.exander, T., "Computers Can't Solve Every
thmg," Fortune, May 1969. 

3 Boeht:n, ~. W., "Syst~m Design," in Planning 
Commumty InformatIOn Utilities, (eds.) H. 
Sackman and B. W. Boehm, AFIPS Press, 1972. 
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Software 
and Its Impact: A 

operational performance or to provide 
perspective on R&D priorities. 

The study did find and develop some 
data which helped illuminate the prob~ 
lems and convince people that the 
problems were significant. Surprising
ly, though, we found that these data 
are almost unknown even to software 
practitioners. (You can test this asser
tion via the Software Quiz, p. 51.) The 
main purpose of this article is to make 
these scanty but important data and 
their implications better known, and 
to convince people to collect more of it. 

Before reading further, though, 
please try the Software Quiz. It's in
tended to help you better appreciate 
the software issues which the article 
goes on to discuss. 

Software is big business 
One convincing impact of software 

is directly on ~he pocketbook. For the 
Air Force, the estimated dollars for FY 

1972 are in Fig. 5; an annual expendi
ture on software of between $1 billion 
and $1. 5 billion, about three times the 
annual expenditure on computer hard
ware and about 4 to 5 % of the total Air 
Force budget. Similar figures hold else-
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where. The recent World Wide Mili
tary Command and Control System 
(WWMCCS) computer procurement 
was estimated to involve expenditures 
of $50 to $100 million for hardware 
and $722 million for software.1 A re
cent estimate for NASA was an ,annual 
expenditure of $100 million for hard
ware, and $200 million for software
about 6% of the annual NASA budget. 

For some individual projects, here 
are some overall software costs: 

IBM os/360 $ 200,000,0002 

SAGE 250,000,0003 

Manned Space Program, 
1960-70 1,000,000,0003 

Overall software costs in the U.S. are 
probably over $10 billion per year, 
over 1 % of the gross national product. 

If the software-hardware cost ratio 
appears lopsided now, consider what 
will happen in the years ahead, as 
hardware gets cheaper and software 
(people) costs go up and up. Fig. 6 
shows the estimate for software ex
penditures in t!:te Air Force going to 
over 90% of total adp system costs by 
1985; this trend is probably char,acter
istic of other organizations, also. 

-

WWMCCS EOP estimate 
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Fig. 5. USAF software is big business. 
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Quantitative Assessment by Barry W. Boehm 

One would expect that current in
formation-processing research and de
velopment projects would be strongly 
oriented toward where the future prob
lems are. However, according to recent 
Congressional testimony by Dr. Ruth 
Davis of the National Bureau of Stan
dards (NBS) on federally-funded com
puting R&D projects: 

" ... 21 % of the projects were con
cerned with hardware design, 40% 
were concerned with the needs of spe
cial interest communities such as nat
ural sciences, engineering, social and 
behavioral sciences, humanities, and 
real-time systems, 14% were in the 
long-range payoff areas of metatheory, 
while only 9 % were oriented to the 
highly agonizing software problems 
identified by most customers as their 
major concern."4 

One result of the cCIP-85 study has 
been to begin to reorient Air Force 
information processing R&D much 
more toward software. Similar R&D 

trends are evident at DOD'S Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (ARPA), Na
tional Science Foundation, and the 
National Bureau of Standards. But 
much remains to be done. 

Indirect costs even bigger 
Big as the direct costs of software 

are, the indirect costs are even bigger, 
because software generally is on the 
critical path in overall system develop
ment. That is, any slippages in the 
software schedule translate directly in
to slippages in the overall delivery 
schedule of the system. 

Let's see what this meant in a recent 
software development for a large de
fense system. It was planned to have an 
operational lifetime of seven years and 
a total cost of about $1.4 billion-or 
about $200 million a year worth of 
capability. However, a six-month soft
ware delay caused a six-month delay in 
making the system available to the 
user, who thus lost about $100 million 
worth of needed capability-about 50 
times the direct cost of $2 million for 
the additional software effort. More
over, in order to keep the software 
from causing further delays, several 
important functions were not provided 
t.n the initial delivery to the user. 

Again, similar situations develop in 
domestic applications. IBM'S os/360 
software was over a year late. 2 The 
U.S. air traffic control system currently 
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Fig. 6. Hardware/software cost trends. 
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1985 

operates much more expensively and 
less effectively because of slippages of 
years in software (and also hardware, 
in this case) development, which have 
escalated direct software costs to over 
$100 million.5 Often, organizations 
compensate for software development 
slippages by switching to a new system 
before the software is adequately 
tested, leading to such social costs as 
undelivered welfare checks to families 
with dependent children, bad credit re
ports, and even people losing their lives 
because of errors in medical software. 

Getting software 
off the critical path 

Once software starts slipping along 
the critical path, there are several more 
or less unattractive options. One option 
is to add more people in hopes that a 
human wave of programmers will 
quickly subdue the problem. However, 
Brooks' excellent article6 effectively 
shows that software is virtually incom
pressible with respect to elapsed time, 
and that such measures more often 
make things worse rather than better. 
Some other unhappy options are to 
skimp on testing, integration, or docu
mentation. These usually cost much 
more in the long run. Another is just to 
scrap the new system and make do 
with the old one. Generally, the most 
attractive option is to reduce the sys
tem to an austere but expandable ini
tial capability. 

For the future, however, several op
portunities exist for reducing software 
delays and getting software off the crit
ical path. These fall into three main 
categories: 

1. Increasing each individual's soft
ware productivity. 

2. Improving project organization 
and management. 

3. Initiating software development 
earlier in the system development 
cycle. 

4 "Government Bureau Takes on Role of Public 
Protector Against Computer Misuse," ACM 
Communications, November 1972, p. 1018. 

5 Hirsch, P., "What's Wrong With the Air Traf
fic Control System?" Datamation, August 
1972, pp. 48-53. 

6 Brooks, F., "Why Is The Software Late?" 
Data Management, August 1971. 
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Fig. 7. Technology forecast: software productivity. 
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Software 
Impact 

Increasin~ software 
productivity: definitions 

Fig. 7 shows a simplistic view of 
likely future trends in software produc
tivity. It is probably realistic in main
taining at least a factor-of-l0 spread 
between the 10th and 90th percentiles 
of software productivity, but it begs a 
few important questions. 

One is, "What is software?" Even 
the courts and the Internal Revenue 
Service have not been able to define its 
metes and bounds precisely. The fig
ures above include computer program 
documentation, but exclude operating 
procedures and broad system analysis. 
Clearly, a different definition would af
fect software productivity figures sig
nificantly. 

Another important question is, 
"What constitutes software produc
tion?" As early as the mid-1950s there 
were general-purpose trajectory analy
sis systems with which an analyst could 
put together a modiIlar, 10,000-word 
applications program in about 10 min
utes. Was this "software production?" 
With time, more and more such gen
eral-purpose packages as ICES (MIT'S 
Integrated Civil Engineering System), 
Programming-by-Questionnaire, RPG, 
MARK IV, and SCERT have made the 
~reation of significant software capa
bilities so easy that they tend to be 
eliminated from the category of "soft
ware productivity," which continues to 
refer to those portions of the software 
directly resulting from handwritten 
strings of assembly or FORTRAN-level 
language statements. Fig. 8 is an at
tempt to characterize this trend in 
terms of a "50% automation date": the 
year in which most of the incoming 
problems in an area could be "pro
grammed" in less than an hour by a 
user knowledgeable in his field, with 
one day of specialized training. 

Thus, if we want to speak objective
ly about software productivity, we are 
faced with the dilemma of: 

1. Either redefining it in terms of 
source instructions rather than object 
instructions-thereby further debasing 
the unit of production (which isn't 
completely objective even using object 
instructions as a base) -or 

2. Continuing to narrow the range 
of definition of "software productivity" 
to the more and more difficult pro
grams which can't be put together 
more or less automatically. 

The eventual result of ARPA'S major 
",automatic programming" effort will 
be to narrow this latter range even 
further. 7 

7 Balzer, Robert M., Automatic Programming, 
Institute Technical Memorandum, University 
of Southern California. Information Sciences 
Institute, September 1972. 
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A Software Quiz 

Very little in the way of quantitative data has been collected 
about software. But there is some which deserves to be better 
known than it is. Because, otherwise, we have nothing but our 
intuition to guide us in making critical decisions about software, 
and often our intuition can be quite fallible. The four questions 
below give you a chance to test how infallible your software 
intuition is. Answers to the quiz appear on the following two 
pages. 

IA. Where Does the Software Effort Go? 

r--- r--- r----
1--, Progrcm Program Program 

I .t:1~7is Analysis 
f-- f----. Coding 

r- f----. Integration 
and and and 

L __ -.l Design Auditing Testing 

L-- L----

? ? ? 

If you're involved in planning, staffing, scheduling or integrat
ing a large software effort, you should have a good idea of how 
much of the effort will be spent on analysis and design (after the 
functional specification for the system has been completed), on 
coding and auditing (including desk checking and software 
module unit testing), and on checkout and test. See how well 
you do in estimating the effort on a percentage basis for the 
three phases .. The results for such different large systems as SAGE, 
os/360, and the Gemini space shots have been strikingly similar. 

2A. How Do Hardware Constraints Affect Software 
Productivity? 
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Percent utilization of speed, memory capacity 

Another useful factor to know in planning software develop
ment is the extent to which hardware constraints affect software 
productivity. As you approach complete utilization of hardware 
speed and memory capacity, what happens to your software 
costs? Do they stay relatively constant or do they begin to bulge 
upward somewhat? The data here represent 34 software projects 
at North American Rockwell's Autonetics Division with some 
corroborative data points determined at Mitre. 

May, 1973 

3A. Where Are Software Errors Made? 

Batch Real-time 

(all errors) (final validation 
phase only) 

Computation and assingment ? ? 

Sequencing and control ? ? 

Input - output ? ? 

Declarations ? ? 

Punctuation ? Not avai lable 

Correction to errors Not available ? 

Total 100% 100% 

If you're setting test plan schedules and priorities, designing 
diagnostic aids for compilers and operating systems, or ~ontem
plating new language features (e.g., GOTo-free) to eliminate 
sources of software errors, it would be very useful to know how 
such errors are distributed over the various software functions. 
See how well you do in estimating the distribution of errors for 
typical batch programs and for the final validation of a critical 
real-time program. 

4A. How Do Compilers Spend Their Time? 

(Knuth study: 440 Lockheed programs: 250',000 statements) 

Number of operands % 

I (A = B) ? 

2 (A = B 0 C) ? 

3 (A = B 0 c0 D) ? 

>3 ? 

Recently, Donald Knuth and others at Stanford performed a 
study on the distribution of complexity of FORTRAN statements. 
Try to estimate what percentage of their sample of 250,000 
FORTRAN statements were of the simple form A=B, how many 
had two operands on the right-hand side, etc. If you're a 
compiler designer, this should be very il!1portant, because it 
would tell you how to optimize your compiler-whether it 
should do simple things well or whether it should do complex 
things well. Here the results refer to aerospace application 
programs at Lockheed; however, a sample of Stanford student 
programs showed roughly similar results. 
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r------------------------------------------------,---------------------------------------------------------
lB. Where Does the Software Effort Go? 

Analysis Coding Checkout 
Answers to A 

and and and 
Design Auditing Test 

SAGE 39% 14% 47% 

NTDS 30 20 50 
2B. How Do Hardware Constraints Affect Software 
Productivity? 

4r---------------------------------~ 

GEMINI 36 17 47 

SATURN V 32 24 44 
c: 

Experience I .~ 
3 -U 

~ 
OS/36O 33 17 50 .= . 

:::-
0 
u 

TRW Survey 46 20 34 0) 
c: 2f-'E 
E 

How close did you come to that large 45-50% for checkout? 0 
0, 
0 a. 
eu ---.. ~ - - Folklore ,] lI-
eu 

e<: 

Whatever you estimated, it was probably better than the plan
ning done on one recent multimillion dollar, mUltiyear (nonde
fense) software project by a major software contractor which 
allowed two weeks for acceptance testing and six weeks for 
operational testing, preceded by a two-man-month test plan 
effort. Fortunately, this project was scrapped in midstream 
before the testing inadequacies could show up. But similar 
schedules have been established for other projects, generally 
leading to expensive slippages in phasing over to new systems, 
and prematurely delivered, bug-ridden software. 

O~------~I------~I------~I------~ 
o 25 50 75 100 

Another major mismatch appears when you compare the 
relative amount of effort that goes into the three phases with the 
relative magnitude of R&D expenditures on techniques to im
prove effectiveness in each of the phases. Relatively little R&D 

support has been going toward improving software analysis, 
design, and validation capabilities. 

Percent utilization of speed and memory capacity 

Hopefully, your estimate was closer to the "experience" curve 
than the "folklore" one. Yet, particularly in hardware procure
ments, people make decisions as if the folklore curve were true. 
Typically, after a software job is sized, hardware is procured 
with only about 15 % extra capacity over that determined by the 
sizing, presenting the software developers with an 85% saturated 
machine just to begin with. How uneconomic this is will be 
explained by Fig. 11 in the text. 

The difference in the later TRW data probably reflects another 
insight: that more thorough analysis and design more than pays 
for itself in reduced testing costs. 

(Refs.: Boehm, B.W., "Some Information Processing Implica
tions of Air Force Space Missions: 1970-1980," Astronautics and 
Aeronautics, January 1971. Wolverton, R., The Cost of Develop
ing Large-Scale Software, TRW Paper, March 1972.) 

Those data also make an attractive case for virtual memory 
systems as ways to reduce software costs by eliminating memory 
constraints. However, the strength of this case is reduced to the 
extent that virtual memory system inefficiencies tighten speed 
constraints. 

Software 
Impact 

Increasin~ software 
productiVity: factors 

However, the fact remains that soft
ware needs to be constructed, that 
various factors significantly influence 
the speed and effectiveness of produc
ing it, and that we have ·at least some 
measure of control over these factors: 
Thus, the more we know about those 
factors, the more our decisions will 
lead to improved rather than degraded 
software productivity. What are the 
important f.actors? 

One is computer system response 
time. Studies by Sackman and others8 

comparing batch versus on-line pro
gramming have shown median im-

8 Sackman, H., Man-Computer Problem Solv
ing, Auerbach Publishers, Inc., 1970. 
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(Ref.: Williman, A. 0., and C. O'Donnell, "Through the 
Central 'Multiprocessor' Avionics Enters the Computer Era," 
Astronautics and Aeronautics, July 1970. 

provements of 20% in programming 
efficiency using on-line systems. 

However, in these same studies, 
variations between individuals ac
counted for differences in productivity 
of f.actors up to 26: 1. Clearly, selecting 
the right people provides more leverage 
than anything else in improving soft
ware productivity. But this isn't so 
easy. Reinstedt9 and others have shown 
that none of the selection tests devel
oped so far have an operationally-de
pendable correlation with programmer 
performance. Weinberg, in his excel
lent book,lO illustrates the complexity 
of the issue by citing two programmer 
attributes for each letter of the alpha
bet (from age and agility through 

9 Reinstedt, R. N., "Results of a Programmer 
Performance Prediction Study," IEEE Trans. 
Engineering Management, December 1967, pp. 
183-187. 

10 Weinberg, G., The Psychology of Computer 
Programming, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1971. 

zygosity and zodiacal sign), each of 
which might be a plausible determi
nant of programmer performance. 
Still, the potential payoffs are so large 
that further work in the areas of per
sonnel selection, training, and evalua
tion should be closely followed. For 
example, the Berger Test of Program
ming Proficiency has proved fairly re
liable in assessing the programming 
capability of experienced program
mers. 

Other factors such as programming 
languages have made significant differ
ences in software productivity. Rubey's 
PL! I study showed differences of up to 
2: 1 in development time for the same 

. program written in two different lan
guages. In a related effort, Kosy ob
tained a 3.5: 1 productivity improve
ment over one of {he Rubey examples 
by using ECSS, a special-purpose lan-
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Software Quiz 

3B. Where Are Software Errors Made? 
7 batch programs 

(all errors) 
On - board space 

2 COBOL Benchmark space booster control 
2 JOViAL booster control (final validation 

PL/I 3 FORTRAN (all errors) phase only) 

Computation and assignment 9% 25% 28% 20% 

Sequencing and co~trol 20 17 27 51 

Input - output 

Dec !orations 32 35 38 16 

Punctuation 31 15 n. a. 

Corrections to errors 

Total (%) 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Errors (No.) 214 140 313 87 

Several points seem fairly clear from the data. One is that 
GOTo-free programming is not a panacea for software errors, as 
it will eliminate only some fraction of sequence and control 
errors. However, as Column 4 shows, the sequence and control 
errors are the most important ones to eliminate, as they current
ly tend to persist until the later, more difficult stages of valida
tion on critical real-time programs. Another point is that lan
guage features can make a difference, as seen by comparing 
error sources and totals in PLiI with the other languages (FOR
TRAN, COBOL, and JOVIAL), although in this case an additional 
factor of less programmer familiarity with PLiI also influences 
the results. 

(Refs.: Rubey, R. J., et aI, Comparative Evaluation of PLIl, 
United States Air Force Report, ESD-TR-68-150, April 1968. 
Rubey, R.J., Study of Software Quantitative Aspects, United 
States Air Force Report, cs-7150-R0840, October 1971.) 

4B. How Do Compilers Spend Their Time? 
NUMBER OF OPERANDS IN FORTRAN STATEMENTS 

(Knuth study: 440 lockheed Programs, 250,000 statements) 

N= 1 operands 
(A= B) 

68% 

It's evident from the data that most FORTRAN statements 
used in practice are quite simple in form. For example, 68 % of 
these 250,000 statements were of the simple form A=B. When 
Knuth saw this and similar distributions on the dimensionality of 
arrays (58% unindexed, 30.5% with one index), the length of DO 
loops (39% with just one statement), and the nesting of DO loops 
(53.5% of depth 1,23% of depth 2), here was his reaction: 

"The author once found ... great significance in the fact that 
a certain complicated method was able to translate the statement 

C(I*N+J) :=( (A+X)*Y) +2.768( (L-M)*( -K) )/Z 
into only 19 machine instructions compared with the 21 instruc
tions obtained by a previously published method .... The fact 
that arithmetic expressions usually have an average length of 
only two operands, in practice, would have been a great shock to 
the author at that time." 

Thus, evidence indicates that batch compilers generally do 
very simple things and one should really be optimizing batch 
compilers to do simple things. This could be similarly the case 
with compilers and interpreters for on-line systems; however, 
nobody has collected the data for those. 

(Ref.: Knuth, D.E., "An Empirical Study of FORTRAN Pro
grams," Software Practice and Experience, Vol. 1, 1971, p. 
105.) 

guage for simulating computer sys
tems. 

Weinberg has also shown10,1l that 
the choice of software development 
criteria exerts a significant influence on 
software productivity. In one set of 
experiments, programmers were given 
the same program specification, but 
were told either (Group P) to finish 
the job as promptly as possible or 
(Group E) to produce as efficient a 
program as possible. The results were 
that Group E finished the job with an 
average of over twice as many runs to 
completion, but with programs run
qing an average of six times faster. 

and actual programming effort involved 
in producing three successive FORTRAN 

compilers by the same group.12 

"Electronic Systems Division in 
1965,13 which collected data on nearly 
100 factors over 169 software projects 
and performed extensive statistical 
analysis· on the results. The best fit to 
the data involved 13 factors, including 
stability of program design, percent 
mathematical instructions, number of 
subprograms, concurrent hardware de
velopment, and number of man-trips
but even that estimate had a standard 
deviation (62 man-months) larger 
than the mean (40 man-months) . 

Another important factor is the 
software learning curve. The table in 
the next column shows the estimated 

11 Weinberg, G. M., "The Psychology of Im
proved Programming Performance," Datama
tion, Nov~mber 1972. 

May, 1973 

Compiler 
Effort No. 

1 
2 
3 

Man-Months 

Estimated 

36 
24 
12 

Actual 

72 
36 
14 

Clearly, software estimation accuracy 
has a learning curve, also. 

But other factors in the program
ming environment make at least as 
large a contribution on any given proj
ect. The most exhaustive quantitative 
analysis done so far on the f.actors 
influencing software development was 
an SDC study done for the Air Force 

12 McClure, R. M., "Projection vs Performance 
in Software Production," in Software Engi
neering, (eds.) P. Naur, and B. Randell, NATO, 
January 1969. 

Increasin~ software 
productivity: prescriptions 

Does all this complexity mean that 
"the prospect of increasing software 
productivity is hopeless? Not at all. In 

13 Nelson, E. A., Management Handbook for the 
Estimation of Computer Programming Costs, 
SDC, TM-3224, Oct. 31, 1966. 
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fact, some of the data provide good 
clues toward avenues of improvement. 
For example, if you accurately an
swered question 1 on the Software 
Quiz, you can see that only 15 % of a 
typical software effort goes into cod
ing. Clearly, then, there is more poten
tial payoff in improving the efficiency 
of your analysis and validation efforts 
than in speeding up your coding. . 

Significant opportunities exist for 
doing this. The main one comes when 
each of us as individual programmers 
becomes aware of where his time is 
really going, and begins to design, de
velop and use thoughtful test plans for 
the software he produces, beginning in 
the earliest analysis phases. Suppose 
that by doing so, we could save an 
average of one man-day per man
month of testing effort. This would 
save about 2.5 % of our total expendi
ture on software. Gilchrist and 
Weber14 estimate about 360,000 soft
ware practitioners in the U.S.; even at 
a somewhat conservative total cost 
quotation of $30,000 per man-year, 
this is about $10.8 billion ,annually 
spent on software, yielding a testing 
savings above of about $270 million 
per year. 

Another opportunity lies in the area 
of programming languages. Except for 
a few· experiments such as Floyd's 
"Verifying Compiler," programming 
languages have been designed for peo
ple to express programs with a mini
~um of redundancy, which tends to 
expedite the coding process, but makes 
the testing phase more difficult. Ap
propriate additional redundancy in a 
program language, requiring a pro
grammer to specify such items as al
lowable limits on variables, inadmissi
ble states and relations between vari
ables,15 would allow a compiler or op
erating system to provide much more 
help in diagnosing programming errors 
and reducing the time-consuming vali
dation phase. For example, of the 93 
errors detected during execution in 
Rubey's PL!I study, 52 could have 
been caught during compilation with a 
validation-oriented programming lan
guage containing features such as 
those above. 

Another avenue to reducing the 
validation effort lies in providing tools 
and techniques which get validation 
done more efficiently during the analy
sis phase. This is the approach taken in 
structured programming. This term 

14 Gilchrist, B., and K. E. Weber, "Employment 
of Trained Computer Personnel-A Quantita
tive Survey," Proceedings, 1972 SlCC, p. 641-
648. 

15 Kosy, D. W., Approaches to Improved Pro
gram Validation Through Programming Lan
guage Design, The Rand Corporation, P-4865, 
July 1972. 
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has been used to describe a variety of 
on-line programming tool boxes, pro
gramming systems, and innovative 
structurings of the software production 
effort. An example of the first is the 
Flexible Guidance Software System, 
currently being developed for the Air 
Force Space and Missile Systems Or
ganization. The second is exemplified 
by the Technische Hogeschool Eind
hoven (THE) 16 and automated engi
neering design (AED) systems, while in
novative structuring may be seen in 
experiments such as the IBM chief pro
grammer team (CPT) effortP Al
though they are somewhat different, 
each concept represents an attempt to 
bring to software production a "top
down" approach ·and to minimize log
ical errors and inconsistencies through 
structural simplification of the devel
opment process. In the case of the THE 
system, this is reinforced by requiring 
system coding free of discontinuous 
program control ("GO-TO free"). In the 
chief programmer approach, it is ac
complished by choosing a single indi
vidual to do the majority of actual 
design and programming and tailoring 
a support staff around his function and 
talents. 

As yet, none of the systems or con
cepts described has been rigorously 
tested. Initial indications are, however, 
that the structured approach can 
shorten the software development pro
cess significantly, at least for some 

1970 

struction system for the New Yark 
Times) cut expected project costs by 
50% and reduced development time to 
25 % of the initial estimate. 

The validation statistics on this proj
ect were particularly impressive. After 
only a week's worth of system integra
tion, the software went through five 
weeks of acceptance testing by Times 
personnel. Only 21 errors were found, 
all of which were fixed in one day. 

. Since then during over a year's worth 
of operational experience, only 25 ad
ditional errors have been found in the 
83,000-instruction package,18 

At this point, it's still not clear to 
what extent this remarkable perfor
mance was a function of using re
markably skilled programming talent, 
and to what extent the performance 
gains could be matched by making a 
typical programming team into a Chief 
Programmer Team. Yet the potential 
gains were so large that further re
search, experimentation and training 
in structured programming concepts 
was one of the top priority recom
mendations of the cCIP-85 study. 

Improving software 
management 

Even though an individual's soft
ware productivity is important, the 
cCIP-85 study found that the problems 
of software productivity on medium or 
large projects are largely problems of 
management: of thorough organiza-
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Requirements 
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Gross 
System Design, 

Sizing 

RFP Detailed System Design System Test 
Response Programming - Checkout 

Evaluation Documentation Training 

( Exercise, 

Requirements 
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Gross 
System 
Design 

1985 

Detailed System Design 
Programming 

Checkout 
Documentation 

1-1.5 Years 

RFP 
Response 
Evaluation 

Installation 

I 
T+6 

Semiautomated Structured Programming Semiautomated 
Exerciser Software First Machine Exerciser 

I ! ! 

T 1 2 3 T+6 
Fig. 9. The software development cycle. 

classes of programs and programmers. 
In one case, the use of AED reduced the 
man-effort of a small system from an 
envisioned six man-months to three 
man-weeks. A major experiment using 
the CPT concept (on an 83,000-in-

16 Dijkstra, E. W., "The Structure of the 'THE' 
Multiprogramming System," ACM Communi
cations, May 1968. 

17 Baker, F. T., "Chief Programmer Team," IBM 
Systems Journal, Vol. II, No.1, 1972, pp. 56-
73. 

tion, good contingency planning, 
thoughtful establishment of measur
able project milestones, continuous 
monitoring on whether the 'milestones 
are properly passed, and prompt inves
tigation and corrective action in case 
they are not. In the software manage
ment area, one of the major difficulties 

18 Baker, F. T., "System Quality Through Struc
tured Programming," Proceedings .. 1972 FJCe, 
pp. 339-344. 
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is the transfer of experience from one 
project to the next. For example, many 
of the lessons learned as far back as 
SAGE are often ignored in today's soft
ware developments, although they 
were published over 10 years ago in 
Hosier's excellent 1961 article on the 
value of milestones, test plans, precise 
interface specifications, integrated 
measurement capabilities, formatted 
debugging aids, early prototypes, con
current system development and per
formance analysis, etc. 19 

Beyond this, it is difficult to say any
thing concise about software manage
ment that doesn't sound like mother
hood. Therefore, this article will sim
ply cite some good references in .which 

·the subject is explored in some de
tail. 20,21,22 

Getting an earlier start: 
the software-first machine 

Even if software productivity never 
gets tremendously efficient, many of the 
most serious software agonies wpuld be 
alleviated if we could get software off 
the critical path within an overall sys
tem development. In looking at the 
current typical history of a large soft
ware project (Fig. 9) youJcan see that 
the year (or often more) spent on 
hardware procurement pushes soft
ware farther out onto the critical path, 
since often the software effort has to 
wait at least until the hardware source 
selection is completed. 

One of the concepts developed in the 
cCIP-85 study for getting software 
more off the critical path was that of a 
"software-first machine." This is a 
highly generalized computer, capable 
of simulating the behavior of a wide 
range of hardware configurations. Fig. 
1 0 provides a rough plan of such a 
software-first machine. It would have 
the capability of configuring and exer
cising through its microprogrammed 
control, a range of computers, and 
could also simultaneously provide 
some additional hardware aids to de
veloping and testing software. 

Suppose a large organization such as 
the Air Force owned such a machine. 
The following events could then take 
place: a contractor who is trying to 
develop software for an airborne com
puter could start with a need for a 
machine which is basically the IBM 4PI, 

but with a faster memory and different 
interrupt structure. This software con
tractor could develop, exercise, store, 
and recall his software based on the 

19 Hosier, W. A., "Pitfalls and Safeguards in 
Real-Time Digital Systems with Emphasis on 
Programming," IRE Transactions on Engi
neering Management, Vol. EM-S, June 1961, 
pp. 99-115. 

20 Naur, P. and B. Randell (eds.) Software Engi
neering, NATO Science Committee, January 
1969. 

21 Buxton, J. N. and B. Randell, (eds.) Software 
Engineering Techniques, NATO Science Com
mittee, April 1970. 

22 Weinwurm. G., (ed.) On the Management of 
Computer Programming, Auerbach, 1970. 

i\/alj, 1973 

microprogrammed model of the ma
chine. When it turned out that this 
architecture was hampering the soft
ware developers, they could do some 
hardware/ software tradeoffs rather 
easily by changing the micropro
grammed machine representation; and 
when they were finished or essentially 
finished with the software develop
ment, they would have detailed design 
specifications for the hardware that 
could be produced through competi
tive procurement in industry. Similar
ly, another contractor could be devel
oping software for interface message 
processors for communications sys
tems, based on variants of the Honey
well DDP 516; another could be improv
ing a real-time data processing capabil
ity based on an upgrade of a CDC 3800 

computer on another virtual machine. 
The software-first machine could be 

of considerable value in shortening the 
time from conception to implementa
tion of an integrated hardware/ soft
ware system. In the usual procurement 
process (Fig. 9) , the hardware is 
chosen first, and software development 
must await delivery of the hardware. 

Virtual 
Machine # 1 

With the software-first machine, soft
ware development can avoid this wait, 
as hardware procurement can be done 
during the system test phase; the neces
sary hardware fabrication will start 
from a detailed design and, with future 
fabrication technology, should not in
troduce delays. This saving translates 
also into increased system operating 
life, as the hardware installed in the 
field is based on more up-to-date tech
nology. 

However, the software-first machine 
concept has some potential drawbacks. 
For example, it might produce a "cen
trifugal tendency" in hardware devel
opment. Allowing designers to tailor 
hardware to software might result in 
the proliferation of a variety of similar 
although critically different computers, 
each used for a special purpose. 

A final question concerning the soft
ware-first machine remains moot: Can 
it be built, at any rate, at a "reason
able" cost? Architectures such as the 
CDC STAR, ILLIAC IV, and Goodyear 
ST ARAN IV would be virtually impossi
ble to accommodate in a single ma
chine. Thus, it is more likely that vari-
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.ous subsets .of the s.oftware-first ma
chine characteristics will be devel.oped 
fer vari.ous ranges .of applicati.ons. 

One such variant is under way al
ready. One Air F.orce .organizati.on, 
wishing t.o upgrade with.out a simul
tane.ous hardware and s.oftware disc.on
tinuity, acquired s.ome Meta 4 micro
programmed ,machines which will 
.originally be installed t.o emulate the 
existing sec.ond-generati.on hardware. 
Once the new hardware is in .operati.on, 
they will proceed t.o upgrade the sys
tem software using a different micro
programmed base. In this way they can 
upgrade the system with a considerably 
reduced risk .of system d.owntime. 

An.other existing approach is that 
of the micr.oprogrammed Burroughs 
B 1700, . which provides a number of 
the above characteristics plus capabil
ities to supp.ort "direct" execution .of 
higher-level-language programs. 

Other hardware
software tradeoffs 

In addition, there are numerous 
.other ways in which cheaper hardware 
can be traded .off t.o save .on mere 
expensive s.oftware development c.osts. 

8r---------------~----------
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A most significant .one stems from the 
striking difference between "folklore" 
and "experience" in the hardware-s.oft
ware curves shown in Fig. 2B.of the 
Software Quiz. This trade.off .opp.or
tunity inv.olves buying en.ough hard
ware capacity to keep away fr.om the 
steep rise in software c.osts .occurring at 
about the 85 % saturation p.oint of 
cpu and memory capacity. 

Thus, suppose that .one has sized a 
data-processing task and determined 
that a c.omputer .of one-unit capacity 
(with respect t.o central processing unit 
speed and size) is required. Fig. 11 
shews hew the t.otal data-processing 
system c.ost varies with the am.ount .of 
excess cpu capacity pr.ocured for vari
.ous estimates .of the ratio .of ideal 
software-t.o-hardware c.osts fer the sys
tem. ("Ideal software" costs are those 
that w.ould be incurred with.out. any 
c.onsideration .of straining hardware 
capacity.) The calculati.ons are based 
.on the previous curve .of programming 
c.osts and tw.o m.odels .of hardware 
c.ost: the linear me del assumes that 
c.ost increases linearly with increases in 
cpu capacity; the "Grosch's Law" 
m.odel assumes that c.ost increases as 
the square ro.ot .of cpu capacity. 
Sharpe's data23 indicates that most ap
plications fall somewhere between 
these models. 

"Grosch's Law II 
cost model 

50% 100% 

4 

2 

1/2 

Excess CPU capacity procured 

Fig. 11. Hardware-software 
systems costs. 
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23 Sharpe, W. F., The Economics of Computers, 
Columbia University Press, 1969. . 

It sh.ould be remembered that the 
curves are based .on imprecise .observa
ti.ons; they clearly cann.ot be used in 
"c.ookb.ook" fashion by system design
ers. But even their general trends make 
the f.oll.owing points quite evident: 

1. Overall system cost is generally 
minimized by pre curing c.omputer 
hardware with at least 50% t.o 
100% mere capacity than is abs.olutely 
necessary. 

2. The mere the rati.o .of s.oftware-t.o
hardware c.ost increases (as it will 
markedly during the seventies), the 
more excess computing capacity one 
sh.ould procure t.o minimize the t.otal 
c.ost. 

3. It is far mere risky to err by 
procuring a c.omputer that is toe small 
than .one that is tee large. This is espe
cially important, since .one's initial siz
ing of the data-processing job .often 
tends t.o underestimate its magnitude. 

Of c.ourse, buying extra hardware 
d.oes net eliminate the need fer g.ood 
s.oftware engineering thereafter. Care
ful c.onfigurati.on c.ontrol must be 
maintained t.o realize pr.operly the bene
fits .of having extra hardware capabil
ity, as there are always strong Parkin
s.onian tendencies to abs.orb exceSs 
capacity with marginally useful tasks. 

Software responsiveness 
An.other difficulty with s.oftware is 

its frequent unresponsiveness t.o the 
actual needs of the .organization it was 
developed fer. Fer example, the h.os
pital inf.ormation system field has sev
eral current examples .of "wallfl.ower" 
systems which were developed with.out 
adequately consulting and analyzing 
the inf.ormati.on requirements of doc
t.ors, nurses,· and he spital administra
t.ors. After trying t.o live with these 
systems for a while, several he spital 
administrat.ors have reluctantly but 
firmly phased them .out with such c.om
ments as, "We know that computers 
are supp.osed t.o be the way t.o g.o fer 
the future, but this system just d.oesn't 
provide us any help," .or,· "Usage .of the 
system began at a very lew level-and 
dropped .off fr.om there." 

The main difficulties stem fr.om a 
lack .of easily transfer·able pr.ocedures 
to aid in the software requirements 
analysis precess. This process bears an 
all-too-striking resemblance t.o the class 
.of f.olk -tales in which a genie cernes up 
t.o a man and tells him he has three 
wishes apd c~m ask fer anything in the 
w.orld. Typically, he spends his first 
tw.o wishes asking fer s.omething like a 
g.olden castle and a princess, and then 
when he disc.overs the .operati.ons, 
maintenance, and c.ompatibility impli
cations .of his new acquisitions, he is 
happy t.o spend the third wish getting 
back t.o where he started. 

Similarly, the c.omputer is a sort .of 
genie which says, "I'll give y.ou any 
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processed information you want. All 
you need to do is ask-by writing the 
software to process it." Often, though, 
we go the man in the folk tale one 
better by canvassing a number of users 
(or nonusers) and putting their com
bined ~ish lists into a software require
ments analysis. But our technology 
base for assessing the operations, main
tenance, and compatibility implica
tions of the resulting software system is 
just as inadequate. Thus, large airline 
reservations software developments 
(Univac 1 United, Burroughs 1 TWA) 
have reached the point that the cus
tomer preferred to wish them out of 
existence rather than continue them
but only after the investment of tens of 
millions of dollars. In other cases, 
where no alternative was available, 
software rewrites of up to 67 % (and in 
one very large system, 95 %) have 
taken place-after the "final" software 
package had been delivered-in order 
to meet the user's operational needs. 

Considering the major needs for bet
ter requirements analysis techniques, 
the relative lack of available tech
niques, and the added fact (from Fig. 
1 B of the Software Quiz) that about 
35 % of the total software effort goes 
into analysis and design, it is not sur
prising that the top-priority R&D rec
ommendation made by the cCIP-85 
study was for better techniques for 

performing and validating information 
system requirements analyses, and for 
generating and verifying the resulting 
information system designs. 

The recent DATAMATION articles on 
automated system design24 •25 indi
cated some promising initial develop
ments in this area such as Teichroew's 
ISDOS project, FOREM, and IBM'S TAG 
(Time-Automated Grid) system. 
Other significant aids are being devel
oped in the area of special languages 
and packages such as SCERT, CASE, CSS, 
SAM, and ECSS to accelerate the process 
of design verification by simulating in
formation-processing systems. Also, 
ARPA'S major research effort in auto
matic programming is focused strongly 
on automating the analysis and design 
processes.,7 

Software reliability 
and certification 

Another major area in which the 
cCIP-85 study identified a serious mis
match between future needs and likely 
software capabilities was in the area of 
software certification: of providing 
guarantees that the software will do 
what it is supposed to do. (Other signifi
cant problem or opportunity areas 
identified by cCIP-85 included, in 
order, data security, airborne comput
ing power, multisource data fusion, 
data communications, source data 
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24 Teichroew, Do. and H. Sayari, "Automation 
of System Building," Datamation, August 15, 
1971, ppo 25-30. 
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25 Head, Ro Vo, "Automated System Analysis," 
Datamation, August 15, 1971, ppo 23-240 

automation, image processing, perfor
mance analysis, parallel processing, 
and software transfembility.) 

This is a significant concern right 
now, but it becomes even more press
ing when one extrapolates current 
trends toward more complex software 
tasks and toward more and more auto
mated aids to decision making. Just 
consider the trends implicit in the re
sults of the recent AFIPs/Time Sur
vey26 which indicated that currently 
30% of the labor force must deal with 
computers in their daily work, but only 
15% of the labor force is required to 
have any understanding of computers. 
Extrapolating this trend into the 
1980s, as is done in Fig .. 12, indicates 
that perhaps 40% of the labor force 
will be trusting implicitly in the results 
produced by computer software. 

Software reliability: 
problem symptoms 

Will software be deserving of such 
trust? Not on its past record. For exam
ple, some of the most thoroughly tested 
software in the world is that of the 
Apollo manned spaceflight efforts. Yet 
on Apollo 8, an unforeseen sequence 

o of astronaut actions destroyed the con
tents of a word in the computer's eras
able memory-fortunately, not a crit
ical error in this case. And on Apollo 
11, the data flow from the rendezvous 
radar was not diverted during the crit
ical lunar landing sequence, causing a 
computer overload that required astro
naut Armstrong to divert his attention 
from the process of landing the space
craft-fortunately again, without seri
ous consequences. And during the 10-
day flight of Apollo 14, there were 18 
discrepancies found in the software
again fortunately, without serious con
sequences .. 

Other space missions haven't been so 
fortunate. Recently a software error 
aboard a French meteorological satel
lite caused it to "emergency destruct" 
72 out of 141 high-altitude weather 
balloons, instead of interrogating 
them. An early U.S. Mariner inter
planetary mission was lost due to a 
software error. And the Soviet Union 
has had missions fail because of soft
ware errors. 

Down on earth, . software reliability 
isn't any better. Each new release of 
osl 360 contains roughly 1,000 new 
software errors. On one large real-time 
system containing about 2,700,000 in
structions and undergoing continuous 
modifications, an average of one soft
ware error per 0 day is discovered. 
Errors in medical software have caused 
people to lose their lives. And software 
errors cause a constant stream of social 
dislocations due to false arrests, incor-

26 A National Survey of the Public's Attitudes 
Toward Computers, AFIPS and Time, Inc., No
vember 1971. 
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rect bank balances or credit records, 
lost travel reservations, or long-delayed 
payments to needy families or small 
businesses. Also, lack of certification 
capabilities makes it virtually impossi
ble to provide strong guarantees on the 
security or privacy of sensitive or per
sonal information. 

Software reliability: 
technical problems 

As the examples· above should indi-
cate, software certification is not easy. 
Ideally, it means checking all possible 

Loop (S 12 times) 

Fig. 13. 

logical paths through a program; there 
may be a great many of these. For 
example, Fig. 13 shows a rather simple 
program flowchart. Before looking at 
the accompanying text, try to estimate 
how many different possible paths 
through the flowchart exist. 

Even through this simple flowchart, 
the number of different paths is about 
ten to the twentieth. If one had a com
puter that could check out one path 
per nanosecond (10-9 sec), and had 
started to check out the program at the 
beginning of the Christian era ( 1 
A.D.), the job would be about half 
done at the present time. 

So how does one certify a complex 
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Fig. 14. Reliability of software modifications. 

computer program that has incredibly 
more possible paths than this simple 
example? Fortunately, almost all of the 
probability mass in most programs 
goes into a relatively small number of 
paths that can be checked out. 

But the unchecked paths still have 
some probability of occurring. And, 
furthermore, each time the software is 
modified, some portion of the testing 
must be repeated. 

Fig. 14 shows that, even for small 
software modifications, one should not 
expect error-free performance there
after. The data indicate that small 
modifications have a better chance of 
working successfully than do large 
ones. However, even after a small modi
fication the chance of a successful first 
run is, at best, about 50%. In fact, 
there seems to be ·a sort of com
placency factor operating that makes a 
successful first run less probable on 
modifications involving a single state
ment than on those involving approxi
mately five statements-at least for this 
sample. 

At this point, it's· not dear how rep
resentative this sample is of other situa
tions. One roughly comparable data 
point is in Fig. 3B of the Software 
Quiz, in which only 7 % of the errors 
detected were those made in trying to 
correct previous errors. The difference 
in error rates is best explained by both 
the criticality of the application and 
the fact that the modifications were 
being made in a software validation 
rather than ·a software maintenance 
environment. 

In another analysis of software error 
data performed for cCIP-85 by Mc
Gonagle,27 19% of the errors resulted 
from "unexpected side effects to 
changes." Other sources of errors de
tected over three years of the develop
ment cycle of a 24,000-instruction 
command and control program are 
shown in Table 1. These data are of 
particular interest because they provide 
insights into the causes of software 
errors as well as their variation with 
type of program. 

Certification technology 
Against the formidable software 

certification requirements indicated 

User Hardware 
Diagnostics 

(%) 
Executive Programs Total 

Unexpected side effects to changes 
Logical flaws in the design 

Original design 
Changes 

Inconsistencies between design and 
implementation 

Clerical errors 
Inconsistencies in hardware 

Total errors detected, 3-year sample 
Number of instructions 

Table 1. Distribution of software error causes. 
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25 10 19 

10 2 8 
15 8 12 

30 10 22 
20 50 28 

20 11 

100 100 100 

108 18 162 
10K 10K 24K 

27 McGonagle, J. D., A Study of a Software De
velopment Project, James P. Anderson and 
Co., September 21, 1971. 
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above, the achievements of current 
technology leave a great deal to be 
desired. One organization paid $750,-
000 to test an 8,000-instruction pro
gram, and even then couldn't be guar
anteed that the software was perfect, 
because testing can only determine the 
presence of errors, not their absence. 
The largest program that has been 
mathematically proved correct was a 
433-statement ALGOL program to per
form error-bounded arithmetic; the 
proof required 46 pages of mathe
matical reasoning. 28 

However, there are several encour
aging trends. One is the impressive re
duction of errors achieved in the struc
tured programming activities discussed 
earlier in this article. Another is the 
potential contribution of appropriately 
redundant programming languages, al
so discussed earlier. A third trend is the 
likely development of significant auto
mated aids to the program-proving 
process, currently an extremely tedious 
manual' process. Another is the evolu
tionary development and dissemination 
of better software test procedures and 
techniques and the trend toward capi
talizing on economies of scale in vali
dating similar software items, as in the 
DOD COBOL Compiler Validation Sys
tem. But even with these trends, it will 
take a great deal of time, effort, and 
research support to achieve commonly 
usable solutions to such issues as the 
time and cost of analytic proof proce
dures, the level of expertise required to 
use them, the difficulty of providing a 
valid program specification to serve as 
a certification standard, and the extent 
to which one can get software effi
ciency and valid ability in the same 
package. 

Where's the software 
engineering data base? 

One of the major problems the CClP-
85 study found was the dearth of hard 
data available on software efforts 
which would allow us to analyze the 
nature of software problems, to con
vince people unfamiliar with software 
that the problems were significant, or 
to get clues on how best to improve the 
situation. Not having such a data base 
forces us to rely on intuition when 
making crucial decisions on software, 
and I expect, for many readers, your 
success on the Software Quiz was suffi
ciently poor to convince you that soft
ware phenomena often tend to be 
counte~intuitive. Given the magnitude 
of the risks of basing major software 
decisions on fallible intuition, and the 
opportunities for ensuring more re
sponsive software by providing de
signers with usage data, it is surprising 
how little effort has gone into en-

28 Good, D. I., and R. L. London, "Computer 
Interval Arithmetic: Definition and Proof of 
Correct Implementation," ACM Journal, Oc
tober 1970, pp. 603-612. 
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deavors to collect and analyze such 
data: Only after a decade of R&D on 
heuristic compilers, optimizing com
pilers, self-compiling compilers and the 
like, has there been an R&D effort to 
develop a usage-measuring compiler. 
Similar usage-measuring tools could be 
developed for keeping track of error 
rates and other software phenomena. 

One of the reasons progress has been 
slow is that it's just plain difficult to 
collect good software data-as we 
found on three contract efforts to do so 
for the cCIP-85 study. These difficulties 
included: 

1. Deciding which of the thousands 
of possibilities to measure. 

2. Establishing standard definitions 
for "error," "test phase," etc. 

3. Establishing what had been the 
development performance criteria. 

4. Assessing subjective inputs such 
as "degree of difficulty," "programmer 
expertise," etc. 

5. Assessing the ,accuracy of post 
facto data. 

6. Reconciling sets of data collected 
in differently defined categories. 

Clearly, more work on these factors 
is necessary to insure that future soft
ware data collection efforts produce at 
least roughly comparable results. How
ever, because the data collection prob
lem is difficult doesn't mean we should 
avoid it. Until we establish a firm data 
base, the phrase "software engineer
ing" will be largely a contradiction in 
terms. And the software components 
of what is now called "computer sci
ence" will remain far from Lord Kel
vin's standard: 

"When you can measure what you 
are apeaking about, and express it in 
numbers, you know somt:thing about 
it; but when you cannot measure it, 
when you cannot express it in num
bers, your knowledge is of a meager 
and unsatisfactory kind: it may be the 
beginning of knowledge, but you hav~ 
scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to 
the stage of science." 

But, in closing, I'd like to suggest 
that people should collect data on their 
software efforts because it's really in 
their direct best interest. Currently, the 
general unavailabiljty of such software 
data means that whoever first provides 
system designers with quantitative 
software characteristics will find that 
the resulting system design tends to be 
oriented around his characteristics. 

For example, part of the initial de
sign sizing of the ARPA Ne},work was 
based on two statistical samples of user 
response, on Rand's JOSS system and. 
on MIT'S Project MAC. This was not 
because these were thought to be par
ticularly representative of future net
work users; rather, they were simply 
the only relevant data the ARPA work
ing group could find. 

Another example involves the small 

CCIP-85 study contracts to gather 
quantitative software data. Since their 
completion, several local software de
signers and managers have expressed a 
marked interest in the data. Simply 
having a set of well-defined distribu
tions of program and data module sizes 
is useful for designers of compilers and 
operating systems, and chronological 
distributions of software errors are use
ful for software management perspec
tive. Knuth's FORTRAN data, excerpted 
in Fig. 4B of the Software Quiz, have 
also attracted considerable designer in
terest. 

Thus, if you're among the first to 
measure and disseminate your· own 
software usage characteristics, you're 
more likely to get next-generation soft
ware that's more responsive to your 
needs. Also, in the process, there's a 
good chance that you'll pickup some 
additional c4Jes which begin to help 
you produce software better and faster 
right away. 
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"I do not believe my father ever was 

(or ever could have been) 

such a poet as I shall be an Analyst." 

-Augusta Ada, the Countess Lovelace, July, 1843 

Anyone at all interested in the subject 
is by now aware that the basic anato
my of the digital computer was laid 
out, not, as the unenlightened may 
think, during the technological binge 
attending World War II, but a hundred 
years earlier by the crusty Englishman, 
Charles Babbage. The high points, at 
least, of his life and contributions have 
been rather well treated in the litera
ture in recent years: his sickly and 
secluded childhood; his years at Ox
ford where he founded the Analytical 
Society and where, in 1812, the outline 
for the Difference Engine first came to 
him; the later construction of what . 
engineers today would call a "data flow 
model" of it, under a grant from the 
British government; his' inspiration 
from the Jacquard loom for a general 
purpose calculating machine operating 
from punched cards and anticipating 
many· key elements of modern com
puter design; the expansion of this no
tion to the description of the Analytic 
Engine; and his bitter disappointment 
when the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
Sir Robert Peel, declined to support the 
construction of the Analytic Engine 
from government coffers on the 
ground that Babbage had never fully 
delivered on his commitment for the 
Difference Eng,ine and therefore could 
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not be entrusted with further largesse 
from public sources. 

It is also generally known that, al
though Babbage's designs were basical
ly sound, the manufacturing tech
nology of the day was incapable of 
meeting his exacting specifications, so 
that the inventor never lived to pro-

... her contributions 
multiplied, not only to 
the documentation of 
the Analytic Engine, 
but also on occasion to 
improvements in its 
basic design ... 

duce working models. Most peq'ple are 
generally aware that the cantankerous 
Babbage, forever battling his scientific 
colleagues on one score or another 
(when he wasn't badgering organ 
grinders, the bane of his later years), 
was nonetheless something of a social 
gadabout who could be most charming 

. when the mood struck him. He once 
wrote that he had no less than thirteen 
invitations to dinner for every day of . 
the month, Sundays included, and he 
was on intimate terms with a startling 
number of the important personalities 
of the day. 

Finally, it is hardly news any longer 

that Babbage's principal interpreter, 
the one person perhaps most responsi
ble for his place in the history of com
putation, was a woman, Augusta Ada, 
the Countess Lovelace, who was ap
proximately the same age as his own 
daughter, Georgianna, would have 
been had' she lived. What is perhaps 
not so well known is the fascinating 
course of the collaboration between 
the young Countess and the middle
aged inventor, and its tragic outcome. 

Augusta Ada was born in London 
on December 10, 1815, the only issue 
of the brief and tempestuous marriage 
between the poet, Lord Byron, and 
Annabella Milbanke. A few months 
after her birth her parents separated; 
presumably the last straw in their 
strained relationship was Byron's al
leged incestuous affair with his half 
sister, the "Augusta" of several of his 
poems. (The shabby details of this liai
son were made public by Harriet 
Beecher Stowe, she of Uncle Tom's 
Cabin fame, to whom Lady Byron had 
entrusted them. It is not clear from the 
record whether this slip was planned 
by Lady B in order to embarrass the 
poet or whether ·Mrs. Stowe breached a 
confidence; there are adherents to both 
theories.) Lord Byron then depar,ted 
for the Continent, never again to see 
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his homeland or his daughter. But he 
could never cast Ada from his memory 
and the famous opening lines of Canto 
Three of his epic, Chi/de Harold's Pil
grimage, testify to his anguish: 

Is thy face like thy Mother's, my 
fair child! 

Ada! sole daughter of my house and 
. heart? 

. When last I saw thy young blue eyes 
they smiled, 

And then we parted, not as now we 
part, 

But with hope. 
To friends during his self-imposed 

exile he has been quoted as saying, 
"This is Ada's birthday and might have 
been the happiest day of my life. I 
wonder . . . if ever I shall see her 
again." Then he died in 1823 in Misso
longhi, Greece, and dying lamented, 
"My dear Ada, my God, could I but 
have seen her." 

The tragic life ended without such 
meeting and Ada, for her part, was 
reared in virtual ignorance of her 
father's works. She showed little sign 
of having inherited her father's crea
tive artistry (although she was a fair 
musician) but instead excelled in her 
mother's strong point, mathematics. 
An early interest in things mechanical 
also appeared and factory tours were a 
source of real enjoyment in her youth. 
By 18 she was regularly attending pub
lic lectures at the Mechanics Institute 
and it was there that she had her first 
exposure to the Difference Engine, in a 
description by Dr. Dionysius Lardner, 
famed science writer of the day. Yet 
she was hardly a tomboy; a painting of 
her at age 20, done· by the renowned 
English portraitist Margaret Carpen
ter, reveals a demure damsel, slight and 
delicate, with a pretty, though perhaps 
not beautiful, face having rather too 
large a nose. A post mortem bio
graphical sketch by Albany Fon
blanque, editor of the Examiner, said 
of her that she was "thoroughly origi-· 
nal, possessed of genius, not poetic ... 
but rather mathematical and meta
physical ... her mind having been in a 
constant practice of investigation." 
And in a passage that few editors 
would chance today, "With an under
standing thoroughly masculine in soli
dity, grasp and firmness, Lady Lovelace 
had all the delicacies of the most re
fined female character .... The super
ficial observer would never have ob
served the strength and knowledge that 
lay hidden under the womanly graces." 

Babbage had known Lady Byron 
well for some time and she and Ada 
were frequent guests at his house in 
Dorset Street. Among the other guests 
on these occasions there frequently ap
peared professor and Mrs. Augustus de 
Morgan. Dr. de Morgan will be re
membered by computer professionals 
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for the theorem which bears his name 
to the effect that the negation of con
junctions is logically equivalent to the 
disjunction of negations and vice 
versa. Mrs. de Morgan, an authoress in 
her own right, said of Ada during this 
period, "While the rest of the party 
gazed at the beautiful instrument (the 
Difference Engine) with the same sort 
of expression and feeling that some 
savages are said to have on first seeing 
a looking glass ... Miss Byron, as 
young as she was, understood its work
ing and saw the great beauty of the 
invention." Professor de Morgan him
self wrote privately to Lady Byron 
that Ada's mathematical ability was 
"perhaps of first rate eminence" and 
compared her to the 18th century 
Italian genuis, Maria Agnesi. But, with 
masculine condescension, he feared 
that "the very great tension of mind 
required (fOT advanced mathematical 
work) was beyond the strength of 
woman's physical powers" and there
fore declined to encourage her. 

But Babbage, accustomed to indif
ference and uninformed skepticism 
from his countrymen, even some who 
might have known better, reacted in
stinctively to Ada's display of intelli
gent understanding and appreciation, 
the more so since it came from what 
must have been to him a totally unex
pected source. Over the course of time 
he took to calling her his "lady fairy" 
and it is not unlikely he appeared to 
the girl as something of a father figure. 

In 1835, at age 20, Augusta Ada 
married William, 8th Baron King, who 
three years later became the first Earl 
of Lovelace. He was jovial, kind, and 
tolerant of his bride's aberrations, but 
he was never her. intellectual equal. 
From the start, Babbage was a fre
quent visitor at the baronial estate, 
Ockham Park, and between visits an 
intense and curious correspondence 
developed between Charles and Ada. 
~fter one ~~usually long .separation, 
Ada wrote, I am very anxIOUS to talk 
to you. I will give you a hint on what. 
It strikes me that at some future time 
... my head may be made subservient 
to your purposes and plflns. If so, if 
ever I could be worthy or capable of 
being used by you, my head would be 
yours ... I scarcely dare exalt myself 
to hope, even humbly, that I can ever 
be intellectually worthy to serve you." 
But it turned out the other way 
around; Ada wound up using Babbage. 

Meanwhile she prepared herself for 
the one great service she really did for 
her friend by undertaking an intensive 
study of advanced mathematics. Like 
so many engineers, Babbage was no
toriously delinquent in documenting 
his ideas and this did nothing to en
hance his standing with his sponsors or 
in the technical community. Once on a 

vacation in Italy he had met the soldier
mathematician, Count Luigi F. Mena
brea .. (Menabrea, a general in Gari
baldi's struggle to unify Italy, later be
came the first prime minister of the 
fused nation.) He was fascinated with 
the concepts embodied in the Analytic 
Engine and undertook. to write a full 
description of it. 

One of Lord Byron's last requests of 
his wife, and undoubtedly the last one 
she granted, had been that Ada be 
permitted to learn Italian. She proved 
to be a first rate student of the lan
guage and, in 1842, when Menabrea's 
paper appeared, she resolved to trans
late it into English. With the inventor's 
encouragement, she added many de
tailed notes so that the final version 
turned out to be three times as long as 
the Italian original. One of the notes, 
an example of how the machine might 
be applied, was a step-by-step descrip
tion of how it might be scheduled to 
compute Bernuolli's Numbers. Perhaps 
Ada thus qualifies for the title of the 
world's first computer programmer. 
Babbage wrote to her, "These memoirs 
taken together furnish, to those capa
ble of understanding the reasoning, a 
complete demonstration that the whole 
of the developments and operations of 
analysis are now capable of being 
executed by machinery." Ada's transla
tion remains the only satisfactory de
scription we have today of the Ana
lytic Engine.! 

During the course of the translation, 
the correspondence between the two 
collaborators intensified. The portions 
of it that have survived yield, amid the 
technical content, a graphic portrayal 

" ... I wish that you were 
as accurate, as much 
to be relied upon, 
as myself." 

of the gradual metamorphosis of the 
ambitious young woman from an awed 
and humble hero worshipper to a 
domineering schemer. She wrote in 
June, 1843, "I am more determined 
than ever in my future plans ... I 
think much of the possible (I believe I 
may say probable) future connection 
between us." 

And, as her contributions multi
plied, not only to the documentation of 
the Analytic Engine, but also on occa
sion to improvements in its basic de
sign, Ada's humility began to evap
orate, to be replaced by forwardness 
yielding to arrogance and argumenta-

1 The title of the translation is Sketch of the 
Analytic Engine Invented by Charles Babbage, 
by L. F. Menabrea of Turin, Officer of Military 
Engineers, from the Bibliotheque Universelle de 
Geneve, October, 1842, No. 82. With Notes upon 
the Memoir by the Translator, Ada Augusta, 
Countess of Lovelace. The complete text can be 
found in Charles Babbage and His Calculating 
Engines, edited and with an introduction by 
Philip Morrison and Emily Morrison, Dover 
Publications, Inc., New York, 1961 (p. 225). 
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tiveness at some points and childish 
petulance bordering on flirtation at 
others. "I am very much annoyed at 
your having altered my note ... I flm 
always willing to make the required 
alterations myself but . . . cannot en
dure another person to muddle with 
my sentences." 

Babbage, mildly startled by the 
changing tone, replied, "If you are as 
fastidious about the acts of your 
friends as you are about those of your 
pen, I much fear that I shall equally 
lose your friendship and your notes ... 
There is still one trifling misapprehen
sion about the variable cards . . . A 
variable card can never be directed to 
order more than one variable to be 
given off at once, because the mill (i.e., 
the arithmetic unit) could not receive 
them .... " 

"I cannot imagine what you mean 
about the variable cards," she retorted 
petulantly, "since I have never sup
posed in my own mind that one vari
able card could give off more than one 
variable at a time, nor have I ... ever 
expressed such an idea in any passage 
whatsoever ... The fact is that if my 
own exposition had been strictly fol
lowed . . . this confusion would not 
have occurred. I have always fancied 
that you were a little harum-scarum & 
inaccurate now and then . . . I wish 
that you were as accurate, as much to 
be relied upon, as myself." 

Shortly her letters began to make 
frequent mention of her deteriorating 
health. ("I can scarcely describe to you 
how very ill and harassed I felt yester
day.") They also seemed to be giving 
an early warning of impending psy
chotic tendencies, although Babbage 
himself exhibited no alarm at the odd 
turn of events. She wrote him. (July, 
1843), "This brain of mine is some
thing more than merely mortal, as time 
will show if my breathing and some 
other et ceteras do not make too rapid 
a progress towards, instead of from, 
mortality. Before ten years are over, 
the Devil's in it if I' haven't sucked 
some of the life blood from the myster
ies of this universe in a way that no 
mortal lip or brain could do. No one 
knows what awful energy and power 
lie yet undeveloped in that wiry little 
frame of mine. (Signed ) Yours, fairy 
forever, AAL." And two days later, 
"The more I study, the more irresisti
ble do I feel my genius to be. I do not 
believe my father ever was (or ever 
could have been) such a poet as I shall 
be an Analyst." 

Once the translation was published, 
in August, 1843, to the critical acclaim 
of the scientific community, Babbage's 
reputation was considerably enhanced. 
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Ada sensed this and was encouraged to 
broach the subject of their future rela
tionship again. In a lengthy . letter she 
hinted at, but did not divulge, exactly 
what she had in mind-a project that 
seems to have been simmering on the 
back burners of her brain for some 
time. She demanded: 

"Firstly: I want to know whether if 
I continue to work on or about your 
own great subject, you will undertake 
to abide wholly by the judgement of 
myself, or of any persons whom you 
may now please to name as referees, 
whenever we differ ... 

"Secondly: can you undertake to 
give your mind wholly and undivided
ly, as a primary object that no engage
ment is to interfere with, to the con
sideration of all these matters in which 
I shall at times require your intellectual 
assistance and supervision; and can 
you promise not to slur and hurry 
things over ... 

... should work together 
to develop and perfect 
a system for applying 
the Analytic Engine to 
the problem of beating the 
odds at the horse races. 

"Thirdly: if I am able to lay before 
you in the course of a year or two, 
explicit and honorable propositions for 
consulting your engine ... would there 
be any chance of your allowing myself 
to conduct the business for you, your 
own undivided energies being devoted 
to the execution of the work ... 

"I wonder," she concluded, "if you 
will choose to retain the lady fairy in 
your service or not ... ?" 

. Still, Babbage seems not to have be-
come suspicious of the nature of her 
"explicit and honorable" propositions 
and, in a letter dated September 9, 
1843, he agreed in effect to go along 
with whatever it was that she had in 
mind. She in turn observed, "You are a 
brave man to give yourself wholly up 
to fairy guidance." 

It turned out that her proposal was 
that the two of them plus Lord Love
lace should work together to develop 
and perfect a system for applying the 
Analytic Engine to the problem of 
beating the odds at the horse races. 
Ever since the day in her early teens 
when her mother had taken her to the 
track at Doncaster for the purpose of 
displaying to her at first hand the evils 
of horseracing, Ada had felt the lure of 
gambling. Even so it is astonishing that 
she should have considered the racing 
gambler's problem to be well defined 
enough to yield to computer solution 
and incredible that Babbage was at
tracted to the idea. But by then he 
appears to have become completely in
capable of saying no to her. Moreover, 

in his eyes the plot offered an incentive 
to complete the construction of the 
machine, an opportunity to exercize it 
on a real problem, and if successful a 
means of raising funds for further de
velopment. 

An unbelievably lurid Victorian 
melodrama ensued, complete with en
coded messages, blackmail, jewel 
pawning, unscrupulous bookmakers, 
and culminating. in Ada's death. Many 
of the details are lost because Babbage 
who, at her insistence, becflme· execu
tor of her estate, seems to have de
stroyed all direct references to horse 
racing from both his and her collected 
papers, in order to protect the memory 
of his lady fairy. But cryptic passages 
such as the following are preserved 
(Ada to Charles): "I hope you got 
Lovelace's package and also a subse
quent letter from the birds. The Life 
Preserver is safe here ... " and "Par
ticularly glad to see you and it was a 
particularly good thing as regards the 
book." ("The book" had become the 
code word for the system to beat the 
horses.) 

Although the social whirl continued 
apace (a dinner party at the Charles 
Dickenses' was the ~ubject of one ex
change of letters), Ada's gambling 
proclivities now dominated their rela
tionship. And the wrong steeds per
sisted in winning. Lord Lovelace con
tained his losses by withdrawing from 
the plot at an early date, and he was 
under the impression that his wife" had 
done the same. However, she was 
thoroughly in the grip of the gambler's 
curse and continued surreptitiously her 
efforts to perfect "the book"; gambling 
debts piled up, and there is evidence 
that Babbage himself played the role of 
intermediary with the bookmakers. 
Though he may not have fully appre
ciated her growing desperation, it was 
not that she gave him no clues. "Some 
very thorough remedial measures must 
be pursued," she wrote him, "or all 
power of getting any livelihood what
soever will be at an end." By 1850 she 
was apparently concealing even from 
him some of her gaming activities, for 
he wrote her saying that although he 
had understood that she was planning 
to spend the weekend at home, "I now 
find by the papers that you were at 
Doncaster on the triumph of Vol
tigeur." 

To add to her growing list of woes, 
Ada's son Ralph now deserted from 
the Royal Navy and became a prema
ture hippie, insisting on living out his 
life as a poor man among the poor of 
London. Furthermore, it developed that 
Ada had once been involved in some 
amorous adventures with a young 
Dutchman and compromising letters of 
hers had fallen into the hands of one 
John Crosse, who was attempting 
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blackmail on the impoverished and dy
ing Ada. For now it became known 
that she was in the throes of terminal 
cancer. She confided to Babbage be
tween bouts of illness that she had 
twice pawned the Lovelace family 
jewels and had twice prevailed upon 
her mother to redeem them. Lady 
Byron. tried desperately to keep her 
daughter's secret and, when she 
learned of Lord Lovelace's early com
plicity in her downfall, she never spoke 
to him again. Somehow Babbage 
escaped her ire. 

Ada died at age 36 in November, 
1852. A year earlier she had heard a 
family acquaintance read some pas
sages of poetry whose beauty en
thralled her. She asked the author's 
name and her host shrugged in the 
direction of a portrait of her father. 
Overwhelmed, she then undertook for 
the first time a systematic reading of 
his works. This contributed to a grow
ing alienation from her mother and a 
return to her father. In her will she 
asked to be buried beside him in the 
Byron vault in Hucknall torkard 
Church in Nottingham. 

Babbage, as executor of her estate, 
used the proceeds from her insurance 
to buy the incriminating letters from 
John Crosse. And in his own will he 
bequeathed a lifelong income to Mary 
Wilson, a servant girl at Ada's bedside 
during the last months who had been 
discharged by Lady Byron because she 
was learning too many of the family 
secrets. 

In his autobiographical work Pas
sages from the Life of a Philosopher, 
Babbage makes only fleeting mention 
of Countess Lovelace and then only as 
the translator of Menabrea's paper. 
But then, he made no mention whatso
ever of his wife Georgianna who gave 
him eight children and died at age 
35. D 

Mr. Kean, author of a previous Data
mation article on Charles Babbage 
(January, 1966), was a computer en
gineer for 20 years. Now, in addition 
to writing, he conducts wine/gourmet 
tours of the great vineyard regions of 
the world. For those interested; his 
organization is called Bacchants' Pil
grimages, Sunnyvale, Calif. 
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In the great majority of cases, 
maintenance changes can 
indeed wait until the scheduled month 

Scheduled 
Maintenance of 
Applications Software by W. Mike Lindhorst 

Last year The Boatmen's National 
Bank embarked on several courses of 
action designed to directly or indirectly 
help control the rising costs of pro
gramming. Among the steps taken 
were the establishment of: a workable, 
meaningful project control system; a 
systems and programming control 
function to set and enforce systems 
and programming standards; and a 
scheduled maintenance policy. 

It is this last concept, that of sched
uled maintenance, that I would like to 
discuss in this article. 

Scheduled maintenance is the poUcy 
whereby maintenance for each in
stalled application, instead of being 
performed continually as each mainte
nance request is received, is deferred 
until a predetermined month or 
months when all maintenance changes 
for that application are performed. For 
example, our Demand Deposit Ac
counting (DDA) system is scheduled for 
maintenance in February and August. 

All maintenance requests for DDA re
ceived from February through July, 
whether they be for a simple report 
heading .change or for an entire new 
report, are held until July before being 
considered for implementation. In July 
a consolidated list of all requests re
ceived for the application is sent to the 
head of the user department responsi
ble for the application. Additions, dele
tions, and/ or changes to the list may 
be suggested at this time by the user 
department. The adjusted list is then 
reviewed jointly by the 'user depart
ment and the data processing depart
ment, and a final change request list is 
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prepared. 
A feasibility study is then performed 

for each item or group of items on the 
list to determine the cost of the 
changes. These feasibility studies are 
presented to the user department. If 
the user department agrees to pay for 
the changes, and the data processing 
department concurs in the advisability 
of the changes, they are implemented. 
The cycle then repeats for the next six
month period. 

Benefits 
The benefits of this scheduled main

tenance policy are as follows: 
1. Consolidation of requests. Under 

scheduled maintenance it is possible to 
consolidate requests for changes that 
pertain to a single program ora series 
of programs. Over a six-month period 
it is quite possible that more than one 
request for change to a particular pro
gram may be received. By consolidat
ing changes, a source deck must be 
retrieved only once (rather than multi
ple times), the program can be tested 
only once, cataloging must take place 
only once, and documentation updated 
onlyonce. 

A basic efficiency results also be
cause the cost of the general familiari
zation required of a maintenance pro
grammer before he makes ,a change is 
spread over all the changes in a given 
batch. As a result of these consolida
tions, the cost per change goes down. 
This can enable justification of changes 
that, looked at individually, may not 
be, justified. For instance, if you have 
to go into a program and add, say, a 

total figure, it takes little additional 
effort to interject a desired heading 
change. 

2. Programmer job enrichment. A 
particular programmer will no longer 
need to be dedicated aInlost full time to 
a particular application. Since changes 
to any application occur at most once 
every six months, during an applica
tion's off months a programmer will 
become involved in other applications. 
This enriches the programmer's job 
and broadens his experience. 

3. Forces user department to think 
more about the changes they are re
questing. The individual who requested 
the change, when given a period of 
time to consider his request, may feel 
that it is not really as necessary as he 
first believed. This is especially true 
when he sees the cost of the change. 
Also, a change in circumstance in the 
user department may negate the need 
for what was a short time ago a legiti
mate request. 

4. Periodic application evaluation. 
Under scheduled maintenance, the 
data processing department and the 
user department are forced to period
ically step back and look at the main
tenance cost of each application. These 
figures are helpful in determining 
where an application is in its life cycle 
and when a replacement system should 
be considered. 

5. Elimination of the "squeaky 
wheel syndrome." Under scheduled 
maintenance, all applications are given 
the same degree of emphasis. For ex
ample, maintenance of the Certificate 
of Deposit system is not held up be-
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172 computer programs are listed in the 
new CYBERNET SOFTWARE SHOPPER. 

Read all about them. Free. 
When you use your local CYBERNET@ Data 

Service Center, you're bound to like the cost 
efficiency of our superscale computers. 

But we've got more than computer power 
in store for you. Our application software li
brary, for example. It's really something to see. 
And to help you see it, we've just printed our 
brand new CYBERNET SOFTWARE SHOPPER. 

The SHOPPER gives you a look at 172 prob
lem-solving programs in 34 different applica
tion categories. Most of them are pretty 
advanced. Now, it isn't likely that you could 
use' all of them. But several might come in 
handy. 

I ~ 1 J.I ~~ iIi 1 ~'I o.~ L I DV.I,\n/.I,\ 
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It's as easy to get your copy of the SHOPPER 
as it is to use CYBERNET Service. Just send in 
the coupon. Or write. Or call our hotline col
lect: 612/853-3535. ' 

Oh, by the way, if you'd like, you might 
mention your main areas of interest, too. The 
SHOPPER is just a sampling of our software, 
and we'd like to include some data sheets on 
any other programs that might help. 

rPlea~ s:~~ my free~y~~-;-s~T~~ -;;;ER, ~;---
any other data sheets I might find helpful. My main areas of 
interest are: _______________ _ 

Name ____________________________ _ 

Title _________________ Phone ______ _ 

Company _____________________ _ 

Addres.x...s _________________ Zip __ _ 

Control Data Corporation, Dept. DA-207 
P.O. Box 1980 
Twin Cities Airport Station, MN 55111 



HEWLETT {ljiJ PACKARD 

Hewlett-Packard -
16399 West Bernardo Drive, San Diego, California 92127 

Please send me a free copy of "The Story of Computer Graphics." 

Name 

Title ______________________ _ 

Company ___________________ ~------

Address __________________________ __ 

City ___________________________ _ 

State ______________ Zip _______ _ 

Plotter Application ___________________ _ 
L_~ _____________________________ J 

If you're still wading through reams of 
computer data and drawing your own 
charts and graphs, take ten minutes to 

read our new book: "The Story of Com
puter Graphics." 

You'll learn how H-P's 7200 Series 
Graphics Plotter can transfor~ the out
put of your terminal into concise, mean
ingful charts, curves and graphs ... 

directly from the keyboard, paper tape, 
cassette or a card reader. With no spe
cial operating or programming/ 
language needed on your parr. 

Now that our new high speed model 
is available, there's a 7200 Graphic 
Plotter for everybody ... for every ter
minal. And it's so easy to set up, under
stand and use that our storybook has a 
short-form order blank on the last page. 

You can buy, rent, or rent to buy, by 
mail. 

Use the coupon above to order your 
free copy of "The Story of Computer 
Graphics." It's full of sample graphs 
and illustrations. There's even a full size 
fold-out of the 7200 Graphic Plotter. 
Hold it up next to your terminal and 
see how uncomplicated life can be. 

H-P's simple little $),300 Gra~hic Plotter 
can uncomplicate your life. . 

Send for the big new picture book 
. that shows you how. 
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Scheduled 
Maintenance 

cause someone feels DDA maintenance 
is more important. There are no "pet" 
applications within the department. AU 
systems are handled in their preas
signed months regardless of how much 
pressure is brought to bear by one user 
department. 

6. Programmer back-up. With 
scheduled maintenance, in-house back
up programming knowledge will devel
op automatically for each application. 
It has been our experience that during 
an application's maintenance month 
the number of changes will often ex
ceed the number that can be handled 
by a single programmer. Hence more 
than one programmer will become· in
volved in each application. 

7. Better planning. Scheduled main
tenance allows data processing man
agement to plan more effectively. We 
now know what applications will be 
maintained in which months and we can 
plan vacations, education, and other 
projects around this schedule. We 
hope, in the near future, to establish a 
"standard" maintenance manpower 
load by month; This will enable us to 
determine what staffing level would be 
needed to make available any given 
number of man-hours for new proj
ects. Also, the planning burden on the 
data processing department is eased 
because it is no longer necessary to 
prioritize maintenance projects. They 
are automatically prioritized by the 
maintenance schedule. 

8. Data Processing change requests 
are regarded as being as important as 
user requests. Data processing depart
ment requests pertaining to an applica
tion (such as adding date checking of 
files within ·an application, or reblock
ing application files for processing effi
ciency) . are handled right along with 
the user requests during an applica
tion's maintenance month. They do 
not sit undone for an extended period 
of time because of the crush of user 
requests. 

Another portion of the scheduled 
maintenance policy pertains to the in
stalJation of new applications. It states 
simply that new applications or newly 
developed subsystems of an existing 
application will not be modified until 
six months after installation. This 
forces the user department to work 
with a new system for a period of time 
rather than rush into an immediate 
flurry of change requests. It also pre
vents the acquisition of a package that 
only approximates what is really 
needed. The user department knows 
that if they buy a package, they will 
have to live with it as is for at least six 
months. 
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Exceptions and problems 
We have identified the need for cer

tain exceptions to our scheduled mqin
tenance policy. Changes are made to 
an application out of its regularly 
scheduled maintenance months in the 
case of: problems which prohibit run
ning the particular system; requests 
which are approved by the president 
and chief operating officer of the bank; 
requests which are required by'regula
tory authorities; requests from paying 
customers agreed upon by the senior 
vice president in charge of banking 
service and the head of the data pro
cessing department. 

Scheduled maintenance is a concept 
that must first be sold to upper manage
ment, and then presented to the user 
departments by upper management. 
Without this involvement from above, 
the data processing department would 
be incapable of enforcing such a policy. 
In our case, the concept of scheduled 
maintenance, and the strict adherence 
to it that was expected, was presented 
by our bank president to the assembled 
heads of our user departments in April 
of 1972. We have been on scheduled 
maintenance ever since. 

Our experience with scheduled 
maintenance has, overall, been very re
warding. We' feel that we have 
achieved much along the lines of the 
eight benefits previously mentioned. 

There were, however, several prob
lems that we ran into in implementing 
the poljcy. We did not notice, for in
stance, that at the time the application 
schedule was prepared we had placed 
too many assembler language applica
tions in certain months. Not all of our 
programmers know assembler lan
guage, and we found ourselves in a 
position of not being able to assign the 
necessary work because of the lan
guage requirement even though pro
grammers were available. We remedied 
the problem with assembler language 
education for certain of our program
mers. 

We also had a problem initially in 
phasing into scheduled maintenance 
because of all the projects that were 
active in April that we could not sim
ply abandon. The scheduled mainte
nance pattern became more and more 
apparent only after a month passed 
and the residue of pre-"scheduled main
tenance" projects disappeared. 

Another problem revolved around 
the non-application related data pro
cessing projects (for example, the run
ning of certain benchmark tests). We 
were so intent on making scheduled 
maintenance work, and we put such an 
emphasis on it, that data processing 
projects not relating to a particular 
application were, for a time, over
looked. All of these problems have now 
been resolved. 

We have found that in the great 

majority of cases maintenance changes 
call indeed wait until the scheduled 
month. Our biggest problem in this 
regard has been the payroll applica
tion. We perform payroll processing 
for numerous corporations and banks, 
and ·as a result necessary modification 
and/ or addition of state tax -routines 
has been rather frequent. 

One of the questions we asked our
selves when we were beginning sched
uled maintenance was: "Would the 
number of maintenance requests drop 
as we entered the second cycle of 
maintenance for each application?" 
Based on the first five applications that 
have entered their second cycle of 
maintenance, the total number of proj
ects dropped from 45 requests (first 
cycle) to 21 requests (second cycle). 
In fairness it should be mentioned that 
we entered scheduled maintenance 
with a huge backlog of requests, so not 
all of this reduction can be attributed 
to scheduled mainteriance. 

In conclusion, I would recommend 
that you consider whether or not a 
scheduled maintenance policy would 
be applicable and beneficial to your 
organization. I sincerely believe that 
the potential benefits of consolidation 
of requests, programmer job enrich
ment, forcing the user department to 
think more about requested changes, 
periodic application evaluation, equal 
consideration to requests of all user 
departments, development of program
mer back-up, better planning, and 
the assurance that data processing 
change requests wiU be handled at the 
same time as user requests warrant giv
ing scheduled maintenance serious 
consideration. We' at Boatmen's feel 
that it has been a significant step in our 
efforts to control the rising costs of 
programming. D 

Mr. Lindhorst is a data processing offi
cer in charge of computer operations, 
systems software, and hardware eval
uation for The Boatmen's National 
Bank, St. Louis. He holds a BA in 
mathematics from Washington Univ. 
and an MA in mathematics from Mis
souri Univ. (Columbia). His background 
includes serving as programming man
ager for Boatmen's and holding sys
tems engineering and sales positions 
with IBM. 
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TO KEEP YOUR 

IBM 1130: . 
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TBEREASONS 
NOT TO: 

Throughput. You already know 
there's a limit to the throughput your 
1130 can handle. If you haven't reached 
that limit yet, you probably will. Then 
come the problems. You don't want to 
move up to a more expensive system.You 
don't want to rewrite your softwareYou 
don't want a lot of grief. We. think you 
should check into our "Super" 18/30 
DMS. It's a direct 1130 replacement that 
gives you three to ten times the through
put at about the same cost. And it still 
uses all your existing programs. 

Real Time. Your 1130 doesn't 
have real time capability. Our 18/30 does. 
It's a fourth generation computer with 
real time, multi-programming (on-line 
CRT, etc.) capability And we're prepared 
to help you make the conversion to real 
time, now or any time you are ready. 

Money. The 18/30 does much 
more work for almost exactly the same 
number of dollars. And lets you avoid 
having to move up to a bigger, more ex
pensive computer with all new software 
to write. The result: enormous savings 
in dollars, downtime and anguish. 

None of the above. Even if you 
aren't throughput-bound and couldn't 
care less about real time at the.moment, 
we can still help you cut costs. Our 

"Mini" DMS also works with your 1130 
software and gives you at least the same 
throughput (much more in disk work). 
All for as much as 40% less per month 
than you're paying now. 

Us. Anybody who says they can 
do all this is worth talking to. Call Ron 
Doiron at (714) 778-4800. Or write him 
in care of General Automation, Inc., 
1055 S.East St.,Anaheim, Calif. 92805. 

GENERAL 
AUTOMATION 

la/30DMS 
See DMS in Booth 2201 at the National Computer Conference. 
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OUR INTELLIGENT 
TERMINAL DOESN'T ALWAYS DO 

WHAT IT'S.TOLD. 

Corporate Offices: Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 (313) 971-0900. District Sales Offices: Atlanta (404) 
262-2162 • Boston (617) 890-7290 • Chicago (312) 986-1833 • Cleveland (216) 831-8625 • Dallas (214) 
521-6710. Detroit (313) 522-0080. Houston (713) 688-5224 • Los Angeles (213) 640-0120 • New York 
(212) 483-8188 • Philadelphia (609) 665-1170 • Pittsburgh (412) 922-3350 • San Francisco (415) 349-
6626 • Washington (703) 525-7300. In Canada: Sycor International Ltd., Toronto (416) 429-0883. 
Service Centers in 76 cities. 
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Our intelligent communications 
terminal, the Sycor 340, can be very 
obstinate. 

Like the times an operator inad
vertently enters the wrong data. 

Perhaps she omits an entry. Or 
tries to enter a number that doesn't 
pass the range check. 

An alarm buzzes, the keyboard 
goes dead, and the entry that's 
incorrect blinks on and off. 

Your operator corrects it on the 
spot. And you save time and money. 

And when she's got the clean data 
ready, the 340 can transmit it un
attended at 1200 to 4800 baud speeds. 

But clean source data entry isn't 
the only advantage of an intelligent 
communications terminal. 

The 340',s 8K bytes of program
mable memory, and our special 
terminal application language (T.A.L.), 
make our terminal putty in your hands 
when it comes to tailoring it for 
specific applications~ 

And with capabilities like 
customized field validation, conditional 
data entry and arithmetic operations, 
you've got the tools you need to 
tackle applications you may not have 
had in mind when you first leased it. 

Our intelligent terminal has some 
pretty smart peripheral equipment, too. 
Like remote printing capability from 
30 cps to 300 Ipm. 

Before you lease, check into our 
intelligent terminal that doesn't always 
do what it's told. More than 6,000 
Sycor terminals are now being 
obstinate in ' 
33 countries 
around the 
globe. 

And you'll 
find a world 
of uses for 
them right at 
home. 

SYCOR 
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This category of printers 
now includes several types, using 
different design principles and offering 
a wide selection of speed and cost 

Nonimpact Printers 
When the computer was developed, 
digital information was generated at 
rates much higher than ever before. 
The computer . manufacturers were 
faced with a serious problem. What 
could they use to print on paper the 
information generate'd by their com
puters? Without that kind of output, 
the results of the computer could not 
be retrieved. The solution to this prob
lem came in the electromechanization 
of the Remington typewriter principle. 
The added feature was writing speed. 
The fundamental difference between 
line printers ·and the Remington ma
chine is that the speed has been in
creased so that the total output of a 
modern impact printer is much higher 
than a regular typewriter. The solution 
was in the form of placing the aux
relief characters on f.ast revolving de
vices, such as drums or chains, which 
serially presented every character past 
a hammer which then selectively hit 
and recorded the desired information. 

The modern impact printer has been 
developed to very high standards. Long 
before xerography, carbon paper was 
used for making simultaneous copies 
of the written, record. Initially, it was 
used as a means of duplicating signa
tures and. handwritten letters. When 
the impact prihters were being devel
oped, the principle of carbon paper 
was employed and the font had to be
come larger so that the impact could 
be transmitted legibly through the 
sheets. For 132 columns, it was neces
sary to use paper which was approxi
mately 15 inches wide. This is why 
everyone became accustomed to seeing 
the typical IBM printing, which is large 
and monotonous. Making simulta
neous multiple copies is awkward be
cause: 

1. They require the use of large 
fonts, hence paper is over 15 inches 
wide and difficult to handle. 

2. The last few copies are occasion
ally illegible. 

3. The number of copies is deter
mined by the multi-ply stock of paper 
available at the time. As different 
reports require a different number of 
copies, this problem is not easily solved 
by using multi-ply paper because of 
inventory problems, copies required in 
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excess of 10, etc. 
4. Multi-ply paper is expensive; typi

cal cost of six-ply is $.005 per sheet. 
5. After the output is recorded it 

cannot be used until it has been put 
through a burster. 

6. Simultaneous copies require fan:. 
fold paper, which is more expensive 
than roll paper. 
Impact printers have other drawbacks. 
They contain a multitude of mechani
cal moving parts; thus their reliability 
is a function of their printing speed. 
Moving parts introduce the following 
characteristics: 

1. Wear and tear, ·and therefore lim
ited life. 

2. High cost of manufacture and 
maintenance. 

3. Low limit on printing speed. 
4. High noise level. 
5. Limited presentation (no graph

ics) . 
The need to eliminate the above draw
backs has emerged in the last five 
years. Hence the birth of the nonim
pact printer-actually a whole family 
of different kinds of printers, employ
ing different principles of operation, 
categorized under the general term 
nonimpact. 

These are the objectives for the de
signer of a nonimpact printer. It 
should: 

1. Use ·a minimum of moving parts. 
2. Be mostly electrical. 
3. Produce a high-quality permanent 

record at high speeds. 
4. Be able to handle graphics and 

use easily changed fonts. 
5. Produce multiple copies or a rec

ord which can be copied readily by 
modern methods. 

6. Be quiet. 
7. Be easily interf.aced to most com

puters. 
8. Use inexpensive materials for 

producing the record. 
9. Be a low-cost device, compared to 

what is currently available. 
10. Be capable of unattended opera

tion. 
11. Most of all, be extremely reli

able. 
Presently, there is no single technique 
which has accomplished all of the 
above. Some are closer than others, 

by Renn Zaphiropoulos 

and some fit more appropriately the 
development trends of adjacent tech
nologies. Let us examine some of the 
earlier units. The simplified sketches 
shown as figures illustrate the various 
design principles. 

The radiation printer 
Several years .ago Radiation, Inc., de
veloped a high-speed printer for the 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. The 
writing method consists of a stationary 
recording head with a linear array of 
protruding stylii that touch the paper 
(Fig. 1). The paper moves in one di
rection-outwards-and a high-volt
age discharge burns selectively, under 
each stylus, the surface of the paper. 
The main feature of this printer is its 
extremely high speed. The paper moves 
at ·77 inches per second and printing 
speed is 30,000 lines per minute, 60,-

Fig. 1. The radiation printer. 

000 characters per second. The width 
of the paper is 12 inches and it con
tains 120 columns of alphanumerics. 
In principle, the printer should be ca
pable of graphics, although it has not 
been used for this purpose. 

When a printer is designed to oper
ate at these speeds, the main problem is 
accur·ate positioning of the paper with 
respect to the signals coming in. High 
speed implies the presence of a large 
supply of paper which is difficult to set 
quickly in motion. For this reason, 
very sophisticated paper driving and 
dereeling mechanisms have to be used. 
In this particular printer, the paper 
starts in ·a roll form and is fan-folded 
after it has been printed. It is also 
perforated for binding. 

The machine is large and costs be
tween $300,000 and $500,000'. One 
drawback could be the life of the writ
ing head ... the writing is a high 
current arc process and the stylii will 
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eventually erode. Another drawback is 
the low quality of record, since no high 
contrast is achieved by the use of tele
deltos ,paper. Also, the price of the 
paper is high and begins to be prohibi
tive when large amounts of paper are 
consumed at these high speeds. The 
obvious advantages of the machine are 
the absence of moving parts and the 
very high speed. 

Lateral scanning stylii 
In this version, a similar method is 
employed for producing a trace (Fig. 
2). A high-current discharge burns the 
surface of the paper, removes an 
opaque layer, and produces a dark 
trace. Several stylii, in a vertical con
figuration and positioned in a scanning 
recording head, move across the paper 
producing small dark dots. Motorola 
used this principle in designing a print
er which had several of these heads 
mounted on one single band that is 
scanned laterally across. This was typi
cally a synchronous operation; the 
presence of several moving heads in
creased the speed. The quality of the 
record was again poor and the paper 
was expensive: $.05 to $.08 per sheet. 
The speed in this case was relatively 
10w-60 lines per minute-and the 
machine had moving parts in the writ
ing process, usually the first thing that 
fails. The moving bands wear out and 
so do the stylii; both are difficult to 
repair and adjust. 

An improved version of the Motor
ola machine is the Repco printer which 
uses the same principle with seven stylii 
moving across the paper. There is only 
one recording head, mounted on a car
riage. When it completes one line it 

Fig. 2. The scanning stylii ma
chine. 

retraces back to the beginning and 
starts a new line. It is a spring-loaded 
return and the movement forward is 
done by a stepper motor. It can write 
one character at a time, that is, the 
stylus head can move one character 
width across the paper. In this case we 
have immediate visibility and quiet op
eration. Speed is fairly low at 60 lines 
per minute. Its original cost is also very 
low, in OEM quantities approximately 
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$1,000. Most of the machines devel
oped using this principle produce a line 
only 80 char,acters wide, the paper 
costs approximately $.03 to $.05 per 
sheet and the machine is not capable of 
high-quality graphics. The quality of 
the record is poor and during opera
tion the discharge produces an unpleas
ant odor. The machine is about the size 
of a typewriter. It does not write on 
fanfold and uses paper which, in size, 
resembles Teletype paper. 

Another version of the laterally 
scanning stylii principle is the Xerox 
mobile printer. The paper employed is 
electrostatically coated. It has a layer 
of dielectric on its active surface and 
can take 28 characters across. The 
writing process starts when a recording 
head containing seven stylii scans 
across the paper, charging its surface 
into small programmed dots and devel
oping the image through a tray of cas
cading dry toner. The toner particles 

are attracted to the charged areas and 
the paper then goes through a post
fixing heated zone where the paraffin 
melts on the carbon particles of the 
toner and the image is permanently 
fixed. This machine is small, portable 
and quiet. It is used for recording sim
ple messages in mobile units. Possible 
drawbacks of this machine could be 
maintenance, quality of record, and 
the handling of dry toners, which is a 
classically difficult problem. The design 
involves excellent engineering and very 
high production tooling. 

The ultimate limitation of most 
scanning stylii printers is printing 
speed and reliability. The higher the 
speed the less reliability is the general 
rule. 

Another clever application of the 
principle of scanning stylii is a new 
development by Data Interface Associ
ates. In this case, the recording head, 
which has seven stylii in a vertical lin
ear array, does not move, but a mag
netic belt· moves past the head. The 
stylii record individual dots on the 
scanning belt by producing local mag
netic fields. As in electrostatic writing, 
the disturbance is not visible immedi
ately; therefore, the belt goes through a 
toner applicator and the whole image 
is developed on the belt. At that point 
the belt stops, the dry toner is mechan-

ically transferred onto the paper, the 
paper moves on to a post-fixing heat 
zone while the belt scans past the re
cording head again to record the next 
line. 

Plain paper is used. A dry toner 
image is transferred mechanically onto 
the paper and the price should be as 
low as Teletype paper, which is the 
least expensive paper available today. 
Speed is approximately 180 lines per 
minute and cost is approximately 
$4,000. Additional features are that 
the instrument is compact, approxi
mately the size of a typewriter, and is 
noiseless. It does not use fan-fold and 
does not provide graphics capability. 

The ink jet machines 
The ink jet machines (Fig. 3) are a 

further development of an earlier ma
chine developed in Germany for oscil
lographic recordings. In this case drop
lets of ink play the same role as elec
trons in a cathode ray tube. The drop
lets are charged and, therefore, become 
sensitive to electric fields. They start 
from a capillary source in the same 
way that electrons start from an oxide 
coated cathode. They are accelerated 
by an appropriate change in potential 
and then are deflected in the X and Y 
direction as they travel towards the 
paper by electric fields which corre
spond to the incoming signal. 

The process of replacing electrons 
with drops of ink adds complication. 
The elegance of electrons is the fact 
that, with the development of excellent 
cathode materials, there is virtually an 
unlimited supply of electrons to use. 

h E. . h' k T e M ratio IS constant, w lch ma es 

their deflection predictable, and the' 
beam can easily be gated to produce 
the required image. When one replaces 
elettrons with relatively massive drops 
of ink, all of the features of an electron 
beam are not present. Unless the drop-

h
E .. 

lets are exactly t e same, the M ratio IS 

not the same. Therefore, the resulting 
deflection varies. 

The capillary source has to be me
chanically connected to an ink supply 
and, because of the ever present impu
rities in liquids and in the air, it is not 
likely to function for a long period of 
time without failure. The liquid beam 
cannot start and stop quickly. In addi
tion, the ink has to satisfy two contra
dictory conditions: it has to dry on the 
paper quickly, but it should not dry in 
the capillary. 

Two different . kinds 'of machines 
employing the ink jet have been de
signed and are being marketed by two 
large companies. One is the Inktronic 
developed by ITT; a stationary record
ing head containing 40 ink nozzles is 
employed as the source of the contrast
ing material. The droplets from each 
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nozzle can be deflected sideways to 
produce two adjacent characters on 
the sheet of paper. The total number of 
characters is 80 across the paper, 
hence the 40 nozzles. 

The main features of this machine 
are that it is quiet, prints at 120 lines 
per minute, and uses plain paper. The 
Inktronic printer produces a poor qual
ity image of alphanumerics, often us
ing a viole~ ink on Teletype paper, 
which has a yellow tint. The reason for 
the low quality is that the characters 
are usually not very well formed and 
the image has low contrast. This meth
od should produce graphics of reason
able resolution, but has not been used 
in many graphic applications. 

A. B. Dick has used the same pro
cess, but instead of a stationary record
ing head including 40 nozzles it has 
only one head which moves laterally 
and has only one nozzle for emitting 
ink. The letters are written by scanning 
the head laterally and then 4eflecting 
the droplets vertically so that the char
acters can be formed. The scanning is 
from bottom to top and all the char
acters have a slanted shape because, as 
the nozzle scans vertically up toward 
the droplets, it also moves laterally me
chanically and, for this reason, no ver
tical lines are written. The machine 
produces excellent contrast and very 
legible high quality record. 

It uses plain paper and can print up 
to 132 characters across on 15Vz-inch
wide paper at a speed of 120 lines per 
minute. The cost is in the neighbor
hood of $6,000. Its major problem is 
reliability, since it contains moving 
parts in the writing process, and a 
monumental plumbing problem of 
supplying ink to the nozzle. Because of
the slanted vertical lines, the machine 
produces poor graphics. 

The xerographic machine 
This is a technique that shows very 

clearly the tremendous difference be
tween the problem of reproducing 
paged information and writing original 
information one character at a time 
(Fig. 4). 

When ,a page of information is 
available in written form, the signal 
required for reproduction must involve 
light, because the information consists 
of the contrast between the writing and 
the blank page. When we talk about 
pages of written information on paper, 
the stored information can be retrieved 
visually and, with the exception of 
magnetic inks and braille, one needs 
light to be able to see the page. There
fore, the process of reproducing such 
an image must involve photons sooner 
or later. 

In the case of silver photography, 
the original image is projected, as 
many times as desired, on light-sensi
tive film. In the case of xerography, the 
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whole image is either scanned or pro
jected as a whole on a selenium drum 
which contains a photo conductor on 
its surface. Photons come off the page, 
and they are the means by which both 
the selenium drum and an observer can 
eventually see the image. When the 
drum changes the photo image into an 
electrical image, by l)1eans of the pho
toconductor, the writing process has 
started and the perceiving process has 
stopped. Now we have an image on a 
selenium drum which has changed in 
character. It cannot be retrieved visual
ly, but that image can write itself on a 
piece of paper in the following way: 

Dry toner, which consists of very 
fine carbon particles coated with paraf
fin and electrostatically charged, is 
cascaded over the electrostatic image 
on the selenium drum. The black parti
cles stick to the charged areas accord
ing to the electrostatic potential devel
oped by the photoconductor. This ton
er image can now be retrieved visually 
because, it is composed of light and 
dark a.r:eas on the selenium drum. But 
still, two main processes have to take 
place before one can take it home with 
him. The toner image is transferred 
onto a piece of paper electrostatically 
and is fused by a heating cycle during 
which the paraffin on the toner parti
cles melts and the particles adhere to 
the -paper permanently. 

The process has many variables. As
suming that standard photoconductors 
are used, the intensity of the recording 
process depends on exposure time and 
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Fig. 4. The xerographic machine. 

the brightness of the original image. 
The big advantage of this process is 
that· it uses standard paper and can 
print a whole page at a time. 

The process is elegant, fast, relative
ly inexpensive, and gives very high 
quality, high contrast images with a 
limited gray scale capability. 

If one were to design a printer using 
the xerographic process, one would 
have to print one letter at a time or, if 
he could buffer the information in a 
luminous display, he could print one 
line at a time. This is where the prob
lem lies. Several companies have tried 
to make such printers using luminous 
characters formed by turning on a 
light source behind a mask which con-

tains one transparent character. This 
- resembles, in a way, the means of 

bringing past the hammers of an impact 
printer many aux-relief characters one 
at a time. Because of this, it requires 
masked drums or masked tapes which 
revolve at high speed past individual 
light sources which turn on and off in 
the same way that the hammer sole
noids are activated. The difficulty here 
again is mechanics. For different fonts, 
masks have to be changed. Masks 
themselves, because of their transpar
ency, are fragile, as are blinking light 
sources. Speed is governed by the fact 
that it takes as long to write one char
acter as it takes to write one page. 

Other writing sources which have 
been used for this purpose are cathode 
ray tubes and photodiodes. They are 
both activated electronically and ex
hibit high reaction speeds. 

THe problem with cathode ray tubes 
is their bulk and fragility as well as the 
fact that the image is formed inside a 
piece of glass and is already diffused by 
the time it reaches the outside surface. 
This problem has been overcome by 
using expensive fiber optics face plates. 
The writing intensity is usually low 
compared to high-intensity lamps. 

In summary, it is my belief that the 
xerography process would not make a 
good candidate for use where original 
information has to be written down a 
character or line at a time. It is an 
excellent means of reproducing images 
which already exist and can be re
trieved visually a page at a time. But, 
since the original signals which come 
from a computer-a character at a 
time-do not exist in a form which 
can be retrieved visually, photons can
not be used as a means of supplying 
this original information. 

The thermal machines 
Most thermal machines resemble the 

scanning stylus machines where the 
top layer is burned off by high current. 
Thermal writing depends on a stylus 
which can fluctuate rapidly in temper
ature. This stylus then is in contact 
with a specially coated paper. When 
the stylus is heated it produces a con
trasting dot on the paper. One would 
expect that there would be a' lot of 
inertia involved with a system such as 
this and that the stylus could not heat 
and cool fast enough to do _ a reason
able job. But there are some machines 
today which work very well using this 
principle. Again, one can use one sty
lus or many stylii to scan across the 
page, or one recording head, where 
many stylii are activated to do the job. 
Texas Instruments and Anderson J a
cobson are marketing machines which 
operate on this principle. In both cases 
a matrix of heated stylii moves across 
the page (Fig. 5). The main advantage 
of the machines is silent operation. 
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Nonimpact 
Printers 

Two kinds of thermally sensitive pa
pers are manufactured by NCR and 
3M. The Anderson Jacobson machine 
uses the NCR paper, which costs ap
proximately 1.5 cents per sheet, and 
the Texas Instruments machine uses 
the 3M· paper, which costs approxi
mately 3 cents per sheet. 

The technology for manufacture of 
the recording head ,also varies. The 
Anderson Jacobson machines employ 
a head which is made by assembling 
mechanically many wafers and then 
attaching leads to them after they are 
dissected. The wafers are eventually 
formed into resistors which can place 
35 dots of heated or nonheated stylii 
on the thermal paper, thus forming 
one character at a time. The Texas 
Instruments machine has a recording 
head using solid state technology by 
diffusing the resistive material on the 

'PIIPGIl 
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Fig. 5. The thermal machine. 

substrate. This is reported to have a life 
of 200 hours. The machine, writing 
132 columns, can write ,at 20 lines per 
minute, 30 characters per second. 
There are moving parts connected with 
the writing process, and that should 
have an effect on reliability. The ma
chine is not capable of high quality 
graphics but, since solid state character 
generators are used, different fonts 
should be available. A drawback is that 
printers of this sort develop ,an un
pleasant burning odor when they oper
ate. The printers, in general, are inex
pensiv~ ... from $2,000 to $4,100. 

Tha electrostatic machines 
Electrostatic refers to the fact that 

the writing is accomplished by some 
sort of transfer of electrostatic charges 
directly on the ,paper. In the ink jet 
machines and in the xerography ap
proach, electrostatic charges also play 
an important role. But, in the case of 
the ink jet, the charges are used to 
deflect the ink droplets and in xerogra
phy the charges are used to develop the 
image on the selenium drum. In true 
electrostatic machines no intermediate 
step is necessary. The charge is placed 
directly on the paper. Since plain pa-
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pers do not hold a permanent charge 
for any period of time, this technique 
employs a conductive paper substrate 
which is coated with an insulating lay
er. This insulating layer can vary in 
composition and thickness. Its whole 
purpose is to retain very small electro
static charges which are placed on it by 
many stationary electrodes. The meth
od of placing the charges on the paper 
can vary. In general, electrostatic writ.: 
ing consists of selectively placing elec
trostatic charges, in the form of small 
dots, on a dielectrically coated paper 
and developing the charge immediately 
by placing the paper in cqntact with a 
toner, liquid or dry. The original writ
ing is invisible (charging the paper) 
and it is rendered visible by further 
development. This implies a delay be
tween the time the original signal is 
placed on the paper and the informa
tion can be retrieved visually. This de
lay can vary, depending on the ma
chine design, from fractions of a sec
ond to seconds. 

The first machines developed and 
marketed employing this principle 
were from Varian Associates, and 'a 
machine of this sort was announced in 
August of 1967. It was an oscillograph
ic type recorder. The following year 
Gould announced another version of 
this technique, and finally Versatec 
came onto the scene with the an
nouncement of its first product in 
1970, using the Matrix Electrostatic 
Writing Technique (MEWT). 

The electrostatic technique offers 
certain advantages over the impact 
printer and it also exhibits some draw
backs. The drawbacks are: 

1. There is a delay. between writing 
and seeing the information. For this 
reason, electrostatic machines are not 
particularly suited to very slow opera
tions or to operations where very short 
messages are written intermittently, 
that is, where there is an appreciable 
time lag between one message and 
another (minutes). Most impact line 
printers are not typically used in very 
slow or intermittent operation either. 

2. The machines use coated paper, 
which at the present volume is approx
imately two to three times the price of 
so-called plain paper. When judging 
the potential of this technique, the 
coated paper disadvantage would dis
appear with more widespread use of 
these machines because the price of the 
paper will drop in volume production. 
Note that most impact printers used in 
industry today do not use coated paper 
for making multiple copies, but they 
use a complete sheet of carbon-coated 
paper in addition to the paper on 
which the information is written. The 
paper is oversized; therefore more of it 
is used and it requires additional de
sign, such as accurate perforations and 
sprocket holes, for transporting the pa-

per through the machine. With the 
electrostatic technique, the font is 
smaller and 132 columns can easily be 
accommodated on a 11 x 8V2 inch 
sheet, which uses less paper and is 
easier to handle and file. No sprocket 
holes are necessary. 

3. Electrostatic machines do not 
produce simultaneous multiple copies 
but the original copy can be repro
duced by other means. 

Before discussing the advantages of 
this technique we should examine how 
a typical machine works. 

The paper is stored in the machine 
in either roll form or fan-fold. The 
usual quantities are 500 to 1000 feet. 
The electrostatic charge is applied to 

'the paper by a writing head which 
contains a linear array of equally 
spaced nibs which digitally fluctuate in 
voltage with respect to each other, and 
a, rear electrode which is located be
hind the paper. The information, 
therefore, is scanned across the sta
tionary nibs which selectively charge 
the paper. Electrostatic machines are 
typically raster scan devices. The in
formation for printing or plotting is 
scanned across the page. This paper, 
therefore, moves in only one direction 
and for this reason, to plot efficiently, 
special software has been developed to 
allow interfacing with many computers, 
without requidng excessive core. 

The machines can accept 8-bit code 
serially or in parallel and usually con
tain a one-line buffer for ASCII gener
ated characters or a single-line buffer 
for plotting. By using appropriate log
ic, machines can either print or plot, or 
simultaneously print and plot by the 
use of a double buffer. 

There are no moving parts in the 
actual writing process, only in connec
tion with the paper emerging from the 
machine, the blower for drying it and 
the small pump for circulating the liq
uid toner. All of these items have 
proved to have an extremely long life 
and very rarely fail in the field. A 
stepper motor and a differential drive 
friction grip system are used to move 
the paper incrementally. In the case of 
Matrix units, the nib spacing is 72.5 and 
lOOper inch. The paper is moved in 
equal increments. New Matrix models 
offer nib spacing and corresponding 
paper movement increments up to 160 
per inch. 

The best features of this technique 
are; 

1. It lends itself to rapid printing at 
low cost. Addressing the nibs is done 
with transistors, which ,are very reli
able. Since the currents used are mi
nute (a few micro-amps) there is no 
observed erosion in the writing head or 
process, no heating or arcing, and no 
fatigue points. The time required to 
write is extremely small (microsec
onds) and the present speeds available 
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Why Boein, 
Computer· 
Services I 
The firm commitment of Boeing Computer 
Services is to assure customers that a broad 
range of their data processing requirements 
is supported by the most experienced 
professionals_ in America. 

The basis of this commitment: our 
staff of more than 2,500 ... supported 
by over 20 years of practical com-

. puter experience. Our $100-million 
in data p,rocessing equipment spans 
several of the world's most highly de
veloped computer installations, includ
ing three IBM 370/165s. 

Our newest product ... BCS Main
stream. This nationwide computer com
munications service economically ex
tends your remote and local data pro
cessing capabilities ... You ob
tain access to 'the network 
through the simple combination 
of a terminal and telephone. 

Whatever your computer 
service needs, call your 
nearest BCS office today ... 
. . . or for further 
information 
complete the Fd 

coupon 
below. 

Gentlemen: My application is __________ _ 

My requirement is 0 Under 60 days 
o Under 120 days 0 Informational. 

Name 

Title 

Company or Organization 

Type of Operation 

Address 

City State 

Zip Telephone Number 

Re-Act: straightforward 
English to get computer 
reports when needed ••• 

,. Computer and operations 
consulting ••• 
management and programmer 
training ••• 

Payroll ••• inventory 
management ••• Mainstream 
nationwide timesharing •.• BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES, INC. 

Post Office Box 708, Dover, New Jersey 07801 D 201/361-2121 
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Nonimpact 
Printers 

(500 to 600 lines per minute) ,are only 
limited by design cost and marketing 
considerations since the process of 
moving the paper faster, starting and 
stopping, developing and drying be
comes more complicated at higher 
speeds. At speeds between 500 and 
1000 lines per minute, the machines 
perform virtually effortlessly. Other 
companies offer electrostatic devices in 
t~e 5000 to 6000 lines per minute 
'range. 

'2. Since the recorded image is put 
down in dots which the eye integrates 
as it retrieve"s, it is possible to do graph
ics as well as alphanumerics. 

There is nothing in the machine 
which has the physical shape of a letter 
or any symbol. Therefore, the user, by 
employing different ROM character 
generators, can develop different fonts. 
The same writing head and same ma
chine can write, for example, different 
languages and this is being done in 
different parts of the world. This sec
tioning of the image is equivalent to 
reducing a complicated array" to its 
smallest fundamental elements which 

WRITING 
HEAD 

Fig. 6. Typical matrix configura
tion showing organization of ma
jor components. " 

are all the same. Graphics as well as 
alphanumerics, some gray scale using a 
halftone technique, different sets of 
patterns, and so on, can be displayed as 
easily as printing a letter. 

Special software has been developed 
to make this presentation of graphics 
possible for minicomputers. Minicom
puters typically contain limited mem
ory, 8 or 16K words. Since electrostat
ic units are horizontal scanning de
vices, they cannot produce vectors 
which require the paper moving in 
both directions-forward and back
ward. For this reason, it is necessary to 
store part of the image and then scan it 
for display. To do this, one may re
quire some 20 to 60K core, depending 
on the image and the points in it. 

Software has reduced this problem 
to a manageable size. We have a soft
ware package called Versaplot which is 
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effectively a method of banding the 
image, and the horizontal bands can be 
stored in a minicomputer. The infor
mation has been defined by its most 
elementary form; for example, a 
straight line vector instead of being 
defined as a series of coordinates of all 
the points is merely defined.. as a 
straight line running between two 
points. Thus the user can accomplish 
very complicated plots using a mini
mum amount of information and core. 

In addition, certain patterns can be 
defined by the program. One can call 
for framing an image, placing the axes 
with graduated scales, rotating the 
whole plot by degrees, drawing heavy 
or dotted lines, introducing patterns 
and so on. 

3. Since there is no impact,' there is 
no noise. This makes it possible for 
electrostatic printers and plotters to be 
used in· places where noise normally 
would be objectionable. 

4. The major triumph of electrostat
ic printing is reliability. The Matrix 
MTBF is over 3,000 hours and the ad
justments necessary for machines of 
this sort are minimal. If we examine 
the sectional drawing of the mechani
cal transport (Fig. 6), you can see that 
the reliability of the machine effective
ly resembles that of any solid state 
device. The mechanics of the machine 
are very simple and do not require 
frequent adjustment. The paper is 
stored in the machine in a simple way 
and travels through the different ele
ments as seen in the image. 

The only adjustment of any impor
tance is the placement of the writing 
head, a rugged fiberglass structure con
nected to the. system by standard . PC 

card connectors. Head life is in excess 
of five years of normal operation. 

5. Electrostatic printers show the 
best performance to price ratio of any 
printing device. Machines which print 
at 600 lines per minute are priced at 
approximately $4,000, machines with 
graphics capability between $6,000 
,and $8,000 in single unit quantities. 

Marketing considerations 
The market for nonimpact printers 

is undisciplined. As you can deduce 
from earlier statements, nonimpact 
printers perform with different enough 
characteristics that they attain promi
nence in different applications. The to
tal printer market is very large and is 
now approaching $1 billion per year. 

The impact printer market is disci
plined and lies primarily in the multiple 
copy requirements of edp. These are 
usually large installations where expen
sive computers are used, "and high 
priced peripherals are acceptable. This 
market is obviously dominated by 
IBM. 

In the minicomputer market, price 
becomes a very significant factor and 

most of the minicomputers use impact 
teletypewriters and, of course, the fa
miliar Teletype printer is prominently 
used. 

There is an emerging need for more 
reliability, quiet operation and speed at 
low cost in hard copy printout. In 
many areas where the job is to develop 
programs and display intricate results 
with minicomputers, nonimpact print
ing is becoming predominant. It is my 
opinion that the winner in this case will " 
be electrostatic printing and plotting. 

" These machines are used in systems 
which. have other input devices, such 
as a Teletype terminal or a keyboard 
with a cathode ray tube, and the out
put is switched typically to an electro
static printer/plotter when a large vol
ume of information has to be printed 
at high speeds ,and with increased ver
satility. 

Looking ahead, we can see that the 
future reduction in the price of electro
static printers, the absence of moving 
parts, and the natural reliability of a 
mostly electronic device will make it 
possible in coming ye,ars to develop 
and market high-speed printers and 
plotters which could sell at between 
$1,000 and $2,000. We are now seeing 
the development of electrostatically 
coated paper which costs less than one 
cent a sheet. This paper will continue 
to be reduced in price until it reaches 
an ,average of one-half cent per sheet. 

With further software development, 
the computers of the future will pro
duce considerable amounts of their 
data in graphic form. It is my belief 
that the reason this has not happened 
yet on a large scale is that the capabili
ty of the computer has been throttled 
by a correspondingly limited capability 
of display. Nonimpact printers will 
broaden the expression of the comput
er and make it possible to obtain rou
tinely high speed and versatile hard 
copy at very low cost. 0 

Mr. Zaphiropoulos is president and 
chairman of the board of Versatec. 
He was previously with Varian Asso
ciates, the last three years as man
ager of the recorder division. He has 
an MS in physics from Lehigh Univ. 
and holds 34 patents, including four 
in the electrographics field. 
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COM .. We solve the problem 
With no solutions. . 
That's right. No liquid or powder solutions needed for 
processing microfilm. The 3M Electron Beam Recorder COM 
System features 3M Dry-Silver microfilm, which is developed 
by heat, not messy chemicals or toners. And that solves the 
problem of having .to purchase, pour or dump extra supply 
items into your COM system. What's more our Dry-Silver 
process cuts labor costs as much as 50%, compared 
with conventional processing~ 

But this is more than an efficient processing uni't.lt prints up to 
20,000 lines per minute directly on microfilm, ready for instant 
viewing or copying (another benefit of Dry-Silver technology). 



Wiltek data commlJ 
can move all t~ 

of typewl 
a big corporati 

The Wiltek difference. The Wiltek ter
minal combines high speed with the 
ability to batch data and transmit it 
Butomatically over standard dial-up 
facilities. Two unique 50,000 char
acter storage buffers are built into 
the Wiltek terminal. One temporarily 
stores incoming data, the other out
going data. The buffers enable the 
terminal to send and receive large 
amounts of data during a single call 
- and with no interruption of data 
entry. Data moves fast, phone calls 
are brief. Transmission costs go 
down more than 50% ! 
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The Wiltek Model 300 is the most 
economical Wiltek keyboard entry 
terminal, suitable for low to medium 
volume locations. Like all Wiltek 
terminals, the Model 300 auto
matically makes error checks during 
transmission. At a large oil company 
which recently installed 300's in its 
regional field offices, terminal oper
ators used to spend hours each day 
re-entering garbled messages. Auto
matic detection and re-transmission 
has resulted in more efficient oper
ation and considerable cost savings. 

The Wiltek Model 400, with its 30 cps 
KSR, is perfect for high volume 
locations. Several corporations use 
the Model 300 (left) at all remote 
locations and the Model400 at cor
porate headquarters. A packaging 
company uses 400's at a central 10-
cation to receive reports from offices 
around the country on the status of 
shipments in transit. 

and save 'hundre 
of dollars in 
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nications terminals 
e different kinds 
iHen data 
on generates ... 

The Wiltek Model 350 is used where 
many copies are required or where 
almost continuous operation is ex
pected~ A chemical company uses 
350's at its regional offices where 
sales orders are entered on four-part 
forms, and ants plants where the 
orders print out on eight-part forms. 

The Wiltek Model 820 terminal trans- . 
mits punched card data from remote 
locations. A major manufacturing 
corporation has instal/ed Model 
820's to transmit payroll data from 
forty plants to a single computer 
center for centralized processing. 
The same system also employs 
Model 400 terminals at aI/locations 
to handle administrative messages. 

ds of thousands 
the process. 
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The Wiltek Model 500 terminal uses 
an advanced CRT with 2000-charac
ter display. The 500's editing fea
tures make entry of formatted data 
fast and easy. A nationwide delivery 
service using the Model 500 to enter 
package tracers increased operator 
output by 50% over the previously 
used teletypewriters. 

Our new booklet shows how Wiltek's 
terminal concept can make corpo
rate data communications more effi
cient and less costly. Write Robert 
Co leI/a, Commercial Marketing 
Manager, Wiltek, Inc., Glover Avenue, 
Norwalk, CT 06852. 

WILTEK 
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in one year 
it became 
the industry's 
matchmaker 

u 
AND PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS 

TM 

See it at the NCC - BOOTH #2032-2034 

'Patent Pending 
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the 
programmable 
controller 

360/370 users 

Leasing Companies 

GEl Honeywell users 

3803 tape users 

A year ago PGI introduced the 844 Universal 
Controller and made it possible to mate different 
main frames and peripherals merely by changing 
circuit cards. Today that basic controller is part 
of disc and tape systems for the CPUs of three 
computer manufacturers. How about expanding 
the effectiveness of your CPU or peripherals? 
You may find we have all or most of the solution 
already on cards. These other people did. 

The PGI 844 disc systems are 360/370 compat
ible and range from 29 Mbytes (entire system in 
one cabinet) to 466 Mbytes (9 drives and con
troller in 5 cabinets)-with advantages over the 
2319 in space, capacity, speed, maintenance 
and price. They feature linear motor actuators 
and more comprehensive diagnostics. They em
ploy 2316 type disc packs with 203 and 406 
tracks. Average access time is 29 ms, and aver
age latency is 12.5 ms. 

*PGI 

The PGI 844-L universal controller provides a 
practical solution to one of the most perplexing 
problems facing leasing companies and com
puter brokers-what to do with the remaining 
drives after you have split a 2314 disc system. 
For a modest cost, the 844-L will allow a com
plete disc storage system to be made with the 
remaining drives that is compatible-both hard
ware and software-with 360 and 370 systems. 

*PGI 

The PGI Model 844-1 directly replaces the 
Honeywell 160, 167 and 180 disc systems in the 
400, 600 and 6000 computers. It features double 
spindle design; double density, 20 surface disc 
packs, and linear motor positioning. 

This means 20% to 100% more storage; 25% 
to 50% less floor space; 15% to 100% faster ac
cess; greater reliability; simpler maintenance 
and $750 to $2,000 a month lower rental. 

(i)PGI 

The PGI Model 844-T. controller is a lower cost 
direct replacement for the IBM controller in the 
3803 tape systems. The 844-T also makes the 
system plug-to-plug compatible with GE/Honey
well CPUs. This means that these computers now 
have a 7/9 track, all density, all speed, nine 
drive tape capability with automatic off-line fea
tures. 

*PGI 
CHERRY HILL INDUSTRIAL PARK, CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY 08003 (609) 424-2008 
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Peripheral vision. 

From the beginning, we 
have preferred concentration to 
diversification. We don't supply 
everything that attaches to 
your computer. But the things 
we do supply are the best. 

What do we supply? 
Drum plotters. We're the 

world's leading supplier of 
both hardware and software. 

Flatbed plotters. Several 
. years ago, we saw a need and 

an opportunity to expand the 
plotter's uses. The flatbed 
plotter allows a variety of 
materials to be substituted for 
paper, and it has expanded the 

May, 1973 

market for computer graphics, 
as well. 

Microfilm plotters. Here, 
we got bigger by getting 
smaller. With microfilm. Our 
1675 COM plotter/printer and 
our 2100 COM printer deliver 
the best price/performance in 
the industry. 

Disk memory equipment. 
This was our second area of 
concentration. In a remarkably 
short time, we have become the 
leading independent supplier. 

Tape"systems. We've 
recently begun to concentrate 
op tape. The result is that 

CIRCLE lION READER CARD 

our new 1040 Thpe Drive 
combines the features of 
others with our own 
experience. We intend to be a 
leader in this field. 

The point is we have not 
grown by accident. Thirteen 
years after our beginning, we 
have become a leader In 
computer peripherals. 

For information on 
peripheral products, call your 
local Cal Comp office, or contact 
California Computer Products, 
Inc., DM-M5-73, 2411 West La 
Palma Avenue, Anaheim, 
California 92801 (714) 821-2011 
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Fenwal would have put out the fire without business 
interruption. . 

Fighting a fire with water isn't fast enough to 
prevent heat and smoke damage to your master 
tapes, discs and other records. You'd have heavy 
costs that start with downtime and catch-up over
time, and end with expensive replacement costs. 

Things are different when you fight fire with' 
Fenwal. A Fenwal Automatic Fire Suppression Sys
tem, * using Halon 1301, stops a fire dry just seconds 
after it starts. It's non-corrosive and safe for people, 
too. So you can get right back to business as usual. 

You see, Fenwal is by far the most experienced 

in the field of fire and explosion suppression. And our 
experience has taught us that Halon 1301 is the fast
est and most effective weapon against fire in high
value areas. That's why we specialize in Halon 
systems. 

When you want foolproof fire protection, talk to 
Fenwal. It makes good sense when you have some
thing precious to protect. We'll be pleased to arrange 
a showing of our color film, "The FIREATERS," fea
turing our systems in action. Fenwal Incorporated, 
Ashland, Mass. 01721. Phone (617) 881-2000. A 
Division of Walter Kidde & Co., Inc. 

*FM approved - UL listed 

In fire and explosion suppression systems, Fenwal has more experience than any other· company in the world 
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ACCO is the only manufacturer 
to offer retractable hooks 

on all 14-7/Snx lin data binders 
at no extra cost. 

Versatile, high-impact plastic 
Accedata heeks. Slide eut easily 
fer hanging. Push-in flush fer 
everyday use. Permanently at
tached to. all eur 14~8" x 11" 
(9007) P1 P, P4P and P6P Acce
data Binders. No. extras to. buy. 
No. heeks to. get lest. Our fameus 
Accedata Binders ceme in 20 pt. genuine 
pressbeard in 7 celers. 23 pt. Accehide* in 
4 celers and heavy-duty 90 pt. Accehide* in 

2 celers - practically indestruc
tible. New, all metal binding 
mechanisms previde' greater 
cempressien. Steel Dataflex tm 

pests .Tep and bettem leading fer 
easy access. Helds up to. 8" burst 
er unburst printeut. Write fer eur 
41 celer cataleg er see Accedata 

Binders (with the no. extra cest data heeks) 
at yeur o.ffice preducts dealer. Seeing's 
believing. *A chemical resin. 

Innovators . .. by design 

ACCO 

ACCO INTERNATIONAL INC. 
5150 N. Northwest Highway/Chicago, Illinois 60630 

New York, Los Angeles, Boston/Canada/England/Holiand/Mexico/Venezuela/EI Salvador/Jamaica/Japan 
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Bruning's new OP-40/80 
microfiche duplicator 
It produces cut-to-size and 
collated fiche in one operation. 
That's because our new OP-40/80 
from Kleer-Vu is really an 
automated duplicating system. 

It's thissimple: your operator 
puts the master fiche in the input 
station, dials the number of copies 
required (up to 99 from any 
master), and pus,hes the start 
button. The OP-40/80 begins at 
once to deliver cut-to-size, 
collated fiche at up to 1000 
copies an hour. 

Here's the system you've been 
looking for to eliminate waste 
film, cut operating time; and 
significantly reduce your fiche 
duplicating costs. 

And what convenience: You get 
automated pushbutton operation. 
There is no plumbing and no 
venting needed. You can use 
positive or negative masters to 
produce flat, non-static copies. 

The Bruning Microg'raphics 
Systems Specialist in your area 
is ready to show you the OP-40/80 

in action. And tell you about other 
Bruning products-such as the 
OP-49/88 roll-to-fiche duplicator
which make up our total capability 
in micrographics information 
distribution. 

Call your local Bruning Sales 
Office today~ Or write Bruning, 
1834 Walden Office Square, 
Schaumburg, III. 60172. 

The bold new force 
in micrographics. 

Duplication' 
automation. 
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This System Saves Our Customer 
S56,OOOA Month ..... 

_ Computer Center 

@ TOM and FDM Concentration 

• FDM Subsets 

.... . And Our Remote Diagnostics 
Provide Him With Total System Control 

Fact is, economy and reliability are what make 
General OataComm's systems and products unique 
in the data communications marketplace. 
We provide our systems customers with computer 
center control of the local TOM's; the remote 
TOM'S; the remote FOM's; and the remote subsets 
right up to the terminal interface. Each individual' 
channel can be looped back without affecting 
operation of any other channel, proving the integ
rity of circuits and equipment. 
We also provide our systems customers with a first 
echelon repair capability. Our design concept of 
plug-in modularity permits rapid replacement of a 
failed part with on-site spares. Downtime is re
duced from a matter of hours to a few minutes. 

When evaluating multiplex and modem equipment 

for your own system, look at both the cost and the 
remote loopback capability. How much diagnostic 
capability does the equipment offer you? When 
you are operating tandem links, TOM and FDM, 
how much maintenance and check capability, or 
how much fault isolation capability does the 
equipment offer? 

If you are considering the cost of spares and the 
cost of loopback diagnostics, trade them off 
against the cost of down time. What does it cost 
your organization if one station, one circuit, one 
link is out for an hour or a day? You will find that 
the equation is balanced very highly in 'favor of 
reliability in communications and reliability in 
communications is what General OataComm is 
all about. 

II II General DataComm Industries, Inc. 
131 Danbury Road _ Wilton, Connecticut 06897 _ (203) 762-0711 

International: GENERAL DATACOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES S.A. 
RUE MONTOVER, 3, 1040 BRUXELLES TEL,: 02/11.23.57./58 (2 LIGNES) 
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. General Electr.ic's answer 
to costly volume data traffic 

!beD8\V 
!enntlet* 

1200 Printer 
120 characters per second 

. Replaces 12 conventional printers 
Reduces operator costs 

Reduces line costs 

Moving high volumes of data in your 
communication system with conventional 
printers creates unnecessary costs. 
Equipment costs. Operator costs. Line costs. 

General Electric's new TermiNet 1200 
prints 120 characters per second and 
transmits 1200 baud rates. You reduce 
operator costs because you can handle the 
same data load as 12 conventional printers. 
You save on equipment costs. And, 1200 
baud transmission optimizes the use of 
public and private lines. More efficient 
transmission means time and money saved. 

The same engineering and 
manufacturing technology that made the 
TermniNet 300 printer (10, 20, 30 cps) so 
successful is built into the TermniNet 1200 
printer, and at only a 30% increase in price. 
Most options are interchangeable and no 
extra operator training is required ... and 
you get 6 hard copies. 

Find out more about General Electric's 
answer to efficiently moving high volumes 
of data - the TermniNet 1200 printer. Write 
Data Communication Products Department, 
Section 794-05, P.O. Box 4197, Lynchburg, 
Virginia 24502. ' 

" Reg.stered Trademark of G_ral E/ec/fi(l Co.:U S A 
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You don't have to sell 
your soul to get 

Big Machine Software. 
Because Big Machine Software need 

nof be expensive. At Datacraft we 
package it all up with our 
price/performance champ, the SLASH 5 
computer. Then we add an alpha-numeric 
terminal. 72K bytes of core. A card reader. 
A line printer. A disc and a teletype. And, 
we deliver it all to you for under $65,000. 
As for Big Machine Software ... here's 
what you get from Datacraft: 

LANGUAGES: SNOBOL, BASIC 
(INTERACTIVE), FORGO, RPG II, 
FORTRAN IV, and MACRO ASSEMBLER. 

OPERATING SYSTEMS: DMS, TOS, 
DOS, and ROS. 

SUPPORT SOFTWARE: 

We're proud of our Big Machine 
Software. And we want you to know about 
it. Fill in and mail the coupon. We've some, 
cost-saving information that you should 
have. It's our Big Machine approach to 
working software. You'll receive literature 
that includes our new DMS brochure ... 
with information on our Spooled I/O, 
Automatic File Conversion 
Blocking/Unblocking, Interactive 
Terminal Support and Remote Batch 
facilities. Naturally, DMS provides 
foreground multiprogramming concurrent 
with background batch processing. 

Don't sell your soul to get Big 
Machine Software. Buy Datacraft. 

Datacraft~ 
------------------------------~ 

Datacraft Corporation 
Room 201 (OM) 
P.O. Box 23550 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33307 

The "Datacraft Devil Deal" appeals to me. 
Rush me the information. 

---__ ,State ___ .... 



Now that we make 
six different minicomputers, 
will we rest on the seventh? 

90 

) 

Only a couple of years ago, 
we made two minicomputers. 

Enough for anybody, right? Wrong. 

So we introduced the I nterdata New 
Series. Model 70 and Model 80. Great 

little machines. With all the latest in 
computer technology. And then the 

Model 50 and Model 55 Data Communica
tions processors. Special DC instructions. 

Great DC throughput. The works. 

Still not enough'. 

So then we introduced the Model 74. A 
minicomputer designed especially for OEMs. No 

frills. No gimmicks. Just a fine little processor at 
a very attractive price. 

And even that wasn't enough. 

Announcing the Model 85 
with Dynamic Control Store. 

The Model 85 is more than just another I nterdata 
minicomputer. 

Because it has 4096 bytes of bipolar Dynamic Control Store, 
it's really several minicomputers built into one. 

The latest is the greatest. 
It's a fast mini because it executes 4~address format micro instructions 

in 0.2 microseconds. It's a powerful mini because it can perform tasks 
at hardware speeds that now require a maxi computer. It's a flexible 

mini because you can dynamically tailor its control store to fit your 
specific application. Special instructions, algorithms, or whatever. And 

then change it again. 

Best of all, it's an economical minicomputer because it is a minicomputer. 
And it's priced like one. $22,800 quantity one list price. 

We've only begun to fight. 
,; So even though we now offer our customers a whole family of minicomputers, 

"I we're still working hard to develop new and better ones. Because we know if we 
_ ..... ..---- didn't, pretty soon we wouldn't be selling any minicomputers at all. 

There's just no rest for the weary. 

2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, New Jersey 07757 (201) 229-4040. Denver - (303) 758-0474. Boston - (617) 890-0557. Chicago - (312) 437-5120. 
Dallas - (214) 238-9656_ Detroit - (313) 356-5515. Houston - (713) 783-1830. Los Angeles - (213) 640-0451. Palo Alto - (415) 969·1180. 
Philadelphia - (215) 436·5579. Washington - (703) 525-4806. Toronto - (416) 678·1500. United Kingdom - Uxbridge 52441. Sydney - NSW 439-4155. 
West Germany - 0811/8543887. Tokyo - 270·7711. 
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A useful interface for academic 
researchers and industry practitioners 
of computer performance evaluation 

First Annual 
SIGME Symposium 

A symposium is generally a bland af
fair arranged for the purpose of dis
seminating information. An exception 
to the norm was the First Annual 
SIGME Symposium on Measurement 
and Evaluation held in Palo Alto, 
Calif. Feb. 26-28, 1973. This ACM

sponsored meeting was a lively con
frontation of computer performance 
evaluation researchers from academia 

and practitioners from industry. The 
Special Interest Group on Measure
ment and Evaluation was originally~ 

chartered by the ACM Council as a 
committee (SIGME) in November, 
1971, and was converted to permanent 
group status in December, 1972. 

May, 1973 

At the opening session, symposium 
general chairman Don Madden of 
Compata, ~Inc., noted that attendance 
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was in excess of 200 persons with 22 
from six foreign countries. The at
tendees represented the spectrum of 
"evaluationdom," coming from indus
try, universities, software houses, gov
ernment, performance measurement 
vendors and consulting firms. Keynote 
speakers were SIGME chairman pro
fessor Stephen R. Kimbleton of the 
U niv. of Michigan and Peter J. Den
ning of Purdue Univ. Noting that two
thirds of the symposium papers ad
dressed job or system performance, 
Kimbleton indicated the need for re
search to . relate the performance of a 
computer system or computer center 
to the data processing organization. 
Peter Denning concluded the opening 
session with a provocative commentary 
on "Why Our Approach to Perfor
mance Evaluation is SDRA WKCAB (back
wards)." 

Denning's thesis was that only after 
a system is designed do we ask how 
it should perform. According to Den
ning, the real problem is what is good 
design and his suggested approach is 
to: (1) define classes of jobs, (2) spe
cify job class performance levels, (3) 
build virtual machines for each class 
and (4) design a real system to match 
the virtual system. Denning also called 
for modelers to describe a system in 
terms of its structure and expressed 
concern over the vogue technique of 
constructing empirical models through 
statistical analysis. Concluding, Den
ning suggested "let's stop doing per
formance evaluation backwards and 
think how much simpler it will be." 

Viewing the keynote addresses as 
somewhat negative towards measure
ment and evaluation efforts to date, 
Ken Kolence, former president of 
Boole and Babbage, Inc., and software 
engineering consultant, interjected that 
just four years ago the first perfor
mance monitor became commercially 
available and "success has been 
achieved by persons working in the 
trenches." Kolence also noted that 
the "real world builds on success." 
Throughout the three-day meeting, 
spirited audience commentary illumi
nated the differences in orientation of 
industry and academia to computer 
performance evaluation, indicating that 
SIGME was at the interface. 

About one-half of the conference 
paper~ were submitted by u~iversities 
and the IBM T. J. Watson Research 
Center· and dealt with the application 
of analytic modeling to performance 
evaluation. Ken Kolence's paper on 
"Experiments and Measurement in 
Computing" mirrored many audience 
concerns with performance modeling 
efforts in general. Kolence states "re
searchers in the field bear a basic re
sponsibility to formulate their concepts 
in a way which is subject to empirical 
test, and a further responsibility to ac-
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There are a lot of good hard 
reasons behind this kind of growth. 
Two years ago we entered the 
360/370 compatible memory 
market. Today we're number 
three - maybe two by the time 
you read this. Our customer ref
erences include more than 200 
installations in 44 cities. Well 
over 25 million bytes. The num
bers increase almost daily. 
It's no trick to find the reasons. 
Let's start with experience: We 
know the memory business. EMM 
is one of the world's largest inde
pendent memory manufacturers. 
We produce memory systems 
and memory components for al
most all of the main frame com
puter companies. 
Technology: We begin with 
basics. We manufacture our own 
cores. Design and build our own 

92 

memory stacks and systems. Add 
the electronics for the total mem
ory. Every memory has the 
degree of manufacturing control 
and reliability that put us on the 
Apollo program. 
Stability: As a major company 
committed to the memory market, 
we're going to be around tomor
row and a lot more tomorrows to 
come. 
But the biggest reason for our 
growth has been satisfied cus
tomers. Satisfied on cost as well 
as performance. 

See us at the National Computer Conference, Booth 2400 
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If you're interested in a 360 or 
370 compatible main frame mem
ory; and experience, technology, 
reliability, stability, cost 'and per
formance are important to you, 
call our nearest office. 

EmmCOMPUTER 
PRODUCTS 

A Division of 

ELECTRONIC MEMORIES & MAGNETICS CORPORATION 

12621 CHADRON AVENUE, HAWTHORNE, CA 90250 
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SIGME 

cept the verdict of measurement as 
final proof." Continuing, Kolence 
notes that "in the physical sciences a 
tradition exists of holding experiments 
and experimental data in high regard. 
That tradition does not exist in our 
field, and we must begin to build it." 

On the industry-pr:actitioner side, 
10seph C. Sharp of General Electric 
reported on a policy-driven scheduler 
approach to the practical problem of 
providing several levels of service to 
competing real-time, time-sharing and 
batch programs within a computer sys
tem. A policy-driven scheduler charac
terizes a class of user by a policy func
tion which specifies the elapsed time 
each member should wait for a given 
amount of service. In this approach, 
service was normalized to cost of re
source usage. Conceptually the "trajec
tory" of a job in a service received vs. 
elapsed time "plane" is tracked, and 
service is provided or withheld to bring 
the job "trajectory" into agreement 
with a standard policy "trajectory." 
Sharp experimented with both static 
and parametrically adaptive policy 
functions. Experimental results under 
a peak load condition on a GE 600 
system indicated response time for in
teractive jobs requiring 200 msec to 1 
second of resource service was 30 sec
onds under round-robin, 6 seconds 
with a static policy scheduler and 2 
seconds with an adaptive policy sched
uler. Cpu overhead required to aIter 
policy curves every 5 seconds was 
noted to be 10 msec. 

1. A. Campbell of Price Waterhouse 
& Co. presented a performance evalua
tion methodology for a user to select, 
among competing computer centers, 
the best center to run his set of jobs. 
The methodology included the crea
tion of a synthetic benc~mark based 
on the computing and 110 services 
(e.g., arithmetic and logical opera
tions, procedure calls, array indexing, 
calls to run-time routines, input! out
put) profile of the actual workload. 
Costs to run the synthetic benchmark 
at four computer centers were substan
tially different, indicating a free-choice 
user may be able to save money by 
selecting a computer center "tuned" to 
his workload. 

A symposium highlight was the lun
cheon address on "Measuring Our 
Way to Success" by Dr. Ruth M. 
Davis, director of the Institute of 
Computer Sciences and Technology at 
the National Bureau of Standards 
(NBS). Although the NBS is aiming to 
establish "measurement procedures, 
guidelines and standards ... that will 
protect the buyers, sellers and custom
ers of computer systems and net-
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works," Dr. Davis noted that neither in 
industry nor academia has any body of 
expertise developed from which NBS 

can cull the necessary technology. 
However, Dr. Davis said that "one of 
the most harmful actions to industry or 
a technology can be the setting of stan
dards or measurement proc~dures too 
soon in the product or technology de
velopment process." Tracing the com
plexity of the computing process, she 
observed that measurement and evalu
ation of the performance of this pro
cess represents "a scientific feat never 
before attempted and as yet never ac
complished. " 

Commenting on the appropriateness 
of the symposium location-both 
commercial hardware and software 
monitors were developed nearby-Dr. 
Davis said that "in four short years the 
field has measured its way to success." 
Reasons for success were cited as: (1) 
the computer measurement field "has 
supplied a methodology for increasing 
our computing productivity" and (2) 
"because products have been commer
cially available, a base of professionals 
in the field has been trained and devel
oped." 

Acknowledging that success to date 
has been in the area of performance 
tuning, Dr. Davis indicated outstand
ing practical problems involve "our 
needs to predict and control the per
formance and capacity of our software 
and computing systems." Identification 
of "the basic variables that govern the 
performance of a given workload on a 
given configuration and their relation
ships will form the basis for a theory of 
performance, which is . . . funda
mental to our practical success in the 
future." 

Dr. Davis concluded with "we won't 
have sensible procurement procedures 
until we can predict performance" and 
that "computer measurement will 
really only deserve to be called a mea
surement science when ... we are well 
along the road towards developing 
computer systems architecture that 
has, integral to it, its own measurement 
system." 

Appropriately, the final symposium 
paper presented by E. L. Burke of the 
Mitre Corp. addressed the design con
siderations for implementing a monitor 
which uses microprogramming to pro
vide a flexible and efficient interface 
between the monitor and the system. 

Being at an interface is seldom com
fortable, but whatever SIGME may have 
lost in harmony between researchers 
and practitioners it gained in increased 
understanding of the other's orienta
tion and needs. SIGME has identified 
itself as a unique vehicle for communi
cations between the two performance 
evaluation camps and this legacy may 
be its challenge. 

-David Schumacher 

There's an 
EMMoffice 

near you. 

LOS ANGELES 10960 Wilshire Blvd. 
CALIFORNIA Suite 320 

90024 (213) 477-3911 

SANTA CLARA 1333 Lawrence Expressway 
CALIFORNIA Suite 264 

95051 (408) 247-9711 

DES PLAINES 1400 East Touhy Avenue 
ILLINOIS (312) 297-3110 

60018 

WELLESLEY #4 Wellesley Office Park 
MASSACHUSETTS 40 William Street 

02181 (617) 237-4800 

SOUTHFIELD 21411 Civic Center Drive 
MICHIGAN (313) 352-1040 

48076 

MINNEAPOLIS 7317 Cahill Road 
MINNESOTA (612) ?41-1843 

55435 

CLAYTON 130 South Bemiston 
MISSOURI Suite 101 

63102 (314)863-0015 

SADDLE BROOK 299 Market Street 
NEW JERSEY (201) 845-0450 

07662 

CLEVELAND 6500 Pearl Road 
OHIO (216) 884-1980 
44130 

ABINGTON 947 Old York Road 
PENNSYLVANIA (215) 887-4940 

19001 

PITTSBURGH 850 Seven Parkway Center 
PENNSYLVANIA (412) 921-1221 

15220 

MEMPHIS 3331 Foxgate Drive 
TENNESSEE (901) 362-9180 

38118 

DALLAS 2655 Villa Creek 
TEXAS Suite 280 

75234 (214) 243-2374 

HOUSTON 1200 South Post Oak 
TEXAS Su ite 104 

77027 (713) 626-3592 

ANNANDALE 7617 Little River Turnpike 
VIRGINIA (703) 941-2100 

22003 

SEA TILE 975 John Street 
WASHINGTON Suite 208 

98109 (206) 623-1477 
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Do you store 
your mass digital 
data economically? 

Want massive archival recording 
at a practical cost? Need secure, 
non-volatile backup storage? 
Looking for on-line data storage 
to 2.2 billion bytes? Or what 
about document image storage 
with fast access and remote 
display? 

You've got it. System 190 delivers 
simple, secure, low-cost storage. 
It uses existing recording 
technology, proven in trillion 
bit systems. And you can get 
it in affordable add-on modules. 

Economical storage. 
Operating cost is one-fourth to 
one-third that of tape. Tape 
systems provide thirty bytes per 
penny. The System 190 records 
over one hundred bytes per 
penny. One Data Strip® carries 
275 million bytes, the equivalent 
of six fully-packed 1600 bpitapes. 
The six tapes cost $40 or more; 
Data Strip costs $15 or less. 

Compact storage. 
The amount of information that 
can be recorded in one year by 
a System 19.0, in its minimum 
configuration, is equivalent to 
nearly 200,000 reels of 1600 bpi 
magnetic tape. Media storage 
space is less than one-tenth that 
of tape. 

Secure storage. 
Data is permanently recorded. 
Magnetic fields or computer 
failure cannot erase data. No 
degradation. No wear. No 
dropout. No print-through. 

Computer-compatible storage. 
Control unit interfacing allows 
use of existing computer tape 
programs. When used as a 
stand-alone system, data are 
transferred directly to peripherals 
-document scanner, plotter, 
printer, or CRT terminals. 

Using tape emulator methods, 
System 190 follows standard 1/0 
tape commands. Or use direct 
access method with simple keying 
from host computer. Or use the 
automatic spooling method that 
allows the 190 to feed data to 
other storage devices. 

On-line storage. 
In on-line data libraries, System 
190 delivers these advantages plus 
high speed di rect access to 
275 million data bytes, expandable 
up to 2.2 billion bytes. With 
audit trail. And without 
clobbering old data. Hardware 
costs are half those of equivalent 
disc systems. 

Document image storage. 
In document image storage 
applications, System 190 supplies 
an automated document image 
handling system that is more 
efficient and less expensive than 
other automated systems. It 
provides rapid di rect access 
to thousands of on-line images 
in less than 1 second per image 
and to millions more stored 
off-line in less than a minute. 
System 190 automatically 
distributes the retrieved images, 
either locally or remotely, for 
viewing or as hard copy. 

Get the facts on the most 
significant advance in storage 
since magnetic recording. Write 
for "System 190" brochure. 

PRECISION 
INSTRUMENT 

3170 Portet Drive, Palo Alto, California 94304 Phone (415) 493-2222 TWX No. 910-373-1752 
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"You can spend hundreds of dollars more for 
a computer terminal but NONE will have the 
features, functions and flexibility that I have. 
Get your order in today!" 

SUPER BEE' 
From The House of Beehive 

Beehive Terminals 870 West 2600 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84119' (801) 487-0741 TWX 910-925-5271 
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... and still champ 
The Datapoint 3300: 
Industry standard for the interactive user 

The Datapoint 3300 Interactive Terminal was a pioneering 
system in the field of time sharing.computer communications. 
It's alsQ one of the most successful. More than 3,500 of these 
units have been shipped, so many that it's become recognized 
as the industry standard for interactive data terminals. 

Now there's a further boost to 3300 popularity - our new 
pricing structure which makes the system available to end users 
at a buy price of $2,450 (for quantities of 10 or more) or a lease 
price of $65 a month':', including maintenance. Special OEM 
prices are available upon request. 

All standard features of the Datapoint 3300 have been 
maintained, and in many cases improved. It is completely 
interchangeable with standard teletypewriter equipment, offers 
a large (25x72) video display with easy-to-read characters, 
has a 64 character set keyboard and is totally self contained 
in a handsomely styled unit. Data transmission occurs at 
speeds up to 2400 baud. Optionally available with the 3300 
are a magnetic tape memory unit offering an on-line storage 
* 10% down, installment sale, 5 year term. 

capacity of 450,000 characters on replaceable tape cassettes 
and a 30 c.p.s thermal printer. Trouble free use is assured 
by Datapoint's large and well trained field service force. 

If you haven't yet had the pleasure of using a Datapoint 
3300 for your interactive communication needs, by all means 
accept our invitation and call your local Datapoint office for 
a demonstration today. Or for further information contact us 
directly at Datapoint corporate headquarters. 

Dotopoint 

Home Office: 9725 Datapoint Drive/San Antonio. Texas 78284/(512) 696-4520' Direct Sales Offices: Chicago (312) 671-5310· Detroit (313) 557-6092' Los Angeles (213) 645-5400 
• Minneapolis (612) 854-4054' New York (212) 759-4656' Orlando (305) 671-4500' Phoenix (602) 265-3909' Portland (503) 244-01 01 • San Francisco (408) 732-9953 
Sales Representatives: Albuquerque (505) 255-0120. Boston (617) 237 -2090' Cocoa Beach. Fla. (305) 727-3205' Dallas (817) 265-7745· Darien. Conn. (203) 655-4800 
• Denver (303) 771-0140' Houston (713) 626-0010' Liberty. Mo. (816) 781-0400· Philadelphia (215) 272-1444' Salt Lake City (801) 272-3681 • Washington. D.C. (301) 937-2215 
International Representatives: TRW Data Systems/Toronto/Ontario. Canada/(416) 481-7288' TRW Communications/Lyss/Berne. Switzerland/Telex: 845-34446 
• TRW Electronics-International/Los Angeles. California/Telex: 674593 
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Only about 30 on-line systems 
now-but count again next year 

Material Handling 
Institute Conference by Edward K. Yasaki, San Francisco Bureau Manager 

Computers are beginning to ,achieve a 
certain prominence in the world of 
manufacturing, specifically in the ma
terial handling function, directing not 
only the movement and storage! re
trieval of raw materials, work in pro
cess, and finished goods, but ,also per
forming inventory control. "Anyone 
planning a new warehouse or produc
tion facility without serious considera
tion to this (the real-time computer 
control) concept is probably missing 
the boat," says James K. Allred, senior 
vp of Kenway Engineering, Inc. 

According to Allred, there are less 
than 30 such on-line systems currently 
running in the U.S. However, to indi
cate a sharp rise expected in the 
growth curve, he adds that about a 
dozen of them have been installed by 
his company and says that figure will 
have risen to 20 by the end of this 
year. 

Interviewed early last month at the 
Material Handling Institute show in 
San Francisco, Allred presented one of 
two papers on computer-controlled 
storage and retrieval of goods. He said 
there are only a few knowledgeable 
consulting firms in this field, people 
having a good background in both 
computers arid material handling. He 
said he wished there were more, ex
plaining that his company, based near 
Salt Lake City, is in the hardware and 
systems business and cannot afford to 
divert its personnel to a consulting ef
fort. Even his company, he added, has 
difficulty finding people knowledgeable 
in both disciplines. 

He also 'indicated that Kenway 
would not care to undertake the auto
mation of a warehouse for a company 
whose data processing department did 
not also participate. The dp personnel 
tend to be oriented toward commercial 
applications, he acknowledged, and 
may know little about the warehousing 

, activity. Nonetheless, he actively seeks 
to get a systems analyst from the client 
firm involved in the planning, specifi
cation, and even coding of the soft-
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ware. "This is not an over-the-shoul- terial handling, followed by the appli-
ders involvement," he explained. "We ances business, according to Lawrenc~ 
bring them to Salt Lake City and have A. Feit, manager of automatic storage 
them working ,alongside our program- systems, Storage Products Div., Inter-
mers." lake, Inc., in Chicago. For almost all 

The automotive industry is tops industries, Feit says, you can draw up 
among the users of computerized ma- a comparison between the construction 

In a conventional warehouse, using 
forklift trucks, the average time re
quired to find . and load an order 
onto ,a truck is four hours. A com
puter-controlled system can do it in 
as little as 15 minutes. "Without the 
automated system, we simply would 
be swamped with the volume of or
ders we process," says plant man
ager Gene LeGrand of Fiber Indus-

Says Fiber Industries' Gene 
LeGrand: "If you Can imagine 
a giant vending machine five 
stories high and rough Iy the 
size of a football field, dis
pensing 200- to 300-pound 
cartons of polyester filament, 
you have some idea of our 
automated warehouse in op
eration." 

tries' polyester facility in Shelby, 
N.C. 

The firm recently placed into op
eration a system controlled by an 
IBM 1800. "Besides the obvious 
benefit of speed in filling large cus
tomer orders," LeGrand adds, "it 
enables us to turn over our inven
tory more rapidly and in a more 
orderly fashion, with a significant 
increase in order accuracy." Com
puter control, he continues, also 
means major savings in repacking 
costs. Under a manual system, car
tons might be handled several, times 
by forklift operators, resulting in 
package damage. But with their 
new system, cartons are handled by 
forklift operators only when they 
are finally loaded onto the truck. 

Taking automation a step further 
is Libbey-Owens-Ford Co., which 
reportedly is developing a manufac
turing plant that bypasses ware
housing. A new process c:ontrol sys
tem under development on a float 
glass line at LOF's Ohio facility is 
aimed toward direct product ship
ment from the production lines. It 
is to be implemented th,is year at 
their 850,000-square-foot plant in 
Laurinburg, N.C., accepting new 
orders from offices throughout the 
U.S. and formulating back-to-back 
production ,and shipping schedules. 
"It wiU enable us to discontinue 
making glass products largely on 
the basis of anticipated customer 
needs," says LOF Glass president 
Richard Warren. The system will 
use an IBM System/7 and an 1800. D 
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Material 
Handling" 

and operating costs of a conventional 
warehouse and one that's computer 
controlled. And if there's a return on 
investment favorable to the automated 

. system within three years, it pays to go 
computerized. The exception to this is 
in the drug industry, which places an 
especially high premium on physical 
security. With an automated system, 
pilferage is cut to a negligible level, as 
is damage to goods, and this can more 
than compensate for any higher initial 
costs incurred in installing the more 
sophisticated, automated warehousing 
system, he says. 

The extent of savings effected is 
cited by Allred, who said the newer 
stacker cranes can lift and retrieve 
heavy loads at heights unachievable 
with lift trucks. This, in turn, brings 
into use the so-called high-rise storage 
racks, taller warehousing facilities, and 
increased capacities on a smaller land 
parcel. "With storage and retrieval ma
chines, we can usually get three times 
the amount of storage cube usable in 
the conventional warehouse by going 
from 20 to 40 feet at a less than 20% 
increase in building cost." A storage/ 
retrieval vehicle, he adds, can do the 

work of two lift trucks and an elevator, 
thus effecting equipment cost savings. 
Along with this come manpower sav
ings and reductions in inventory levels 
made possible by improvements in in
ventory control. 

"Automation in itself becomes a 
powerful justification factor when you 
cannot find people who will work in a 
warehouse," he said. "We are now ap
proaching this condition in some parts 
. of the country." 

The most sophisticated system de
scribed by Allred was one they in
stalled for Philip Morris, consisting of 
two warehouses supporting an $80 mil
lion cigarette manufacturing plant. 
One-warehouse stores about a day's 
supply of raw tobacco, placed in 1,500-
pound barrels, and the other stores 
finished cases. There are five satellite 
computers· reporting to a supervisory 
computer. "The satellite computers are 
located close to the functions they con
trol on the warehouse floor and have a 
Teletype terminal for manual input of 
commands if the supervisory computer 
is out of commission," he said. "The 
system also has an audit trail computer 
whose sole function is to record all 
transactions of the satellite computers 
in the event of a supervisory computer 
failure." 

In addition to systems that store 

Exhibits floor at the Material Handling Institute show: the ingredients 
for automated warehousing. 
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finished goods and raw materials, he 
said, those holding work in process are 
al~o becoming important. "In some 
cases, storage and retrieval machines 
have eliminated the need to abandon 
older factories due to the need for 
more production space because work 
in process is taken off the production 
floor and stored in the air ... We are 
now seeing factories planned with high
rise storage systems located right in the 
middle of the factory for ease of ac
cess." 

Allred described a system Kenway 
installed for Ampex Corp. in Colorado 
Springs, Colo., where "dispatchers at 
the end of each aisle make requests 
through crt's for pre-kitted electronic 
parts in plastic totes (containers) and 
small parts carrousels to be delivered 
for production. The cranes under com
puter direction deliver the material di
rectly to the shop dispatcher at the end 
of each production line, usually within 
one minute after the request is made. 
There, it is sent by belt conveyor di
rectly to the assembler, who returns the 
partially complete assemblies by the 
same conveyor for storage in the work
in-process system until required for the 
next assembly or testing operation." 

He termed "one of the most sophis
ticated work-in-process storage systems 
yet implemented" a system Kenway in
stalled at the San Diego Naval Aircraft 
Rework Facility, where a supervisory 
computer tracks 12,000 work-in-pro
cess production orders while also con
trolling conveyors and storage-retrieval 
cranes. It controls the movement of 
material from the storage system to one 
of 22 different shops by way of an 
overhead conveyor loop that is one 
mile in circumference. From there it 
goes by elevator down to the point of 
use. 

In the exhibits area, a number of 
companies were showing ways of mon
itoring and controlling the movement 
of goods, such as on a conveyor belt. 
They were reminiscent of the Auto
matic Car Identification system 
adopted several years back by the 
Assn. of American Railroads. Com
puter Identics Corp., Westwood, 
Mass., showed a new computer-gen
erated bar coded label that could be 
placed on goods and. packages and 
read by both a remote scanner and a 
hand-held wand. Having applications 
also iIi the retail point-of-sale field, 
both ·the wand and the label printer are 
made by Interface Mechanisms Inc., 
Seattle, Washington. Among the con
tributions of Computer Identics is the 
ability to multiplex several scanners to 
one label decoding processor. 

With all this know-how, you'd think 
they would be able to figure out a way 
to find my car in the airport parking 
lot. [] 

DATAMATICIN 
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Strengthen your lines 
of communication 

with our line of 
products and systems. 

Our Singer TELE-SIGNAL 
Operation offers a complete 
line of communication products 
and systems. And complete, we 
really mean. 

In fact, if you've got Net
work problems, we've got 
the answers. Answers on 
everything from how to 
eliminate far end echoes 
to how to boost the aggre
gate line level in multi-channel 
systems. Anywhere in the 
world. 

Take our multiplexing 
systems. TELE-SIGNAL can de
sign, furnish and install a Time 
Division Multiplex System. Or a 
Frequency Multiplex System. Or maybe a 
combination of both. Whatever your needs, we'll 
see to it that your multiplex system concentrates 
a maximum number of channels into one. So you 
can cut the number of lines you use. To say nothing 
of your costs. 

Need a Data Network Management Center? 
That's no problem, either. 
We can supply you with a 
complete control facility 
that can quickly isolate 
network faults. Any net
work faults. And make 
sure your traffic output 
stays high. 

But suppose you 
need a way to improve 
voice transmission over 
your HF radio-telephone 
network? Our linked com
pressor and expander 
(L1NCOMPEX) equipment 
can do just that. With 
land-line quality you'll be 
getting true four-wire op
eration. And improved 
signal-to-noise ratio. 

Need in-band sig
nalling equipment? Echo 
suppressors? Speech in
verters? Regenerative 
repeaters? Speech priva-

cy equipment? We can supply all 
that, and more. 

Including Master System 
Timing faciliti'es, complete 

Patch and Distribution equip
ment, Digital Data Analyzers. 

And even modems with 
many features not found 

on their Bell Systems 
counterparts. 

Now, TELE-SIGNAL has 
many other ways to add mus
cle to your communication 

systems. But rather than simply 
catalog them, we suggest you 

ask around. 
Ask RCA Global, for in

stance. Or ask American Airlines, 
Allegheny Airlines, Shared Medical Sys

tems Corp., FAA, NASA, the U.S. military, or 
any other sophisticated tele-communication user 
we've helped. 

And don't forget to ask about the worldwide 
personnel training, maintenance and installa-
tion we give. .---""""'---

. We think 
you'll see that 
when you're in 
the market for 
highly reliable, 
complex commu
nications sys
tems and compo
nents, it pays to' 
check out the 
Singer line. 

For fast in
formation, just 
write: The Singer 
Company, Kear
fott Division 
TELE-SIGNAL Op
eration, 250 
Crossways Drive, 
Woodbury, New 
York 11797. Or 
for faster information, 
just call us at (516) 921-9400. 

Either way, you'll find you've opened up one 
line of communication that can improve your others. 

SINGER 
AEROSPACE & MARINE SYSTEMS 
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Disk Drives 



For years, 
people thought 
Teletype . 
machines only 
talked to 
themselves. 



Nothing could be further 
from the truth. 

Fact is, Teletype machines 
have been carrying on intelligent 
conversations with some of the 
fastE?st information movers in the 
world. Computers. 

Teletype Corporation's 
technology has become virtually 
synonymous with office-to-office 
communications. But we've 
earned a good, solid name for 
ourselves in computer communi
cations, too. Because Teletype 
equipment is compatible with 
practically any computer-based 
communications system. 

"Our product line proves 
the point. 

Take a look at our model 
33 series. At 100 wpm, it's the 
number-one standard-duty data 
terminal in the industry. Out
standing reliability, flexibility and 
economy are the reasons why. 

Big system features at 
economy system prices? That's 
the forte of our new wide-platen 

- model 38 series. Because it's the 
logical extension of the model 
33, it's designed for plug-to-plug 
compa tibili ty. 

Looking for heavy-duty, 
year in and year out operation 
with minimum maintenance 
requirements? Take a look at our 
model 35 series. You'll also find 
a broad range of features at an 
economical price. 

Our model 37 series handles 
all the requirements of complex 
data systems. It offers the utmost 
in flexibility and vocabulary at 
150 wpm. In addition to the ASCII 
characters, you can add up to 32 
special characters of your own. 

For paper tape systems, we've 
got equipment with capabilities to 
send and receive up to 2400 wpm. 

Our 4210 magnetic tape 
terminal-which interfaces with 
all our eight-level terminals
offers easy data handling and 
storage, at an on-line speed of 
2400 wpm. 

As you can "see, our reputa
tion in point-to-point commu"ni
cations has served us well in 
computer terminals. With a prod-

For more information about any Teletype product, write or call TERMINAL CENTRAL: 

uct line-up that no one comes 
close to in reliability, flexibility 
and economy. 

I t takes more than manu
facturing facilities to build the 
machines Teletype Corporation 
offers. It also takes commitment. 
From people who think service is' 
as important as sales. In terminals 
for computers and point-to-point 
communications. 

That's why we invented a 
new name for who we are and 
what we make. The Computer
cations people. 

TELETYPE 

t Xrol:' 

Teletype Corporation, Dept. 81F, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076. Phone 312/982-2500 

Teletype is il trademark registered in the United States Patent Office. 
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SYSTEMS 85 and SYSTEMS 86 
train pilots, control nuclear power 

: test auto parts, talk to satellites, 
forecast storms, run high-voltage 

.. experiments... . 



Now, what can they do for you? ' 
Name your toughest real-time problem 

and chances are a SYSTEMS 85/86 has 
solved it. Or one pretty close to it. 

Like simulators. Pilots of the nation's 
newest jet planes are trained in simulators 
controlled by SYSTEMS 86 computer systems. 
And telemetry. A top helicopter manufacturer 
uses an 86 to provide real-time and on-line 
answers for on-site helicopter flight test 
programs._ 

In power plant control - nuclear and 
fo'ssil- we're big, and getting bigger. A 
leading supplier of nuclear steam supply 
systems has recently chosen our SYSTEMS 85 
to monitor and supervise future pressurized 
water reactor (PWR) plants. An exacting 
hardware test. An even tougher software 
challenge. 

Industrial control has always been our 
bag. For instance, in the auto industry alone, 
we have over 50 computer systems performing 
tasks that range from testing critical auto 
components to monitoring exhaust emission 
levels. 

Communications? In one of the most 
sensitive and critical computer applications in 
history, a SYSTEMS 85 keeps the country's 
highest governmental figures in constant and 
instant contact via communications satellite 

and a comprehensive, worldwide air and 
ground terminal network. 

In real-time lab operations and research 
jobs, scientists recognize us as a leader. For 
example, a SYSTEMS 86 conducts 
high-voltage experiments for the most 
comprehensive electrical research and testing 
center in North America. Another 86 helps a 
federal weather research lab improve storm 
tracking and forecasting throughout the 
central U. S. 

And the list goes on. Telephone traffic 
simulation and voice synthesization studies for 
the nation's major communications research 
facility. Radar signal processing for the 
military. Mission simulation for the manned 
space shuttle development program. 

But you get the idea. 
Now, what was your real-time problem? 

We've either solved it already, or we'll devise 
a better solution than anyone else's. 

For more information, call or write 
SYSTEMS Engineering Laboratories, 6901 W. 
Sunrise Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33313. 
Telephone (305) 587-2900. 

ENGINEERING LAS ORA TORIES 
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3. COPE65 

1. COPE 4705 Communications Controller 
Designed to provide 360/370 usersan 
alternate for IBM 2701, 2702, 2703 and 3705 
transmission control units ... at reduced cost. 
Our "Emulation Plus" Program supports both 
asynchronous and synchronous terminals at 
line speeds up to 9600 bps. 

2. COPE 1200 Series 
COPE remote batch terminals are the most 
economical, flexible and cost-effective means 
of accessing major large-scale computers 
(including IBM, CDC and Univac), using 
ordinary voice-grade lines, coaxial cable or 
Telpak lines for maximum economy. 

3. COPE 65 Communications Controller 
COPE 65's can Simultaneously interface with 
up to three IBM 360/370's, CDC 6000's, 
Univac 1100's or combinations of these under 
their normal operating systems. Various 
bi-sync, 1 004 and 200 UT protocols can be 
accommodated at speeds from 2KB to 50 KB. 

4. COPE 1000 Series 
COPE portable conversational keyboard 
terminals are alternates for IBM 2740 and 
2741 and operate at speeds up to 15 cps for 
both on- and off-line applications. 

1. COPE 4705 
Communications Controller 



Two great names are better than 
three greattetters. 

COPEi'HARRIS 
COPE and HARRIS. A great marriage. 
Combining one of the oldest, best known 
names in remote data communications 
with one of the giants in electronic and 
printed communications. The emerging 
company - Harris Communication 
Systems, Inc., a full service 
communication systems company. 

Way back when remote terminals were 
mainly all talk, COPEs were already 
making history, bringing the power of a 
supercomputer to your door with 
unprecedented economy. COPEs 
provided the fastest speeds, best 
cost/throughput ratio, broadest line in the 
industry. Even more significant, COPE 
pioneered the COPE mode, a "textbook" 
full duplex transmission mode that other 
terminal manufacturers still don't offer. 
And COPEs at the front-end lifted the 
communications load from your big 
systems ... freeing them to do what they 
do best - compute. 

Now with solid backing by HARRIS, 
COPEs can give you even more. More 
system flexibility, unexcelled throughput 
and efficiency and trouble-free service. 
After all, COPEs are backed by total 
hardware and software support services 
and maintenance through our own field 
engineering organization. We support 

over 3,000 of our data terminal 
installations in the United States, Canada 
and Europe. And when you specify 
COPE you get a complete hardware/ 
software/maintenance package. 
Plus convenient leasing plans, too. 

So it's important to know that now, 
when you go for COPE terminals, 
controllers or peripherals, you'll be 
getting all the advantages two great 
names can offer. 

And better performance, at less cost, 
than You. Know. Who. 

Find out more by completing the 
coupon on this page and mailing it to us. 
Or call our product marketing manager 
at (214) 241-0551. 

r-------- ----------, 
I D.M I TO: Harris Communication Systems, Inc. 
I 11262 Indian Trail/P.O. Box 44076 I 
I Dallas, Texas 75234 I 

I Please send more information on the following I 
products: 

I 0 COPE 4705 COPE 1000 Series 0 I 
I 0 COPE 1200 Series Please Have a I I 0 COPE 65 Salesman Contact Me 0 I 
I Name I 
I Company Telephone I 
I &rn~ I 
L City ____ Stat=-___ ~~ __ .-J 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC. 
a subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation 
11262 Indian Trail/P.O. Box 44076 / Dallas, Texas 75234 

Canada: 1400 Don Mills Road / Don Mills, Ontario (416) 449-8571 
CIRCLE 67 ON READER CARD 



WHAT WILL YOUR COMPUTER DO. 
WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT? 
CRASH? 

All it takes is the slightest util
ity power failure ... a flicker, 
a transient, a voltage spike ... 
and you've got a costly shut
down, real-time data loss, pro
gram or equipment damage! 

You need Teledyne Inet Unin
terruptible Power - the most 
dependable, on-line solid state 
power system in the world. 

• 
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• 

The Teledyne Inet UPS never 
fails to deliver a continuous 
flow of pure, precise AC pow
er, no matter how many big or 
little failures happen on the 
power lines. 

Learn how your computer can 
keep counting when the lights 
go out. Write Teledyne I net, 
711 West Knox Street, Gar
dena, California 90248 ... 
Or phone (213) 327-0913. 

'Do it today. Without fail. 

INET 
CIRCLE 5 ON READER CARD 
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THE BIG PROBLEM WITH 
"MIX'N'MATCH" SYSTEMS 

IS USUALLY THE 
SERVICE REP INTERFACE. 

Whether the system is third-party leased or 
user-owned, the obvious solution to the problem 
is whole-system service. Raytheon Service 
Company whole-system service. . 

Computer system service is a full time 
business at RSC. No matter what the trouble, 
when you have an RSC service contract, we can 
take care of it. And we handle it better and at lower 
cost than most factory service organizations. 
In fact, we are factory service for more than 35 
computer system and peripheral manufacturers. 

We respond quickly to any service need, 

from 50 plus professional service offices through
out the U.S. and Europe. 

Look into the benefits of an RSC whole
system service contract. It will assure you of 
preventive maintenance on schedule, with mini
mum interruption, and troubleshooting when
ever and wherever you need it. And without a 
service rep hassle. Contact Raytheon Service 
Company,12 Second Avenue, Burlington, 
Mass. 01803. Tel (617) 272-9300. t;AYTHEO~ 

GET WHOLE-SYSTEM SERVICE ... FROM RSC. 

Visit us at booth #1013, National Computer Conference, June 4-8. 
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control Data's manufac
turing arrangement with 
Romania may be the first 
of several thrusts into 
the East Europe bloc, 
page 112, including 
deals in Czechoslovakia 

and the USSR, where it's 
rumored there has been 
talk about a Cybernet
type network .•. 

Our most recent visit 
with Ross Perot finds 
the chairman of EDS 
contin~ing his fiery 
assaults in a multitude 
of crusades, including 
the saving of Wall 
Street, page 114 .•. 

MIT's computer science 
head Robert Fano speaks 
out against information 
networks, page 120, 
saying they shouldn't be 
allowed to spread until 
we've developed adequate 
means for protecting 
privacy ..• 

Six months late, Los 
Angeles is about to get 
a freeway traffic warn
ing system under way, 
page 127. Our report 
tells how the Sigma 5-
based system works •.. 

Sen. Philip Hart's 
Industrial Reorganiza
tion bill was up for 
hearings this spring, 
page 129. Some testimony 
indicated it's the one 
hope for putting vigor 
in to the Justice Dept.' s 
pursuit of IBM •.. 

Addressograph Multi-
graph's new Data Systems 
Div. shoots for the 
lucrative--but crowded-
data transaction market, 
page 132. 

Mainframers 

National Cash Register: "No More 
Apples and Oranges All Mixed Up" 
The National Cash Register Company 
spent $2 million in a 21;2 -year ad cam
paign to convince the world that "NCR 

Means Computers." But many who 
. studied its recent financial reports seri
ously doubted its staying power in the 
electronic age. 

Committed to computers and elec
tronics, NCR in 1970 still did more than 
80% of its domestic manufacturing in 
the mechanical-age plants that sur
round world headquarters in Dayton, 
Ohio, where it also paid the high labor 
rates of the heavily unionized city. The 
problem grew to a disaster when a 
strike at the Dayton operations in late 
'71 virtually paralyzed the company. 
Its already-dipping profit tumbled to $2 
million from $36 million in '70. In 
1972 it reported a $60 million loss. 
Century series cpu's ready for ship
ment from a modern plant in Rancho 
Bernardo near San Diego were held up 
because the printers were made in Day
ton. Shipments of cash registers from 
overseas plants stalled because 20% 
of the key parts came out of Dayton. 

"In the electronics business, large 
factories are not normal," says presi
dent William S. Anderson, called in a 
year ago this month to direct a massive 
reorganization of th~ cash register em
pire built by the great John H. Patter
son with the help, incidentally, of a 
supersalesman named Thomas J. Wat
son. Anderson, an Englishman born in 
China who was chairman of NCR'S fab
ulously profitable Japan subsidiary, was 
a surprise selection for the No.2 job 
at NCR, but those who have watched 
his performance so far heartily agree 
with Anderson's own assessment that 
he was the best man for the job (see 
accompanying story). 

Actually, a reorganization plan had 
been in the works since 1970. It was 
the new president's job to set it in mo
tion. And it's being done at breakneck 
speed. 

Says chairman Robert S. Oelman: 
"We would have preferred a more 
gradual transition, but there has not 
been time for that. It has been a case 
of moving fast or falling behind." 

Razing the past 
Later this spring bulldozers will rum

ble down Main St. south of downtown 
Dayton, pass the rolling, grassy slopes 
of Sugar Farm and the carefully mani-

cured mall outside corporate headquar
ters and thunder to their final destina
tion: the first of 10 factory buildings 
to be ripped down. The event will 
launch an 18-month modernization and 
consolidation program to reduce fac
tory floor space at Dayton to 2,600,000 
square feet from 4,200,000 at a cost 
of $4 million. 

Since last summer the Dayton work 
force has been trimmed by some 4,000, 
bringing employment down to about 
11,000 from a high of 20,000 in 1969 
when the plant had its finger in so 
many product pies. (NCR'S employment 
worldwide is 85,000.) Now it houses 
corporate headquarters, the manufac
ture of some mechanical cash registers, 
and the Financial Systems Div. whose 
principal product is the model 270 ter
minal for banks. 

Five other plants, outside of Dayton 
and once operated as branches with 
corporate and local staffs, have been 
turned into full-fledged divisions re
sponsible for their own engineering, 
marketing-and profits. Says Anderson 
of this new arrangement: "You're not 
getting apples and oranges all mixed 
up. You're just making apples. The 
manager has total responsibility, not 
only for the manufacturing, but also 
for the engineering. He'll have the soft
ware people as well, and everybody will 
be there instead of being here, there, 
and everywhere else." 

In Cambridge, Ohio, some 90 miles 
northeast, NCR'S Retail Systems Div. 
"is going full blast on the 280," the 
department store point-of-sale termi
nal for which the company late this 
winter received a whopping $60 million 
order from Montgomery Ward. In 
Wichita, the Accounting Computer 
Div. is making NCR'S new 399 account
ing machine and when a new plant is 
completed, will also manufacture the 
controller-the 605 minicomputer it 
now buys from the Data Processing 
Div. in Rancho Bernardo. Its Data En
try Div. is housed in Ithaca, N.Y., and 
postal systems and other products are 
being made in Millsboro, Del., which 
has been named the Delaware Div. 

The swing's the thing 
Anderson arrived at NCR just as the 

company was closing a major cost
cutting deal with Control Data Corp. 
in which NCR sold its Hawthorne, 
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Calif., disc drive facility to CDC for 
$20.5 million and agreed to buy the 
equipment from CDC for 20 years. The 
two firms also formed a jointly owned 
company to make printers, tape, and 
card readers for each other. Called 
Computer Peripherals, Inc., it has been 
a rousing success, according to Ander-

r ...... -·····"···" .. •·• .. ···--·· ... ~ .. - ..... " "" .. ",,- •..... 
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son, operating profitably in less than a 
year at an annual rate of $100 million 
in shipments. 

But he says the real long-term bene
fits of the agreement will come "when 
we finally work out what we called the 
swing computer idea for bridging the 
gap between our small, medium, and 

large computers to their super-large 
systems," a move that would allow 
users of NCR'S future medium-size ma
chines to swing up to larger systems, 
when the need arose, without heavy 
conversion costs. The companies are 
developing a common operating sys
tem. Anderson denies reports that the 

.. ..... ., ................... ··_· .. ·· .... _ .. ··_ .. _·--·--1 
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NCR's Anderson: "If I Didn't Do It, Who Would?" 

! 

"That most American of companies 
has gotten an Englishman as its op
erating head," exclaimed Forbes 
magazine in· March. 

"Mr. Anderson took his appoint
ment coolly, rather in the manner of 
the actor James Mason to whom he 
bears a striking resemblance," said 
a New York Times reporter in Feb-
ruary. 

"He's a tough new face in town," 
said another report on William S. 
Anderson, the 54-year-old president 
of the National Cash Register Com
pany who a year ago this month 
leap-frogged over some 30 NCR top 
executives for the job of turning 
around a cash register company 
groping for profitability in the com
puter age. 

While his selection for the No.2 
spot at NCR was a surprise to many, 
it was a logical choice. NCR was 
forced for survival into a shotgun 
wedding with computers, but the 
dowry consisted of more than 4 
million square feet of antiquated 
mechanical-age plants in Dayton, 
Ohio, that had to be kept busy. 
Meanwhile, in Japan, Anderson 
within a dozen years had increased 
the profits of NCR'S subsidiary 10 
times, while keeping employment 
from rising more than three times. 

Born in Shanghai of English par
ents, Anderson first heard of NCR 

while a Japanese prisoner of war 
with George Haynes, then manager 
of NCR'S Japan operation and now 
vice president and group executive 
in charge of international opera
tions. Of Anderson's 28-year career 
with NCR, Haynes said "he's gone 
nowhere but up. He likes to win, 
and he has what we call a magic 
touch." 

Anderson, urbane-perhaps with 
the looks of a James Mason, but 
with the rich, vocal tones of a Lome 
Greene-denies the magic touch. "I 
think I've been lucky," he once told 
a reporter. 

The tall, dark-haired British citi
zen was reluctant to leave Japan for 
Dayton, but he makes it clear it 
wasn't because he doubted his abil
ity to turn the company around. 
Asked in an interview this spring in 
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Anderson's ninth-floor office in Day
ton if he felt he was qualified, he 
answered with a gusty laugh: "Right 
or wrong, I've always believed my
self to be superior to anybody else in 
this company. I don't think you can 
be successful in business unless you 
have confidence in yourself. 

"So while I don't go around talk
ing that way, in my own heart of 
hearts, I have confidence in myself 

WILLIAM S. ANDERSON 

and my ability, and I know I'm the 
best man in the company. The soul 
searching was whether I wanted to 
take on the extra burden when I had 
a pretty good life in the Far East 
where everything was going my way 
and the company was running on 
greased wheels. 

Who would? 
"But when I looked around and 

thought of the alternative-that if I 
didn't do it, who would? Who 
could?-I decided I'd better do it. 
There was nobody better qualified 
than I. If I really loved the com
pany, as I do, and if I felt that I 
owed the company something for 
what it has given me in 27 years, 
then I'd better repay the company 
in service." 

He was not surprised by his se
lection. "Friends all around the 
world had been asking me, 'when 
are you going to go to Dayton and 
do something for the good of the 
company?' I guess they appealed to 
my egotism." 

He operates with 'a first-hand 
knowledge of his markets. Since 
coming to Dayton, he's traveled to 
every country where NCR has a 

branch office, except Africa. His 
routine on a trip is to meet in the 
morning with the staff and drop in 
on customers in the afternoon. "His 
decisions are popular because we 
know he's been out on the firing 
line," said an aide recently. 

In Dayton, Anderson comes in 
late by factory standards-usually 
35 minutes after the whistle blows 
at 8 a.m. He doesn't like committee 
decisions and spends much of his 
time meeting individually with his 
staff, usually letting the paper work 
slip by and thereby often having to 
violate a personal rule against tak
ing work home. Much of the home
work is done on weekends, and 
NCR executives cringe on Mondays 
at the flood of projects for them 
that Anderson has crammed into his 
dictating machine. 

Anderson's takeover has been 
smooth, considering the magnitUde 
of the job. All but three top officers 
in the company remain in their 
posts, and despite the 4,000 lay
offs in Dayton since he .took over, 
"the Chamber of Commerce is de
lighted." 

"The business community was 
worried that NCR was going to get 
sick and die," he said. "So when they 
heard that the company was going 
to be reorganized, that somebody 
was going to come in and save it, it 
was like a knight on a white charger 
in shining armor. The press has been 
apprehensive, but we've allayed their 
fears and we've assured them that 
Dayton will always be NCR'S head
quarters, as far ahead as we can 
see." 

Of his characterization as a "tough 
new face in town," not tied to the 
Middle America traditions of the 
big Dayton factory, Anderson pre
fers a different definition-"a fresh 
look." 

"Although not entirely fresh. I 
know the problems of the company. 
I know the areas that needed im
provement. But, on the other hand, 
I wasn't so closely involved that I 
would be afraid to do something. I 
certainly will not be tied to tradition 
and precedent. The not-invented
here factor would not apply to me." 
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news in perspective-----
swing project is stalled, noting that 
there never was a schedule. "We're 
working very closely and very well, 
and we've had no friction at all," he 
says. 

Although the company installed 
1,000 Century series computer systems 
last year, for the third year in a row, 
the business still isn't profitable partly 
because for every two Century ma
chines shipped in '72, one replaced a 
smaller model that came off lease and 
was returned to the rental pool. But 
Anderson hastily adds that the op
eration is close to being profitable, 
although NCR doesn't have accurate 
figures because the computer business 
is so mixed with the company's other 
business. 

For instance, NCR operates 85 data 
centers worldwide, sells optical font 
and punched paper tape cash registers, 
"purchased by people who wanted to 
use our data centers or to read into 
their computers, including our own." 
So, he asks "would we have sold these 
cash registers if we didn't have the 
Century or the 315 (the Century's 
predecessor)? The answer is no." In 
Japan, he added, NCR'S eight data cen
ters produced a profit of more than $1 
million last year. All related computer 
business netted the company $4-5 mil
lion in Japan, and Anderson thinks 
the same applies to operations in Eng
land and Germany. 

"If you take only the sale of proc
essors and immediate peripherals iden
tified with them and exclude technical 
services, supplies, data centers, and all 
the point-of-transaction products, then 
I'd say the computer business hasn't 
been all that profitable. Not yet. It's 
close to it, but not yet." 

The company has 3,500 installed 
Century computers and 550 of the 315 
series, the medium-size line introduced 
in 1962. Rental and sales income rose 
to $251 million last year, an increase 
of $37 million over '71. 

Slow to move 
By its own admission, NCR has been 

slow to penetrate with new products 
those markets where it traditionally has 
been strong. With Burroughs, it once 
was the major supplier of equipment to 
banks, but it failed to capitalize on the 
advantage with electronic products, 
even though in Japan's Sumitomo Bank 
it claims to have installed the world's 
largest on-line system where 15 Cen
tury 300s are used to handle some 2 
million transactions a day. It's a feat 
that pleases the tall, ouptspoken An
derson, who has lived in the Far East 
all his life. "We're talking with all the 
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banks now. People say, 'how can you 
compete with IBM?' Well, we've com
peted with IBM in Japan and we're 
beating them in know-how. IBM doesn't 
have an installation in Japan as com
plete as Sumitomo. We have the know
how. Whether we have applied it as we 
should have is another question." 

NCR'S computer know-how will in 
large measure contribute to the success 
of its accounting and retail systems, 
which it's announced in rapid-fire suc
cession during the past 12 months. 
Although late with an electronic point
of -sale device, the company now has 
almost caught up with Singer Co. fol
lowing the big Montgomery Ward or
der for its 280 system for department 
stores (see April, p. 135), and Ander
son said the company expects to cap
ture 60% of the retail market within 
three years. Earlier this year it intro
duced the model 250 free-standing 
electronic cash register for supermar
kets and earlier this month displayed 
its 255 computer-based system at a 
supermarket convention in Dallas. 

Watching the giant 
With all other suppliers in the multi

billion-dollar retail market, NCR closely 
watches the moves of giant IBM. Last 
month, of five product codes submitted 
to a grocery industry standardization 
committee, the code most closely re
sembling IBM'S submission was the one 
selected (see p. 13 6) . 

"We would be foolish not to be ap
prehensive of IBM'S entry to this mar
ket," Anderson says. "IBM is so rich it 
could enter any market it wanted. It 
could build automobiles if it wanted 
to compete against General Motors. 
Whether they are ready to enter a new 
field now, with the Justice Dept. after 
them, I don't know. It's a case of (a) 
whether they're ready and (b) if they 
are, whether they're ready to make an 
announcement that they're going into 
a new field-the retail field. But we're 
certainly aware that they may." 

If IBM enters, it's in for a tough fight 
in a ball game where NCR has the mar
ket force and the track record. "In this 
business people have always felt they 
wanted to do business with NCR. And 
why not? For 80-odd years we have 
served the retail industry. Which retail 
industry hasn't been served well by NCR 
over the years? We're going to look 
after our retail.industry." 

When Anderson became president a 
year ago, just after NCR had suffered 
back-to-back quarterly losses, a Wall 
Street computer industry analyst said 
of NCR'S woes, "it's too bad that he 
can't bring his Japanese labor force 

with him." Anderson seems to be doing 
well without it. Output per employee 
is up 50% over last year, and the com
pany is stepping up production 30%. 
Its big loss last year-the first since 
1933-reflected a year-end write-off of 
$70 million. Actually, it had an oper
ating profit of $10.5 million and turned 
a solid $7.4 million profit in the first 
quarter. this year, after 1972's disas
trous first three months when the com
pany lost $6 million. Delman told em
ployees recently, "Our performance 
this year will determine the course of 
the company for many years to come." 

Up to now, the news is good. 
-Tom McCusker 

Exports 

CDC in East Europe: 
First Deal Closed 
Control Data Corp. 's joint manufactur
ing agreement with Romania is a hall
mark event for both the U.S. computer 
industry and this maverick East Euro
pean country. Although there are sev
eral licensing agreements, this is the 
first manufacturing venture with equity 
investment for a U.S. computer com
pany in East Europe. The equipment 
involved i<; quite naturally standard 
and "nonstrategic" gear: a 1200-card/ 
minute card punch, 250-cpm reader, 
and a 200-line! minute printer. 

Romania was a likely partner for 
this "first," as it is ambitious for "most 
favored nation" trading status with the 
U.S. and was selected by President 
Nixon for his first visit to the Soviet 
Bloc. Also, the nation established the 
mechanism for manufacturing partner
ships last· November. While the U.S. 
government has not yet approved the 
contract offichllly, it appears certain to 
move quickly to do so. That certainty 
was emphasized by the press confer
ence fanfare in New York last month, 
complete with satellite transmission of 
the contract-signing in Bucharest by 
deputy minister Cornel Mihulecea and 
CDC president William Norris. 

The contract calls for the Romanian 
Industrial Group for Electronics and 
Vacuum Techonology (CIETV) to own 
55% of the company and CDC to own 
45 %. "Benefits will be shared by the 
same percentage." For this, CDC will 
provide $1.8 million in know-how and 
technical assistance-no cash. CIETV 
will provide $2.2 million in plant facili
ties, tooling, and cash. Control Data 
will have the option to take profits out 
in U.S. dollars or in products to use 
with its systems, or to reinvest in the 
company or other ventures there. 

The products will be sold initially 
throughout East Europe and "poten
tially in West Europe." Control Data 
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doesn't manufacture this equipment 
anywhere in Europe now, so the 
Romanian-based company could be
come a prime CDC supplier for this 
gear in Europe. CDC said that the firm 
will not be marketing its wares in the 
U.S. "initially," although it's highly 
unlikely that it ever will cross the At
lantic to compete with the CDC-NCR-

ments with Western firms. Bogdan told 
this reporter that Romania was partici
pating in the COMECON (Soviet Bloc) 
effort with the Riad series of 360-like 
computers being built cooperatively by 
the Bloc. However, to our knowledge, . 
its participation does not incude manu
facturing any mainframe of the series 
-which observers have said indicates 

CDC's PAUL MILLER, center, with Romanian ambassador Corneliu Bogdan and Ion 
Datcu, Romanian ambassador to the United Nations, at NYC press splash announcing 
manufacturing deal. 

owned Computer Peripherals Inc., 
which makes these units here. 

A new plant is being built for the 
firm, but production will start in an 
existing plant this year. The new facil
ity will have the capacity to produce 
$5 million in the peripherals yearly, 
although Paul Miller, CDC senior vice 
president, noted only that the total 
value of production in the first five 
years "is expected to exceed $ I 0 mil
lion." 

Restrictions on printers 
The one potential problem in this 

deal is that the joint firm must abide 
by the trade restrictions of both gov
ernments involved. In other words, 
each sale in East Europe will have to 
be approved by the U.S. Office of 
Export Control. It's expected that the 
sales applications will be batched 
through it periodically, and card read
ers and punches should have no prob
lem at all. The 200-lpm printers, how
ever, may be scrutinized more closely, 
as they are oriented to terminal use; 
U.S. export authorities are more skit
tish about communications-based sys
tems, their applications being more 
difficult to control. 

In the press conference announcing 
this event, Ambassador Corneliu Bog
dan of Romania emphasized that this 
venture is just a "small part" of his 
nation's plans. "We are contemplating 
joint ventures of a larger scale in this 
industry-in the basic elements of the 
computer as well as peripherals." This 
means mainframer and East European 
watchers should look for more agree-
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Romania's desire to be economically 
independent of the Bloc and achieve 
the same independent status as Yugo
slavia. 

One reporter asked Bogdan about 
Russia's reaction to the agreement. 
"Ask Russia," was the reply. After the 
conference, we were told this same re
porter pressed the question, asking: 
"Has the USSR approved this?" Bogdan 
reportedly said, "Why should they?" 
Then asked if Russia isn't "the god
father to you all," the ambassador is 
said to have retorted candidly: "We 
don't believe in God." 

But in his remarks to the press, Bog
dan explained that "this new venture 
is a real departure, proof of our expan
sion with all countries regardless of 
political system. Proving this particu
larly is possible if it is based on mutual 
respect for each country's individual 
system. This is a concrete act proving 
our policy. We are ready to pour all 
our efforts to make it succeed." 

With hands folded 
While Bogdan and CDC executives 

Miller and John Hillesley explained 
the venture in New York, the audio 
part of the contract-signing ceremony 
in Bucharest was piped in by satellite. 
The voice of William Norris trailed in 
from afar, like a 1940's' broadcast, to 
announce: "We are ready to broaden 
the program with Romania even before 
the ink is dry on the first agreement." 

Video failed through Frankfurt, 
Germany, until the last moments. 
("Communications are easier from the 
moon," quipped Bogdan.) Finally the 

picture flashed across the giant screen 
to show the Romanian dignitaries and 
Norris~ who was identified as "the man 
whose hands are folded" . . . in a 
prayerful position. 

If Control Data has been praying for 
more entn!s to the East European mar
ket, some of its wishes are coming true. 
Last January, it received U.S. approval 
for a licensing agreement with Po!and 
for production of the CDC cartridge 
disc drive. CDC initially will supply 
these systems to Poland, which will, 
with CDC know-how, begin their own 
manufacture of the drives. (NATO ap
proval, through COCOM, hasn't come 
through at writing, however.) The only 
restriction is that CDC cannot release 
manufacturing technology on heads, 
actuators, and coding techniques, and 
it will instead supply the parts to Po
land. Poland, incidentally, has recently 
approved joint manufacturing ventures, 
following Romania closely. That may 
have been the topic of conversation 
between Nixon and Jan Kaczmarek, 
Polish Minister of Science, Higher Ed
ucation, and Technology, who was due 
here for a visit last month. 

Control Data also has set up an edu
cational organization in Hungary and 
is said to be talking various deals with 
Czechoslovakia and the USSR. One ru
mor is that it is talking to Russia about 
setting up a Cybernet-type network 
there. The firm is also interested in a 
graphic display developed by Hun
gary's Dr. Hatvany and is said to be 
discussing ways to combine its com
puter with the display for marketing in 
East Europe. 

-Angeline Pantages 

New Market Thrusts 
in Peking, Moscow 
A U.S. computer show next September 
in Peking was on the verge of being 
approved by the Chinese government 
last month. CDC, Burroughs, Honey
well, Univac, NCR, Mohawk Data Sci
ences, and Monroe all had promised, 
tentatively, to participate, says the 
chief organizer of the event, F. R. 
Greenewalt. "We expect IBM to par
ticipate also," he said. 

Meanwhile, the Soviet government 
last month signed a contract to buy 
$700,000 of data processing equipment 
from IBM, Datapoint, Sykes, and Mo
hawk. The deal, negotiated by a Wash
ington, D.C., marketing firm, Inter
continental Computer Exchange (IXC), 

includes a 32K 2400 series MDS com
puter system, two IBM 3330 disc sub
systems, two Datapoint 1,SOO-character 
alphanumeric displays, thermal print
ers, and acoustic couplers. 

Dale Lewis, ICX president, said the 
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components will be delivered to a test
ing facility in the Moscow area, where 
the Soviet Ministry of Radio Industry 
will evaluate their compatibility with 
the Riad family of computers. He said 
the Soviets are discussing additional 
purchases, estimating that the discus
sions will lead to a total buy of "more 
than $4 million." 

Lewis says the Soviets want to de
velop interfaces between U.S. equip
ment and the Riad series as part of 
a plan to improve their computer
ized management information systems. 
Now, many of these systems are sup
ported by the Minsk series, which is 
older than the Riad and has a smaller 
range of capabilities. 

The U.S. export control office must 
still issue licenses for the purchases, but 
Lewis said the only item that might run 
into trouble is the IBM disc equipment. 
"Until now, the U.S. hasn't allowed 
export of 3330s to the Eastern Bloc." 

Ten-day show 
The computer show in Peking is ten

tatively scheduled for 10 days, begin
ning Sept. 18. Greenewalt, the show's 
organizer, is executive director of a 
private mark,etingl consulting organiza
tion called the East-West Trade Expan
sion Committee (EWTEC), Washing
ton, D.C. He managed last year's U.S. 
computer show in Moscow. 

People 

The exhibit· will occupy 20-30,000 
square feet, Greenewalt said. Each ex
hibitor will pay $20/sq. ft. and bere
quired to take a minimum of 200 sq. 
ft. The East-West Trade Council will 
set up a special organization, called 
"U.S. Computer '73," to manage the 
event; this group will collect "a small 
percentage" on all sales made at the 
show and during the first year after
ward. "We will have a representative in 
Peking to supervise the deliveries," he 
added. 

Greenewalt estimated that the forth
coming exhibit could produce $20 mil
lion worth of business off the floor. 
Currently, he said, there are "less than 
1,000 computers in the People's Re
public of China. Over the next 10 years, 
we believe they will buy 500 major sys
tems, worth a total of $1.5-2.5 billion. 
Management systems, banking and fi
nance, process control, air traffic con
trol, utilities management, scientific 
analysis, and communications are the 
likeliest applications." 

Asked what equipment would' be 
shown, GreenewaIt said: "We're hop
ing to ,exhibit IBM'S 370/125, a Univac 
1100 series machine, and CDC'S Cyber 
70. But this will depend on whether 
U.S. export restrictions are lifted. The 
restrictions now prohibit the Chinese 
from acquiring these systems. We won't 
show anything they can't buy." 0 

Ross Perot of EDS: Now Saving 
Wall Street and Other Crusades 
While the EDS troops in the trenches 
were fighting IBM and other powerful 
foes in N ew York and California, their 
leader continued his fiery assaults in a 
multitude of larger crusades. 

Thin, wiry Ross Perot still sports a 
crew cut, still spouts folksy'phrases as 
he tries to save Wall Street and the 
American profit-oriented free enter
prise system. His work in trying to win 
the release of the pow's is over, but he 
is still trying to get information about 
the MIA'S . . . and has set up a private 
spy network to do it. Never did trust 
government bureaucracy. 

Convinced that the American eco
nomic system is at the crossroads, Perot 
has been urging basic changes in the 
tax structure. Last month he testified 
before the House Ways and Means 
Committee, urging the first $100,000 
in capital gains be tax free. And he has 
poured millions of dollars and tons of 
energy into saving and reviving the 
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once-moribund brokerage firm of du
Pont Glore Forgan. 

Not directly involved in the man
agement of the company, Perot still 
plays an active role. He has personally 
hired every new sales trainee. Perot 
interrupted a recent DATAMATION in
terview to take a call from a duPont 
branch manager whose office had evi
dently not handled well an earlier anon
ymous call from the energetic Texan 
inquiring into the company's new "tri
angle" money management plan. He 
made it quite clear that the branch had 
to sharpen up. 

At one point, he suggested the man 
on the other phone try to' understand 
Perot's position. "If you think I'm such 
a hardnose, you think about the fact 
that I have $80 million invested in this 
operation," he said. "A man would be 
a fool to put $80 million into a marsh
mallow." 

Perot has instilled into duPont the 

same flaming belief in screening, train
ing, and motivating that has character
ized EDS, which still flies all new em
ployees into Dallas for a two-day orien
tation meeting that costs the company 
about $20,000 a month. The facilities 
management firm still looks heavily to 
veterans for fresh flesh, but is turning 
increasingly to the college campus, 
where it maintains rigorous recruit
ment campaigns . . . for clean-cut 
youngsters, naturally. No longhairs 
need apply. 

Training pays off 
EDS now has over 3,300 employees, 

will gross over $100 million this year. 
Can the company continue to grow and 
prosper? Perot shrugs the question off: 
"Everybody asks that, and all I can tell 
'em is look at what we've done." He 

H. ROSS PEROT 

indicates the company's emphasis on 
management leadership and training 
will continue to payoff: "We spend a 
tremendous amount of time with every 
level of management to see they're do
ing what they should." 

And, he says, "we continually re
organize into units where people can 
talk to each other. When it gets to the 
point they have to write, it's too big. 
There is a marked lack of memos 
around here," he adds. 

Perot insists there are plenty of mar
kets left for his brand of facilities man
agement: "We couldn't saturate them 
in my lifetime." But he admits that the 
big hurdle is IBM. "IBM dominates the 
computer market. They have 1 ,000 
messengers for each one of their com
petitors. And their message is that the 
only way to run a computer operation 
is with a small, inefficient computer 
with an inexperienced staff. 

"That's the problem: Big Friendly 
up there. IBM is the market. And they'll 
go to any extent to get you to keep 
your own computer. They tell you it's 
for control. But the control they mean 
is their control over the customer." 

But Perot is not interested in break-
(Continued on page 120) 
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COM can boost 
. your throughput. 

That's what Kodak computer 
output microfilm is all about. 

The idea of bypassing impact printers 
to go directly to microfilm via COM is 
bound to appeal. Itl s an electronic path 
versus a mechanical one. That means 
speed with reliability. . 

Kodak KOM microfilmers do this job at 
20 or more times the speed of impact 
printers. So you have more time to get 
more jobs done on the mainframe. 

Besides speed I consider what else 
comes with a KOM microfilmer. First 
Kodak specialists will help you design, Take the important first step. 
develop I and implement your COM 
system. Second, Kodak software helps Write us for our new booklet I/The 
you get each job done faster and in New Generation of Computer Outputl/. 
the format you need. Third, Kodak equip- Eastman Kodak Company I Business 
ment service that will help keep your Systems Markets Division, Dept. DP5731 

COM unit up and running. Rochester/NewYork 14650. ~ 

Kodak: for better use of information. ~ 
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Sure, you must satisfy your com
puter's voracious appetite with animal-size 
portions of d.ata. But your computer won't 
thrive on volume alone. It needs a lush diet 
of quality, Grade A data. 

Inforex data entry systems give 
you both quantity and quality. 

For example, concurrent data 
entry and verification improves through
put. Full record display simplifies error de
tection and correction. System-generated 
messages assist operators. Exacting edits 
and checks make sure only the choicest 
data gets to your computer. 

Plus a full range of other data 
entry functions: virtual program control, 
keystroke counting, automatic batch trans
fer, keystation command mode ... and more. 
In addition, only Inforex systems let you 
do file search and update in place on both 
disc and tape. 

You can get more than data 
entry, too: Line and Serial Printing, fully 
formatted; On- and Off-Line Communica
tions for local or remote locations; and ad
vanced 1600 BPI Phase Encoded tape out
put for high performance tape transports. 

No wonder Inforex has more 
key-to-disc systems installed than anyone 
else in the world. 

No bull. 

Choose system 1301, 1302, or In
Line for the price/performance/backup 
mix that best meets your needs. 

Inforex. The high performance 
feed company for your computers. Offices 
in major cities throughout the United 
States, Canada and Europe. Distributors 
worldwide. Talk to us. Inforex, Inc., 21 
North Avenue, Burlington, Mass. 01803. 

";IINFOREXI 
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news in perspective-----
ing up or controlling or punishing IBM. 
"We save all our energy for climbing 
into the ring with them. Our plan is to 
fight them ... it's a bare knuckle fight, 
without rules ... a one-of-a-kind ex
perience." 

Something like interviewing Ross 
Perot? 

-R.B.F. 

Howard H. Aiken 
"He dreamed up the most fantastic 
things and got them done." 

That was how a former colleague 
responded when he learned of Howard 
Aiken's death. The former professor of 
applied mathematics at Harvard Univ. 
was best known for his conception of 
the design of the ASCC (Automatic Se
quence Controlled Calculator), other
wise known as the MARK I. 

The MARK I was indeed a "fantastic 
thing." Aiken's 51-foot-Iong, 8-foot 
high calculator weighed nearly two tons 
and took nearly six years to build. 
Generally considered to be the fore
runner of the first generation of digital 
computers, portions of the MARK I are 
still on display at IBM'S World Head
quarters in New York City, the Smith
sonian Institution in Washington, and 
at the installation Harvard has named 
after its distinguished inventor-the 
Howard H. Aiken Computer Labora
tory. 

Aiken was in his 73rd year when he 
died in his sleep in St. Louis on March 
14. He had made his home in Ft. Lau
derdale, Fla., where he lived with his 
wife Mary. After serving as a member 
of the Harvard faculty from 1939 to 
1961, Aiken became Distinguished Pro
fessor of Information Technology at 
the Univ. of Miami in Florida. He also 
served as director of Harvard's compu
tation laboratory from 1946 to 1961. 

Born in Hoboken, N.J., Aiken was 
educated at the Univ. of Wisconsin, the 
Univ. of Chicago, and Harvard. It was 
during his work on his doctoral disser
tation at Harvard during the late 1930s 
that he began to think of developing a 
large-scale calculator. The MARK I proj
ect moved along between 1941 and 
1946, with Aiken serving as a com
mander in the U.S. Naval Reserve at 
Harvard. 

According to Think, William Rodg
ers' authoritative biography on IBM, 
Prof. Aiken teamed up with-and later 
squared off with-another great genius 
of the computer industry, IBM's Thom
as J. Watson, Sr. Watson gave the all
important funding and donated IBM'S 
valuable expertise to Aiken's endeavor, 
but the two men were said to have 
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clashed over certain aspects of the 
project. The feeling was th~t Watson 
thought IBM should have received more 
credit than it did for develpoment of 
the MARK I. 

Aiken received a battery of awards 
and honorary degrees for his work on 
the MARK I. When he left Harvard in 
1961, a testimonial dinner was given 
in his honor; and it was then that he 
remarked about the MARK I: "I hope to 
God this will be used for the benefit of 
mankind and not for its detriment." 

Author Rodgers tells a fascinating 
story about Aiken. While the scientist 
was serving as a Lt. Cmdr. in the Navy 
during World War II, Aiken and a 
team were sent to inspect an unex
ploded German torpedo. Because of its 
new and innovative circuitry, the tor
pedo was considered to be a great find, 
but it had to be disarmed. Much to the 
consternation of the other members of 
the Navy team, Aiken disarmed the 
torpedo himself. Later, when he was 
asked why· he had taken such a risk, 
Aiken remarked: "Lt. Commanders 
were a dime a dozen." Aiken's remark 
led an old friend at Harvard to say: 
"What Howard just didn't realize was 
that Howard Aikens weren't a dime a 
dozen either." 

-W.O.G. 

Privacy 

The Well-Meaning 
Pave the Way to ... 
Information networks should not be 
allowed to spread across the country, 
"until we have developed adequate 
means for protecting individual pri
vacy," said MIT'S Robert M. Fano last 
month. "As of now, I see almost no 
progress being made in understanding 
the nature of the problem." 

Fano, who is associate head of com
puter science and engineering at MIT, 
spoke to a subcommittee of the House 
Government Operations Committee. 
He believes "there are basically two 
directions in which we can move," 
in exploiting information technology. 
"One is the direction of developing 
technology to have people, as indi
viduals, cope more effectively with the 
problems that face them . . . the other 
direction, which has been the trend up 
to now, is to automate more and more 
(of society's) functions. If you continue 
in that direction, we are bound to end 
up with a society of the 1984 type, 
controlled by a bureaucracy through 
total control of information. I want to 
stress that can happen, not because of 

any ill intent on the part of an indi
vidual (but) as the result of decisions 
by well-meaning individuals ... " 

The House subcommittee meeting, 
chaired by Rep. William Moorehead of 
Pennsylvania, was convened to take a 
look at information network technol
ogy-its current state and future pros
pects, as well as the related question of 
federal support and federal applica
tions. Moorehead became concerned 
about information networks late last 
year, when he uncovered "a Nixon Ad
ministration plan for a potential gov
ernment-operated propaganda and spy 
system." This "plan" was subsequently 
disavowed by the Administration, but 
later developments cast some doubt on 
the disavowal (see Dec. '72, p. 90). 

Another speaker· at the hearing was 
Weston E. Vivian, an electronics engi
neer and former Congressman. He 
predicted that large-scale tests of a 
broadband communications system uti
lizing lasers and fiber optics are likely 
before the end of this decade. He also 
predicted that by 1980, 30-45% of all 
U.S. families will be subscribing to 
CATV, and the number of services avail
able will be several times greater than 
today. Also, by the end of this year, 
"bidirectional CATV transmission will 
be available to more than one million 
U.S. dwellings, and each year there
after, such transmission will be avail
able to a million additional units." 

Within three years, Vivian added, 
some of the larger experiments in inter
active CATV probably will generate suf
ficient revenue to be self-supporting, 
and "at that date, precipitous growth 
will become possible." 

Vivian said the emergence of cable 
tv as a major information system re
quires new FCC regulation-relating to 
privacy, among other matters-which 
are "violently opposed" by system oper
ators. He contended that the feds 
should fund the technical development 
and market testing of broadband cable 
services. Otherwise, the Japanese, who 
have already set up a cartel to exploit 
the medium, may become the domi
nant suppliers. 

How Fair Are Those 
Fair Credit Guides? 
Coded "credit guides," prescreening 
for direct mail advertisers, and "pro
tective bulletins" of check forgers re
ceived a nod of approval from the 
Federal Trade Commission in its final 
interpretations of the Fair Credit Re
porting Act. The action came after a 
year of evaluating a deluge of com
ments from concerned consumers and 
threatened credit bureaus, and heated 

(Continued on page 124) 
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Announcing The Hazeltine 1000 

12-MONTH RENTAL, MAINTENANCE INCLUDED. 

The low, low priced Video Display Terminal is here-and naturally 
it's Hazeltine. If you'd like the speed, flexibility and silence provided 
only by a CRT, then you'll love the Hazeltine 1000. 

Full teletypewriter compatibility, 960-character display (80 x 12), 
your choice of transmission speeds up to 9600 bps as well as 
parity generation and checking. Options include upper/lower case, 
answerback and an auxiliary 
EIA output. All at a price that 
fits easily into your budget. 

And of course standard 
equipment includes the 
unmatched performance 
and reliability you've 
come to expect of every 
product bearing the 
Hazeltine name. 

Delivery is only sixty 
days, so call now for 
a demonstration. 
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Hazeltine Corporation 
Computer Peripheral Equipment Greenlawn, NY 11740 (516) 549-8800 Telex 96-1435 

EAST: NEW YORK (212) 586-1970 0 BOSTON (617) 588-87000 EDISON, N.J. (201) 828-5678 
PHILADELPHIA (215) 676-43480 PITISBURGH (412) 343-4449 

MIDWEST: MINNEAPOLIS (612)854-6555 0 CHICAGO (312) 986-1414 
CLEVELAND (216) 752-1030 0 DETROIT (313) 355-3510 

SOUTH: DALLAS (214) 233-7776 0 ATLANTA (404) 458-93600 HOUSTON (713) 622-05510 WASHINGTON, D.C. (703) 979-5500 
WEST SAN FRANCISCO (415) 398-06860 DENVER (303) 388-8844 0 LOS ANGELES (213) 553-1811 
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debate within the commission. Whether 
the FCRA was actually meant to allow 
the exceptions is still up for debate. 

But the recent FTC decision allows 
credit bureaus to continue the distri
bution of credit guides, provided that 
the information is coded to insure the. 
anonymity of the consumer. Credit 
guides, used primarily by retail mer
chants in the Midwest, provide a credit 
rating from zero to nine as to how the 
consumer pays his bills. Woe to those 
who fall in the zero category, for they 
usually will not be extended credit. 

In the past, the blue book, or "black 
list," contained an alphabetical listing 
of the consumer, his address and credit 
rating, even though the store could not . 
conceivably ever have a transaction 
with every individual contained in the 
listing. That form of credit guide, the 
FTC contended, violates the FCRA. But 
if the books are coded by some "unique 
identifier," such as a social security 
number, a driver's license number, or 
a bank account number, the listing 
ostensibly doesn't provide the data until 
decoded by the information supplied by 
the consumer and thus is allowed under 
FCRA. 

But this "unique identifier" doesn't 
necessarily insure privacy, one con
sumer spokesman said, since all three 
identifiers suggested can easily be ob
tained by a third party. The fact that 
many of· the individuals listed in the 
guide have not applied for, nor intend 
to apply for, credit from the store hold
ing the credit rating indicates an "in
vasion of privacy," the consumer advo
cate said. The FTC did not see it in that 
light. Businesses need the data, and the 
consumer alone holds the key for de
ciphering the credit listing, the agency 
said. 

Prescreening 
Another part of the FTC rulbg, and' 

the most controversial within the com
mission, was prescreening, which is de
signed to save direct mail advertisers 
thousands of dollars each year. Pre
screening can be performed in two 
basic ways. First a list of names can 
be provided, and the credit bureau 
computer then goes through the names 
sorting by the credit criteria outlined 
by the advertiser. Or the direct mail 
advertiser simply outlines the credit cri
teria and the credit bureau provides the 
names of eligible consumers in the 
trading area. In either case, the direct 
mail advertiser has a tailored list of 
prospective buyers of his product with
out excess effort. After all, there is no 

. real "consumer injury" in not receiving 
a solicitation, a member of the FTC . 

staff said. 
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"Protective bulletins," another 
method deemed permissible under the 
FCRA, are listings and descriptions of 
check forgers, swindlers, and the like. 
Included in the booklets are pictures 
and alleged modes of operation of the 
persons listed. Publication of the bul
letins is allowed "provided no informa
tion in them is used in establishing the 
subjects' eligibility for credit, insur
ance, or employment," according to the 
FTC interpretation. Policing this pro
vision is a "difficult problem," a source 
inside the FTC said. 

In its ruling the FTC found the pri
mary purpose of the bulletins was to 
prevent fraud, and therefore the bul
letins have a real purpose. There is only 
a "sufficiently remote possibility" that 
persons listed in the bulletin would re
quest a loan, insurance, or employ
ment. This possibility is so remote that 
it does not "justify elimination of such 
a publication on FCRA grounds," ac
cording to the FTC interpretation. 

Tough luck 
But what if an "innocent" person is 

listed? One FTC source indicated it 
would be the victim's tough luck. But 
a spokesman for Burns International 
Security Service, which compiles "pro
tective bulletins," said the person 
would have an option of suing both 
Burns and the local law enforcement 
agency that issued the arrest warrant. 
The Burns service includes only those 
persons with warrants outstanding for 
arrest on forgery and other charges. 
There are 4,000 subscribers to the 
monthly Burns bulletins. Subscribers 
include banks, hotels, motels, large re
tailers, and department and jewelry 
stores. In addition, the Burns bulle
tins circulate to police departments 
throughout the country. 

The final interpretations also require 
an insurance company to notify a con
sumer when insurance rates have been 
increased or when insurance is denied 
based on information supplied by a 
state motor vehicle report. The con
sumer then has the right to see the 
report provided by the agency. En
closed in these reports are driving vio
lations. Also required under the FTC 

interpretations is a notification when 
credit is denied based on information 
furnished by loan exchanges, a store
house of credit information provided 
by local consumer finance companies. 
When a prospective buyer applies for 
a loan, the loan exchange is contacted 
for information on how many and what 
kinds of loans the buyer has out
standing. 

The last interpretation excluded the 
Civil Service Commission from the 

scope of the FCRA even though infor
mation on government workers' "char
acter, general reputation, personal 
characteristics, or mode of living ... is 
routinely transmitted to various 
branches of government," according to 
the FTC rUling. There was no public 
hearing on this interpretation. 

Security. 

Edp Auditors 
a New Breed 

-K. Endres 

Effective edp auditing could detect mil
lion-dollar programming errors, frauds, 
and inefficient uses of computers. Yet 
at least 50% of the companies using 
computers do not have effectIve edp 
auditing, according to Joseph H. Was
serman, president of Computer Audit 
Systems, one of two speakers at a re
cent American Management Assn. 
course. Bank and corporation execu
tives at the three-day cram course held 
in Washington, D.C., were taught the 
basics of auditing and control of the 
computer. Even federal agencies are 
beginning to develop a new breed of 
auditor, much to the chagrin of com
puter installation management. 

Wasserman and the other speaker 
made the foIIowing points: The enlight
ened auditor will now begin to take a 
much more active role in system design 
to insure that controls flow through 
the system and are effective from de
sign to testing to conversion. And the 
data processing manager will just have 
to grin and bear it. 

The edp auditor will be watching to 
see that all data is received and proc
essed, for it's a sad day for a corpora
tion when a stack of accounts receiv
able is lost in the shuffle. The course 
recommends controls on data conver
sion through the size of the batch and 
by clerical and procedural controls. 
Error control should be providing some 
information on the type, source, and 
frequency of mistakes. 

In programming control, validity 
checks are determining that a charac
ter is a legitimate member of the set; 
limit and reasonableness checks and 
historical comparison will provide some 
basis for checking the data. And then 
there are control totals, record counts 
of a data set, hash totals, sequence 
checking, crossfoot and balancing, and 
internal labels-all weapons in the ar
tillery of the edp auditor. To control 
fraudulent errors, the course suggests 
separating the duties of input and out
put and rotating personnel, among 
other things. 

But when it comes right down to the 
auditing, the best tool the edp auditor 
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If you're looking 
for a low cost, powerful 
front-end processor ... 

one that can support 
any combination of 
terminals ... 

stop looking. 

T-COMM 7 
is here ... now. 

Periphonics 
Corporation 
"your computer's interface to people" 
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T-COMM 7, the low cost, communications processor 
designed by Periphonics, is ideal for teleprocessing 
applications. This powerful, versatile front end eliminates 
the need for communications programming yet supports 
any combination of different vendors terminals. It is 
currently interfaced to the entire IBM 360/370 line, to 
Burroughs, Univac, and others. 

Along with T-COMM, Periphonics can supply the most 
dramatic innovation ever developed in audio response 
- VOICEPAC 2000. This amazing unit brings you 
conversational audio with a vocabulary capacity of up to 
1500 words. 

Full support of existing and future terminal requirements, 
elimination of costly TP Programming, more efficient 
use of the mainframe, and conversational audio are just 
a few of the benefits being enjoyed by T-COMM 7 users 
across the nation. Add to this a system up-time record 
of better than 99.5% and system backup from 100 
Service Centers nationwide. So stop looking. Join the 
more than twenty major corporations that have ordered 
T-COMM 7 in the past few months alone. Write, or // 
better yet, call for the full T-COMM 7 story. Periphonics /:,.,/ 
Corporation, Airport International Plaza, BOhem~'9 
11716. Phone (516) 567-1000. 
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System 515 - Remote Batch Ter
minal plug-to-plug compatible with 
IBM 2780, CDC User 200 and 
UNIVAC 1004. 
System Speeds: 2. to 2.4 KB. 
300 CPM, 200 LPM. 

*$675 
Per Month 

System SaO-High Speed Intelli
gent Remote Batch Terminal plug
to-plug compatible with IBM 2780, 
CDC User 200 and UNIVAC 1004. 
System Speeds: 2. to 4.8 KB. 
expandable to 50. KB. 

System 565 - Medium Speed Intel
ligent Remote Batch Terminal plug
to-plug compatible with IBM 360/25 
+ HASP Multi-Leaving Remote 
Work Station. 300 CPM, 245 to 1100 LPM. 

*$940 
Per Month 

System Speeds: 2. to 7:2 KB. 
300 CPM, 245 to 1100 LPM. 

*$1160 
Per Month 

System 560-High Speed Intelli
gent Remote Batch Terminal plug-to
plug compatible with IBM 360/25 + 
Multi-Leaving Remote Work Station. 
System Speeds: To 50. KB .. 
600 CPM, 700-1800 LPM. 

*$1645 
Per Month 
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can have is a basic understanding of 
the computer system by using ques
tionnaires, frequency estimation, varia
bles estimation and discovery, and 
ratio and regression analysis. Software 
packages are available to help the audi
tor to independently extract data from 
computer files. And what should a 
package be capable of? Parameter
based selection, statistical sampling, 
distribution of data in' categories, com
putation/ recalculation, totaling, aging, 
file and report output, confirmation, 
test data generation and entry sound 
like a good place to start. 

One agency developing an edp audi
tor program is the Naval audit service. 
Auditor General Adm. James Forrest 
said "this field really has not been 
audited to the extent it should have 
been over the years," especially in hard~ 
ware utilization. The Navy has about 
1.100 computer'installations. The serv
ice is assisting in a joint uniform pay 
system currently under development to 
see that audit trails and controls are 
built into the system. 

By using a commercially available 
auditing package, CARS2, the audit 
service was able to save $190,000 in 
one installation. Currently the agency 
is auditing the Aviation Supply Office 
in Philadelphia. But the results are in
complete at this time since the agency 
has "more workload in the tubes" to 
be dumped onto the computers, For
rest said. The problems facing the edp 
auditor are formidable-how do you 
"audit a billion-dollar inventory?" For
rest said the staff is trying to find the 
answer to that question. 

Fire: a Lesson 
the Hard, Way 
Fire burns paper, right? Jam-packed 
files are a nuisance, right? 

Not always on either count, as CFI 
Memories, Inc., Anaheim, Calif., disc 
pack manufacturer will attest. CFI suf
fered a $1 million fire last August. It 
lost a lot of equipment. Its building was 
totaled. But 99.9% of its records 
weren't burned. They were on paper in 
jam-packed files. "Only a few archival 
records were lost," said Thomas E. 
Scholten, CFI president. "The main files 
didn't burn because they were packed 
in so tight there was no air to feed the 
fire. They were only charred around the 
edges." The safety of their records was 
a key factor in CFI'S survival of what 
its personnel call "the fire period" with
out a loss in profitability. 

CFI leases its own products and also 
handles computer equipment leases 
formerly the property of its parent firm, 
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Lenco, Inc. (nee Computer Financial, 
Inc. ). All of its leases were on paper in 
the jam-packed files, and all were 
saved. It was residual income from in
place leases that enabled CFI to main
tain profitability during the fire period. 

Scholten said the company learned 
a lot more than the value of packed 
files from its fire experience. "For one 
thing, we learned how to read a fire in
surance policy, and mainly we learned 
the value of fire prevention." 

And there's a lot of the latter in the 
company's new 24,500-sq. ft. facility 
in which it will celebrate its second 
birthday April 14, at full production, 

FROM THE ASHES of its old plant CFI 
Memories, Inc., moved to full production 
in a new facility, including this fully 
equipped clean room, in less than five 
months. 

lower rent, and "with more capacity 
than we'd ever had before." 

The prevention is in the form of 
double sprinklers (ceiling and roof) 
throughout; regular fire drills; stra
tegically placed fire extinguishers 
throughout the building; and the com
pany's own bright red, hand-driven fire 
truck. The truck is stationed near the 

employee refreshment room as a con
stant reminder to all of its existence. 
Next to it is a charred disc pack under 
glass, above which is a commemorative 
plaque which reads "lest we forget ... " 

The company never really ceased 
operating. The fire occurred on Aug. 

, 22 at 1 :25 p.m., and on Aug. 23, the 
firm was operating minimally in tem
porary facilities three blocks from the 
scene of the fire. Bill Lennart, Lenco 
president, had seen a vacancy sign the 
afternoon of the fire. 

In the early days of the fire period 
CFI bought equipment for resale to fill 
the needs of existing customers. With
in 90 days they had located their pres
ent facility and had let a contract for 
its remodeling. They moved in gradual
ly and resumed production the same 
way. For 60 days, clean room opera
tions were carried out in giant tents in 
what is now a storage area while per
manent clean rooms were being con
structed. 

The only salvageable equipment was 
electronic test gear which had to be 
completely taken apart, cleaned, and 
reassembled. All other equipment had 
to be replaced. "We were lucky that 
Honeywell chose that time to close 
down its disc pack operation in San 
Diego. We bought a lot of equipment 
from them." This had one unfortunate 
side effect. A London trade paper re
ported that CFI had acquired Honey
well's disc pack operation. 

The August fire started in a substrate 
preparation area. CFI isn't doing its own 
substrates anymore. "It costs a little 
more to buy them out, but it's safer and 
we're spreading our overhead over a 
larger base. " 

Nothing's all bad. But the people of 
CFI wouldn't want to do it again. 

Traffic Control 

Fog Ahead-If You 
Believe in 8igns 
Motorists on Los Angeles' heavily 
traveled Santa Monica Freeway last 
month were waiting for long-promised 
wa~nings of traffic problems ahead to 
be flashed on overhead, matrix-type, 
changeable-message signs. They prob
ably were unaware that they themselves 
for two and one-half years had been 
contributing data to the system, which 
would provide the information for the 
sign hook-up, due to be operational 
April 20, some six months past the 
original target date. 

Information for the sign system 
comes from a computer-based freeway 
surveillance and control program that 
has been operating since July 1971. In 
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BASIC PRICE $1795. 
Over 20 options including single or 
dual transports are available at a 
modest incremental cost. 
Buy just the amount of flexibility 
and power you need for your partic
ular application. The Sykes Series 
3000 EIA Cassette System was ex
plicitly designed for use in data 
communications systems. 

1. Paper Tape Replacement 
Basic Sykes 3000/ 

EIA System to create 
and store data, 

provides 8 switch 
functions and 8 

remote commands. 

2. Data Preparation 
Add dual drive, high

transmission rates, 
full editing and 

remote operation for 
reference or updating. 

3. Computer Peripheral 
Add binary write 

mode, certify data, 
and expanded coding 

capability. 

4. Time Sharing 
Add variable baud 

rates, expanded 
coding capability, 
monitor and auto 

disconnect. 

5. Information Storage 
and Retrieval System 

Add high speed 
search, rack mount, 

custom baud rates 
and fully unattended 

operation. 

Call or write for a Sykes applica
tions specialist to help you buy by 
the butt.on in tailoring a Sykes 
Series 3000 system to your needs. 

.'1 •• 
SYKES DATATRDNICS INC. ® 
375 ORCHARD STREET 

RDCHESTER,NE\NYORK 14606 
(716) 458-8000 TELEX 97- 8326 
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this program, traffic is monitored on a 
24-hour basis along a 42-mile loop con
sisting of segments of the Santa Mon
ica, San Diego, and Harbor Freeways. 
Inductive loops were imbedded in the 
freeway surfaces with one in every lane 
every three miles and in two lanes only 
at half-mile intervals in between. There 
are 900 of these wire-loop sensors in 
all. 

The sensors input information to a 
Xerox Sigma 5 computer at a State 
Division of Highways Control Center 
via telemetering equipment and tele
phone lines. The information provides 
a continuous record of changing traffic 
patterns, measuring the quantity, speed, 
and density of traffic. Each sensor is 
sampled by the system 15 times each 
second so that a car traveling 65 miles 
per hour is detected three or four times 
by one sensor. "Occupancy" is the big 
measure of traffic flow used by the divi
sion. Occupancy is determined by the 
percent of time during the sampling 
period that the sensor is "occupied" by 
a vehicle. In the control center, on a 
large display map of the 42-mile free
way loop, each sensor is represented by 
three lights-red, yellow, and green. 
When occupancy is determined to be 
less than 13 %, the green light is lit; 
between 13 % and 23 %, yellow; and 
when occupancy goes up above 23 % , 
the red light comes on. The display is 
updated every 20 seconds based on 
averages from the last two or three 
sampling periods. 

The system differentiates between 
slowdowns caused by heavy traffic vpl
ume and those caused by incidents by 
comparing data from adjacent sensor 
locations. If one station shows a yellow 
or red condition while an immediately 
adjacent station shows green, operators 
assume that little or no traffiic is getting 
past sensor No. 1. When this happens, 
the second sensor's light flashes red, 
and center personnel dispatch either a 
11elicopter or a patrol car to the scene 
to find out what happened. In the case 
of the helicopters, they get back a tv 
picture of the scene in the control 
center. 

One hundred messages 
The control center gets back a re

port on exactly. what is wrong at a 
trouble spot in a matter of a few min
utes. This information is the basis for 
the flashing sign system. Federal Sign & 
Signal Co. was the major contractor for 
the sign system. with Sylvania as a sub
contractor for the control console and 
a minicomputer which can store up to 
100 different messages. Some 60 had 
been stored at writing. AI Perdon of 
the Division of Highways said addi-

tiona! messages can be added and ex
isting messages changed through a 
simple typewriter-type terminal. 

Perdon said there was nothing sur
prising in the system missing its target 
date. "It's the first time anything like 
this has been done. We didn't have 
anything to go by. We thought it would 
take six months and it took a year." 
He said a part of the delay was due to 
several changes the division made in 
the original design. 

Another, he said, was difficulty in 
communicating with the signs due to 
power surges in the signs' electrical sys
tems. Addition of suppressors has cured 
this problem. When an operator sends 
a message to a given sign from the con
trol center, he has to receive a message 
back from the sign via telephone lines 
indicating the correct message has been 

California Highway Patrol officer (top) is 
ready to dispatch either a helicopter 
or patrol car to investigate' an incident 
which is indicated on this map by a flash
ing red light. 

California Division of Highways techni
cian, when advised by the highway sur
veillance control center that there is an 
incident and what it is, sends a message 
to that effect to one of a series of over
head signs, warning motorists of trouble 
ahead. 
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received. Then he presses a button in
structing the sign to display the mes
sage. Messages stored run the gamut 
from " 18 minutes to the beach" to 
"right lane closed one mile ahead." But 
conceivably, if circumstances dictate, 
they could create a message that said 
"beware elephants crossing, 1 miIe"
anything a motorist might want to know 
and act upon, like by getting off the 
freeway at the next available exit. Mes
sages are limited to 32 characters each. 

Static from broadcasters 
Perdon said another system of warn

ing motorists of impending traffic 
problems had been developed by the 
division but has been stalled due to 
objections from the California Assn. of 
Broadcasters. It had been in a "no final 
decision" stage for some nine months in 
mid-April. This system would have 
made use of low-power, short-range 
radio transmitters, four to five placed 
along one-mile radio zones, with 500-
foot blank spaces between each zone. 
It was to have been installed along the 
17 miles of the San Diego Freeway 
from the Santa Monica to the Harbor 
Freeway. 

Taped warning messages would be 
stored as the visual messages are stored 
for the sign system. In case of a prob
lem, a motorist entering a radio zone 
on the approach to the problem would 
be told by a flashing sign: "Tune 830." 
If he did this he would hear a taped 
warning. 

Perdon said "our visual senses are 
overtaxed already." He felt motorists 
eventually would get into the habit of 
setting one of their car radio buttons to 
the warning frequency. Another advan
tage: the audio system would have cost 
$400,000; the sign system's price tag is 
$1.2 million. The audio system was de
signed for the Division of Highways by 
Infosystems of Bozeman, Montana, 
which has a similar system operating in 
Yellowstone National Park with taped 
messages on important vistas. 

One at a time 
And the basic surveillance system 

continues to be expanded and con
tracted in an on-going evaluation of 
cost effectiveness. On the San Diego 
Freeway portion of the loop, an experi
ment using metering on on-ramps had 
proven successful in speeding up traffic 
flow over a several-month trial. Until 
last month the metering lights (traffic 
lights which permit the entrance of one 
car at a time at specified intervals) were 
set based on manual traffic counts 
which had been conducted during rush 
hours at each on-ramp. In mid-April, 
a traffic-responsive program was fed 
into the surveillance system which 
would make the lights responsive to 
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actual traffic flow conditions. 
A similar traffic-responsive system 

currently is being developed by TRW 

Systems with the City of Los Angeles 
for surface· streets in an area in the 
southwestern portion of the city. This, 
like the state system, would utilize a 
Sigma 5 and involve sensors imbedded 
in streets communicating with the com
puter, which would, in turn, dispatch 
signals to control traffic signals at ma
jor intersections on the basis of an anal
ysis of traffic flow. 

In both systems, inputs and outputs 
to and from the computers go through 
systems interface units (SIV'S), which 
a Xerox spokesman described as "a 
highly flexible variety of analog and 
digital devices which make possible the 
use of general-purpose equipment." 

Perdon said the 42~mile loop selected 
for the state project was picked because 
it is a big closed loop; it carries more 
than 700,000 vehicles over some part 
of it every day; it serves downtown Los 
Angeles, Los Angeles Airport, and two 
universities; it has fog problems; and 
it is a part of the interstate highway 
system, which gained them federal 
funding (approximately 60: 40 federal 
to state). 

The California Division of Highways 
has yet to complete a cost-to-benefit 
analysis of its experimental system, but 
a recent report by the technological 
market research firm, Frost & Sullivan, 
on "Automative Traffic Controls, Sur
veillance and Communications Mar
kets" says that a computerized traffic
control system for a city of about 
200,000 population would cost $3 mil
lion but result in a reduction of traffic 
delays amounting to 10%. The figures 
the report proceeds to develop pro-duce 
a greater cost-to-benefit relationship 
than would expenditures for mass 
transit. 

Antitrust 

Dr. Hart's Rx 
for Oligopoly 

-Edith Myers 

"The IBM case is routinely called these 
days the most important antitrust case 
in modern times-equal in significance 
to the Standard Oil case in 1911. That 
is probably true. But ... the public has 
little belief that the case has been prose
cuted with vigor so far, that it will ever 
be tried, or that there will be substan
tial relief when it is all over. That is 
the price we have paid for the ITT

Hartford affair. The concentration of 
power in the White House staff has 
seriously undermined the independence 
and authority of the antitrust division." 

So said a former Nixon Administra-

The Telecontroller i'1formation pro
cessor as a front end to your present 
large scale data processing unit will 
not only increase its data processing 
effectiveness, but also give you com
plete communications coverage and 
control as a bonus. Telecontroller ad
vantages include: 

Turnkey Hardware /Software 
Full Time Communications Reliability 
An Improved Communications System 
Terminal Independence 
I ncreased Data Processing Capacity 
Operational Cost Savings 

For more complete information, call 
the "Action People'~ 

ClC;"O~ 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS j INC. 

10300 n. central expressway/suite 3131 
dallas, texas 75231 / tel. 214-691-1201 

CIRCLE 105 ON READER CARD 
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news in perspective ____ _ 
tion official, Robert Beshar, when he 
testified earlier this spring on the Indus
trial Reorganization Act (S1167), a bill 
drafted by Sen. Phil Hart of Michigan. 
The legislation is aimed at, among 
other things, putting more "vigor" into 
the Justice Dept.'s pursuit of IBM. 

Beshar, who has been an antitrust 
lawyer for 20 years, dealing mostly 
with foreign trade cases, was a deputy 
assistant secretary of commerce from 
October '71 to September '72. He 
talked before a Senate judiciary sub
committee, chaired by Hart, which has 
been holding hearings on S 1167. The 
hearings will continue for at least an
other year, says a Senate source. In the 
next phase, representatives of the dp 
industry will get an opportunity to 
comment on the monopoly/oligopoly 

SEN. PHILIP H. HART: His bill could right 
a "pretty poor record." 

problem as it affects them. The indus
try session may begin this month. 

S 1167 , basically, establishes an "in
dustrial reorganization commission" to 
prosecute companies that use "monop
oly power," and also establishes an in
dustrial reorganization court to try 
such cases. A company is guilty of hav
ing monopoly power if it meets certain 
statistical tests described in Title I of 
the bill; e.g., if if has an average rate 
of return. on net worth of more than 
15 % during a specified five-year 
period. 

The industrial reorganization com
mission is also explicity directed to 
study the "structure, performance, and 
control" of seven industries, including 
"electronic computing and communi
cations equipment," to "determine 
whether ... any corporation, or two or 
more corporations, are in violation of 
Title I." 

Efficiency, or what? 
In the hearings held so far on S 1167, 

the discussion has revolved mainly 
around two questions: One is whether 
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a company that dominates an industry 
stays on top because it's more efficient 
or because of less-laudable reasons. 
The other is whether the Sherman Act, 
the basic antitrust law, makes it im
possible to resolve contemporary anti
trust cases promptly. 

But probably the most intriguing tes
timony was Beshar's dissertation on the 
relationship between deconcentration 
and foreign trade. He suggested that if 
IBM really opposes the Burke-Hartke 
bill (as Gilbert Jones, head of IB·M 

World Trade, clearly stated a few 
months ago at another Senate hearing), 
the company should stop talking and 
start doing something to increase com
petition in the dp industry. 

"Break the overconcentration in a 
handful of key domestic industries," 
said Beshar, "and you may encourage 
new industries, hopefully some foreign, 
thereby creating new jobs and helping 
to bring home some of that $ 80 billion 
overhang of Eurodollars and Asian dol
lars held by our trading partners." 

The Justice Dept.'s antitrust division 
has "a pretty poor record," he added. 
Partly, this is because of bullying from 
the White House, partly because divi
sion lawyers have shown "little in
genuity," but also because of "woeful 
understaffing" and underfinancing. The 
division employs 650 people and oper
ates on a budget of about $11.5 mil
lion/ year. "IBM alone spends more for 
legal services than does the antitrust 
division," Beshar added. 

Lowell Smith, dean of the business 
college at Loyola Univ. in New Or
leans, spoke to the Senate subcommit
tee on behalf of the National Assn. of 
Manufacturers. The Hart bill, he 
pointed out, would drastically change 
present antitrust procedure and phi
losophy. Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 
the basis for antitrust cases now, re
quires the Justice Dept. to prove 
wrongdoing before it can win a convic
tion. But under the proposal drafted by 
Senator Hart, "the assumption is made 
that the mere existence of oligopoly, or 
relatively high levels of industrial con
centration, are socially, economically, 
and politically undesirable. 1 dispute 
that." 

Bypassing "uncertainties" 
Another view of this issue was pre

sented a little later in the proceedings 
when Sen. Hart talked to Prof. Donald 
Turner, who was President Johnson's 
chief trustbuster. Hart asked Turner 
whether it would be "a fair statement" 
that prosecution of a big antitrust case, 
under the present enforcement system, 
presents "too many problems" in. terms 

of "resources available" and "political 
pressures. " 

"1 think there are a number of rea
sons why you haven't seen a series of 
IBM cases,"'Tnrner answered. "The un
certainty of the law" means that the 
decision to prosecute "a suit of this 
kind will often be a policy decision .. 
It is open to the enforcement agency 
to decide whether it is appropriate to 
bring the case ... There will be strong 
representations made ... that to break 
lip this firm or that firm would cause 
great diseconomies." 

Turner indicated that the Hart bill, 
by explicitly defining anticompetitive 
behavior, eliminates the need for the 
enforcement agency to make a "policy 
decision" regarding· prosecution, there
by reducing, if not erasing, the "uncer
tainty" and the "pressures." 

Dean Smith, the NAM spokesman, 
concerned himself mainly with refuting 
the argument that dominant companies 
in concentrated industries rig prices. If 
this were so, he said; the profits of such 
companies would be disproportionately 
large. "Empirical studies don't seem 
to confirm this conclusion," he added, 
citing a number of sources. "They con
clude that the roles of technological 
and managerial factors have been given 
too little weight, and the role of merg
ers has generally been exaggerated." 

But a diametrically opposite view 
was presented by Dr. Lee H. Preston, 
a professor of management at the State 
Univ. of New York, and a member of 
a 1968 White House Task Force on 
antitrust policy. 

Relying on business census figures, 
Preston found 36 industries in which 
four firms had 70% or more of the 
market during most of the '60s, and 19 
others in which concentration reached 
this level at least once and rarely fell 
far below during the same period. He 
concluded that in 45 of these 55 
high-concentration industries, the gross 
profit of the dominant four companies 
was above the average for all manufac
turing industry, and in seven, the mar
gin was two times or more higher than 
the all-industry average. 

One of the industries included in 
Preston's study was "calculating ma
chines." According to his figures, four 
firms had 83% of the market in 1963 
and '67, and each enjoyed profits of 
around 31.6%. By comparison, the 
average for all manufacturing indus
tries was 23 % . 

"There is not a shred of significant 
empirical evidence to indicate that the 
high or increasing levels of concentra
tion observed in our economy in recent 
decades are primarily due either to 
scale economies or to the innovative 
advantages of large firms (as claimed 
by most spokesmen for big business) ," 
Preston added. 
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According to Donald Turner, how
ever, arguing whether dominant com
panies in concentrated industries make 
excessive profits is beside the point. 
The real question is: "Are there some 
highly concentrated industries ... 
whose performance could be substan
tially improved if you deconcentrated 
them ... So long as there are significant 
industries of that kind ... it is appro
priate to have legislation to deal with 
them ... A major premise behind the 
(Industrial Reorganization) bill is that 
monopoly power, held by individual 
firms or shared by a relatively few 
competitors, is a significant problem in 
our economy, and that something more 
should be done about it. I agree with 
both propositions. " He proposed a 
number of changes in the Hart bill, 
however, which, essentially, would re
strict its impact to more serious, more 
prolonged exercises of monopoly 
power by large companies than is re
flected in the legislation as now drafted. 

Consent decre'e bill 
Besides the hearing on S 1167, Sen. 

Hart's subcommittee is also evaluating 
two related bills in a parallel session. 
One bill is S782, by John Tunney of 
California and Ed Gurney of Florida. 
The other is S1088, authored by Sena
tor Birch Bayh of Indiana. 

The Tunney-Gurney bill (see March, 
p. 103) would require 60 days to elapse 
between the time a proposed consent 
decree judgment is filed and its effec
date date. During this period, the set
tlement terms would have to be made 
public; the government, the defendant, 
and the public would be able to defend 
and criticize these terms; and the court 
considering the case-following guide
lines specified in the bill-would then 
have to decide whether the proposed 
settlement was in the public interest. 
The Bayh bill contains basically similar 
provisions. 

A knowledgeable source on the Sen
ate subcommittee staff says there is "a 
good chance" that a modified version 
of the Tunney-Gurney bill will emerge 
from the full Senate Judiciary commit
tee this year. The subcommittee's posi
tion is considered crucial. Four of the 
nine members (Hart, Kennedy, Gur
ney, and Tunney) reportedly favor the 
bill; Sen. Hiram Fong of Hawaii is 
regarded as the swing man. 

Among the beneficiaries of this legis
lation would be ADAPSO and the Com
puter Industry Assn. Their po~ition 
papers on IBM'S marketing practices 
would have to be answered by the Jus
tice Dept. and considered by the court. 
Now, both of these agencies are free to 
use such documents for scratch paper. 
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-Phil Hirsch 
(Continued on page 132) 

THE 
STINGV 
ONE 

WE SOLD W. F. DARNELL 
$7DDD WORTH OF DVNAPUNCHES 

HEJS SAVING $55DD WITH THEM 

EVERVMONTH 

W. F. Darnell is theVice President and General Manager of High's Dairy 
Products, a division of Capitol Milk Producers Cooperative, Inc. in Laurel, 
Md. He has to watch over 200 separate installations. And he has to get 
field input data from them. Which, for Darnell, was one heck of a problem. 
He checked out all the alternative systems ... then he adopted ours. 

Ours proved to be the simplest, with reliability in the bargain. Consider 
this: Dynapunch utilizes an advanced pre-perforated card concept that is 
perfectly suited for any standard tab card reader. These cards are readily 
available. Anyone can learn how to use Dynapunch. Anytime. Anywhere. 

There is a full range of Dynapunches, all of which are based on a new 
patented principle involving highly reliable manual punching. The com
plete line includes: 
• Dynapunch Series 50 for exam processing. and other single card 

applications. 
• Dynapunch Series 100 for order processing at chain stores. 
• Dynapunch Series 200 (like Darnell's) for inventory control, doctor / 

medical billing systems, meter reading and all applications where a 
large number of cards are punched in one location. 

• Dynapunch Series 300 for survey-type situations and sales/marketing 
reports. 
They're all money-makers. And they're real stingy when it comes to 

protecting your budget. W. F. Darnell will agree to that. He figures he 
can't afford to be without Dynapunch. 

Can you afford not to look into it? -----------
I 

Dynapunch Systems, Inc, 
999 N. Sepulveda Boulevard 
EI Segundo, California 90245 
Telephone (213) 640-1016 

I Gentlemen: 
Tell, me more about the Stingy Ones. Send detailed information on the Oynapunch 

I 
line to 

Name _________________ Title _______ _ 

I Company _________________________ _ 

Address _________________________ __ I C;ty & State __________________ Zip_-----

.. ~~I~p~one NO_. _____________ ... 

CIRCLE 121 ON READER CARD 
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Retail 

Transaction Data: 
Rich New Market 
Remember the good old days when all 
that the address label on your magazine 
had was your address? 

For 41 years the Addressograph 
Multigraph Corp. has been in the busi
ness of making machines to emboss 
letters and numbers on metal and plas
tic plates for this purpose. Today, 
though, . it's but the foundation for a 
new division the company has quietly 
been forming to attack the bi1lion
dol1ar transaction· data products and 
services market, one that is expected 
to grow 20% a year and reach $3 bil
lion by 1977. 

Those plain old honest address labels 
still account for some of AM's business, 
but now it is a major manufacturer of 
plastic credit cards and a supplier of 
the machinery and services for emboss
ing them. It has 80% of the credit-card 
recording business, with some 450,000 
devices installed in stores, restaurants, 
sports arenas, hospitals ... you name 
'em. Late last summer it combined 
these operations with three others to 
form a Data Systems Div. of some 850 
people and an expected sales turnover 
in the fiscal year ending this July 31 of 
$25-30 million. 

Included in the division, which is 
headed by former Singer vp C. Victor 
Meyer, are ocr readers for the hospital 
market, two point-of-sale systems for 
the fast-food business, and a highly 
touted credit authorization terminal 
caned AMCAT I. 

Is is through these last three products 
that the division thinks it will achieve 
its greatest growth. Donald B. Moffett, 
director of business development for 
the division, says it is one of the few 
markets with "data" in the name that 
is not dominated by IBM, although IBM, 
with 15 % of the market, is the leader. 
But some 20 companies hold 60% of 
it, with AM in 10th place at 2 %. "The 
market is wide open, and the oppor
tunity is there for the companies with 
the marketing strength and the prospec
tive customers. We have both." 

Moffet's study of the transaction data 
market - one roughly defined as the . 
business of recording charge-account 
transactions-shows that of the $1 bil
lion spent last year, $300 mi1lion each 
went for equipment and supplies and 
$200 million each for services and sys
tems. In 1977, he thinks it will be a $3 
billion market with the bill for services 
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rising to $900 million. The tab for sys
tems and equipment wi1l be $750 mil-. 
lion each, and $600 will go for supplies. 

Fast foods first 
Of its new systems, the fastest mov

ing are the Documentor and Menu
Riter, minicomputer-based point-of
sale terminals for the fast foods indus
try. The two systems scan preprinted 
menu order forms and calculate the 
totals, including taxes, in 21;2 seconds. 
The Menu-Riter device is made by TRW 
Data Systems and sold exclusively by 
AM to fast-food outlets having up to 35 
items on a menu. The Documentor sys
tem handles larger menus of up to 120 
items. 

Since acquiring the Documentor line 
from ailing Documentor Sciences of 
Santa Ana, Calif., last summer, the di
vision has instal1ed 61 systems and has 
42 on order. The McDonald's ham
burger chain, which spent three years 
evaluating the system, is the largest 
user, but the division also has been aim
ing bigger keyboard models at other 
than the fast-food market. It thinks the 
system, to which it can add disc storage 
and communications gear, will find uses 
in such markets as fine foods (sit-down 
restaurants) and hotel front desks. "We 
are approaching them with the Docu
mentor as a way of implementing an 
automated bookkeeping system," says 
James P. Boyle, a former IBMer who 
heads the division's 140-man market
ing force in 65 cities .. 

Late this year the company will start 

AMCAT I, the credit authorization termi
nal, has slot on the side for credit cards 
and a longer one in front for sales drafts. 
John G. McCoy, left, chairman of City 
National Bank of Columbus, and bank 
president C. Gordon Jelliffe will use it 
later in year for electronic bill paying 
system tryout. 

delivering its credit authorization ter
minal, the AMCAT I, which once stood 
for "Addressograph Multigraph Credit 
Authorization Terminal," but which 
the division now prefers to mean 
"Communications Access Terminal." 
Just over a foot long, the 25-pound 
device will be used to record credit card 
transactions, as wel1 as other data en
tered from a keyboard, and then for
ward the information to the central 
files of big credit card issuers for credit 
verification and other record keeping. 
It's a buffered terminal that can be 
used to read magnetically striped cards 
(cal1ed "mag stripe" in the trade), as 
well as 7B font embossed characters, 
the latter capability aimed at the gas 
station credit-verification business. 

Credit cards and sales drafts are in
serted into slots in the terminal, and 
the dollar amount of the transaction is 
entered through the keyboard and veri
fied through an eight-digit display using 
light emitting diodes. In test systems, 
the company has been using an Inter
data 50-based communication con
centrator and a message control1er 
capable of handling 2,000 terminals. 

It claims to have eight customers 
who have placed orders of more than 
$20 million for the terminal, which is 
priced at about $800 in large volumes. 
Boyle thinks the division will install 
more than 100,000 terminals within 
five years. 

Not alone 
He bases his optimism on a claim 

that AM is "10-18 months" ahead of 
the competition in the technology of 
communications-based credit authori
zation systems that by 1975 will be a 
$300 million business with some 
500,000 terminals in use. But the divi
sion is far from being alone in the mar
ket where most of the traditional giants, 
including IBM, NCR and Burroug~s, 
have versions under development or m 
field tests. 

In Danas this spring, Preston State 
Bank has been testing Burroughs' 
TU300 in nine retail stores using the 
bank's Master Char:ge plan. The bank 
says the system has been well received. 
Data Source Corp., El Segundo, Calif., 
a subsidiary of Hercules, Inc., has had 
systems installed for ?Iore than tW? 
years in gasoline statIons and retaIl 
stores. Some 1,000 terminals were in 
use this spring, although mostly in a 
testing stage. . 

Data Source's model 1131 termmal 
reads embossed lettering on credit cards 
and communicates with a computer
controlled central file for credit author
ization information at a response time 
of nine seconds. It has retail installa
tions in San Francisco, Los Angeles, 
Wilmington, Del., Philadelphia, At
lanta, and Chicago. Its $600 device, 
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which is leased at $20 a month, does 
not have a keyboard to record variable 
data and reads only the embossed codes 
on credit cards, although a device for 
reading mag stripe has been developed 
and was being demonstrated in April. 
But, says a company marketing man, 
the purpose of such a device is for mer
chants to check credit cards conveni
ently (as opposed to making a tele
phone call) and at a price they can 
stand. 

To date, most credit-card issuers
such as Master Charge, Bank of Amer
ica, and the oil companies - bear the 
communications costs and charge mer
chants the monthly $20 lease rates. The 

DATA SOURCE's 1131, used here in San 
Francisco's Brooks Camera outlet,a 
Master Charge user, verifies cards in 9 
seconds. 

merchants seem happy, able in retail 
stores to check the most common viola
tion, which is a card holder exceeding 
his credit limit. In the service stations, 
phoney cards are the problem. Data 
Source makes a service station terminal 
that prints on sales drafts, in addition 
to verifying the card's authenticity. In 
a recent test installation in Los Angeles, 
Standard Oil Co. of California offered 
attendants a $25 reward for each ex
pired or otherwise invalid card seized. 
"They've been seizing 10 to 15 a week," 
says Data Source's Sid Keil, "and some 
of the happy attendants are clearing up 
to $150 a week on rewards." 

Systems to read embossed lettering 
are said to be essential in service sta
tions because of an environment which 
could damage the information on mag 
stripe cards. But many feel the big mar
kets will be in the latter method, though 
a subsidiary of First National City 
Bank of New York thinks differently. 
The bank's Transaction Technology 
Transfer Inc. subsidiary, which has its 
own aluminum foil stripe with micron 
holes that are read by a laser beam, is 
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reported to have staged a contest for 
students at Pasadena's Cal Tech to find 
ways to defraud mag stripe systems. A 
credit:-cardindustry newsletter, the Nil
son Report, said the $5,000 first prize 
went to a student who was able to du
plicate tickets issued through an IBM

designed mag stripe card ticket dis
pensing system at San Francisco's Bay 
Area Rapid Transit System (BART) 

using $5 worth of equipment. The 
$2,500 second prize went to a student 
who uses a $36 wrist device to copy 
mag stripes on valid cards and transfer 
them to bogus ones. 

Both Data Source and AM claim 
their terminals could be adapted to read 
whatever standard the credit card is
suers fix on. 

Checks signatures 
Other credit verification systems run 

the gamut of variation and innovation. 
In Washington, D.C., a company called 
Vericom has invented a device to verify 
signatures on credit cards. The in
ventor, Thomas Shinal, says his device, 
which can be manufactured cheaply to 
sell for less than $100, compares the 
signature encrypted on a credit card 
inserted into it with that written on the 
receipt. He claims the device is immune 
to character slope, height, and pressure, 
which supposedly vary with the writer's 
temperament. He says tests have shown 
the odds are one in 16,000 that some-

one will pass a fraudulant card. 
In Mountain View, Calif., Optical 

Data Systems, Inc., has an off-line 
credit card and check cashing verifica
tion system that is being tested by eight 
companies in the supermarket, airline, 
and department store fields. Customers 
can access a data base of all major 
credit cards and derogatory check in
formation that is stored holographically 
on 35mm cassettes which Optical Data 
supplies and updates twice a week. The 
company's exec-vp Kent Sutherlin says 
customers using the system won't have 
to pay the costs of computer storage 
and communications of on-line sys
tems. 

But, says William R. Buckley, vice 
president of Preston Bank of Dallas, 
which is testing the Burroughs system, 
on-line credit verification is just the be
ginning. "The terminals have other ap
plications, such as electronic funds 
transfer." 

Gordon J elliffe, president of City 
National Bank of Columbus, Ohio, said 
last faIl in a Los Angeles talk that the 
AMCAT device may be just the thing 
for banks and retailers hoping to get 
together on an electronic payments 
transfer system-one that would satisfy 
the bank's reliability needs and be 
priced within reach of small merchants. 
The bank's "Columbus Project;" a two
year test of systems for immediate 

(Continued on page 136) 
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TELEX offers the broadest range of peripherals, 
the most advanced technology 

and significant cost savings. 

All major peripherals plus complete func
tional compatibility with IBM System 370 or 
360. TELEX tape, disk, printer and memory 
subsystems require no special adaptation to 
be combined with IBM central processing 
units. And, you'll find you not only get func
tional compatibility, but you get advanced 
circuitry to lengthen component life, mini
mize service and maximize availability. 

TELEX subsystems offer improved perform
ance and greater flexibility than comparable 
IBM subsystems. This gives you the oppor
tunity to develop system configurations that 
are more closely aligned with your individual 
requirements. As specific examples of per
formance improve'ments available with 
TELEX peripherals, consider these: 1) The 
TELEX 6330 disk storage subsystem has 
access times ranging from 10% to 30% faster 
than the 3330. 2) TELEX printer subsystems 
average 10% faster printing than the 1403 
N1 and have exclusive on-line, off-line or 
concurrent on-line/off-line capability. 3) The 
TELEX 6420/6803 magnetic tape subsystem 
offers two data rates not available with the 
3420/3803 subsystem at 800 or 1600 BPI. 

TELEX subsystems offer self-contained 
micro-programmed diagnostics. This means 

that potential and actual failures can be 
quickly and accurately isolated and the infor
mation necessary to correct errors is pro
vided so that interruption is minimized. With 
our 6360 memory subsystem, for example
when multiple basic storage modules are 
employed -an error condition can be 
diagnosed off-line in one unit while the re
mainder of the memory is still available'to 
the user. 

TELEX offers superior field service. We have 
the largest, most experienced network of 
highly trained - TELEX trained - service per
sonnel in the peripheral industry. This means 
better assistance to you in preventive main
tenance, in minimizing system downtime, 
and maximizing system availability to you. 

TELEX combines advanced technology with 
substantially reduced pricing. Regardless of 
which TELEX peripheral subsystems you 
employ, or whether you lease or purchase, 
you'll find substantial savings over com
parable IBM prices. Lower rental and pur
chase prices, coupled with the TELEX 
unlimited-use plan, result in dramatic over
all dollar savings. And while we're talking 
about costs, be sure to look into the TELEX 
total system lease plan that includes your 
choice of IBM main frame and all the re
quired major peripherals. 

Simplify your purchase, lease and service 
agreements by depending on a single com
pany for all your major peripheral needs. Get 
the complete story from your TELEX repre
sentative. 

Ask your TELEX representative about the TELEX total system lease plan. 
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news in perspective ____ _ 
transfer of funds to a merchant's ac
count after he makes a sale, goes into 
its second stage late this year to test 
the use of credit cards to pay utility 
and other bills. Significantly, the bank 
has replaced IBM'S model 2730 credit 
authorization terminal with the AMCAT 

I device. 
-T.M. 

Grocery Code Like 
IBM's, "Only Better" 
It was a surprise to a lot of skeptics 
last month, but the grocery industry 
did it. 

The Uniform Grocery Product Code 
Council, an industry group, selected a 
standard Universal Product Code (upc) 
for source marking of supermarket 
products. The code is readable by scan
ners of either the slot or wand type, and 
its selection is expected by many to cre
ate a $7 billion market for supermarket 
point-of -sale systems over the next 10 
years. 

The winning symbol, a linear bar 
code, was not one of the symbols sub
mitted by the many vendors who chose 
to finance their own evaluations in 
hopes theirs would be selected as the 
UPC. Instead, it was one developed by 
the code committee itself, and accord
ing to Larry Russell of McKinsey & 
Co., consultants to the committee, "in
cluded a little bit of goodness" from 
all those submitted. Vendors who went 
down to the wire in the evaluation and 
testing, which was conducted through 
Battelle Memorial Institute, were Lit
ton/ Zellwager, Singer, Pitney Bowes/ 
Alpex, IBM, Chax;egon Systems, RCA, 

and Scanner, Inc. 
In pictures the winning symbol 

closely resembles that submitted by 
IBM, but Russell said the pictures are 
deceiving: "We changed the geometry 
and made numerous improvements." 

Bill Bowers, president of MSI Data 
Systems, whose Astros point-of -sale 
system for supermarkets does not pres
ently include scanning but is adaptable 
to it, agreed with this interpretation. 
"From what I've seen, it's all that IBM'S 

was, only better. It's more flexible in 
terms of size and potential for error 
detection." Bowers said MSI is talking 
to "a couple of companies" who claim 
they can produce scanners which can 
read the new upc, and "we'll definitely 
have one or more scanners which will 
hook into Astros as they become avail
able." 

Russell said all manufacturers who 
submitted codes and had scanners 
based on their codes will have to do 
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some adapting to conform to the 
adopted UPC. He said even IBM, whose 
code was closest, should it decide to 
come up with a product, would have 
to do some adapting. "But the only 
thing they've said publicly so far is that 
they ran a Battelle test." Russell said 
more adaptation would be required of 
those vendors who were working with 
round or bulls-eye type codes than of 
those who had linear codes. The former 
included Litton, RCA, and Charegon. 

But most vendors were quick to re
spond to the UPC announcement with 
pronouncements on what it would do 
for the supermarket point-of-sale mar
ket and on their ability to provide 
equipment which can use the UPC. 

Scanner, Inc., which is working with 
National Semiconductor, said it could. 
So did Pitney Bowes/ Alpex, which said 
it "was delighted to learn that the gro
cery industry ad hoc committee has 
decided to recommend a linear bar 
code." Litton was equally happy. 
Charles S. Adams, a group vice presi
dent for Retail and Revenue Systems, 
predicted the symbol will be printed by 
manufacturers on most items sold in 
supermarkets and grocery stores and be 
in full use nationally in 1977. 

Russell said he thinks use of the sym
bol will spread "faster than we ex
pected." He said the committee in the 
two weeks following announcement of 
the UPC had received requests for sym
bol specifications from Safeway, Stop 
and Shop, Quaker Oats, and General 
Foods. The specifications are being 
distributed by Distribution Numbers 
Bank, Washington D.C. 

And NCR, which has long said it was 
waiting for the UPC to come before in
troducing an interactive terminal for 
supermarkets, has said it will introduce 
its expected 255 terminal at the Super
market Institute convention in Dallas 
this month and that it will be adaptable 
to reading of the UPC symbol. 

Russell said many food manufactur
ers have been holding up making the 
label changes they will have to make 
by January 1974 to conform to require
ments for listings of nutritional values, 
just to accommodate the new symbol. 

And, as the grocery industry moves 
ahead to implement use of its newly 
adopted UPC, the Department of Com
merce's National Bureau of Standards 
is trying to come up with a plan for 
compatible coding for food products, 
drug products, and general retail prod
ucts because so many of the items are 
sold in different types of stores. The 
bureau had solicited suggestions by 
May 3. 

Russell said the grocery committee 

would respond with a proposal and an 
explanation of their code, which he said 
could be expanded to 30 digits and 
could be made compatible with codes 
for the other two types of stores. The 
basic UPC is a 10-digit code. 

Elections 

Putting Fun Back 
Into Elections 
Computers can take the fun out of 
some events. Certainly, their use by 
television networks to produce early 
projections of election winners has 
been criticized as possibly affecting the 
outcomes of those elections. And on 
the local level, the adoption of the 
punched card ballot has taken away the 
excitement of vote counting on election 
night in many smaller communities. 
For example, in Santa Clara, possibly 
California's fastest-growing county, 
most cities since 1966 have been gath
ering up their decks of Votomatic bal
lots and taking them 20 miles to San 
Jose, where county computers perform 
the tabulation. 

"It makes the local election so re
mote that people lose interest," says 
Jim Hawkinson, dp supervisor for the 
city of Palo Alto. On election night, 
explains Ann Tanner, city clerk, the 
council chambers are fitted with boards 
on which to record vote counts as they 
are phoned in from San Jose. 

This month, however, an important 
change will take place as Palo Alto 
tests a minicomputer-based vote tabu
lating system called Ballot Tab. There 
are only 18 candidates running for six 
vacant seats on the city council, but the 
portable unit is expected to speed the 
vote counting job, eliminate the incon
venience of transporting ballots to San 
Jose, lower the tabulating cost, and 
bring the counting operation back to 
the city. Ballots from the 38 precincts 
are expected to be tabulated at the rate 
of 45 seconds per precinct, says Ms. 
Tanner, and a pretty clear picture of 
the outcome will emerge in two hours. 

Ballot Tab consists of a 4K Nova 
mini from Data General, packaged 
with a Documation card reader and 
a numeric printer. It produces a print
out for each precinct~ showing the 
number of ballots counted and, for 
each office, the candidate's code num
ber, his vote total, and his percentage 
of the total, plus the number of vacan
cies or offices to be filled. It also indi
cates the number of unused votes and 
the number of votes lost due to under
votIng. The latter accounts for those 
who didn't vote for one office but did 
for others, and those 'who voted for 
only one candidate when there were, 
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Digital cassette or punched tape? 
Remex offers a straightforward point of view 

on the market, floppy discs, 
cartridge drives, minidiscs, etc. 
None is a complete alternative 
for another. 

established for cassette, both 
products have great value and 
will live long and healthy lives. 
Many details on Remex cassette 
systems are thoroughly . 

Every peripheral concept has 
its intrinsic advantages and 
disadvantages. The digital 
cassette is no different in this 
regard. Remex-with no one
product axe to grind-can take 
an objective stand: 

The making of a good peripheral 
product takes much more than 
the desire to be in the business. 
It takes experience, continuous 
commitment and a thorough 
knowledge of the product's 
areas of use. Remex can deliver 
this in both punched tape and 
digital cassette systems. Now, 
with industry acceptance 

explained in new technical . 

Both punched tape and digital 
cassette products will, in the 
final analysis, seek those 
applications that best fit the 
unique capabilities of each 
concept. It is the user and the 
OEM working together who must 
determine the most effective 
concept for a particular 
application, and the level of 
product performance required. 
The products are on the market! 
Remex has for many years 
produced a wide range of 
punched tape products to meet 
market needs. I ntroduction of 
Remex digital cassette systems 
as an additional product line is 
meant to be just that-an 
additional product, to be used 
where it fits best. The same 
applies to other products now 

Guidelines in Selecting 
a Peripheral Concept 
Write for your copy of the basic evalua
tion guide in selecting the best peripherals 
for a given application. 

REMEX 
Interface with the 

pacesetter in peripherals 

See us at the N.C.C.-Booth #1501 
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brochures. Let us show you 
that we mean to be good for 
your business. Call or write 
Remex, 1733 Alton St., Santa 
Ana, California 92705. (714) 
557-6860. In Europe and the 
U.K., contact S.p.A. 
Microtecnica, Torino, Italy. 

RCP Series Digital Cassette Family 
provides many new features 
by use of the Philips® Cassette. 
The three deck unit shown is but 
one of this product line. 

6300 Series Punched Tape Family 
offers the latest in reliability and performance 
features. Fanfold unit shown is but one member 
of an extensive product line. 

A UNIT OF 

Jii""XLa 
~~® 

EX-CELL-O CORPORATION 
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news in perspective-----
say, two vacancies to be filled. Results 
for each precinct are then added into a ' 
cumulative total, a printout showing 
the same kinds of information. 

Big one on the way 
The system can be equipped with a 

300-cards! minute (or ballots-per-min
ute) reader for some $20K, and a 600-
cpm reader at $23K. As a follow-on, 
the manufacturer is also developing a 
system with an 8K Nova and four 
1,000-cpm readers to be used for the 
card-to-tape function when a larger, 
computer is used for the tabulation. 

"We developed Ballot Tab for use 
by mountainous and rural communi
ties situated far from a computer," says 
Robert P. Varni, president of Com
puter Election Systems Inc., Berkeley, 
Calif. "But a lot of interest is being 
shown by metropolitan areas." CES, in 
addition to its mini system, also makes 
and sells the Votomatic voting system, 
acquired when IBM dropped out of this 
business after the 1968 elections. 

The system was first used in '64 by 
two counties in Georgia-Fulton and 
DeKalb. From that time through the 
Presidential elections last November, 
according to records maintained by 
CES, almost 10 million punched card 

Federal Government 

Foundation Cool to 
Science Policy Act 
Albert Einstein once assessed scientific 
progress this way: "Why does this mag
nificent applied science, which saves 
work and makes life easier, bring us so 
little happiness? The simple answer 
runs: because we have not yet learned 
to' make sensible use of it." Sen. Ed
ward M. Kennedy would probably 
agree with Einstein's assessment, but 
the senator has taken it a step further. 

He has re-introduced the National 
Science Policy and Priorities Act, S32, 
which seeks to redirect scientific re
search and development toward meet
ing human needs at a price tag of 
$1.8 billion. The Senate overwhelm
ingly passed the bill in the last Congress 
but it was not acted on by the House. 
In this Congress, action is expected in 
both the House and Senate-much to 
the dismay of the President and the 
National Science Foundation. 

The proposed bill would create a 
Civil Science Systems Administration 
within 'NSF with authority to study such 
topics as health care, public safety and 
sanitation, pollution control, housing, 
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ballots have been counted, approxi
mately 12% of the total. Only 25 states 
currently allow the use of the punched 
card ballots. CES'S Varni says about 60 
bills in state legislatures to legalize their 
use have been defeated. The largest 
jurisdiction to use the system is Los 
Angeles County with 3.6 million regis
tered voters and 42,000 Votomatics. 
The smallest is Bunker Hill township 
in Michigan with 480 people and three 
of the devices. 

Last month's primary election in the 
city of Los Angeles may be indicative 
of recent improvements by jurisdictions 
in running Votomatic elections. In the 
primary four years ago, which was the 
most recent election similar in size and 
scope, it took until 3 a.m. the following 
day to tabulate the votes. Last month, 
it was finished by 1 a.m. But according 
to Walt Peterson of the city clerk's elec
tion bureau, it could have been com
pleted by 11 :45 p.m. had it not been 
for the ballots from 36 precincts (out 
of a total of 3,711) which were inad
vertently left in the trunk of a couple 
of cars that were returned to the city's 
vehicle pool. "It took us an hour to 
locate them and get them out," said 
Peterson. 

-E.K.Y. 

transportation, communications, and 
education. The superagency would re
ceive $1. 2 billion to perform its duty. 

NSF, which opposed the bill last year, 
is still reluctant. It prefers that the job 
be handled by agencies closer to the 
projects .. For example, transportation 
research would be handled by the 
Dept. of Transportation and the en
vironment by the Environmental Pro
tection Agency. 

An NSF official indicates the new 
authority would change the direction 
of the agency, since it was founded to 
foster basic and not applied research. 

NSF would also be given authority to 
develop national policies for applying 
science to national problems. NSF con
tends this is no longer necessary as a 
result of the executive reorganization 
of the Office of Science and Technol
ogy. Under the reorganization, the di
rector of NSF becomes a principal 
advisor to the White House, providing 
policy advice and consultation. 

Reluctant on retraining 
Another title of the bill gives NSF au

thority to coordinate the retraining of 
scientists and engineers toward society
oriented activity. NSF is reluctant to do 
this also; the agency argues that retrain
ing does not necessarily mean jobs are 

available. The Dept. of Labor is al
ready involved, so why get another 
agency involved, NSF asks. 

The Kennedy bill also calls for the 
protection of pension rights of scien
tists and engineers. This provision is 
expected to be dropped by the House. 
An NSF official admits the bill focuses 
on problems that need solutions, but he 
argues that existing legislation already 
addresses the problems and there is no 
need to create a superagency to per
form tasks already being performed. 

According to Sen. Kennedy, the bill 
will create a host of new products, ser
vices, industries, and markets. It will 
also strengthen this country's interna
tional economic competitive position 
by increasing productivity and revital
izing the civilian economy. 

The bill is also expected to produce 
a veto from the President. 

Copyright Laws in 
the Computer Age 
Ninety-three may be the lucky number 
for the modernization of the Copyright 
Office. A copyright revision bill, which 
addresses the problems of machine en
coding of copyrighted works, has been 
introduced into the 93rd Congress. The 
measure has been before six consecu
tive Congresses, but this time the pros
pects appear brighter. 

Under the proposed bill, introduced 
by Sen. John L. McClellan, copyrights 
will now be extended to works of au
thorship "fixed in any tangible medium 
of expression, now known or later de
veloped, from which they can be per
ceived, reproduced, or otherwise com
municated, either directly or with the 
aid of a machine or device." The 1909 
Copyright Act, under which the Copy
right Office now functions, makes no 
allowance for future technology, al
though the office does extend copy
rights to computer programs. 

The proposed revision specifically 
states the author will have the same 
exclusive rights to his material, even 
when used in computers, as he now 
enjoys in books. But the bill does 
acknowledge the problems of computer 
storage and retrieval of copyrighted 
material. It establishes a National Com
mission on New Technological Uses of 
Copyrighted Works to study such prob
lems. The Presidentially appointed' 
commission would be made up of copy
right owners, users of copyrighted 
works, the public, and the Librarian of 
Congress. 

The copyright revision bill has been 
given top priority by the Judiciary's 
subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks 
and Copyrights. If the bill can pass the 
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READ THIS BOOK. 

If you've been handed the job of screening 
automated accounting systems, this new 
booklet will help. 

It will take you, item by item, through the 
hundreds of different features you'll be look
ing for. And it allows you to determine your 
requirements and compare them to the vari
ous proprietary systems available to you. 

Send the coupon now and get this free 
booklet. It could save you a lot of gri'ef. 

INFO I 
1119 Sixth Avenue 

San Diego, California 92101 
Telephone (714) 238-6344 

L 

rFREE-' 
I ,nfonationa" Inc. I 

1119 Sixth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101 
Dear Infonational: As one who does not care to blow things, 

I 
I'd welcome a free copy of your "Ev~'uation Guide ... " I 
NAME _____________ _ 

TITLE _____________ _ 

I COMPANY I 
ADDRESS ____________ _ 

CITY ______________ _ 

~----.. 
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There's a vital difference 
between comfort air conditioning 

and Process Cooling. 
Babies and computers understand. 

Computers require care, concern and a 
special environment, too. This calls for 
EDPAC Process Cooling. The positive 
way to help prevent an economic catas
trophe of cooling failure and downtime 
in a computer room. 

maintained at ideal 72° F and 50% RH 
• Eliminates hot spots. 

Whether you're installing your first 
computer room or expanding your pres
ent system, protect your investment. 
Investigate Process Cooling. Write today 
for your free copy of "Process Cooling 
for Computers is Different". 

In addition, EDPAC Process Cool
ing provides computer room features 
not available with comfort air condition
ing: Modular systems accommodate 
anticipated growth and expansion • 
Provides redundancy • Environment is ~[Q)C?J&© 

PROCESS COOLING FOR COMPUTERS 

AC MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Old Cuthbert & Deer Road, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034, (609) 428/9800, (215) WA 3/5775 
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. . . and a verifier, and an in terpreter, and 
a printing reproducer, and a gangpunch, 
ad infinitum, all in one Decision Data 
unit. The 9660 Sorting Data Recorder. 
It's the only 96 column data preparation 
device that combines all card handling 
functions in one compact auxiliary 
machine. Creative thinking from 
Decision Data -- the world's largest 
independent supplier of 96 column 
card equipment. 

'.·H.~ ! ..... u: 4 .. 0,lIcl· SllltCI,.\\nclli .. c f1'01i1 Itccisio ... Inhl, 

<> DECISION DATA® 
.... I.!.I:J ••• #I-... _.-.=A_I-•.•• I_.~. 
100 WITMER ROAD, HORSHAM, PENNA. 19044 
(215)M4-3300 0 TELEX 83-1471 
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news 
in perspective_ 
Senate by the end of the first session, 
the House will have enough time to act. 
Otherwise, 94 may be the lucky num
ber. 

In a related development, Sen. Mc
Clellan, chairman of the patents sub
committee, recently wrote to Sen. James 
Eastland, chairman of the Judiciary 
Committee, saying the subcommittee 
plans to study software protection, but 
"due to the complexity of the issue, and 
the apparent lack of consensus con
cerning the appropriate nature of the 
protection for software, it is not antici
pated that the subcommittee will be 
able to recommend legislation until a 
lengthy study has been conducted." 

Communications 

Bell's Joint Service 
Stand Under Pressure 
A formal complaint, charging AT&T 

with discrimination, was being consid
ered at press time by Dan Dyer, presi
dent of Scientific Timesharing Co., 
Bethesda, Md. MCI Communications 
Corp. was thinking about similar ac
tion. Their gripe is important because 
it involves the question of whether 
communications users who need ser
vices extending beyond the immediate 
reach of the new specialized carriers 
can use those carriers to cover part of 
the message path and reap the related 
benefits. 

A large number of users-particu
larly on-line service bureaus-will be 
confronted with this opportunity dur
ing the next several months as the new 
networks gradually snake across the 
country . 

Essentially, Dyer wants to lease a 
voice-grade line from the Bell System 
between his computer in Bethesda and 
MCI'S Chicago headquarters atop the 
John Hancock BUilding. At the latter 
point, a multiplexor owned by STSC, 

would connect with local lines, sup
plied by Illinois Bell, connecting STSC 

customers in Chicago with the com
puter in Bethesda. The multiplexor 
would also be connected to an MCI 

channel providing STSC customers in 
St. Louis with access to the Bethesda 
computer. 

AT&T refuses to supply the Bethesda
Chicago voice-grade link, basically be
cause its private line tariff requires 
channels to be terminated only at those 
points where the customer originates 
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or terminates communications. "We do 
not understand that any of the (Fed
eral Communications) Commission's 
decisions with regard to the so-called 
specialized common carriers have con
templated that the Bell System must 
alJ,gment any competing carrier's sys
tem by means of the Bell System's 
intercity network," AT&T said in a re
cent letter to the FCC Common Carrier 
Bureau. 

Whose rule? 
Technically, Ma Bell is right insofar 

as the tariff is concerned, says a source 
at the commission. There is a provision 
which bans "augmented" service. But 
this provision was drafted by the tele
phone company. The FCC, while allow
ing the restriction, never approved it. 

Dyer, of STSC, says that last summer 
AT &T appeared willing to provide a 
voice-grade line between Bethesda and 
MCI Chicago. The original dispute, he 
explains, was with Illinois Bell. "We 
wanted to move the multiplexor from 
our office in Chicago to MCI'S facility 
on top of the Hancock Building, and 
Illinois Bell refused to run local lines 
between the latter location and our 
Chicago-area customers. It was only 
later the Bell said it wouldn't termi
nate the interstate voice-grade line at 
MCr." 

One clue to how the commission 
will react if STSC decides to submit a 
formal complaint is provided by a re
cent dispute between GE and the phone 
company. 

Essentially, GE wants to replace ex
isting channels, leased from Bell, with 
a private microwave system and inter
connect this private network to Bell 
facilities at several points. But the 
phone company refuses to "piece-out" 
the GE system, citing the same tariff 
provision involved in the STSC case. 

GE counsel Joe Kittner, in a letter to 
the Common Carrier Bureau a few 
months ago, contended that "'piece
out' prohibitions are a function of 
AT&T'S operating approach and policy, 
not its tariff provisions. And to the 
extent that the limitations inherent in 
its 'piece-out' concept are not con
tainedin its tariff language, they are 
not of decisional consequence in this 
instance." 

The bureau agrees 
Recently, the Common Carrier Bu

reau wrote to AT&T and said it agrees 
with Kittner. The phone company's 
contentions "appear to be based largely 
on what the intent of AT&T was in fram
ing the tariff provision in question ... 
The intent of the carrier in framing 
tariff language is irrelevant ... AT&T is 
obligated ... to permit interconnection 
in the form and manner requested by 
GE." 
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This letter is significant to MCI, says 
a knowledgeable source, because it 
shows the bureau is upset about AT&T'S 

interconnection restrictions and is ac
tively trying to change them. "As a 
result, there is more pressure on Bell 
to sign a joint service agreement with 
MCI, permitting users like STSC to be 
serviced." 

An MCI source says his company has 
proposed such an agreement to the 
phone company. "They have refused 
to sign it, but we remain hopefuL" A 
complaint to the FCC is "a possibility," 
he added. "Given the commission's re
cent statement in the GE case and the 
fact that Bell is already allowing its 
system to be pieced out by Western 
Union and the independent phone com
panies, we're confident that a com
plaint from us would lead the Common. 
Carrier Bureau to make Ma Bell an 
offer she couldn't refuse." 

Data Collection 

Simplicity 
from France 

-Phil Hirsch 

It's simple. It'~ inexpensive. It's been a 
success in Europe. 

And so, a new U.S. firm hopes it will 
do well here. It is a hand-held card
punching device made in a number of 
variations. The new company is Dyna
punch Systems, Inc., Inc., El Segundo, 
Calif., a 50-50 venture for Jean Tsuk, 
president of Perfo-Guide International 
of Paris, which introduced the device 
in Europe three and a half years ago, 
and George M. Colon, Dynapunch 
president, formerly with Data Products 
Corp. 

Basically, the Dynapunchunits are 
a refinement on the IBM Port-a-Punch 
idea (see Dec. 1, 1971, p. 53). Average 
price for' one unit is $60, but prices 
.range from a low of $30 to a· high of 
$100 depending on model and quantity 
ordered. 

Colon said Dynapunch Systems will 
market total data input systems, as well 
as the punching· units alone. He said 
the firm has an oem agreement for 
600-cpm card readers and has an ar
rangement with a second company 
which is working on a 100-cpm reader 
and a "mini-minicomputer" for an 
application in which bottled water de
livery salesmen will record each trans
action at their trucks as they occur for 
nightly input into the computer. 

Initially the punching units for sale 
will be produced in Europe, where 
more than 20,000 have been sold. 
When sales volume becomes high 

- the low cost 

IPSA·IOO 
Portable Video Data 
Terminal for office, 
home or motel 
IPSA-l00 FEATURES: 
• Low cost 
• Lightweight, briefcase 

packaging 
• IBM 2741 compatibility 
• Unmodified Domestic TV 

Display 
• APL symbols available 
• Quality and reliability 
• Easy, silent operation 

SEE THE IPSA 100 
IN ACTION 

at 73 NCC, in our booths 
2701, 3, 5 and 7 

~ 
I.P.Sharp 
Associates 
Incorporated 

" Bridge Administration Building 
Bridge Plaza, Ogdensburg, N.Y. 

13669. Tel. (315) 393-7033 
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news 
in perspective_. 
enough, Colon said, production will 
be started in the U.S. The company 
already has a card manufacturing capa
bility through an agreement with Jersey 
Tab Card Corp., Union, N.J., which, 
using a machine and techniques pro
vided by Perfo-Guide International, 
will produce cards proprietary to Dy
napunch. 

Models in the portable card puncher 
line fall into one of four series:· the 
series 100, typically used for order en
try and permitting use of a large-sized 
price list; series 200 for things like 
meter reading, inventory control, and 
uses where a large number of cards are 
punched in one location; series 300, 
which can accommodate a series of 
overlay cards and can be used for mar
ket research surveys or examinations; 

Benchmarks 

The Beaten Path: Tymshare, Inc., Cu
pertino, Calif., time-sharing firm which 
has been beating the acquisition path 
hard in the past two years, has agreed 
in principle to acquire the business and 
assets of Allen-Babcock Computing, 
Inc., Los Angeles, and has purchased 
for $207,500 cash the business and 
assets of Megasystems, Inc., a bankrupt 
Philadelphia time-sharing company. 
Megasystems' Xerox 940 computer be
came the 27th in Tymshare's Tymnet 
network. ABC'S 370/65 will be the 28th 
if the acquisition is completed. 

Muzzling Grosch: The "unsinkable" 
computer consumer advocate Herb 
Grosch emerged as the "unmummifi
able" Dr. Herb as he stood at the 
podium during a meeting of computer 
oldtimers this spring while computer 
savants Robert Patrick and Paul Armer 
methodically bound the speaker-and 
his microphone-head to foot in ban
dages, the last sweep covering Grosch's 
mouth. Faster than anyone could say 
"IBM," Grosch found an openIng in 
the bandages and calmly continued his 
solemn warning of the consequences of 
IBM'S impending fifth-generation an
nouncement at' the St. Patrick's day 
eve annual meeting of the Digital Com
puter Association held in a Los Ange
les brewery. Patrick later donned a 
bunny suit to elicit at least a grin from 
Grosch. 

Now It's Bunker Ramo's Turn: What 
Singer evidently didn't want for $4.5 
million, Bunker Ramo may get for $3.5 
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and the newest series, 50, for single
card applications such as exam proc
essing and class attendance recording. 

For meters and birds 
Tsuk sees a big market for the units 

in retail outlet order processing. He 
said there are 2,100 retail outlets us
ing them in France. He named meter 
reading, agricultural uses such as crop 
progress reporting, and overtime pay
roll reporting as other big uses in Eur
ope. Colon, who likes to look for more 
exotic applications, mentioned an ecol
ogy project in which the Audobon So
ciety was to participate. The society's 
bird watchers, equipped with Dyna
punches as well as binoculars, would 
punch in data on bird migrations
birds tend to run away from pollutants. 

And Tsuk would like to get some
thing going in South America some 
day, as he considers Brazilian and Ar
gentinian football cards a natural for 
the portable units. "But that will have 
to wait until the U.S. gets going." D 

million. It's the Electronic Store Infor
mation Systems division of Nuclear 
Data Corp., Palatine, Ill. The division 
produces point-of -sale systems for su
permarkets. Bunker Ramo has signed a 
letter of intent to buy the division for 
$3.5 million cash. An earlier agreement 
between Singer and Nuclear Data, 
which fell through last December, 
would have had Singer paying $4.5 mil
lion plus contingency payments of not 
less than an additional $2.25 million 
nor more than $10 million, based on 
revenues over the four years following 
consummation. The Nuclear Data divi
sion has point-of-sale systems in 50 
Jewel stores and pilot systems in nine 
other food and drug chains. 

Environmental Data: Three bills es-. 
tablishing a National Environmental 
Data System have been introduced into 
Congress, but The President's Council 
of Environmental Quality, which would 
be responsible for running the system, 
has indicated it opposes passage. Two 
bills, H.R. 36 and 737, earmark $6 mil
lion for three years beginning FY 1973 
for the proposed system, which would 
be a central repository of environ
mental data designed to help the gov
ernment draft policy. Another bill, 
H.R. 4732, would not only establish a 
national system but also state and re
gional environmental centers to study 
local environmental problems. This bill 
authorizes $56.8 million over three 
years. Congress passed an environmen
tal system bill last year, but it was 
vetoed by the president after adjourn
ment. 

Page Reader o'n a Chip: For more 
than a year, Reticon Corp., Mountain 
View, Calif., has been selling from in
ventory what it advertises as a "page 
reader on a chip." This solid-state 
image sensor, says Reticon president 
John J. Rado, represents the same type 
of breakthrough to the ocr and fac
simile. business as the computer on a 
chip does to the computer and calcu
lator fields. It converts light to elec
trons, an image to a digital sensor. 
Now Fairchild Semiconductor, also in 
Mountain View, says it has a compet
ing device which differs in operation 
from Reticon's-it's a charge coupled 
device that's claimed to have equal ap
plicability in facsimile and ocr. Both 
also have applications as computer 
storage devices and in the industrial en
vironment for performing such jobs as 
size and position monitoring, inspec
tion, and surveillance. 

One Down, Another Up: American 
Data Systems, Canoga Park, Calif., 
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which last fall pinned high hopes on ail 
investment by Rockwell International, 
which made RI a 40% plus shareholder, 
and a facelifting for its multiplexor and 
modem lines, has quietly faded into 
voluntary bankruptcy. Two executives 
who moved to ADS from RI, Al Schroter 
who was president, and Ron Crawford, 
were back at posts in RI'S Autonetics 
division, and disposition of ADS' inven
tory and product lines was being con
sidered by a court-appointed receiver. 
In the meantime, Arthur L. Wilkes, 
who founded ADS and was its president 
until last September, organized a new 
telecommunications company, Inter
national Communications Sciences, 
along with three other one-time ADS 

executives, Larry Brissenden, vice pres
ident, marketing; Jack Miller, vice 
president, finance; and Kenneth Shaw, 
vice president, operations. 

The State of the Industry: Approxi
mately 5,000 companies can be re
garded as the suppliers in the computer 
industry, according to a report on "The 
State of the Computer Industry in the 
United States," just released by AFIPS. 

In 1971, $5,080,000,000 in shipments 
by U.S. manufacturers of peripheral 
equipment and general-purpose, mini, 
and dedicated-application computer 
systems brought the total installed U.S. 
base to $30.9 billion. By 1976, between 
$8.25 and $9.7 billion will be shipped 
per year for a total installed base of 
between $40 and $57.5 billion. That is, 
by 1976, the annual value of new build 
shipments would have increased by 70-
80%. The report also covers worldwide 
markets, employment, the federal gov
ernment, computer services, supplies, 
and industry group distribution of the 
U.S. installed base. The 30-page report 
is available for $1 from AFIPS Press, 
210 Summit Ave., Montvale, NJ 07645. 

Profitable Start: The computer main
framers enjoyed a highly profitable 
first quarter, led by IBM with a record 
profit of $340.1 million, a gain of 
11.3 % over the first three months of 
last year. IBM'S revenues were also a 
record-up 6 % to $2.45 billion. CDC'S 

computer earnings, rising to $5.3 mil
lion against a $1.6 million loss a year 
ago, helped the company post a 57% 
gain in first quarter income of $17.4 
million, despite a slight drop in the 
earnings of its Commercial Credit sub
sidiary. NCR made a solid recovery (see 
p. 110), and usually profitable Bur
roughs boosted its income to $16 mil
lion from $12 million the year before, 
as did Honeywell, earning $16 million 
from $11 million. With its computer 
debacle far behind, RCA earned $41 
million, a 15 % gain, and the other 
ex-computer giant, General Electric, 
boosted its profit 1 ~ %. D 
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· Super 
Likeable. 

Xerox Corp. 
Standard Oil 
Bell Telephone 
McGraw Hill 

More and more of our customers are finding 
Techtran's reliable Cassette Communications 
Terminals "super likeable" for their needs. 
That's why we know when you try us, you'll 
like us! Here are just a few of our many 
customers that vote Techtran products "super 
likeable": 

Corning Glass 
Eastman Kodak Co. 
General Electric Co. 
Frankfort Arsenal 
Hughes Aircraft 
DuPont 
Pittsburgh Steel 

Price Waterhouse 
Equitable Life Ins. Co. 
Naval Resel:lrch Labs 
Wright-Patterson AFB 
University of California 
North American Rockwell 
... and many many others! 

--r C'ily'iiaN 
.~N 0 U S T R I E S 

TECHTRAN INDUSTRIES, INC., 580 Jefferson Rd., Rochester, N.Y. 14623 • (716) 271-7953 
NEW YORK: (203) 776-3816 • CHICAGO: (312) 671-3220 • LOS ANGELES: (714) 541-8518 
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DIGI-LOG manufactures small, light
weight, interactive computer termi
nals, and 
like Magic, they can interchange with 

teletypewriters on your present 
system. 

like Magic, they can use any size 
standard TV set, and up to ten 
of them, for multiple viewing of 
computer output. 

. The DIGI-LOG Terminals are quiet, 
fast, reliable and, 

like Magic, cost less than $1000 oem. 
For your systems magic, pick up your 
phone and call 215 659-5400 for 
immediate attention, or visit with us 
at the NCC. 
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DIGI-LOG 
SYSTEMS. INC. 
666 Davisville Road 
Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 
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When you get into something as 
complicated as networks, it's easy to 
get in trouble. 

What's difficult is knowing 
where to begin. 

Start with us. 
After all, you'll be using a lot of 

minis. And they'll probably be our 
PDP-8's and II's. Simply because 
they're the minis almost everybody 
buys. 

You'll be needing all the inter
faces for those minis. For synchro
nous lines. Asynchronous lines. 
Memory to memory. We already 
have them all. All off the shelf. Ready 
to go. So you can hook up your net-
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work the way you want it, when you 
want it. 

You'll want a host computer, a 
big timesharing computer, that fits 
right in with all our minis and works 
the way you do. 

We make that, too. It's our 
DECsystem-10. 

In fact, almost 30% of the com
puters used by independent time
sharing services are DECsystem-10's. 
Networks are their business, so they 
have to go with the best computer 
available. 

If you're interested in networks, 
we're the people to talk to. We have 
more timesharing installations than 

anyone else in the world. 
You can come to us because of 

all our minis, or all our interfaces, or 
our DECsystem-10 host computer, or 
our timesharing experience. 

But we expect you'll come to us 
because we're the only company that 
gives you all of them. 

DECsystem-10 Group, Digital 
Equipment Corporation, 146Main 
Street, Maynard, Mass. 01754. 
(617) 897-5111. European head-' 
quarters: 81, route de l' Aire, 1211 
Geneva 26. Tel: 42 79 50. bigital 
Equipment of Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 
11500, Ottawa, Ontario. K2H 8K8. 
(613) 592-5111. 

DECsystem-10: It'll make your network work. 
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It's alI-eggs-in-one-basket time as the 
American Federation of Information 
Processing Societies, making a "total 
commitment . . . to create a major 
forum for the entire data processing 
community," presents the first annual 
National Computer Conference & Ex
position the week of June 4 in New 
York City. The NCC supersedes the 
AFIPs-sponsored Spring and Fall Joint 
Computer Conferences that have been 
with us for more than 20 years. 

The 1973 NCC&E features over 90 
technical sessions, more than 200 ven
dors exhibiting in some 700 booths, 
three special addresses, two receptions, 
a science film theater, a computer art 
exhibit, and a high school computer 
science fair. Really big. 

Technical program 
The program is divided into three 

parts, one of which is labeled Methods 
& Applications; the other, Science & 
Technology; and the third, Special 
Program. Overall, this looks like the 
best organized and highest quality 
technical program we've ever se'en at 
an AFIPS bash. 

Methods & Applications includes 
approximately 35 sessions covering in
stallation management, government, 
industry, merchandising, and general 
topics. Most of these sessions are in 
panel format and will not be reported 
in the Proceedings. 

Science & Technology features ap
proximately 50 sessions on communi
cations, networking, and terminals; 
computer architecture and hardware; 
information processing and pattern 
recognition; management topics; edu
cation; simulation and process control; 
software; and the computing commu
nity. Included in the Science & Technol
ogy program are sessions sponsored by 
each of the 13 AFIPS constituent soci
eties and a "Day of Graphics," report
ing on significant achievements in the 
important man-machine interface of 
computer graphics. Two-thirds of these 
sessions are panel or paper/panel dis-
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Conference 
Particulars by Janet Eyler 

Assistant Editor 

cussions receiving limited coverage in 
the Proceedings. 

Sessions in the Special Program in
clude a full day of "The Computer 
Arts" and a day-and-a-half special reg
istration (read $40) seminar Thursday 
and Friday on "Managing the Impact 
of Generalized Data Bases." Other 
special sessions are the "Economic Fu
ture of the Data Processing Industry," 
"Computer Technology as a Public 
Resource," "Venture Capital for the 
Computer Industry," "Outlook and 
Prospects for Marketing Abroad," and 
"Career Development for Computer 
Professionals." 

See the "Session Summaries" seg
ment of this section for invited essays 
contributed by the Methods & Applica
tions and Science & Technology ses
sion chairmen, and check the "Confer
ence at a Glance" chart for an over
view of the entire technical program. 

Vendor exhibits 
Exhibits at the New York Coliseum 

by more than 200 hardware, software, 

and services vendors will be open all 
five days of the conference: Monday, 
noon to 8 p.m.; Tuesday through Thurs
day from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; and Friday, 
9 a.m. to noon. 

Looks as if the hardware exhibits 
will be pretty evenly split between oem 
and end-user products, with the em
phasis on computer systems (we hear 
most of the mainframers will be back 
after a couple of years' absence from 
the JCC'S, including IBM), peripherals, 
terminals, and communications prod
ucts ranging from modems to large
scale line concentrators. The "Product 
Preview" segment of this section de
scribes approximately 40 products be
ing introduced to the public for the 
first time at 73 NCC. 

Special events 
In addition to the Monday morning 

keynote session, whose speaker was not 
yet announced at press time, there will 
be two special luncheon addresses. On 
Wednesday at the Americana, Dr. 
Lewis M. Branscomb, vice president 

Dr. HARVEY L. GARNER, 
Director and Professor of 
The Moore School of Elec
trical Engineering, Univ. 
of Pennsylvania, is serving 
as General Chairman of 73 
NCe. 

EDWARD N. COLE, Presi
dent and Chief Operating 
Officer of General Motors, 
wi" connect the computer 
and automotive industries 
at the Industry Luncheon 
in a speech entitled "Com
mon Language and Com
mon Future." 

Conference Luncheon 
speaker is Dr. LEWIS M. 
BRANSCOMB, Vice Presi
dent and Chief Scientist, 
IBM Corp. His topic: "The 
Doomsayers and HUman 
Destiny." 
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The 
Sessions 

For Those Attending Nee For Those Not Attending Nee 
The day of each session is noted in parentheses at the end 
of each session summary. If a session interests you, check 
your program booklet for the list of participants and the 
exact time and location. 

These short tutorials, written by the various session chair
men, cover a wide variety of computer applications and 
technology and have been edited as general-interest 
summaries. 

Information Science 
and Technology From 
a Global Viewpoint 
This panel session, sponsored by ASIS, will 
provide the audience an insight into the 
areas of activities of concern to members 
of ASIS in information science and tech
nology (1ST). The panel members will 
consider the impact and implications of 
the following from the viewpoint of an 
operator of an information analysis center 
and other document processing activities, 
an industrial information scientist, a rep
resentative of the library community, and 
a representative of the government: 

1. Most scientific and technical infor-

Particulars 
and chief scientist of IBM, will address 
the Conference Luncheon on "The 
Doomsayers and Human Destiny." A 
special Industry Luncheon on Thurs
day at the Hilton features Edward N. 
Cole, president of General Motors, 
who will connect the computer and 
automotive industries in a talk entitled 
"Common Language and Common 
Future." 

Outside the center ring, conferees 
can attend three other events of the 

mation systems are working at increasing
ly unacceptable levels of cost and perfor
mance. 

2. Most. decision makers are making 
decisions with a decreasing proportion of 
the information that exists but is not 
available at the time of decision making. 

3. The United States is rapidly emerg
ing from the existing industrial society 
organized primarily around technology 
and its use for the production of goods 
into a postindustrial society organized 
around information and its utilization. 

4. Computing power capacity is going 
up 25 % per year while the costs are going 
down 25 % per year. 

5. A sharper delineation is developing 

Special Program. One is the Science 
Film Theater, a regular feature of past 
JCC'S, which will run continuously dur
ing the conference, from 2-5 p.m. on 
Monday; 11 a.m. through 5 p.m. on 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday; 
and from 10 a.m. till noon on Friday. 
A new feature of Nec is a High School 
Computer Science Fair where both 
hardware and software projects will be 
displayed on Monday from noon to 6 
p.m. and on Tuesday from 8: 30 a.m. 

NCC PROGRAM CHAIRMEN: The Special Program is directed by Dr. CHARLES V. 
FREIMAN (left), Manager, Systems Development, IBM Research Center, Yorktown 
Heights, N.Y. ROBERT W. BEMER (center), Staff Consultant to the Vice President of 
Advanced Systems and Technology, Honeywell Information Systems Inc., Phoenix, 
heads the Methods & Applications Program. Chairman of the Science & Technology 
Program is Dr. CARL HAMMER (right), Director of Computer Sciences for Univac. 
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between the methodology and equipment 
required by acquisition, reduction to stor
age media (print, microform, or machine
readable), and retrieval of information. 

6. Effective and economical direct con
trol, access, and utilization of large infor
mation banks are rapidly becoming feasi
ble through the use of microfiche, com
puter terminals, and networks. 

7. In terms of information transfer, 
there is a dramatic increase of the quan
tity of information being transferred and a 
collapse of time and distance through 
technology advancement. 

8. The human brain can only absorb 
information at a finite rate. The informa
tion production, transfer, storage, and re-

to 6 p.m. A third special event is the 
computer art exhibition of the U.S. 
branch of the Computer Arts Society. 
This display will be open during the 
same hours as the vendor exhibits. 

The two no-host conference recep
tions will be held-Tuesday evening at 
the Americana and Thursday evening 
at the Hilton at 6 p.m. 

Registration 
Now that you realize you dare not 

miss this Great Event, here are a few 
words on registration fees. (Advance 
registration, which is $10 less for AFIPS 

constituent society members, closes 
May 15; the fee schedule given here is 
for registration at NCe.) Full five-day 
registration for the technical program 
and the exhibits is $60, including the 
1,000-page Proceedings. Single-day 
registration is $20. Student registration 
is $5. Exhibits-only registration fees 
are $15 for five days and $5 for one 
day. 

For further program, registration, or 
housing information, write AFIPS, 210 
Summit Ave., Montvale, NJ 07645. If 
you're in a rush, call (toll-free) 
800/631-7070 (in New Jersey, 201/ 
391-9810). 0 
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trieval must be dramatically improved in 
view of this human limitation. 

9. The relative costs of the new on-line 
information retrieval systems ($1 d-40 per 
query) is significantly lower than the tra
ditional manual or computer batch pro
cessing systems ($40-100 per query). In 
addition, the quality of the answer and 
speed of response are dramatically im
proved. You get more of what you want 
and less of what you don't want immedi
ately and at lower cost. (Mon. p.m.) 

-Robert M. Landau 
Science Information Assn. 

Washington, D.C. 

Legal Protection 
for Software 
Software: Do you patent it? Copyright it? 
Protect it by trade secrets? Or what? Last 
November, the Supreme Court decided 
that a specific program was not patent
able. Two patent lawyers who were in
timately involved with this case will be on 
the platform. Elmer W. Galbi, patent 
counsel for IBM'S Systems Development 
Div. has been very active in opposing 
software patents and is the author of the 
IBM Registration proposal filed with the 
Patent Office some years ago. William L. 
Keefauver runs the Patent Dept. of Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, assignee of Ben
son and Tabbott's patent application. 

Morton David Goldberg, a New York 
attorney who has frequently written on 
copyright protection for software will 
talk about this aspect; Mr. Galbi will 
probably discuss why IBM has opted for 
this form of software protection. 

Roger Milgrim, the author of a leading 
treatise on trade secrets and General 
Counsel of SHARE, will round out the 
panel, while the moderator will talk about 
some of the contractual problems in
volved in giving software developers legal 
protection for their product. (Mon. p.m.) 

-Robert P. Bigelow 
A ttorney at Law 

Boston, Mass. 

Voice Answerback 
Comes of Age 
Voice answerback has been a reality since 
1960. Over the years it has grown to well 
over 200 systems installed in the United 
States. The tool is probably the least un
derstood of all computer applications. 

It is a system that is made up of three 
parts; a terminal, a computer, and a voice
answerback unit. The system is at its best 
when it functions in the role of (1) 
prompting the user, (2) auditing and edit
ing the user's input, or (3) in confidence, 
calling the user's attention to error and 
guiding the user to a correct entry. 

The first component of the system, the 
terminal (touch-tone telephone), is prob
ably the most tested. It resulted from the 
greatest totally human factors-oriented ef
fort yet to be applied to the development 
of a terminal. So extensive was this that it 
would more than total the research effort 
of all other terminals put together. The 
terminal is used by more people everyday 
from all walks of life than all other 
terminals combined. 
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It is the intent of this session to develop 
a background to verify the fact that this 
concept, above all others, is the prime 
example of "Ordinary Mortals Using 
Computers Without Pain." 

This\session will permit the audience to 
hear the developers' descriptions of appli
cations ranging from kindergarten children 
using the system in conversational mode 
to skilled users in the complex application 
of production control and operation of a 
stacker crane automated warehouse. The 
presentation will cover a range from 
stand-alone to subsystem and as data en
try to information and control. 

The applications selected and demon
strated cover a broad spectrum and show 
the capability for user satisfaction with 
little or no training. 

Voice answerback units from Cogni
tronics, IBM, Periphonics, and Wavetek 
will be presented live from the speaker's 
data processing installation. 

A lively question-and-answer period is 
expected. Look for participation by Bell 
System Laboratory, City National Bank 
of Bridgeport Conn., Emery Air Freight, 
Honda of America, Rohr Industries, 
South Western Bell Telephone, and West
ern Electric. (Mon. p.m.) 

-' -T. C. Fisher 
IBM Corp. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

Intelligent Terminals 
Intelligent terminals are those which, by 
means of stored logic, are able to perform 
some processing on data which passes 
through them to or from the computer 
systems to which they are connected. 
Such terminals may vary widely in the 
complexity of the processing which they 
are capable of performing. The spectrum 
ranges from limited-capability point-of
sale terminals through moderately intelli
gent text-oriented terminals up to power
ful interactive graphics terminals. The 
common thread that ties all these types 
of terminals together is their processing 
power-and the questions relating to it. 

What, for example, is the proper or 
most efficient division of labor between 
the terminals and the central computer? 
What are the limits, if any, to the power 
which can be provided in such terminals? 
Need we worry about the "wheel of rein
carnation" syndrome in which additional 
processing power is continually added to a 
terminal until it becomes free-standing 
. . . and then terminals are connected to 
it? 

This session was planned to at least 
expose to critical'discussion some of these 
questions, if not answer them. Three pa
pers will be given covering three regions 
of the spectrum identified above. The ses
sion is billed as a panel session, and three 
panelists have been invited to represent 
roughly the same regions on the intelli
gent terminal spectrum as the three au
thors. 

It is, of course, impossible to report in 
advance on the panel discussion, of which 
audience participation will be a large part. 
The position papers raise many of the 
issues that I expect will be discussed. 
Perhaps some means can be found to 
rep.ort on any new points or insights 

gleaned from the discussion. In addition, 
all of the work is ongoing, and all of the 
authors (and the chairman) welcome 
further discussion beyond the confines of 
the conference. For further readings, see 
the Chairman's Introduction (in the Pro
ceedings) which will include a bibliog
raphy of articles dealing with intelligent 
terminals. (Mon. p.m.) 

-Ira W. Cotton 
National Bureau of Standards 

Washington, D.C. 

Regulation 
of the Computer/ 
Communications 
Industry 
This session will consider the final results 
of the FCC'S computer inquiry which 
started in November 1966 and ended with 
a court decision on February 1 of this 
year, generally affirming the commission's 
position. The scope of regulation of data 
processing, communications, and hybrid 
services in between will undoubtedly be 
discussed by the panel, which includes 
Bernard Strassburg, Chief of the Com
mon Carrier Bureau of the commission. 

Interconnection of customer-owned 
equipment with the telephone system will 
probablY also be discussed by Mr. Strass
burg, who will be joined on the platform 
by George Ashley, an attorney concerned 
with regulatory matters for the Bell Sys
tem for many years and on June 1 be
comes the General Counsel for the New 
York Telephone Co. The economic 
aspects of communications-integration, 
interrelationship, and monopoly-will be 
considered by William Melody, a well
known economist in the communications 
field and assoCiate professor at the An
nenburg School of Communications at 
the Univ. of Pennsylvania. 

Dan L. McGurk, president of the 
Computer Industry Assn. and formerly 
president of Xerox Data Systems, will 
probably discuss the activities of his or
ganization and the antitrust suits won, 
lost, settled, and pe,nding. Mr. McGurk 
may also cover the problems of periph
eral manufacturers. 

Commentary on the panelists' positions 
will be given by Lee Loevinger, currently 
a practicing lawyer in Washington, for
merlya member of the Federal Communi
cations Commission and before that the 
Assistant United States Attorney General 
in charge of the Antitrust Div. (Mon. 
p.m.) 

-Robert P. Bigelow 
A ttorney at Law 

Boston, Mass. 

Computer Use 
Around the World 
This panel is aimed at giving the attendee 
a quantitative view of the degree of com
puter usage in key areas of the world. 

Speaking about the European scene will 
be Hans Gassmann of the Organization 
for International Co-Operation and De
velopment in Paris, who, for the last sev
eral years, has been involved in studies of 
the use of computers in OECD member 
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countries. Japan will be represented by 
Shohei Kurita of the Research Depart
ment of the Japan Electronic Computer 
Company (JECC). In addition to handling 
the leasing of most computers built and 
sold in Japan, JECC has for the past sev
eral years conducted detailed studies of 
where and how computers are being used 
in Japan. The Soviet computer scene will 
be discussed by Barry Boehm of The 
Rand Corp., who will draw upon the 
continuing studies of Rand on Soviet cy
bernetics. The chairman, Bruce Gilchrist 
of AFIPS, will contribute data on the 
United States position. It is expected that 
attendees from various parts of the world 
will also contribute facts and figures on 
computers in their countries. 

By the end of the session it is hoped 
that the attendees will have gained a 
broad constructive overview of computer 
use around the world. Although facts and 
figures will be emphasized, this will be 
done only to the extent necessary to pro
vide a broad perspective. It is hoped that 
the attendee who wishes to subsequently 
find out more information about a par
ticular country will have been given suffi
cient background and information about 
'where appropriate data is available that 
he will be pointed in the right direction. 

There are well over 100 countries in 
the world, and almost every one of them 
uses computers. The panel aims to "tell 
you all it can about computers in the 
world" in two hours. (Mon. p.m.) 

-Bruce Gilchrist 
AFIPS 

Montvale, N.J. 

Conversion Problems 
The majority of DATAMATION readers 

. have or are acquainted with someone who 
has experienced conversion problems. 
The range of the problems covers the 
spectrum from frustrating through amus
ing to sad. 

The theme of the conversion panel is 
not only to look at software and hardware 
as intregal members of the conversion 
package, but to add man into the system, 
Training, attitudes, and approaches of 
managers, programmers, operators, and 
users must be considered and included in 
the conversion systems' design. 

The panel members each have had ex
perience with problems generated by con
version of one system to another and 
hopefully will include possible remedies 
based on their experiences. It is hoped 
that the attendees will participate in the 
forum discussion in order to highlight the 
need for standardization, the pitfalls gen
erated by conversion, and alternative 
solutions to conversion problems. If the 
discussions are fruitful, they can serve as 
a basis for follow-on sessions along the 
areas deemed most promising. 

This session was engendered by the 
. belief that support can now be generated 
to effect solutions to the problems we 
have dealt with or are experiencing due to 
lack of commonality. Let us hope that a 
better understanding of the methodology 
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needed to solve conversion problems will 
result. 

Specific topics to be discussed by the 
participants range from a case study of a 
government procurement of an unspeci
fied system to Southern Railway's success
ful conversion using parallel operation. 
Other topics include use of multisystems 
and problems stemming from system 
changes to take advantage of technolog
ical advancements or more complex utili
zation and application requirements. 
(Mon. p.m.) 

-Bonnie W. Dunning 
U.S. Army Military 

Personnel Center 
A lexandria, Va. 

Retail Industry 
The railroad was not the first effective use 
of the steam engine, but steam railroading 
did have a most profound effect on our 
country. Likewise, the retail industry was 
not the first sophisticated computer user, 
but may well profoundly direct the course 
of computer utilization. Effective solu
tions to the problems facing the informa
tion systems segment of the retail industry 
will help guide the course of the data 
processing industry. The effects of these 
systems will be felt by us all in two ways: 

Performance 
Evaluation and 
Measurement 
Computer System measurement and per
formance evaluation is currently one of 
the hot topics in the. computer field. As in 
most such cases, there is a great deal of 
benefit to be gained, a great .deal of over
selling and wasted effort, and a great deal 
of confusion about what leads to which. 
This session will attempt to reduce this 
confusion by providing. a forum for dis
cussing the technical results of the recent 
ACM/NBS Workshop on Computer System 
Performance Evaluation. In this work
shop, about 25 outstanding representa
tives of industry, business, government, 
and universities met for three days of 
structured discussion on topics such as: 

Objectives and criteria for performance 
evaluation and their variation with re
spect to end-use area and level of man
agement concern; 

Capabilities and limitations of hard
ware, software, observational and statis
tical techniques in providing and analyz
ing data relevant to the objectives and 
criteria above; 

Interactions between the objectives and 
techniques of performance evaluation 
with those of complementary pursuits 
such as system design, validation, reliabil
ity, and data security and privacy assur
ance; 

Appropriate activities for improving 
performance evaluation capabilities and 
procedures by means of standards, re
search and development, education and 
training, and professional society activi
ties. 

Panelists will summarize the points of 
substantial agreement and disagreement 

(1) as computer professionals, and (2) as 
consumers. 

As computer professionals, each of us 
can utilize the implementation principle, 
design principles, and equipment which 
can produce effective systems where con
straints are severe. For example, in the 
retail industry, where the profit on an 
item such as a can of beans might be 1/2 ¢, 
the cost for recording a transaction must 
be minuscule. Likewise, the transaction 
volumes are high. Nearly 30 billion pack
ages of cigarettes alone were sold in 1972. 
In addition, the information collection 
and distribution points are often small 
and scattered geographically. 

As consumers, we are in direct contact 
with successful, and faulty, retail systems. 
This is one industry where the data pro
cessing department has as much visibility 
to the customer as the sales department. 

The retail industry sessions-"Point of 
Sale Systems" and "Data Processing Di
rections in the Retail Industry"-will be 
presented by some of the most knowl
edgeable people in the industry on retail 
systems and equipment and will provide 
some insight into what is happening and 
what can happen in data processing in the 
retail industry. (Mon. p.m.) 

-Richard K .. Hampson 
Data Technology Industries 

Riverdale, Md. 

reached during the workshop and provide 
an opportunity for members of the audi
ence to discuss the results. (Tues. a.m.) 

-Barry W. Boehm 
The Rand Corp. 

Santa Monica, Calif. 

Information Science
Promises, Realities, 
and Futures 
To what degree is information and its 
technology contributing to the learning 
process? How accurately can information 
be provided to research personnel and 
how quickly? Is available information be
ing used to enhance the quality of life? 

Information retrieval systems devel
oped so far have not been very innova
tive. During the automation phase, all of 
the shortcomings of the manual systems 
were carried over. In response to users' 
queries, the systems provide them with 
surrogates like citations or abstracts. 
Based on the surrogates the scientists pre
dicts which documents from that set are 
relevant to him, and he proceeds to ac
quire them. Even the full documents are 
no more than surrogates. The user wants 
information, and we give him documents 
which hopefully contain this information. 
He must read the document to ascertain 
whether indeed it does, or does not con
tain the information he wants. 

Were the system able to supply him 
with the information he wants, it would 
not be necessary for him to read the 
entire document, or possibly several doc
uments. This is so because our so-called 
information retrieval systems are in fact 
bibliography-producing systems, and what 
we store is not meaningful information, 
but documents. Instead of storing results 
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of an experiment, we should be storing 
the method of experiment with the range 
and frequency of variation of each pa
rameter. The system should be able to 
regenerate the results of the experiment 
on demand .. Present-day information re
retrieval systems are addressing them
selves to the wrong problem. People want 
information; we give them documents. In
formation systems should regenerate in
formation instead of retrieving it. 

The panel is concerned with what is 
being done today and what we should be 
doing during the next 5-10 years. It must 
specify why we are not doing it today and 
perhaps identify or isolate the research 
and/ or development needed to get there. 
For example, one of the major problems 
in our society is education. A large per
centage of our GNP goes into education. 
Can we enhance the learning process us
ing information technology? Will infor
mation technologies help learning? These 
and related questions will be explored by 
the panelists. (Tues. a.m.) 

-Jack Belzer 
University of Pittsburgh 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Environmental Quality 
and the Computer 
The environment is a large and broad
based system of cause-and-effect relation
ships. A seemingly minor action at one 
point in the system might very well pre
cipitate destructive consequences; yet, at 
. the same time, simple actions can spark 
vast improvements. It is only .when those 
trends, processes, activities, and policies 
which may have either a deleterious or 
more beneficial future effect on· the envi
ronment are well understood that proper 
actions may be taken to achieve meaning
ful improvements in environmental qual
ity. The complexities and interactions in
volved in environmental quality are of 
such magnitude and scope that effective 
use of the computer provides a significant 
opportunity to enhance our comprehen
sion and management of the environment. 

This opportunity takes many varied 
forms, and it encompasses all the con
ceivable applications of the computer. At 
one end of the spectrum are applications 
of models and complex simulations of the 
total environment, useful to planners and 
policy makers at the highest level. The 
only theoretical limitation to this type of 
application appears to be the human abili
ty ( or inability) to replicate the real 
world and. thus project or forecast the 
future. 

At the middle point of the spectrum are 
applications of the computer concerned 
with modeling specific functions of envi
ronmental quality, such as measuring air 
pollution or river basins, or simulating 
noise, etc. Automated systems continue to 
be developed to aid engineers and others 
attempting to set standards and monitor 
progress. 

Perhaps the largest area of application 
involves the collection, storage, manipula
tion, and retrieval of environmental data. 
Virtually all actions under consideration 
for improving the environment require 
substantial data for evaluation. And mon
itoring of the environment has become a 
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necessity for quality. Environmental in
formation systems are relatively new ap
plications, but the needs for "good" data 
continue to expand. 

These types of applications will be ex
plored by this panel. Papers will be dis
cussed on models and information sys
tems, and the panelists will project the 
future needs and opportunities at all lev
els for new systems and applications in 
the area of ehvironmental quality. 

The environment belongs to all of us. 
As computer professionals, we should fo
cus our talents and abilities wherever pos
sible toward enhancing the quality of our 
environment. Technology has a role-it is 
up to us to identify, promote, and help 
solve the important problems of society. 
(Tues. a.m.) 

-PeterW. House 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

. Washington, D.C. 

Graphics 
Applications for the 
Garment Industry 
About 50% of the cost of a garment is in 
the cloth or piece goods. With this high 
percentage in mind, it appears curious 
that so little attention has been devoted to 
the pattern marking and cutting areas of 
the garment industry over the years. 

However, this attitude appears to be 
changing, and a revolution in these areas 
is occurring. 

This revolution really started about 10 
years ago when IBM first announced a 

computerized pattern grading software 
package. However, it was not until 1967 
that the momentum picked up with the 
availability of a drafting system which 
could actually cut graded patterns for the 
industry. In 1970 several firms announced 
automatic systems for the automatic cut
ting of cloth. And finally, within the past 
year, electronic marker making through 
the utilization of a crt on-line with edp 
equipment became a reality and closed 
the technological gap In this segment of 
the garment industry. 

So what does the industry have avail
able today with respect to tools which can 
be used to increase productivity in the 
pattern, marking, and cutting rooms? To
day systems are available which integrate 
computerized pattern grading, electronic 
marker making, and automated cloth cut
ting for most segments of the industry. It 
is these three prime areas with which the 
NCC program will be concerned. It is be
lieved that greater attention should be 
given to these important areas by the 
garment manufacturers in order to be 
able to compete effectively with the 
worldwide markets. 

Through the utilization of these new 
techniques there are a· number of ad
vantages inherent for the garment manu
facturer. First and foremost is the possi
ble savings of piece goods by constructing 
markers which will yield greater cloth 
utilization. Also important is the reduc
tion of the manufacturing cycle from the 
design of the garment through the cutting 
of the cloth which witl permit the manu
facturer to remain current with the style 

Tele
processing 
hardware. 
See our space and money-saving answering and 
calling unit; the 500,000 bps C-21 00 processor/multi
plexer and other interesting special-purpose hardware 
at booth 2117,' National Computer Conference. 

Western Union's 
Tel,eprocessing Industries, Inc. 
If you can't make the conference, write for information to 
J. W. Walters, 82 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430. 
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· ch company d~ 

Digital Equipment Corp. 
Model: PDP-BE 
Price with 4K memory (list): $4,490 
Speed (Cycle Time): 1200ns 
Storage Capacity: 32K words 
Word Size: 12 bits 
DMA (Standard): yes 
Input/Output slots: 3 

CIRCLE 159 ON READER CARD 
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Digital Computer Controls Inc. 
Model: D-112H, 
Price with 4K memory (list): $4,095 
Speed (Cycle Time): 900ns 
Storage Capacity: 32K 
Word Size: 12 bits 
DMA (Standard): yes 
Input/ Output slots: 7 

CIRCLE 160 ON READER CARD 

Digital J:quipment Corp. 
Model: PDP-11/15 
Price with 4K memory (list): $6,000 
Speed (Cycle Time): 900ns 
Storage Capacity: 32K words 
Word Size: 16 bits 
DMA' (Standard): yes 
Input/Output slots: 3 
CIRCLE 161 ON READER CARD 

We are not signing this ad, because we want 
you to be the judge. 

We ask you to apply your computer exper
tise. Read the above specs. And tell us 
which of the six minicomputers offers the 
best combination of capabilities and 
advantages, including price. 

Let's face it. These are all good mini
computers made by reliable companies. 
But we are confident enough in our product 
and your discernment to ask you to make 
the evaluation. 
To participate in the voting, circle the one 
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~es run this ad? 

Data General 
\/lodel: Nova 1210 
;)rice with 4K memory (list): $4,000 
Speed (Cycle Time): 1200ns 
Storage Capacity: 32K 
Word Size: 16 bits 
DMA (Standard): yes 
Input/Output slots: 4 
CIRCLE 162 ON READER CARD 

Digital Computer Controls Inc. 
Model: D-116H 
Price with 4K memory (list): $4,000 
Speed (Cycle Time): 960ns 
Storage Capacity: 32K 
Word Size: 16 bits 
DMA (Standard): yes 
Input/Output slots: 7 

CIRCLE 163 ON READER CARD 

number on the reader service card which 
indicates your choice. If you pick our 
computer, we will send you a small gift 
attesting to your expertise, plus a compara
tive spec sheet. If you don't pick us, we'll 
tell you who we are and send you the 
spec sheet with our compliments. 
The name of our computer company will 
also be published in a later issue. 
Remember, to cast your vote, circle only one 
of the six numbers on the reader service 
card. The publisher will process and vali
date the returns. Good luck! The Unlisted 
Computer Company. 
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Hewlett-Packard 
Model: HP-2100A 
Price with 4K memory (list): $7,200 
Speed (Cycle Time): 960ns 
Storage Capacity: 32K 
Word Size: 16 bits 
DMA (Standard): yes 
Input/Output slots: 14 
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NCC 
The Sessions 

or fashion aspect of the business. Thirdly 
is the reduction in the number of operat
ing persoimel required for these opera
tions. (Tues. p.m.) 

-Fenton L. Gilbert 
Graphical Technology Corp. 

Long Island City, N. Y. 

Information Networks 
-I nternational 
Communications 
Systems 
International communications are being 
enhanced by information networks which 
are broader in scope and service, more 
viable and efficient. The value of national 
networks is already known, but the full 
impact of international networks has not 
yet been realized. The Special Libraries 
Assn. will present a forum for the discus
sion of national and international infor
mation networks operating in several 
countries and demonstrating the utiliza
tion and transfer of information within 
national borders and across international 
boundaries. 

Dr. Jack E. Brown of the National 
Science Library, National Research 
Council of Canada will conduct the 
forum and present a paper entitled "A 
National Scientific and Technical Infor
mation System in Canada." Dr. Kjell 
Samuelson of the Royal Institute of 
Technology, Stockholm, Sweden, will talk 
about "Global Networks for Information, 
Commerce and Computers." Dr. G. S. 
Martini of the Dag Hammerskjold Li
brary, United Nations, will discuss the 
"Computer-Assisted Indexing Programme 
of the United Nations." Miss Natalya 
Tyulina, Director of the United Nations 
Library, will present a paper for Dr. Og
gan Chubarian, Deputy Director of the 
Lenin Library in Moscow in which he will 
discuss network systems in the USSR. 
(Tues. p.m.) 

-Betty Boyd Brociner 
MIT Lincoln Laboratory 

Lexington, Mass. 

Manufacturing 
Automation 
There now exist significant' manufacturing 
facilities in which essentially all opera
tions are directly tied to a real-time infor
mation and control system. These facil
ities are not "totally automated," nor 
should they be. But operations as complex 
as the manufacture of disc brake assem
blies are current examples of such sys
tems. On the other hand, managers of 
complex job-shop operations often have 
only batch-printed listings to aid them in 
the dynamic control of their resources, 
due primarily to a lack of flexibility in 
present software systems; those systems 
are unable to cope adequately with the 
dynamic job-shop environment. 

The presentations and panel discussion 
in this session are meant to get answers to 
some important questions: What hard
ware and software is available today for 
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computer control of manufacturing op
erations? What are the shortcomings of 
existing systems, and what needs are not 
currently being met? What important de
velopments can be expected? 

The panel assembled for this session 
contains key representatives of three im
portant groups: managers with line re
sponsibility for manufacturing operations 
-the users of automation technology
who must assess the expected return on 
investment for new technological applica
tions; suppliers of components of state-of
the-art computer-based manufacturing 
systems; researchers in computer-based 
manufacturing technologies that are ex
pected to have a major impact in the 
future. 

The session will consist of four invited 
presentations, followed by a panel discus
sion with audience participation. (Tues. 
p.m.) 

-Robert H. Anderson 
USC Information 
Sciences Institute 

Marina del Rey, Calif. 

Computers in 
Congress 
The Congress of the United States-the 
source of national policy touching the 
lives of more than 200 million Americans, 
as well as countless others abroad-the 
dispenser of more than $250 billion an
nually-and yet, almost untouched by the 
vast increase in data processing potential 
that has become an everyday reality in 
business, industry, and even the Executive 
Branch of the federal government during 
the past quarter century. Congress has 
appropriated billions for space and de
fense research that has wound up pushing 
computer development. In more direct 
terms, Congress has provided the Execu
tive Branch of the federal government 
with more than 5,000 computers, many of 
which handle problems far more complex 
and closer to the cutting edge of the 
computer art than systems that could be 
of immeasurable assistance to the Con
gress in the assessment of data flowing 
through the substantive legislative pro
cess. Ultimately, Congress will fully ex
ploit computers, or inevitably lose its ef
fectiveness as the key element of democ
racy in the structure of our federal gov
ernment. The question today is when and 
how we can bring computers to the Con
gress. 

This two-hour session will outline plans 
and programs now under way to use com
puters in the Congress. The effort will be 
to reveal some of the difficult policy and 
management problems, as well as those of 
a technical nature, that confront the Con
gress in the modernization of legislative 
informational systems. Those attending 
the session will learn, firsthand, what is 
being done; as well as what is not being 
done, and ask questions of those directly 
responsible for systems implementation. 

The budget and appropriations process, 
the reference output of the Congressional 
Research Service, a bill status system (in 
other words, a legislative management in
formation system, although there is no 
single management structure in the Con
gress), the use of computers in the offices 

of individual Congressmen and Senators: 
these are the most obvious computer ap
plications at some stage in planning or 
implementation. 

The cluster of congressional systems 
covering these and other applications 
must be developed on a modular basis, 
but will undoubtedly merge into one sys
tem-the most important in the free 
world. "Computer System Number One 
of the Western World" is of obvious im
portance to everyone; but, the success of 
the implementation of this system is the 
responsibility of the computer community 
of the nation as a whole-not simply the 
congressional officials and staff members 
charged directly with this responsibility. 

At a time of fiscal crisis, even a modest 
improvement in the budget and appro
priations system could save billions .. One 
per cent of $250 billion is $2.5 billion
and it is reasonable to expect computers 
to do much better than that, not to men
tion the benefits of better and more timely 
information to all aspects of the legisla
tive process, in the establishment and ex
tension of federal programs, the assess
ment of our tax laws, and in auditing the 
economy and efficiency of government 
operations. 

Every face~ of business and industry in 
America will be affected by the applica
tion of computers to the Congress-rea
son enough for anyone attending the con
ference to attend this session. And~ of 
course, Congress will spend countless mil
lions to maintain and constantly improve 
its computer capacity during the years to 
come. To those attending the conference 
that are in the computer business, there is 
also the opportunity to directly partici
pate-there is money to be made. (Tues. 
p.m.) 

-Ernest C. Baynard 
Alexandria, Va. 

Automated Project 
Management Systems 
Project management systems, organized 
means of planning and controlling major 
efforts in corporate and governmental 
fields of endeavor, were introduced many 
years ago. The project was treated as a 
special function within the organization
an unusual effort, large in scope, and 
requiring something more than traditional 
management in order to succeed. Early, 
manual project management systems were 
diffit:ult to administer and cumbersome 
because of the manpower requirements 
they generated. This difficulty led to the 
abandonment of many of these systems 
completely, or, more dangerously, to the 
utilization of the systems solely for the 
purposes of the planning function without 
subsequent managerial control emanating 
from the plan and progress monitoring 
data. 

Abandonment of systems for project 
management and disillusion with the re
sults of their use because of improper 
management and control in the post plan
ning phase left a temporary void in the 
arsenal of management tools. However, 
with the application of computer tech
nology to project management systems, 
the manpower requirements have dimin
ished and the responsiveness of the sys
tems to the information requirements of 
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management has increased dramatically. 
A new era of automated project manage
ment systems has begun. 

This session explores the automated 
project management system field as it 
changes today to react positively to the 
requirements of management. The use of 
graphics generated by the computer is one 
aspect featured in the session. The devel
opment of techniques for resource alloca
tion and utilization monitoring is also to 
be discussed in some detail. Finally, one 
or mOre of the most advanced of these 
systems will be presented and discussed in 
depth. The session is not devoted to PERT 

(Program Evaluation and Review Tech
nique) and CPM (Critical Path Method) 
as they were developed in the 1950s. 
Rather, it goes far beyond these first au.
tomated systems in considering the state 
of the art some 17-20 years after their 
creation. (Tues. p.m.) 

-Ira Bitz 
COllSultant 

Chevy Chase, Md. 

Technical Information 
Dissemination 
Networks 

The science information community for a 
number of years has been concerned with 
the problem of the transfer of knowledge 
and information. Many recent develop
ments both in terms of computer hard
ware, software, and communications, and 
information science, much of which has 
been supported by federal agencies such 
as the National Science Foundation, make 
the development of a national science 
information network both feasible and 
practical. The panel discussion will ad
dress the topic of networking from three 
directions. First, the notion of a national 
science information network will be dis
cussed in relation to existing information 
processing centers established throughout 
the U.S. with NSF support. Secondly, the 
problems of interfacing such information 
systems will be addressed from a software 
perspective. And finally, a description of 
some new communications developments 
which could contribute to the effective
ness of such a network will be presented. 
Audience participation in the form of 
questions to the panel will be encouraged. 
(Tues. p.m.) 

-Andrew J. Kasarda 
Lehigh University 

Bethlehem, Pa. 

Academic Computing 
at the Junior/ 
Community College 
This is a topic that has been long' ne
glected, swept under the rug, so to speak, 
in computing circles. The diversity of 
computer education programs at the two
year level has been a two-fold oppor
tunity. It has meant freedom to experi
ment in some cases, and has resulted in 
chaos in others. 

The program will start with a brief 
presentation by several of the speakers 

(C ontinued on page 159) 
(Conference at a Glance next page) 
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If you use 
more than 

one of these 
media 

WE CAN HELP YOU 
MANAGE BETTER 

Just look at all the different types of 
media you are using today. 

As a manager, how can you organize 
your operations to get the highest produc
tivity from the people and machines that 
use these media? And, if you are adding 
such things as microfilm, microfiche, word processing equipment, 
terminals and computer reports; how can you create storage sys
tems and work station environments that will provide high efficiency, 
reduced worker fatigue and better housekeeping? 

One thing you can do is to recognize the fact that the office 
furniture you've been used to all these years just can't adapt to 
the media explosion. 

That's why we started with the 
basic problems of media and the 
people who work with them and 
designed an entirely new concept 
in eqLlipment for the office and com
puter room. 

THE OPTIMEDIA™ CONCEPT 
It's called Optimedia because it 

allows you to tailor your systems to 
provide optimum use of media by 
both people and machines. Opti
media also gives you a built-in hedge 
against obsolescence since it is a 
living system which you can change 
at any time to meet your changing 
requirements. We'd like the oppor
tunity to show you how the Optime
dia concept can help you manage 
better.. It's detailed in our new bro
chures. To receive copies, just circle 
the readers service number, or con
tact your nearest Wright Line Media 
Management Specialist. You'll find 
him in all principal cities. 

MEDIA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

160 GOLD STAR BOULEVARD, WORCESTER j MASS. 01606 
A DIVISION OF BARRY WRIGHT CORPORATION 
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who will explain the structure of data 
processing at their college. A fairly wide 
diversity of programs will be presented 
both as to academic content and to geo
graphical location. 

Following the brief explanation of sev
eral of the key programs, there will be a 
discussion among the panelists about sev
eral central topics concerning curriculum 
structure, course content, the problems of 
training for immediate job entry, training 
for transfer, and interrelationship with 
four-year colleges. Participants at this ses
sion will be invited not only to ask ques
tions of the panelists, but also to take part 
in the discussion. (Tues. p.m.) 

-Harold Joseph Highland 
State Technical College 

Farmingdale, N. Y. 

The Growing Impact 
of the Mini/System 
As technology decreases the size and cost 
of circuits, smaller systems are becoming 
more attractive because of their growing 
functional capability and decreasing costs. 
As more people begin to use the mini 
they are learning new techniques that 
will help exploit its advantages. This ses
sion is designed to help us better under
stand the minicomputer potential by look
ing at various facets of the work that is 
taking place in industry and at univer
sities. 

Five papers will be presented at this 
session: 

"Data Integrity and Small Real-Time 
Computer Systems" discusses system in
tegrity and its importance in real-time 
systems. Examples used to explain the 
main· points of the paper are based on 
IBM'S System!7 work. 

"Operating System Design Considera
tions for Microprogrammed Mini Com
puter Satellite Systems" discusses the in
vestigations Brown Univ. undertook to 
arrive at the best architecture for small 
systems in a satellite environment. 
. "Computer Architecture and Instruc
tion Set Design" discusses the design and 
implementation of a machine architecture 
from two viewpoints: first is the design of 
~n optimal architecture for the applica
bon; second are the design considerations 
necessary because of hardware con
straints. 

"A New Minicomputer Multiprocessor 
for the ARPA Network" by authors from 
Bolt ~eranek and Newman, Inc., relates 
their design based on a communication 

, application that is very well defined. The 
knowledge of their applications allows 
them to define very specific tasks within 
the process and utilizes tasking in their 
design. Finally, "The Design and Imple
mentation of a Small Scale Stack Pro
cessor System" discusses the ratio'nale for 
using a stack processor, and the architec
tural consideration,s necessary for a small 
system to support higher level languages. 
(Tues. p.m.) . 
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-Douglas B. McKay 
IBM Corp. 

A tlanta, Ga. 

VVednesday-------------

Computing and the 
Law: Interactions 
Unlike a number of other sessions at the 
NCC, this session will not be devoted to 
presentations of legal theories regarding 
matters of interest to students of juris
prudence. This is a session for cQmputer 
people, not lawyers, although of course, 
the legal eagles are welcome to attend. 

The problems that will be covered are 
those of the technology of data process
ing, and how it has been used (or abused) 
in support of legal principles. We are not 
concerned with arguing that the law is 

. wrong; we are concerned with indicating 
the measures within the technology that 
may be applied to uphold the legal prin
ciples involved. 

Of course, to arrive at this position it is 
necessary to look at the law in a historical 
context recognizing that the law has tradi
tionally lagged far behind social progress 
in the United States. Some have said that 
the law has not yet caught up with the 
industrial revolution of the last century 
and therefore will not catch up with the 
computer revolution in our lifetime. This 
may well be true, but we as computer 
professionals have to live with things as 
they are today; we cannot afford the lux
ury of waiting for the evolution of appro
priate legal theories. 

The plan for this session calls for the 
presentation of the current legal thinking 
on a number of selected topics. If the 
lawyers can clearly state what has to be 

done in a legal sense, then the computer 
people can at least suggest what is avail
able (and what ought to be available) 
within the technology to uphold the prin
ciple involved. We are concerned with 
applying those technological featllres 
which would be employed by an "average 
edp professional" behaving "in a prudent 
manner"; let us exercise "reasonable cau
tion" rather than military-style security 
and see where that takes us. 

For those interested in this problem, a 
key paper lIas been written by Mr. L. 
Stich and Ms. Jean Sammet (IBM Corp.) 
entitled "Legal Issues Affecting Software 
Technology." A careful reading of this 
paper is recommended. It is hoped that 
the start made by Stich and Sammet can' 
be extended in several directions by this 
session. (Wed. p.m.) 

-Po H. Darn 
The Equitable Life Assurance 

Society of the U.S. 
New York, N. Y. 

A Day With Graphics 
"A Day With Graphics" will feature in
vited and contributed papers on current 

. applications of computer graphics, the 
graphics film festival, and a special eve
ning session on three-dimensional draw
ings with Dr. Ivan Sutherland. These ses
sions will report on a few of the recent 
achievements and use of computer graph
ics in such fields as art, engineering, medi
cine, aerospace, education, architecture, 
television, and movies. 

Bank money 
transfer 
automation. 
Get acq uai nted with System-3000. Th is is the new 
computer-communications product for automating 
the major functions of wire and cable rooms as well 
as money transfer functions. Learn about it at booth 
2117, National Computer Conference. 

Western Union's' 
Telepr()cessing Industries, Inc. 
If you can't make the conference, write for information to 
J. W. Walters, 82 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430. 
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tions have caused the current growth of 
the use of graphics. An impressive display 
of graphics products will be exhibited by 
vendors at the NCC exposition. 

Computer graphics, through plotters, 
digitizers, and crt's, is a natural medium 
for providing input to and displaying out
put from computing. Most scientific and 
many business computer applications in
put, compute, and output pictorial infor
mation. Lists of data· will continue to be 
used for accuracy and storage, but 
graphic representation is the growing 
medium for visualization and human in
teraction. 

The technical sessions begin with a 
panel discussion titled "Interactive Com
puting-A Mind Expander:," sponsored by 
the Society for Information Display and' 
chaired by Carl Machover, Information 
Displays, Inc. 

The second morning session, chaired by 
Jackie Potts, will include papers on graph
ics applications. Papers cover computer
generated color-sound movies, graphics 
computer-aided design in aerospace, auto
matic transduction of drawings into data 
bases, and graphics in medicine and 
biology. 

The cost of graphics has limited the use 
of graphics. Extensive hardware product 
development, more efficient software and 
system -support, and appropriate applica- The first afternoon session considers 
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We make a 
verY durable 
Teleprinter. 
For 10 years Di-An has built tough printers for the most 
demanding military and OEM applications. That's why 
people who know us have already ordered thousands of our 
9030 Teleprinters. Distributors such as TIS Systems of 
Los Angeles, Computer Planning and Supply of Chicago, 
and Vardon & Associates of Dallas make their money leas
ing terminals and therefore must evaluate them thoroughly 
before they buy. They bought Di-An's 9030 because it 
measured up to their standards. It'll work for you too. 
Why? Just three simple moving 'assemblies and advanced 
integrated circuitry have replaced the complicated move
ments common in other asynchronous impact printers. 
You get improved reliability and lower maintenance costs. 
Add these tough-to-beat features: operator selectable 110, 
150 or 300 baud transmission; half and full duplex or local 
operation; upper and lower case print; odd, even or ntJ 
parity; form-feed tractors that adjust from one to 16 inch~s 
and 132 columns; six-part copy; vertical tabulation. 
Sales & Service Nationwide 

DI-AN CONTROLS, INC. 
944 Dorchester Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02125 

NCC Booth #1338 
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graphics in art, education, architecture, 
and electronics. In his paper "Graphics 
anti Art," Prof. Ron Resch, Univ. of 
Utah, describes amazing results using 
graphics for the topological design of 
sculptural and architectural systems. An 
example of Resch's work is shown in the 
following picture. 

The other papers cover an educational 
system based on the LOGO language, soft
ware design considerations in interactive 
graphics systems, recent developments in 
sketch recognition, and graphics in elec
tronic circuit analysis. 

The second afternoon session will be 
a modern "Graphics Film Festival," 
chaired by Jackie Potts. Animated and 
real-time movies from graphics are artis
tic, entertaining, informative, and educa
tional. Movies are being used to simulate 
systems, show the results of dynamic 
analysis, teach, and create tv cartoons and 
commercials. 

The evening session considers "Graph
ics in 3D: Sorting and the Hidden Surface 
Problem," chaired by Rod Allen. Dr. Ivan 
Sutherland of Evans and Sutherland 
Computer Corp. in Salt Lake City will 
present his new paper surveying the hid
den surface algorithms. A panel tutorial 
on 3D graphics led by Dr. Sutherland will 
include Robert Sproull of Stanford Univ., 
Robert Schumacker of Evans and Suther
land, and others. (Wed. all day.) 

-Rodney H. Allen 
Flow Research, Inc. 

I Kent, Wash. 

-Jackie Potts 
Naval Ship Research 

& Development Center 
Bethesda, Md. 

Simulation of 
International 
Relations 
Simuiations of international relations 
have. taken various forms in their evolu
tion. Some designers have favored all-ma
chine simulations, while others lean to
ward varying degrees of man-machine in
teractions. Still others have emphasized 
data analysis and manipulation. Some 
simulations have been used for theoretical 
purposes, while others were designed for 
operational use only. This session will try 
to identify suc~esses and- the lack of suc
cess of past attempts to simulate various 
social science problems and relate these 
factors to international relations. 

Are there unsolvable problems? Have 
our approaches been wrong, or is it possi
ble that the problems'are solvable, but we 
lack sufficient data for analysis? Perhaps 
the international relations discipline lacks 
a Guru, that other sciences appear to 
have, to direct the total effort. In any 
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event, an attempt will be made to identify 
various obstacles to progress and ways to 
solve them. 

Additionally, consideration will be 
given to the idea of forming a confab of 
doers who are interested in the develop
ment of IR simulations and who could 
develop a plan for an approach to future 
efforts taking advantage of lessons learned 
in the past. 

The organizer of the session, George L. 
Draper of the JCS Studies, Analysis, and 
Gaming Agency, with panelists Dr. Jeff
rey Milstein of Yale presently on a fel
lowship to Dept. of State, Prof. Richard 
Van Atta, American Univ., and LTC Wil
liam O'Leksy, an Industrial College of the 
Armed Forces Research Fellow, plan a 
probing discussion of this very important 
subject. This session could well lead to a 
methodology for a concentration of effort 
and the identification and definition of a 
network of on-going research and applica
tion. The panelists have significant experi
ence to probe and attempt to identify 
solutions to this problem. (Wed. p.m.) 

-George L. Draper 
The loint Chiefs of Staff 

Washington, D.C. 

Views of 
the Future 
This session represents a "first of a kind" 
for a major computer conference. It is 
devoted entirely to formal technological 
forecasting and assessment efforts dealing 
with the computer industry. Technolog
ical forecasting as an autonomous dis
cipline, with its own set of methodologies 
and techniques, is only about five years 
old. Of course, similar efforts have taken 
place over the years within the long-range 
planning staffs of most technology-ori
ented companies and organizations. Fur
thermore, the intuitive judgment of rec
ognized experts is a technological fore
casting technique that has always been 
with us and has been well represented at 
these meetings by various panel presenta
tions. 

What appears to be really new is a 
growing recognition of the need to ex
amine potential futures systematically in 
order to assess a wide variety of concerns 
and potential consequences of technolog
ical development. The days of looking 
only for profit-related effects seem to be 
passing into history. Because the scope of 
concern has significantly widened, with an 
accompanying increase in the complexity 
of the required analyses, new approaches 
to forecasting have been sought. 

Several of these techniques are repre
sented in the papers of this session
Delphi, scenario coristruction, model 
building, correlation analyses, and trend 
extrapolation. To a large extent the con
tributions are of interest not only for 
what they have to say on the future of 
computers and associated technology, but 
also for the manner in which they arrive 
at their observations. 

The number of technological forecast
ing studies dealing with computers has 
increased considerably in recent years. 
Some of these are informative primarily 
in telling us how not to do forecasting. 
We have, in fact, reached the point where 
some of these are old enough so that a 
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portion of their forecasts can be evaluated 
for their accuracy of prediction. It ap
pears from observing these efforts that the 
considerations which give the forecaster 
the most difficulty are not the projections 
of the technology itself, but rather its 
potential applications and interactions 
with the rest of society. There is a pri
mary flaw underlying much of this earlier 
work; namely, an implicit tendency to 
view the computer field primarily as a 
driving force in society, while ignoring 
the impact of social, political, and eco
nomic forces on the computer field itself. 
(Wed. p.m.) 

-Murray Turoff 
Office of Emergency Preparedness 

Washington, D.C. 

Current Status and 
Future of Computer 
Software Products 
Software products today are a worldwide 
business which is growing rapidly. By 
1976, it is estimated that annual gross 
revenues in the U.S. alone will be well 
over $1 billion. This panel session will 
examine computer software products 
from both a business and marketing view
point. 

Effectively marketing software prod
ucts requires many major commitments 
on the part of the seller. Depending on 
the particular type of product, complete 
development could take up to 18 months 
or more, with profitability achieved after 

Talk is cheaper with 
RCA's new Teletype* equipment 

You get a lot for your mon
ey by leasing our new Model 
38ASR Teletype* unit. Just 
$70 per month, including 
mai ntenance service. (Model 
38ASR with 101C data set, 
in photo above, at slightly 
higher monthly lease.) This 
includes a 15"-wide platen. 
And a full 132-character 
line. Upper and lower case. In 
two colors. 

But that's not all! 

With the RCA lease comes 
the back-up of skilled RCA 
teleprinter service specialists. 
To keep your terminal talking. 

For Models KSR or RO, the 
monthly lease price is even lower. 
So, hook upwith RCA. And beat 
the high cost of conversation! 

Call or write: 
. RCA Service Company 
A Division of RCA 
Technical Services 
Data Communications 
Bldg. 204-2, Camden, N.J. 08101 
Phone: (609) 779-4129 

• Registered trademark of Teletype Corp. 
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plug me in-

"I save Line Time! 
Eliminate paper tape bulk 
and confusion. I offer baud 
rate conversion and editing 
capabilities. I am the 
Data Communications 
oriented cassette recorder 

called IeJrmil(Cette~ 

• Off-line data preparation 
and batching. 

• High speed on-lin~ 
transmission and reception. 

• Keyboard or Remote 
operation. 

• All popular terminal speeds 
(110 through 2400 baud). 

• Portable or Desk Top models. 

• Available in 1 or 2 decks. 

TermiCette is compatible with the 
other ICP products: - Converter 
Unit to 9 track or punched cards 
(Digi-Verter), Battery Powered 
data logger (PI-71), or True in
cremental tape transports (PI-70 
or PI-72). 

See us at NCC 
Booth 1602-04 

liCA 
INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS,INC. 
P.o. BOX 34484 DALLAS, TEXAS 75234 
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three or four years on the market. In· 
creased competition and fluctuating user 
requirements require that software prod· 
ucts be continuously modified and en
hanced. Changing hardware environments 
may obsolete a particular software prod
uct at any given time. The total invest
ment required, therefore, is substantial, 
rising as high as $1 million or more in 
many cases. The risks involved are also 
significant, but so is the market potential. 
For example, several products to date 
have individually grossed well over $10 
million and more than 50 products have 
exceeded the $1 million mark. 

The number and size of software mar
kets are rapidly expanding both domes
tically and internationally. These markets 
can easily be divided into 30-50 major 
submarkets and perhaps as many as 100-
150 minor submarkets. Examples of such 
industry, or cross-industry product sub
markets, include: accounting, medical, 
banking, insurance, brokerage, financial 
planning, compiler development, data 
management, programming aids, sorting, 
simulators, measurement monitors, linear 
programming, scheduling, information re
trieval, communication monitoring, op
erating systems, and so on. Each of these 
submarkets can offer potential revenues in 
the millions of dollars, thereby encourag
ing many new firms to form over the 
coming years. Perhaps the evolving soft
ware products industry will eventually be 
likened to the appliance industry, which 
also has major and minor submarkets 
(e.g., refrigerators, stoves, radios, stereos, 
etc.) and which no one company domi
nates. 

The participating panelists include rep
resentatives from a software company, a 
hardware company, a multinational user, 
and a software products marketing firm. 
They will review the current status of the 
software products industry from their in
dividual perspectives and experiences and 
will present their personal forecasts of 
major industry trends. In addition, some 
of the problems facing both the buyer and 
seller of software products will be dis
cussed, with audience participation en
couraged. (Wed. p.m.) 

-Martin A. Goetz 
Applied Data Research 

Princeton, N.J. 

Satellite Packet 
Communications 
The new method of using a single satellite 
circuit to interconnect mUltiple ground 
stations is likely to provide significant cost 
savings over any other method of long
haul data communications. Since their in
ception, satellite circuits have always been 
designed on a dedicated point-ta-point 
basis, even though the capability for 
broadcast mode is naturally present. This 
procedure usually results in lower than 
necessary utilization of each satellite cir
cuit and the corresponding need for many 
circuits, each with low utilization in order 
to handle many users. 

However, with a single satellite channel 
operated in a broadcast mode, several 
ground stations can dynamically share a 
single satellite channel by transmitting at 
different times but on the same frequency, 
and by receiving on the same frequency. 
The transmitted information is specifical
ly addressed to one or more of the ground 
stations using packet switching. 

The three papers in this session will 
address theoretical and practical treat
ment of broadcast satellite communica
tions. One paper by Dr. Roberts of ARPA 
discusses a specific interleaved satellite 
reservation system; the other papers by 
Prof. Leonard Kleinrock of UCLA and 
Prof. Norman Abramson of the Univ. of 
Hawaii discuss theoretically the subjects 
of throughput, delay, and excess capacity. 
There will be a brief panel discussion 
involving Dr. Eugene R. Cacciamani, J r., 
COM SAT Labs, and Dave Walden of BoIt 
Beranek & Newman. (Wed. p.m.) 

-Lawrence G. Roberts 
ARPA 

Arlington, Va. 

Urban Services 
This session will present advanced and 
exciting applications of computers to real 
urban problems-applications with a 
track record of accomplishment and im
pact. A city mayor and five professsionals 
most closely involved all describe systems 
now engaged in saving big-city housing, 
managing, understanding and personaliz
ing welfare services, deploying firemen 
and police, and controlling traffic. 

As is traditional, the speakers will de
scribe some of the analyses and computer 
techniques that make the systems work. 
Perhaps more important, they will 
emphasize the human and organizational 
side: what it takes to make a system 
function in an urban political and social 
environment; what impact analysis and 
computers have had (and will ha'~'e) on 
city government; what it all means for the 
citizens; and where we go from here. 
These details and insights are transferable 
to other cities; indeed some of the soft
ware is now or will soon be available at 
no or nominal cost. 

In municipal government, many com
puter systems-including many MIs-are 
designed mainly to unburden, to relieve 
paperwork and heavy demands for rou
tine processing. In contrast, the applica
tions this session presents are designed for 
policy mediation, to influence directly the 
ways governments prescribe and deliver 
their services. (Wed. p.m.) 

-Edward H. Blum 
The New York City 

Rand Institute 
New York, N. Y. 

Thursday -------

In-house Training-
Its Management 
and Development 
All project managers and lor systems 
analysts who design, develop, and imple
ment systems which require new proce
dures create a "training problem." These 
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people either work with or are accounta
ble themselves for designing, developing, 
and/or implementing the training around 
the new procedures. 

Examples: 
1. A new Demand/Deposit Accounting 

system may require teller training around 
both manual and, in the case of terminals, 
machine procedures. User documentation 
(manuals) only may not be the most 
efficient and effective means of informa
tion dissemination. 

2. Release by a vendor of anew /re
vised operating system or language, etc., 
creates a training problem. Again, man
uals may need supplementary programs to 
efficiently and effectively train the user of 
these products. 

In either case, the edp function usually 
has some responsibility to see that this 
training occurs and that it is cost effective. 
The number and sophistication of edp in
house training units is growing and is 
projected to continue this growth in the 
'70s. These units are now faced with more 
than entry-level programmer, systems 
training-such things as: career paths, job 
rotation, management development, per
formance standards. Personnel in these 
units need at least three areas of exper
tise: data processing, training and man
power development, and the business of 
the company-banking, retailing, manu
facturing, etc. 

To date no professional organization 
offers a platform where problems related 
to all three can be dealt with. It seems 
timely and appropriate NCC can be a 
leader in meeting the need of an ever-

growing fringe of the edp world. 
This session will identify and discllss 

solutions and techniques of implementing 
them which address the current and fu
ture problems around developing edp per
sonnel in both technical and managerial 
concerns within a data processing user 
organization. That is: What is the scope 
and function of the in-house edp educa
tion unit? What are some of their current 
concerns and how might these concerns 
be dealt with? What are the advantages 
and disadvantages of various presentation 
techniques? 

The session will be composed of three 
panels and a workshop; it should be of 
specific interest to: management of train
ing directors; edp training directors; de
signers, developers and implementors ot 
edp training programs (e.g. vendors sell
ing these programs for in-house use, proj
ect people responsible for application sys
tems user training, and in in-house training 
staff). (Thurs. all day.) 

-Dorothy Tucker 
Bankers Trust Co. 

New York, N.Y. 

Storage Systems 
Memory technology has made great prog
ress in recent years. Its cost is reduced, 
performance is increased, and applica
tions widened. One excellent example is 
the virtual memory aspects to be dis
cussed in this session. Four papers are on 
virtual storage. 

T. F. Wheeler discusses an evolutional 
growth system-IBM os/vsl. It addresses 

QUALIFIED ASSISTANCE TO USERS OF 

IBM*CICS 
IS NOW AVAILABLE -

• FEASIBILITY STUDIES AND SURVEYS 

• INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

• ENHANCEMENTS AND EXTENSIONS 

• NON-STANDARD TERMINAL SUPPORT 

• APPLICATIONS SYSTEMS 

• SYSTEM UPGRADE AND CONVERSION 

OS VERSION 1 DOS ENTRY 

OS VERSION 2· DOS STANDARD 

FROM LIMITED COUNSELING THROUGH FULL 

"TURNKEY" RESPONSIBILITY - IN BOTH 

"SYSTEMS" AND "APPLICATIONS" AREAS 

·IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES, INC. 

PHONE OR WRITE FOR ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION NOW 

CONTACT: VICE PRESIDENT, MONITOR SYSTEMS DIVISION 

mON-LINE 
SOFTWRRE 

INCORPORATED 

411 Hackensack Ave 
Hackensack, N.J. 07601 
PHONE (201) 489-0400 
TWX (710) 581-3754 

the new design aspects of the virtual sys
tem and their relevance to the further 
enhancement of new application design. 
Dr. Alan Scherr describes the design of 
IBM os/vs2 release 2. This paper is to give 
some insight into the design, rather than 
cover individual features of the release. 
W. A. Schwomeyer's paper deals with the 
problem of verification of a· virtual stor
age architecture on a microprogrammed 
computer. The fourth paper, by W. C. 
Hohn and P. D. Jones, discusses the Con
trol Data STAR-IOO paging ·station. They 
show ho-w: the problem in the virtual 
memory computer, requiring the central 
processor time to manage page transfers 
between central memory and paging de
vices, is solved in the CDC STAR-IOO com
puter. 

The last two papers are related to the 
logic function of magnetic bubble mem
ory. Drs. Chang, Chen, and Tung talk 
about the realization of symmetric switch
ing functions using magnetic bubble tech
nology, while Eiji Yodakawa of Japan 
describes a mathematical model of mag
netic bubble logic. (Thurs. a.m.) 

-Ben M. Y. Hsiao 
IBM Corp. 

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

Computers Are 
for People 
Computers are supposed to be for people, 
but it is often hard to tell that they ?.re. 
The computer state of the art has now 
reached a point where it is both feasible 
and mandatory that computers become 
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subservient and palatable to human users. 
But real people are still scared away by 
the psychological and physical barriers 
we build. We must learn more about our 
successes and failures in helping ordinary 
mortals use computers and we must de
sign better hardware/software interfaces. 

The session brings together computer 
scientists and other people to discuss these 
issues. H. Sackman will review several 
documented experiences where execu
tives, scientists, students, and ghetto 
dwellers have attempted to use allegedly 
easy computer systems. A. M. Bork will 
describe his experience in using com
puters in undergraduate physics curricula. 
B. D. Waxman will discuss computer
based and other technological develop
ments aimed at reducing the cost of 
health care, improving its quality, and 
increasing its accessibility. L. I. Press cau
tions that it is too early to build a proto
type community information utility; 
Sackman, a proponent of building such a 
prototype utility, will respond. 

G. F. Groner will outline user require
ments for display terminals and will de
scribe current capabilities. A. I. Wasser
man will describe techniques for design
ing programs that anticipate any possible 
user actions and that minimize the 
changes of program and system failure. F. 
B. Thompson will review how specialized 
systems can facilitate work in particular 
areas. T. H. Nelson will propose a con-

ceptual framework for man-machine 
everything; his multimedia presentation 
will be one of the highlights of the con
ference. The session will conclude with a 
panel discussion among the speakers. 
(Thurs. p.m.) 

-G. F. Groner 
The Rand Corp. 

Santa Monica, Calif. 

Cryptology in the 
Age of Automation 
IBM, UIF DPNQVUFS JO BSUIVS D. 
DMBSLF'T "3112: B TQBDF PEZTTFZ," JT 
BO FYBNQMF PG B DBFTBS DlQIFS. 

Those having troubled to solve the 
cryptic opening may well be interested in 
this session. Non-solvers might benefit by 
reexamining their judgment of what they 
may regard, perhaps, as an art useless or 
irrelevant to their professional activities. 

The current increase both in the size 
and the scope of computerized data banks 
is apparent to all in the computer field. 
Equally evident is the sensitivity of much 
of the stored data: medical histories, 
criminal records, credit ratings, bank bal
ances, and so on. 

Inescapably, the "dark art" of cryp
tography will move from the "black 
chambers" of government into the com
mercial computer-center environment. 
Sponsored by the American Cryptogram 
Assn., this session will probe, to"the extent 
security premits, the automation of cryp
totechnology. 

Aspects to be discussed include the his-

Distribution 
information 
systems. 
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See an actual demonstration of our proven Distronics 
system. Find out how we can meet your management 
information needs at booth 2117, National Computer 
Conference. 

Western Union's 
Teleprocessing Industries, Inc. 
If you can't make the conference, write for information to 
J. W. Walters, 82 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430. 
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torical background; mathematical crypto
algorithms; programming techniques; and 
hardware design-sort of a smorgasbord 
for the aficionado with, hopefully, at least 
one entree of appeal to the specialist. 

The cryptology session will feature two 
unusual events (one, in fact, a "non
event"). The first is a demonstration by 
the chairman, Henry D. Ephron, the My
cenaean scholar, of the constructive uses 
of cryptanalysis. Using methods not in the 
"tool kit" of the average classical scholar, 
Ephron deciphered two ancient inscrip
tions known as the disk of Phaistos "and 
the tablets of Enkomi. 

The "non-event" is the absence of the 
usual procedure of acce"pting questions 
from the audience. The dark art has not 
fully emerged from the black chamber, 
and while the speakers have mutual trust 
in one another, they have a few reserva
tions about some in the audience . . . 
(Thurs. p.m.) 

-G.E. Mellen 
Univac 

St. Paul, Minn. 

Data Integrity 
As we enter the era of vast data bases and 
massive storage problems, we are becom
ing more concerned with the integrity of 
our data. The "garbage in, garbage out" 
truism is more true today than ever be
fore. However, the problem of maintain
ing data integrity is a multidimensional 
problem. We are not only concerned with 
having the correct data in terms of con
tent, but we should be concerned with our 
ability to enter, process, and maintain this 
integrity over time. The purpose and in
teqt of this session will be to provide the 
attendees with an overview of this multi
dimensional problem and, at the same 
time, offer suggestions and possible s~lu
tions. 

Four papers, each presenting a different 
point of view, will be presented. At the 
end of the session, time will be made 
available for audience participation and 
the speakers will serve as a panel for 
answering questions from the floor. 
(Thurs. p.m.) 

-Milt Bryce 
M. Bryce & Associates 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

Network Computers: 
Economic 
Considerations 
Until recently little justification was 
needed for the construction and mainte
nance of network computers. Each proj
ect was viewed as a novel and noble 
investigation into the unknown. During 
such investigations, inefficiencies could be 
tolerated and practicality certainly was 
not an immediate goal. These experiments 
have succeeded in advacing technology, 
but they have also succeeded in opening a 
veritable Pandora's box of problems, both 
economic and political in nature, which 
appear to be much more difficult to solve 
than the remaining technological prob
lems. 

We propose to concern ourselves with 
some of the myriad of problems which are 
economic in nature. Our primary motiva-
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tion for this choice is that computers tend 
to be very expensive guinea pigs and un
less techniques can be found to solve 
these problems, the political problems 
may become irrelevant. The continued 
existence of network computers is predi
cated upon the ability of designers and 
managers to demonstrate their economic 
viability. 

In this session, we will concern our
selves with defining considerations which 
must be taken into account in order for 
network computers to become viable 
commodities in the computer market 
place. Several software systems designed 
to aid resource sharing or study operating 
efficiency will be discussed. The use of 
simulation as a tool for the evaluation of 
network efficiency will be analyzed and a 
proposal for a corporate computer net
work will be presented. (Thurs. p.m.) 

-William J. Barr 
Bell Laboratories 
Piscataway, N.J. 

Nontechnical Causes 
of Failure of 
EDP/MIS Groups 
In the last several years there has been a 
gradual, and then, more recently, a rapid
ly accelerating change in the nature of the 
backgrounds sought by major corpora
tions for their heads of data processing 
and information services functions. 

Where previously substantial emphasis 
had been placed on technical capabilities, 
these have become a decidedly secondary 
consideration. Major corporations today 
-that is, major users of data processing 
-'-are primarily concerned with the man-
agerial, rather than the technical/skills, 
although, obviously, some technical dlpa
bility is always involved. 

This has corp.e about because, in evalu
ating the reasons for failures of edp/MIs 
groups, it has been consistently found that 
failures of edp groups to produce that 
which is expected of them are related to 
managerial, rather than technical, incom
petencies. 

This subject will be explored further by 
several Qf the outstanding and successful 
data processing executives in the country. 
(Thurs: p.m.) . 

-Herbert Halbrecht 
Halbrecht Associates Inc. 

Greenwich, Conn. 

Automotive Industry 
It is axiomatic that the. importance of 
computers in and to the automotive indus
try is growing rapidly. Both large and 
minicomputers have been used for some 
time in automotive manufacturing, auto
motive design, the distribution ·of parts, 
keeping of customer records, etc. These 
established applications continue to be 
innovative and rapid growth areas, and 
will be· discussed in a series of invited 
papers from selected automotive industry 
representatives. This year two areas 
which have the potential for explosive 
growth will be discussed, each in their 
own session: off-vehicle vehicular diag
nostics, and on-board vehicular minis and 
cpu's. The conference will feature in-
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depth looks at both problems. 
There are to be four automotive ses

sions. Organized by Prof. D. M. Grimes, 
Univ. of Michigan, they will feature as 
luncheon speaker Thursday, June 7, Mr. 
E. N.Cole, president of General Motors 
Corp., who will connect the computer and 
automotive industries in a talk entitled 
"Common Language and Common Fu
ture." 

The first session, "Computers in Auto
motive Design and Manufacturing," will 
be chaired by H. J. Kuschnerus, Ford 
Motor Co. The session will give an over
view of the spectrum of computer usage 
in the design and manufacturing pro
cesses. Things have really changed in the 
last two years: the minicomputers have 
moved into the auto plants en masse and 
have made possible an entirely new tech
nology. (Wed. a.m.) 

The session on "Off-Vehicle Diag
nostics" will give insight into the use of 
computers to diagnose malfunction, tune~ 
up, etc. An attempt will be made to point 
out any new and related work announced 
up to conference time. A panel will then 
discuss what value off-vehicle diagnostics 
have for the consumer. (Wed. p.m.) 

This looks like the year that computers 
commit bigamy by getting married to 
automobiles, inasmuch as they wed com
munications a few years ago. In "On
Board Computers for Automobiles," each 
participant will discuss a portion of the 
spectrum of computer usage that exists or 
is forecast for integrated applications. 
Control applications will be highlighted. 
(Thurs. a.m.) 

The fourth session-"Automobiles, 
Computers, and the Consumer"-covers 
communication networks vital to the 
timely distribution of service parts and to 
the rapid retrieval of stolen vehicles. 
(Thurs. p.m.) --<. 

-Dale M. Grimes 
Univ. of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 

What is Different 
About Tactical 
Military Systems 
Tactical military computers are general
purpose programmable digital computers 
that range in size from the small mini
computer up to that of very large com
mercial equivalents. They can operate all 
the standard computer peripherals and 
are just as capable of computing a pay
roll, maintaining a large inventory, or 
solving complex differential equations as 
are their commercial or scientific equiva- . 
lents. 

In fact, the tactical military computer 
industry is a large proportion of the total 
national computer industry with several 
dozen manufacturers and thousands and 
thousands of programmers and analysts. 

Strange to relate, this large part of the 
computer world has been almost com-· 
pletely overlooked by most people in the 
commercial and scientific world. Depart
ments of computer science in our univer
sities do not give courses for designers or 

Clustered 
CRT intell igent 
systems. 
See a demonstration of a cost-effective clustered 
terminal software system that saves communications 
costs, processor time, guarantees data accuracy and 
improves operator efficiency at booth 2117, National 
Computer Conference. -

Western Union's 
Teleprocessing Industries, Inc. 
If you can't make the conference, write for information to 
J. W. Walters, 82 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430. 
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users of tactical military computers. 
Manufacturers do not display their hard
ware at this or other computer confer
ences. Few programmers and analysts 
give papers on tactical computer soft
ware. 

This is unfortunate, for the commercial 
man and the tactical computer man' can 
learn much from each other. The purpose 
of this program session is to bridge this 
gap by presenting somewhat of a tutorial 
on the basic differences and similarities 
between state-of-the-art tactical systems 
and the classical commercial or scientific 
systems. 

The opening paper will highlight some 
of the representative mission require
ments of today's large-scale tactical com
mand-and-control systems. It will also 
discuss the scheduling and functional 
properties of the computer programs 
which support the mission. The second 
paper will take up the hardware require
ments for a tactical system computer 
especially in the areas of availability and 
reliability. The functional characteristics 
of the computer and its interfaces with 
various peripheral equipments is' also pre
sented. The third paper will' present a 
historical overview of tactical compiler 
systems and the logical differences in their 
functions. It describes the Umguage re
quirements of a tactical system specifical
ly in the areas of data base design, bit 
manipulation, and mathematical opera-

tions. The final paper describes the de
tailed scheduling and critical timing re
quirements of tactical computer program 
tasks. It also presents the design of a 
typical tactical executive program's logic-, 
which monitors and controls a dynamic 
environment sensitive schedl\ling queue. 

These four papers show what is differ
ent about tactical computer systems and 
why these differences are necessary. (Fri. 
a.m.) 

-James A. Ward 
Naval Ordnance Systems Command 

Washington, D.C. 

Associative Processors 
The power of the associative memory lies 
in the highly parallel manner in which it 
operates. Data is stored in fixed-length 
words as in conventional sequential pro
cessors, but is retrieved by content rather 
than by hardware storage address. Con
tent addressing can take place by field 
within the storage word, so, in effect, each 
word. represents an n-tuple or cluster of 
data and the fields within each word are 
the elements. 

One of the ways in which accessing can 
take place is in a word-parallel, bit-serial 
manner in which all words in memory are 
read and simultaneously compared to the 
search criteria. This allows the possibility' 
of retrieving all words in which a speci
fied field satisfies a specified search cri
terion. These search criteria include 
equality, inequality, maximum, minimum, 
greater than, greater than or equal to, less 
than, less than or equal to, between limits, 

next higher, and next lower. Further, 
complex queries can be formed by log
ically combining the above criteria. Boo
lean connectives include AND, inclusive 
OR, exclusive OR, and complement. 

In addition to the capabilities already 
mentioned, associative memories can be 
constructed to have the ability of per
forming arithmetic operations such as 
add, subtract, mUltiply, and divide simul
taneously on a multiplicity of stored data 
words. Devices of this type are generally 
called associative processors. 

These devices have been discussed in 
the literature for the past 15 years and 
have been receiving increased attention in 
the past two or three years. However, 
most of the literature is devoted to the 
architectural aspects of the devices with 
little emphasis on areas of application. In 
this session the emphasis will be on appli
cations. (Fri. a.m.) 

-Po Bruce Berra 
Syracllse University 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

Economics and 
Remote Terminals 
The speakers will approach the subject 
from the viewpoint of the consultant, 
manufacturer, and end user. Market study 
results, as well as actual examples, will be 
used to emphasize cost-effectiveness in 
remote terminal systems. 

Data communication systems planners 
are faced with new technological ad
vances every day. In fact, it is almost 
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PROCON 3 is an important advance in 
Project Planning and Control. 

• Simulation 
• Forecasting 
• Communication 
• User Structured Reports 
• Reasonable Price 

For information contact: 

CRAIG & NICHOLS 
Planning & Control Consultants 

Los Angeles (213) 360-3272, Glenn Craig 
Chicago (312) 398-7510, Lyle Hintermeister 
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SPEEDS SOURCE DATA ENTRY 
Instead of using hand 
written source data which 
must go to keypunching 
before entry, you can 
punch source data at any 
location using the Wright 
Punch. These cards then 
go directly to data entry. 

Send today for complete details. 

Other models av<\ilable (manual and 
electric) for punching Hollerith type 
holes into plastic tabulating, credit, 
ID and badge cards. Special versions 
available. 

160 GOLD STAR BOULEVARD. WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS 01606 
A DIVISION OF. BARRY WRIGHT CORPORATION 
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impas~ible to' keep up with just the lan
guage ("bits, bauds, buffers, Bisync, 
etc.") due to' the rapid advancements in 
this field. Befare laaking at the terminal 
details, system planners wauld be wise to 
first consider the range of manageme!lt 
considerations and their analysis. Gilbert 
Haxie of Baaz, Allen and Hamilt.on will 
recommend a planning cycle answering 
nine key questians which can be follawed 
for implementing a cast-effective cam
munications system. 

Cliff Levethal af ITT Data Equipment 
Services Div. will speak abaut the market 

research and planning that was used in 
planning and developing' their new series 
af low-cast display terminals. The market 
studies and product planning that went 
into preparation of specifications for these . 
new terminal devices should be interesting 
topics for systems peaple cansidering im
plementatian af display systems. 

"'Many campanies want to export the 
data entry function from the computer 
center to' their remote office lacatians' to 
reduce the delivery time, eliminate dupli
cate canversian af data at the center, and 

'reduce the possibility af error rates. In
teractive terminal systems are the expen
sive salutian. Low-cost terminals with 
high-speed buffering capability could be 
an ecanamic alternate solution. Today 
many users are employing small batch 
systems, and advances in terminal buffer
ing will increase their number. Bard 
O'Brien fram Western Unian Data Ser
vices will speak abaut the trends toward 
centralizatian of camputer power using re
mate batch terminals. 

Rabert Hulse, a user from Hewlett 
Packard Carp., claims that the punched 
card is not dead. His paper describes a 
methad far econamically cambining the 
data pracessing requirements af many de
centralized "remote" company operatians 
with the capabilities af the central cam
puter facilities. The paper shows the use 
of an ecanomical remate mark/punch 
buffered card reader as a data callection 
device capable of transmitting data at 
variaus speeds and communicating via 
ardinary telephone lines with a distant 
central data processing facility. Mades of 
usage are described showing econamical 
data transmitting, data storage, and data 
processing costs and other attendant bene
fits such as improved central operations 
scheduling. (Fri. a.m.) 

-Dan Printz 
Teletype Corp. 

Skokie, Ill. 

Computer-based 
Integrated Design 
Systems 
The design of complex systems such as 
ships or aircraft traditionally involves a 
large number af engineers from several 
different disciplines working on different 
parts of the design, both simultaneously 
and sequentially. To achieve proper co
ordination and coaperation among all of 
the individual efforts, covering thousands 
of technical and managerial details, is· an 
almost impossible task. Central to this 
task is the cammunication and modifica
tion of the data that constitute the de
scription of the object being designed at 
many levels of detail and from many 
points of view .. The computer and asso
ciated software appears as a possible 
means to bring under cantrol these diffi
cult problems. 

The U.S. Navy spends on the order of 
$2 billion annually for ship acquisition. 
Modernizing ship design and construction 
has been a primary and continuing inter
est of the Navy, who recognized very 
early the potential of computers for both 
engineering and data processing applica
tions. 

In the mid-1960s naval architects, engi
neers, mathematicians, computer sci
entists, and administrators at the Naval 

. Ship Research and Development Center 
and the Naval Ship Engineering Center, 
conceived the idea of creating an inte
grated system for computer-aided ship de
sign and' construction. For about a de
cade, ship design engineers, naval arch i-
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tects, and other subject matter specialists 
had designed and implemented compu~er 
programs for various levels .of comple~lty 
to be used to perform specific tasks; I.e., 
engineering computations. The benefits of 
these computer applications to Navy 
projects were impressive, but the labor 
involved for anyone but the originator to 
use the programs, or to use output fr?m 
one routine as input for another, shanng 
information among related tasks was 
usually considerable. Why couldn't the 
same computer that was proving so useful 
in specific engineering computations also 
serve as a basis for integrating the sepa
rate tasks into one information-sharing 
cooperative, integrated system? This 
would reduce the vast army of desIgners, 
documenters and coordinators to the 
minimum number needed to carry out the 
specific tasks in each discipline. . 

There had been other attempts of this 
kind and the Navy's managers felt that 
the ~otential payoff in the ship-production 
business could be large enough to warrant 
a comparable effort. They believed that if 
a "digital model" of an entire ShiP. were 
created, step-by-step, by many desIgners 
working cooperatively, sharing data files 
and having their interface problems han
dled automatically-the time, manpower, 
and material saved would eventually 
amount to 7lh % or more of the shipbuild
ing dollar-as much as $150 million an
nually. 

. Today in 1973, we are nearing the end 

of the first major phase of this program 
(the Whole was originally planned to be 
completed in 20 years, but It now appears 
feasible in 12), the production of an ini
tial experimental Integrated Ship Design, 
System (ISDS). ISDS is even~u~llyexpec~ed 
to permit performing prelimmary desIgn 
of conventional ships in a time of several 
weeks rather than the normal six months. 
The session at the NCC. will present de
scriptions, applications, and discussions of 
the underlying system structure and sup
port software that makes integrated de
sign systems possible and makes knowl
edge of computer programming or data 
management techniques unnecessary for 
the ultimate users--the ship designers. 
The software that is described has the 
acronym COMRADE, for COMputeR-Aided 
Design Environment. 

COMRADE concepts and techniques are 
applicable to other complex engineering 
design tasks or1 for that matter, to ~ny 
complex task involving the cooperative 
effort of large numbers of creative people, 
operating on a large shared data base. . 

The integrated design and constructiOn 
approach impacts on economical use of 
tax dollars, on reduction of manpo:ver 
requirements for design and construch~n, 
and on the competitive status of ShIP
building. and other U.S. industries in the 
world market. This session should there
fore be of interest to a broad spectrum of 
NCC attendees. (Fri. a.m.) 

-Herbert M. Ernst 
Naval Ship Research 

and Development Center 
Bethesda, Md. 

Tele
processing • 

design. 
. The people who designed and installed the world's 
most advan'ced computer-controlled communications 
system are ready to help you with your system, large 
or small. Meet them at booth 2117, National Computer 
'Conference. 

Western Union's 
· Teleprocessing Industries, Inc. 

If you can't make the conference, write for information to 
J. W. Walters, 82 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430. 
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Virtual Machines 
This session will explore the principles, 
practice, and performance of virtual ma
chines in both existing and proposed sys
tems. While the emphasis in the form~l 
papers will be on virtual machine. archI
tectural principles and the evolutiOn. of 
virtualizable architectures, the panehsts 
will discuss some of the unique applica
tion and performance aspects of virtual 
machines. The participants will also re
view the material .th~t was presented at a9 
ACM-sponsored, hmlted-attendance ~rK
shop on virtual computer systems held at 
Harvard Univ. in March. 

The development of interest in virtual 
computer systems' can be traced to a 
number of causes. First, there has been a 
gradual understanding. by t.he t~chnical 
community of certain hmltatIons mh~rent 
in conventional time-shared multipro
gramming operating systems. While the.se 
systems have proved valuable and q~lte 
flexible for most ordinary programmmg 
activities they have been totally inade
quate fo; systems programming tasks. As 
a result, virtual machine systems, most 
notably IBM'S cp-67, have been developed 
to' extend the benefits of modern operat
ing environments to system programmers. 
This has greatly expedited operating sys
tem debugging and development and has 
also improved the portability of system 
software. Because of the complexity of 
evolving systems, this is destined to be an 
even more s"ignificant benefit in the future. 

Se'cond a number of independent re
searchers 'have begun to propose architec
tures that are designed to directly suppor: 
virtual machines, i.e.; virtualizable arch.l
tectures. These architectures trace thel.r 
origins to an accumulated bod~ of expen
ence with earlier virtual machmes, plus a 
set of principles taken from other areas of 
operating systems analysis. These architec
tures also depend upon a number of tech
nical developments, such as the availabil
ity of low-cost associative memories and 
very large control stores, which ?ow 
make such innovative proposals feaSIble. 

A third reason for the widespread cur
rent interest in virtual machines stems 
from its proposed use in attacking some 
important new problems and ~pp~i~ations 
such as improved software rehablhty and 
system privacy/security. Finally, IBM has 
recently announced vM/370 as a fully 
supported software product on Syst~m/ 
370. With this action, IBM has offiCially 
endorsed the virtual machine concept and 
transformed what had been regarded as 
an academic curiosity into a major com
mercial product. 

It is hoped that this session, organized 
in response to· the growing awa~eness ?f 
the importance of virtual machmes, will 
pr,ovide a deeper understanding of the ~ey 
issues and stimulate further theoretical 
and practical efforts with virtual mil
chines. (Fri. a.m.) 

-Robert P. Goldberg 
Harvard Ui1iv. 

Cambridge, Mass. 
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co· 
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-penly.·· . 
How so? Simple, because 18M's 

main business is computer systems, not 
software products. And many IBM 
users have found that IBM software 
requires lots of equipment, and lots of 
computer time. 

That's why more and more IBM 
customers are coming to Software' 
Design, Inc. We're strictly in the sys
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deliver more for your data processing 
dollar through software than hardware 

. ever could. And we do it. 

One of our systems, GRASP, in
creases available computer time by 
20% or more, helping to cut overtime 
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printers and punches, even eliminated a 
second computer. 

GRASP can be jnstalled within 
15 minutes, with no change to existing 
programs or procedures. And the 
savings start immediately. 

Hard to believe? We've got a global 
family of enthusiastic customers who 

back up those statements-and then 
some. That's why GRASP is the world
wide best seller in systems software 

today. That's why SOl is recognized 
as the performance leader in software 
products. 

SOl 
Software Design, Inc. 
Dept.A 
880 Mitten Road 
Burlingame, Calif. 94010 

If your 360/370 installation is still 
using IBM software, you can use some 
help from SOl. Call us today at 

415/697-3660, or send in the coupon. 

I'd like more information about GRASP. Please have an SOl 
representative call. 

Name _________ Title ___ _ 

Company ___________ _ 

Address ____________ ~ 

City _______ State __ Zip __ 

Telephone ___________ _ 

We have a 360/370 Model _______ _ 

SOFTWARE DESIGN, INC., 8BO MITTEN ROAD, BURLINGAME, CA. 94010 

~-------------------------~ 
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NCR 
CENTURY 
COMPUTERS 
PROVIDE 
MORE 
RESULTS! 
Every day more and more NCR Century computers 
are serving more firms everywhere. The computer 
users shown here represent today's progressive 
management so what they say about thei r 
systems can be important to you. 

You'll learn these NC'R customers have one thing 
in common: their NCR Century systems are 
providing them with the information they need to 
successfully manage their businesses. 

Whatever your business, there's an NCR Century 
System that will provide better results and more 
benefits for your operation, too. 

For complete information on the NCR Century 
system that's right for your business, call your 
local NCR man. Or write NCR, Dayton, Ohio 45479. 

Computers & Terminals 
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"We have to know what we produced 
on the night shift by seven 
the next morning. That's what our 
NCR Century gives us, in time, 
every time." 
Frask Loria, Corporate EDP Manager 
SOS Consolidated, Inc. 
Birmingham, Michigan 

"We needed a central information 
file to remain competitive. 
The NCR Century had it. And NCR 
knew how to make it work." 
Ken Walker, Executive V,P, and Cashier 
1st National Bank of Lake Forest 
Lake Forest, Illinois 

"Our NCR Century computer gives 
our job shop the most complete 
production control system I've ever 
seen in any shop!" 
Charles Phillips, Vice President 
Lockwood Manufacturing Company 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

"Our quarterly reports used to 
take two full days.' Now they're out 
in three hours. 
The difference? Our NCR Century." 
Bob Schrader, President 
Evanston Federal Savings & Loan 
Evanston, Illinois 

"The best thing about our NCR 
Century? The way it eliminates 
guesswork. I get the receivables 
and sales information I need to 
make decisions ... the right ones." 
Larry Davidson, Vice President 
Davidson and Leventhal 
New Britain, Connecticut 

"When we decided to computerize we 
knew we had to pick one company and 
stick with them. We chose NCR." 

David D. Hart, Vice President 
Maryland State Savings & Loan Association 
Hyattsville, Maryland 

"Keeping customers waiting means 
bad press for any savings and loan. 
It's a problem our NCR Century 
eliminated. Twice." . 
Dick Pokorny, General Manager 
Financial Computer Services 
Cleveland, Ohio 

"We have greater financial control 
over municipal services than 
ever before. And the reason is our 
NCR Century." 
Thomas G. Zeidell, 
Management Systems Administrator 
City of Pontiac, Pontiac, Michigan 
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"Our NCR Century gives us so many 
capabilities it's like having 
two computers for the price of one!" 

Sam Muldres, President 
Western Massachusetts Computer Center 
Holyoke, Massachusetts 

"Benchmark tests proved the NCR 
Century could handle our inventory 
requirements faster and for less cost 
than other computer systems." 
James L. Meagher, President 
Stratton & Terstegge, Inc. 
Louisville, Kentucky 

"Now we measure every activity 
by its contribution to profit. 
Key to our success is the NCR 
Century computer system." 

C. J. Sumner, Manager of Data Processing 
Continental Steel Corp., Kokomo, Indiana 

"With the NCR Century computer, 
off-the-shelf software is economical 
and practical, and conversion 
is quick. Our return on investment 
began in less than a month." 
Harold Canada, Vice President 
Hafers', Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah 

"Our NCR Century computer prints 
prices and invoices for same-day 
shipment. That's great customer 
service. And we've increasd turn
over with less staff and inventory." 
Robert R. Buchanan, President 
Northwestern Drug Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 

"I was impressed most by the add-on 
features of the NCR Century, since 
we are looking for a 100% growth 
factor in the next 5 to 10 years." 

Max Disbennett, Comptroller 
University of Tampa, Tampa, Florida 

"Our NCR Century Computer 
helped us increase our annual 
sales $5,000,000 and decrease our 
inventory $170,000." 
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John Caputo, President 
Garden Fresh Markets, Clarksburg, W. Va. 

"The fact that the NCR Century 
100 computer system could grow 
along with my retail operation 
sold me on NCR." 

Yale T. Dolginow, Exec. Vice President 
Dolgin's, Inc., No. Kansas City, Missouri 
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"We compared the main manufacturers 
of computers and picked NCR primarily 
because of our past experience 
with the service they've given us 
on other equipment in our bank." 
Wendell H. Conaway, V.P. of Data Processing 
Commercial Bank at Daytona Beach 
Daytona Beach, Florida 

"Town government and citizens of 
every community are demanding far 
more accountability from the people 
who run the schools. Our NCR Century 
enables us to meet this demand." 
Paul R. McDevitt, School Business Administrator 
Darien Board of Education, Darien, Connecticut 

"To match our NCR Century's 
performance with another computer 
system would have cost us 
twice as much." 

Roy J. Bernard, Director of the Computing Center 
Southeastern Louisiana University 

"We chose the NCR Century because 
the product for the price was better 
than anyone else had to offer." 

Dan Seyfarth, Data Processing Manager 
McHenry Hospital, McHenry, Illinois 

"Our NCR Century System has 
meant new life for this office. 
Our patient accounts are now always 
current, accurate and under control." 

R. B. Watson, Comptroller/Treasurer 
ST. Joseph's Hospital, Asheville, North Carolina 

"The greatest advantage from our 
NCR Century system? I'd say customer 
service. We can respond to our 
customers' needs much better than 
we could before." 
Walter F. Urban, Jr., Treasurer 
Union Federal Savings & Loan, Pittsfield, Mass. 

"With our NCR Century 
C.I.F. System all data on each 
customer is in one place for account 
analysis and creative marketing. 
Our growth depends on this." 
Bert Lance, President 
Calhoun First National Bank, Calhoun, Georgia 

"Our NCR 280 Terminals 
brought our stores in Texas 
two days closer to us." 

Archie W. Crittenden 
Director of Merchandise Information 
Dillard's, Little Rock, Arkansas 
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Since the 
National Computer Conference 
takes a whole week, 
here's an informal guide 
to the city by a native 

Surviving 
in New York 
The address of the New York Conven
tion and Visitors' Bureau is 90 East 
42nd St., New York, NY 10017 (tele
phone 687-1300). There you will find 
maps, guides, schedules of events, de
scriptions of major and minor tourist 
attractions and virtually all the infor
mation and assistance one should ex
pect from a friendly and courteous 
tourist agency. I urge you to make 
contact with the bureau, either by mail 
or in person, at your earliest oppor
tunity. 

You would also do well to invest 50¢ 
in a copy of Cue Magazine, which 
offers much of the same information 
(but not all) that the bureau provides, 
and much that the bureau does not: 
movie and theater schedules and pro
grams, art gallery information (mea
ger), television and FM radio listings, 
tidbits, and a good deal more, includ
ing an incredible number of restau
rants (most of which, in my view, tend 
to be a trifle on the expensive side; 
some of them, in fact, are outrageous). 

You now know almost everything 
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necessary for planning interesting and 
exciting sightseeing in New York, 
ranging from the uplifting and cultural 
to the venal and hedonistic. 

But there is much useful informa
tion that guide books and tourist agen
cies often overlook, simply because 
there are some things the natives take 
for granted. To a visitor, however, the 
extent to which he derives pleasure 
from his visit often depends on his 
knowledge of this "inside" informa
tion. Herewith, then, a brief guide to 
help you survive: 

Language: The tempo of New York 
being what it is, most New Yorkers 
prefer not to waste time on the niceties 
of enunciation. Thus, if a native peers 
at you quizzically and bellows: "Hey, 
wassamaddawicha?", he is inquiring 
into your general condition, with per
haps some emphasis on your mental 
state. If you are told that the price of 
something is "twunnify cenz," give the 
man a dollar and trust him to return 
the proper change. The need for rapid 
communication impels many natives to 

by Marvin Grosswirth 

refer to their city as "Nyawk," al
though some, in a more whimsical 
mood, may use such affectionate sob
riquets as Strike City, The Jungle, or 
Lindsay's Folly. 

You may have been told that the 
New York Hilton is on the Avenue of 
the Americas. If you use that address, 
you are bound to get lost, perhaps ir
retrievably so. Although the thorough
fare was renamed some 25 years ago, 
New Yorkers still say Sixth Ave. There 
is that economy of language again. 

Walking. New York's climate is usu
ally quite pleasant in early June and 
walking is greatly encouraged, especial
ly for male chauvinists: few cities offer 
greater rewards to girl watchers. There 
are, however, certain hazards: being 
mugged (vide Crime, below) and dog 
droppings. New York dog owners view 
their streets ,as one huge, outdoor ca
nine toilet. Proceed with caution. 
Avoid wearing openwork shoes. 

Transportation. Your first objective 
will be to get into the city proper. If 
you are arriving by train or bus, your 
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hotel will be a short taxi ride from the 
terminal. If you come by air, however, 
you may want to use one of the buses 
which leave at regular intervals from 
all three airports serving New York. 
The fare ranges from $3 to $5, depend
ing upon the airport. 

Cabs are faster, more comfortable, 
and more expensive. Cab far~ from 
LaGuardia runs $6-$8, from Kennedy 
the cost is $12-$14, and from Newark, 
it is cheaper to buy / your own taxi. 
Nota bene: a driver may suggest that 
others share your cab (or that you 
share one already occupied). He is not 
concerned with your finances; there 
will be'no fare-sharing. Each passenger 
will be expected to pay the amount 
registered on the meter. Never mind 
that this practice is illegal; a fellow has 
to make a living, doesn't he? And a 

busy executive 
has to get the hell 
out of the airport, 
doesn't he? Indeed he does. 
But he does not have to tip a driver 
who is making double or triple his legal 
fare. 

Once you have gotten settled in your 
hotel, you may want to move about the 
city. For rapid, efficient and economi
cal transportation, nothing can com
pete with the subway. I advise you to 
avoid it at all costs. Comprehension 
and use of the New York subway sys
tem requires a penchant for mapread
ing, the dedicated concentration of a 
yogi, and a cold indifference to dirt, 
heat, humidity, gr,affiti, noise, and van
dalism. If you get lost in the labyrin-
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thine depths of the subway, you are 
likely not to be found until next 
Groundhog Day, when a sanitation 
crew may accidentally come upon 
your blanched bones in a Bronx train
yard where derelict cars are retired 
into corrosion. 

Buses can probab~y take you where 
you want to go, especially if your wan
derings are confined to Manhattan. 
Come prepared with a supply of quar
ters and dimes: the bus fare is 35¢ and 
exact change is required. Subway to
kens, which also cost 35¢, may be used, 
on the buses, but they have to be pur
chased in the subway and as I have 
already ,advised you ... but why bela
bor the point? 

Chances are that you will be using 
taxis much of the time. Since the last 
fare increase, cabs are fairly easy to 

find. Although the rates are in line with 
those of most other major cities, many 
New Yorkers object to the increase, so 
they leave the taxis to the tourists. 

Taxi Drivers. The legendary image of 
the New York cabbie is a myth: the 
wit and wisdom attributed to him are 
virtually nonexistent. In fact, New York 
cab drivers, almost to a man, have the 
sensitivity and intelligence of a fire hy
drant. For example, one cannot expect 
a taxi driver to know where places are. 
Recently I hailed a cab ,near my home 
and told the driver to take me to Car
negie Hall, less than a mile away. 
"Where is that?" asked the driver, with 
a straight face. Carnegie Hall, for 
God's sake! It is best to know the pre
cise location of where YOlf are going. 
"Museum of Modern Art, 53rd St. be:.. 
tween 5th and 6th Aves." Then sit 
back and allow the driver to figure out 
the best way to get there. 

Cab drivers often relieve the tedium 
of their profession with little games, 
such as seeing how close they can 
come to a pedestrian without causing 
anything more serious than cardiac ar
rest. "Beat the Light" and· "Race the 
Bus' to the Corner" are among their 
favorite games. For.tunately, most cab
bies are remarkably competent drivers. 

As an anticrime measure, most cabs 
have a barricade between the passenger 
and the driver, creating a back seat 
ambience which can only be described 
as claustrophobic. The one saving 
grace of the barricade is that it spares 
the passenger a lengthy dissertation on 
how to solve 
the city's 
traffic 
problem 



Surviving 
in New York 

or why Mayor Lindsay should be im
peached. A 20% tip, incidentally, is 
adequate, with a 20¢ minimum. 

Crime. As you depart for what 
many view as Sodom-on-the-Hudson, 
your loved ones, having heard about 
the apparent mugging-a-minute in 
New Yark, conjure up mental images 
of your broken and bleeding body ly
ing in a gutter somewhere. Set your-
and their-fears at rest. Certainly, if 
you go looking for trouble, you will 
find it with no difficulty. But if you 
confine your movements to well-popu
lated areas which, as a tourist, you are 
likely to do anyway, you should have 
no trouble. If you are really paranoid 
about it, travel with a friend. Muggers 
almost never attack couples. 

At night, it is sensible to avoid the 
parks and dimly lit streets~ You will 
notice that many streets are illumi
nated by sodium' vapor lamps,easily 
distinguishable by their golden yellow 
glow. Even in some of the worst neigh
borhoods, street crimes have been re-' 
duced by as much as 50% where these 
lights have been installed. 

Try not to tempt fate by doing fool
ish things, like flashing your bankroll. 
(Vide Pleasures of the Flesh, below.) 

Theater. Before' paying premium 
prices to a ticket broker, try the box 
office, even for a hit show. Tickets are 
easier to obtain for midweek perfor
mances than most. people would ex
pect. Stay away from Eighth Ave., 
which abuts the theater district, unless 
you crave female companionship and 
have no discrimination whatever. 

Pleasures of the Flesh. Eighth Ave. 
may well qualify as. the pornography 
capital of America (with West 42nd 
St. running ·a close second). For those 
not content with merely the visual, 
there are other facilities. These facili
ties can usually be seen lounging in 
doorways or strolling along the avenue. 
But their talents are various: venality is 
often accompanied by robbery, some:
times violently so. If you absolutely 
must avail yourself of these facilities, 
be sure that (a) you are not carrying 
more in money and valuables than you 
can afford to lose; (b) your Blue Cross 
is paid up; and (c) you are not allergic 
to penicillin, of which you will un
doubtedly require, massive doses should 
you make contact with a princess of the 
pavement. Better to avoid Eighth Ave
nue entirely, as well as 42nd St.-day 
and night. 

West 42nd St. does have one re
deeming f~ature: where it touches the 
Hudson River one will find the Circle 
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Line sightseeing boats. Large, reason
ably comfortable excursion boats leave 
hourly all day and in the early evening 
for a three-hour waterborne tour 
around Manhattan Island. The voyage 
is cool (no matter how oppressive the 
climate may be on land, the river is 
always pleasantly cool), the lecture in
teresting and informative, and the 
photographic opportunities excellent. 

Another fine boat ride is the Staten 
Island ferry, not to be missed if you are 
downtown in the financial, shipping, or 
insurance districts (roughly, the area 
from Bowling Green to Chambers St.; 
check your map). The ferry should be 
ridden for three reasons: it is cool and 
relaxing; it offers stupendous views of 
the skyline and harbor, including the 
Statue of Liberty; it is probably the 
best bargain in New York. The one
hour round-trip fare is a dime. 

There are other genuine bargains: 
outdoor art shows, concerts, and sport
ing events (e.g., honest-to-God cricket 
matches in Central Park), and muse
ums that are free or that charge nomi
nal admission fees. These will all be 
listed in the Convention and Visitors' 
Bureau brochures and some will be 
listed in Cue. There are also hundreds 
of free":admission art galleries. The best 
day to visit them is Saturday, which ,is 
traditionally reserved for browsers. At 
any other time, you will be regarded as 
a potential buyer, except on Sundays 
and Mondays when you will be re
garded as a potential thief because 
most galleries are closed on those days. 
If you have no gallery listing, simply 
go to .Madison Ave., and begin work
ing your way north (i.e., uptown) 
from 57th St. You will find almost 
nothing but art galleries lining both 
sides of the avenue. 

Food. New York is a gastronome's 
paradise. Virtually every ethnic cuisine 
imaginable is available here. If you are 
feeling gustatorially adventurOl~s) stroll 
along West 56th St., between 5th and 
6th Ave., a short walk from the Hilton 
and the Coliseum, where you will find 
a wide variety of restaurants ranging 
from Korean and Japanese to French 
and Italian. At the 5th-and-59th St. 
ent'rance to Central Park there are usu-

'ally colorful' carts, selling intriguing 
hand-held foods from the far reaches 
of Exotica . 
. . Service. Service leaves much to be 

desired in New York, whether in res
taurants, shops, department stores, or 
hotels. Surliness is so commonplace it 
is hardly even remarked upon any 
more. If you are slighted by a waiter or 
a clerk, do not take it personally. As a 
matter of fact, you do not have to take 
it at all. Do not hesitate to walk out, 
leaving no gratuity where it would -be 
expected. But be sure to tell the man
ager or cashier why" you are doing 
so. 

Transfusions. Liquor stores are usu
ally open until midnight, except on 
Sundays when they are closed all day. 
Bars open at 10 a.m. (2 p.m. on Sun
days) and remain open until 4 a.m. the 
next morning. The so-called "singles" 
bars are interesting if you are curious 
to see a human stockyard in operation. 

Emergencies. If you can find a tele
phone that works (which is another 
story entirely), dial 911. You will be 
put in almost instant contact with the 
police-except on Saturday nights, 
when the response can be frustr.ating, 
to say the least. Hospital emergency 
rooms are strategically spotted around 
the city and are open 24 hours a day. 
To my knowledge, no one has ever 
bled to death waiting for ·attention in 
an emergency room. It only seems that 
way. . 

For other types of emergencies, you 
will find everything from Travelers' 
Aid to Legal Aid in the telephone di
rectory. The Yellow Pages, by the way, 
are a strange and wonderful compen
dium of purveyors of goods and ser
vices, including all-night drug stores. 

New York is ·an exciting, vital city, 
with much to offer the visitor. If you 
act sensibly and use your intelligence, 
survival for a'mere week or so should 
be no problem at all. After all, there 
are those of us here who have managed 
to survive for decades. D 

Mr. Grosswirth is a freelance writer 
whose articles have appeared in sat
urday Review, The New York Times, 
and other national publications. His 
latest book, written in collaboration 
with Dr. Louis J. Rosenfeld, is "The 
Truth About Vasectomy," recently 
published by Prentice-Hall. He is now 
wo'rking on another, "The Metric 
Book," to be published later this year. 
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If you write 
application so 
we can match it 
with systems. 

are, 

Why s~op at selling or leasing software systems 
to end 'users? Now you can offer them complete 
minicomputer package systems. 

This way they'll be able to get everything they 
need from you. And you'll be able to get everything 
you need from us. 
Wider choice of peripherals We offer a full 

line of peripherals 
to go with ou r 
SUE and MAC 
minicomputers: 

, IBM compatible 
5440 disks, CRT I 
keyboards, 
printers from 
100 cps to 600 

Ipm, magnetic tapes, cassettes, punched card devices 
and paper tapes. Anything your customer needs. 
And when his needs change, so can the system. Easily. 
Even by factors of 2 or 3. 

Complete software tools 
To make your programming burden 
lighter we offer a full set of software 
tools: Fortran, assemblers, utilities, 
RTOS, sort/merge, DOS and 
RPG/SUE. That last item is 98% 
compatible with RPG " by the way. 

And we're the only company we know of that 
unconditionally warrants all our software for a full year. 

Call us. 
See SUE systems at the National Computer Conference booth #2831 

Maintenance too We'll handle any 
and all proble'ms your customers might 
have, promptly and expertly, anywhere. 
(We recently solved a problem in Bangkok, 
for instance.) And we'll do it by contract 
or on call, either way you want it. 

We also offer training classes in 
maintenance as well as in programming. 

Add it up So what you'll have is a 
more salable package to offer an end 
user. Everything he'll ever want or need 
in a minicomputer system, right down 
to the enclosures. (Which we'll put your 
name on,. if you wish.) 

Everything ready and 
working from the minute YOUR NAME 
it's wheeled in his door. 

And you'll be dealing with an established, 
reputable company. One that will be there when 
you need us. 

Let's talk. Call the number below, collect; or 
write us at 6201 E. Randolph Street, 
Los Angeles, California 90040. 

213/72~-6810 

Lockheed 
Electroni 
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Who ever heard ofa three-terminal key-to-disc system 
for $573/moilth that can handle source data entry, 
remote batch processing, IBM 3270/2260 simulation, 
and stand-alone computing? No one until now. 
Business data processing will never be the same. 

System IV/40: Genius of the Intelligent Terminals 

Single-switch start up with 
automatic program loading and-~ 
hardware self-check. 

24K to 12K byte CPU with ' 
processing power of an IBM 
360/30. All LSI design with 
solid state memory, integrated 
290K byte diskette or 205M byte 
cartridge disc drive, and async or 
bi-sync communications 
controller. ' 

132 column, 30 cps printer with 
96-character font. Up to 16 per 
system. 

DRTRMRTION 



Distributed processing for distributed 
organizations. Makes sense doesn't it? 

With System IV /40 you can put the terminals 
where the action is. On the front line. In the back 
office. Wherever your people need help getting the 
job done. 

And because System IV / 40 is intelligent, it 
doesn't need to be on-line to solve the kinds of 
problems typically found throughout business. 
Things like helping a branch clerk enter orders in 
displayed replicas of your standard forms. 
Checking input data for errors while computing 
price/quantity totals, discounts, and taxes. Printing 
picking lists for warehouse stock. Retrieving and 
updating order files to show quantities actually 
packed. And generating invoices for inclusion with 
shipments. 

But System IV /40 can go on-line too. 
Whenever you or the central computer decide to 
transmit records back home. Or to receive reports 
from headquarters. During data entry in the day. 

May, 1973 

Or when line costs are low at night. Even when no 
one's there. 

Need even quicker turnaround? System 
IV / 40 also simulates remote IBM 3270's and 
2260's for real-time data base access. But with 
several intelligent extensions. Like single-key 
message generation for push-button report 
retrieval. Local format storage to keep line loads 
down and response time up. And a store-and
forward capability for nonstop data entry during 
periods of line failure or central site down time. 

FuUy supported softwa~e is part of the 
Four-Phase package. Including DATA IV /70 for 
conversational source data entry. On-line terminal 
simulators field proven in three million hours of 
operator use. Plus terminal-oriented COBOL for 
easy development of both batch and multiterminal 
applications. 

System IV /40. More than key-to-disc. More 
than RIE. A whole new way of doing business. 

1152-character Video Terminal 
with 85-key Data Entry 
or Typewriter Style Keyboard. 
Up to 16 per system at $41/month 
each. 1920 characters, dual intensity, 
and audible alarm available. 

We have installed over 3500 intelligent 
terminals throughout the nation in leading business; 
financial, and government organizations. 

Call for a personal demonstration today. 
Atlanta (404)351-0070 Los Angeles (213)640..1438 
Baltimore (301) 255-8508 Miami (305) 871-422.6 
Boston (617) 245-9600 New Jersey (201) 845-0252 
Chicago (312) 694-3250 New York: (212) 575-9400 
Cleveland (216) 749·7917 Philadelphia (215) 667-3756 
Dallas (214) 634-2240 San Francisco (415) 692-4360 
Detroit (313) 557·8844 St. Louis (314) 862-3030 
Hartford (203) 549-0054 Toronto (416) 493-1839 
Houston (713) 626·5053 Washington (301) 881-5075 
KansasCity (816) 561-8989 Other Cities (408) 255·0900 

Or send for our new brochure: 

r------------------~----, 
I Four-Phase Systems, Inc. .. f 
I National Marketing Headquarters I 
I 10420 North Tantau Avenue I Cupertino, California 95014 I 
I I I Yes, I am interested in System IV 140 for: I 
I 0 Source Data Entry & RIB 0 IBM 3270 Simulation J I 0 IBM 2260 Simulation 0 Custom Application~ I 
I No. and type of terminals now in use I 
I N~ I 
I I 
I Title I 
I I 
I Company I 
I I 
I Address I 
I I I City State __ Zip ___ I 
~-----------------------~ 

II' FOUR-PHASE SYSTEMS, INC. 
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Product Preview 
software and auxiliary equipment 
COMPUTER CO-OPERATIVES, LTD. 
Guildford, England Booth 1122,1132 

Scientific Software 
This is one of five British firms that 
will be showing some very interesting 
hardware, software, and accessory 
items at the show. SPEED (Simulation 
Program for Efficient Evaluation of 
Dynamics) is a simulation program 
written in FORTRAN IV that is billed as 
being unusually, good at modeling 
financial and environmental hypothe
ses, as it allows the mixing of both 
discrete and continuous simulations. 
The program can be time-shared and 
contains helpful diagnostic messages. 
It requires approximately 64K bytes 
on a 360 or 370, with other versions 
available for the Xerox Sigma 5, and 
DEC PDP-l0. Judging by the price 
SPEED sells for in the U.K., it will be 
priced at approximately $15K in the 
U.S. for the object deck program and 
supporting documentation. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 172 ON READER CARD 

TH E PORTLAN D CO. 
Portland, Maine 

Static Eliminator 

Booth 1524 

Wherever there is high-volume paper 
shuffling, there is static electricity to 
make paper shuffling more difficult. 
Fumbling with paper is a trivial prob
lem, perhaps, but it does affect 
throughput, and for $22.50 (in quan-

tities of 1,000 units) builders of line 
printers and other paper handlers can 
eliminate it. The device is called the 
Chapman 31, and looks too simple to 
fail. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 175 ON READER CARD 
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SCRIPTOGRAPHICS CORP. 
Fairfield, Conn. Booth 1120 

Digitizer Tablet 
In data entry terms, it takes much 
more than 1,000 words to describe a 
picture, at least if any kind of reso
lution is demanded. So there are things 
like this data tablet for digitizing 
graphics. A clean looking unit, it 
reco~ds x-y coordinates in absolute 

values (rather than relative displace
ments) using inputs from a stylus or 
cursor. Three modes of operation add 
to the convenience: point mode (re
cording one point at a time), stream 
(up to 200 points 1 second recorded 
continuously), and switched stream 
(continuing recording while the stylus 
is pressed down). 

The resolution is quoted as 100 lines 
1 inch; both accuracy and repeatability 
are given as less than one-half the least 
significant bit, so they depend on the 
tablet size. Production has started on 
the 11 x ll-inch model ($2000 for a 
single unit), but tablets to 36 x 48 
inches eventually will be offered. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 174 ON READER CARD 

NORTRONICS CO., INC. 
Minneapolis, Minn. Booth 1311 

Read/Write Heads 
Nortronics will be showing oem pro
totypes of a new readl write head 
capable of recording data at up to 

6400 bpi and operating at speeds up 
to 400 ips. The heads feature gap 
spacing compatible with IBM'S 6250-
bpi heads. Evaluation units are priced 
at approximately $800 each, depend
ing on customer specifications. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 197 ON READER CARD 

peripherals 

DOCUMATION, INC. 
Melbourne, Fla. Booth 2100-04 

Card Reader 
The D-400 is Documation's latest 80-
column card reader design, and the 
model designation is derived from its 

speed-400 cpm. The hopper capacity 
is 800 cards, and the stacker holds 
1,000, both of which can be loaded 
or unloaded on the fly. Sales are to 
oem's only, so the $1650 single-unit 
price gets even better depending on 
the quantity desired. Delivery is sched
uled for October. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 202 ON READER CARD 

WANGCO INC. 
Santa Monica, Calif. Booth 2718-22 

Cartridge Disc Drives 
Wangco has found one type of 5440 
(IBM S/3) cartridge disc unit not 
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covered in its original announcement 
of 18 versions at the last FJCC.· The 
Series-N models 1211, 1212, and 2212 
all utilize a single nonremovable cart
ridge. The 1211 and 1212 models have 
capacities of 25 megabits and differ in 
that the 1211 spins at 1500 rpm to 
provide a transfer rate of 1.56 MHz, 
and the 1212's 2400-rpm speed ups 
the transfer rate to 2.5 MHz. Both 
models record data at 2200 bpi on 
100 tracksl inch. 

The 2212 also writes at 2200 bpi, 
but does it on 200 tracksl inch. Its 
transfer rate is also 2.5 MHz from 
2400 rpm. Track-to-track access times 
for all models is 15 msec, with the 
average access to any portion of the 
cartridge 70 msec. The series is sup
plied complete with power supply, and 
prices start around $2000 each for 
orders of 100 depending on specific 
req uirements. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 203 ON READER CARD 

DECISION INC. 
Oakland, Calif. 

Optical Readers 

Booth 2715 

This vendor is the first to concede 
that IBM changed the optical 
character reader marketplace with 
the introduction of the Model 
3886, a device said to operate at 
about 300 cps and to seII for 
around $120,000 when finaIly con
figured with mag tape and acces
sories. This firm's own product is 
certainly more of a breakthrough 
in cost and performance, although 
it will be offered to the oem market 
only. 

A 600-cps reader, model number 
7600, handles forms from 3 x 5 
inches up to 9 x 14 inches, reading 
up to six lines per inch from each. 

May, 1973 

Cartridge Tape Drive 
Also shown will be the Mod 1200, 
an automatic tape-loading drive that 
uses the IBM wrap-around cartridge. 
The 1200 series is available in speeds 
ranging from 25-75 ips, with vacuum 

Like the IBM unit, the reader keeps 
the paper stationary and moves a 
read head, in this case a single
character sensor that runs over the 
printed page something like a serial 
printer would. The lack of sophisti
cated paper shuffling equipment 
makes it possible to build the unit 
to sell for only $30,000 in oem 
quantities (which would mean that 
end-users might still get ocr at half 
IBM'S price). 

The reader presently understands 
OCR A and Courier fonts, but will 
get more machine fonts and the 
ability to read handprinted nu
merics by the end of the year. The 
control of which fonts are read is 
handled by microcode on a floppy 
disc, as is the error recognition and 
correction logic. Built for off-line 

column, single-capstan . drive. The 
heads are IBM compatible and are 
available in all common densities, in
cluding an 8001 1600 bpi combination. 
Pricing for the Mod 1200 starts 
around $5500 for orders of 100. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 204 ON READER CARD 

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORP. 
Louisville, Colo. Booth 1535,37 

6250-bpi Tape Drives 
It seems natural that STC should be the 
first independent peripheral manu
facturer to announce alternative prod
ucts for IBM'S recently introduced 
6250-bpi tape units, as the firm has 
offered products with higher perform
ance than IBM'S units for some time. 
The 3600/3800 series features 6250-
bpi recording at speeds of 75, 100, 

, 125, and 200 ips. Two additional 
models combine speeds of 200i 100 and 
2501125 ips and densities, 16001 

operation, the basic unit is offered 
with a mag tape controller but 
could have paper tape or could 
even use the floppy disc for data 
collection. The 7600 can talk in 
ASCII or EBCDIC, and interfaces for 
displays and other on-line gear will 
be available. Production is expected 
to begin in October, but a few have 
already been built for demos. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 207 ON READER CARD 

Optical Mark Reader 
Jumping to the other end of the 
spectrum, Decision will also show 
its'model 6500 optical mark reader, 
which, oddly enough, uses some of 
the same principles as the 7600 but 
does everything on a much smaller 

scale. For instance, the reader ac
cepts the same size documents, but 
paper handling is left to the oper
ator. It can read 3 x 5 cards at up 
to 900 an hour if that operator is 
fast enough, for instance. 

The device has an EIA or tty
compatible interface, so can be 
used as a peripheral or as a termi
nal. One of its biggest advantages 
is its small price, $4900, which 
must represent the baseline for 
entry into optical reading. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 208 ON READER CARD 
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6250. This means that an installation 
can go to the 6250-bpi recording den
sity without sacrificing performance 
when using 1600-bpi tapes. Monthly 
rental for 6250-bpi drives ranges from 

$490 (75 ips) to $635 (200 ips), and 
the model 3800 controller, capable of 
supporting up to eight drives, rents 
for $850/ month; these prices are 
based on a two-year lease. First de
liveries are scheduled for the last 
quarter of the year. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO. 
OF CALIFORNIA (EECO) . 
Santa Ana, Calif. Booth 2400-08 

P<Jpcr "TGpc r~c8c1::r 
The Data Loader is built for reading 
continuously or in sequential blocks at 

120 cps. A low-cost unit ($289),. it 
uses light-emitting diodes and photo
transistors, and is claimed to have a 
self-cleaning read head. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 178 ON READER CARD 

small computers 

BASIC TIMESHARING, INC. 
Mountain View, Calif. Booth 2726,28 

Timc-s\1<Jring Comput21' 

The 3000/20 is a smaller version of 
the 3000/30 interactive time-sharing 
system already on the market. Like 
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the 16-terminal configuration, the 20 
incorporates a cpu with hardware 
floating-point math, read-only memory, 
a direct memory access channel, and 
980-nsec core main memory. It differs 
in that it has only 16K of its 17 -bit 
words, and its communications con
troller supports only eight 100- to 
2500-bps terminals. It has a fixed 2.4-
megabyte disc built in, and is priced 
at $35,500 and up. 

Built to run extended Dartmouth 
BASIC, its operating system provides 
protection for each user's files, simul
taneous shared access to others, string 
variables, and a specialized debugging 
tool. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 177 ON READER CARD 

NIXDORF COMPUTER, INC. 
Chicago, III. Booth 2448,50 

Business Computer 

The model 840 business-oriented mini
computer with visible record and com
munications capabilities is not a new 
product to Europeans, but the system 
is just now coming to U.S. shores. Up 
to 32K 12-bit words are offered for 
the system, with up to 24K words of 
read-only memory to perform system 
control. To this can be added a wide 
range of peripherals, including a 50-
cps matrix printer with a print line 
length of 174 positions, a 400-cps cas
sette, disc units, and even a crt. When 
an application comes along that the 
840 can't support, it can be used as 
either an intelligent or remote batch 
terminal to a larger system. U.S. prices 
were just being established in time for 

VERSATEC, INC. 
Cupertino, Calif. Booth 1815,17 

l,iJc·,tri;: r=rintcr/r::loi:i:2rs 

The model 2000 plotter and the 
2000A printer/plotter are claimed 
to be the widest electrostatic print 

the show, but minimum systems would 
be typically priced at $19K and could 
range as high as $50K with a full com
plement of peripherals. First deliveries 
are slated for the third quarter. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 170 ON READER CARD 

memories 

CAMBRIDGE MEMORIES, INC. 
Concord, Mass. Booth 1303 

Core IvI.::nlory 
A little over a machine generation 
ago, the core memory alone took up 
more space in a computer room than 
users now have to devote to the whole 
mainframe. Reflecting this shrinking 
trend, the ExpandaCore 16 makes it 
possible to put up to 144 K words (of 
16, 18, or 20 bits) into a 14-inch rack 
space. A single card holds up to 16K 
words. The core packing is not a 
record-establishing feat, but the avail
ability of that amount of memory at 
a speed' of 800 nsec and a price of 
$2550 in single-unit orders is worth 
some oem attention. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 180 ON READER CARD 

INTEL CORP. 
Mountain View, Calif. Booth 2802,04 

[v'iicI'Ori12mcri::.s 

A little over a year ago, Intel started 
up its production line for 4-bit and 
8-bit chip microprocessors, and the 
waves have not yet died down; But 
imaginative customers have already 
suggested the chips are too little of a 

devices on the market, using 20-
inch continuous forms and putting 
down 100 dots per inch 011 lines 
up to 18 th inches long. As the 
paper moves at 0.8 ips, dots are 
printed vertically also at 100/ inch. 

The 2000, at $8900, lacks the 
character generation ability of the 
printer/plotter, which runs $10,900. 
The "A" model has the same plot
ting capability, but can intersperse 
7 x 9 dot matrix ASCII characters, 
putting up to 232 of them across 
the 20-inch sheet in either upper 
or lower case. 

Both units are supported on the 
computer side by FORTRAN utilities, 
and can be run on-line (there are in
terfaces to 23 computers), or off
line using the vendor's 7- or 9-track 
mag tape drive and controller com
binations. (The off-line stations add 
$8500 to the prices; the software 
is free.) 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 190 ON READER CARD 
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More than half the people 
who buy bench-top digital-Ie testers 

buy this one. 

. May, 1973 

Here's why. 
It's Thorough 

The J133C makes both 
function~and dc parametric 
tests, baseCtdn field-tested p/ug
in program cards that ensure 
correlation with vendors' specs. 

It's Versatile 
Program cards are available 

for thousands of ICs,from flip
flops to ROMs and RAMs r from 
TTL and DTL to CMOS. The 
J133C even tests 24-pin devices. 

It's Easy tQ .use 
No setup; just turn it on and 

use it. No programming; plug-in 
program cards do it all. No oper-

. ator controls; just insert the IC 
to be tested. No meters to read; 
just watch the pass/fal( lamps. 

It's Expandable 
The J133C can grow as your 

needs grow. With its evaluation 
test deck, you car) look at func
tion, voltage, or current at any 
pin. With the pattern control unit, 
you can functionally evaluate bad 
devices. With blank program 
cards, you can even "write" your 
own programs if you choose. 

It's Compatible 
Interfaces are available for 

automatic handlers, wafer probers. . 
It's Dependable 

The J133C is built to take 
hard industrial use. That means 
no calibration adjustments, no 
fans, 1 OO%~tested components, 
plus a 1 O-year warranty for extra 
peace of mind. . 

It's Inexpensive 
The J133C costs so little it 

can pay fo-r-it!~felf in months, at 
even moderate IC usage rates. 

Most important, when a 
J133C says an IC is good, you can 
put that IC in your product with
out worry. And that, of course, is 
the real reason why industry has 
settled on the J133C as the best 
answer to the IC-inspection 
problem; Learn more. Write: 
Teradyne, 183 Essex Street, 
Boston, Mass. 02111. In Europe: 
Teradyne Europe S.A., 11 bis, 
rue Roquepine, 75. Paris 8e. 

CHICAGO (312) 298-3600 / DALLAS (214) 231-5384 / NEW Er'JG~ND (617) 245-5340/ NEW YORK (201) 871-4052 / SUNNYVALE (408) 732-8770 
LONDON (093-28) 61111 / PARIS 265 72 62 / ROME 59 47 62 / MUNICH (0811) 33 50 61 / TOKYO (03) 263-9358 
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good thing; in· fact they have designed 
applications for them requiring up to 
16K of memory. The response is the 
in-26 semiconductor random access 
memory system, a 900-nsec, single
connection memory for the chip proc
essors. The systems come in 1 K to 
16K sizes with up to 4K (of 4-, 6-, 
or 8-bit words) on one 6 x 8-inch 
board. At a price of less than $450 
for the 4K by 8-bit size in quantities 
of 100, it may now be possible to build 
a hand-held 4K real, live computer 
for what hand-held calculators are 
selling. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 186 ON READER CARD 

DIGITAL COMPUTER 
CONTROLS, INC. 
Fairfield, N.J. Booth 2121,23 

Core. Memory 
Core is alive and healthy in Fairfield, 
N.J. In fact, it even looks attractive 
when packaged in i 6K by 16-bit 
chunks ori a single pc board. The 960-

,nsec add-on memory is intended for 
service in the vendor's own' mini
computer mainframes and in Data 
General's Nova 1200, and comes with 
invoices of $5225 each in oem quan
tities. Said to be the only 16K memory 
on a 15 x 15-inch board, the sub
assembly makes it '. possible to put a 
central processor, 64K' of memory, 
and 110 interfaces in a 5 v.. -inch high 
box. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 185 ON READER CARD 

discs 

INFORMATION DATA 
SYSTEMS, INC. 
Walled Lake, Mich. 

Head-per-track Discs 

Booth 1116 

The . 6000 series of head-per-track 
discs features a spring-loaded mecha
nism : that holds the' disd platter away 
from the read/w~ite heads during 

'start and stop operations. When the 
unit reaches operating speed, the disc 
is pulled into the proximity of the 
flying heads by an axial solenoid. The 
solenoid' current is then reduced to a 
much lower level to decrease bearing 
loads .. The developers claim this ap
proach increases bearing life j more 
than " two ,times over their previous 
designs-an important 'consideration 
for oem's. Two speeds are offered: 
1800 rpm, which has an access time 
of 16.7 cmsec and a transfer rate of 
3 MH~, and 3600 rpm, which yields 
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an access time of 8.3 msec and a 
transfer rate of 6 MHz. Units are 
available in 8-128 track configurations, 
with each track storing 100,000 bits, 
or alternately formatted fo'r 4K 16-bit 
words per track, with a maximum ca
pacity of 512K. This unit is called the 
6128 and is priced at something under 
$10K, with the price dropping to ap
proximately $7K for orders of 100. 
Delivery is 45 days. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 196 ON READER CARD 

DATUM, INC. 
Anaheim, Calif. 

Rotating Storage 

Booth 2740,42 

Small terminals can have big memories 
if their designers call for one of the 
five models of the series 55 Mini
Memory system. In a fine example of 
double-speak, Datum refers to its new 
line of mini peripherals as mass memo-

HEWLETT ·PACKARD 
Palo Alto, Calif. Booth 2515,2615 

Microprogrammable Mini 
The -2100S, H-P'S new top-of-the
line minicomputer, brings the end' 
user a level of control he isn't often 
offered. Choose to program in a 
higher level language? The 2100S 
has . FOR 'fRAN, ALGOL, and BASIC. 

Going down one level there is the 
assembler. Another level down is 
writeable control store. Finally, for 
those often-executed fixed-in-con
crete applications, there is read
only microcode memory that you 
can hard-wire, yourself. 

The write able control store comes 
in chunks of 256 24-bit instructions 
each, and the system can take l,1p 
to four of them (one is standard). 
It' operates at 196 nsec to support 
program executions 5 to 10 times ' 
as fast as software subroutines. Its 
swapping medium is disc. 

ries because of the 262K 16-bit word 
maximum size. The 55s all store 4K 
words per track, but differ in having 
4, 8, 16, 32 or 64 tracks. Three fea
tures make them attractive for termi
nal support: the 122K words/second 
transfer rate, the 10-inch size, and the 
$1550 to $2950 price tag. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 179 ON READER CARD 

DIGITAL. DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
San Diego, Calif. Booth 1410 

Head-per-track Discs 
Higher density recording has resulted 
in three new series of head-per-track 
disc drives aimed at mainframes of 
recent design· that can accommodate 
the higher serial bit rates. Two of 
them, the A7310 and 9100, are much 
alike in construction, but differ in 
density and spin speed. The A 7310 
stores 105,000 bits per track, has an 

For $500, an accessory called 
the Programmable Read Only 
Memory Writer is offered. It in
cludes a single card that slides iilto 
one of the 2100S' slots plus a small 
box for a ROM chip. Software pro
vided with it allows the customer to 
translate a wcs-stored program on
to the chip, fusing it permanently. 

The 2100S also includes a 16K 
to '32K conventional memory, a 
2400-baud communications channel 
(which can be augmented with an 
optional 16-channel and up multi
plexor), two direct memory access 
channel~, and hardware floating
point. In a full-blown configuration, 
it can support 32 simultaneous 
time-sharing users. 

First deliveries are expected in 
mid-summer. Prices start at $16,000 
($470/month) for a 16K version 
with 256 words of wcs. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 182 ON READER CARD 
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Nee Product 
Preview 

access time of 8.5 msec, capacities 
from 6.7 to 107.2 million bits, and a 
transfer rate of 6.2 Mbps. The 9100 
spins half as fast (1800 rpm), stores 
its 9.6 to 153.6 million bits at 150,000 
per track, and transfers at 4.4 Mbps. 
Prices for both range from $13, 100 
to $54,100. 

The superfast 'f600 exhibits an ac
cess time of 5.2 msec for its 4.8 to 
76.8 million bits and transfers data at 
7.2 Mbps. Its closed-loop cooling sys
tem, necessary to eliminate the heat 
generated at 6000 rpm, makes it look 
something like a solid-state still. It is 
priced from $39,000 to $78,000. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 181 ON READER CARD 

PROCESS PERIPHERALS, LTD. 
Thatcham, England Booth 1122,1132 

Ruggedized Disc Unit: 
Harsh military and industrial environ
ments are what the series 100 disc unit 
was designed for. From 1-17 mega
bytes are stored on the head-per-track 
unit. Interfaces for popular Digital 

. Equipment, Honeywell, and General 
Electric minicomputers are available. 
Prices generally start around $5K in 
the U.S. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 171 ON READER CARD 

BEEHIVE MEDICAL 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Salt Lake City, Utah Booth 2727;29 

Smart: and Crt's 
Two kinds of crt terminals will be 
shown by Beehive for the first time
a smart unit with all the bells and 
whistles, and a tty replacement. 

The brigher terminal is the Super 

Bee, a microprocessor-based device, 
with MOS memory, that can show 25 
lines of 80 characters, transmit at 
switch-selectable speeds from 110 
baud to 9600 baud, display in three 
levels of video, and handle protected 
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fields. With an optional eight-button 
function keyboard, it also under
stands how to edit (inserting charac
ters or lines, deleting text, etc.). Its 
list capabilities includes page scrolling, 
tabbing, and cursor position sensing. 
Further, its list price is only $2495. 

For who that do not require a 
really smart terminal but would like 
to add display to their teleprinter re
placement, there is the Mini Bee at 
$1525. Built to look similar to the 
Super Bee, it will have an even more 
attractive oem price of $966 in huge 
quantities (2,000 units). 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 206 ON READER CARD 

DI-AN CONTROLS, INC. 
Boston, Mass. Booth 1338 

Printer Terminal 
The 9030 uses an impact printhead 
to produce up to six· copies of tractor
fed forms at operator-selectable 
speeds of 10, 15, and 30 cps. Among 

the new printer's features are full 
ASCII upper/lower case character set, 
half- and full-duplex operation, even 
or no parity error detection, power 
supply, and RS232C interface. KSR 

units are priced at $2895 including 
EIA interface. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD 

TEKTRONIX, INC. 
Beaverton, Ore. 

Crt Terminal 

Booth 2217 

Tektronix has long made display 
terminals, but always of the storage 
tube variety. The 4023 is a departure, 
the company's first foray into straight 
crt's. Primarily an alphanumeric dis
play device, the 4023 presents 24 lines 
of 80 5x7 dot-matrix characters from 
a 128-character ASCII set. However, 
the unit handles 32 special characters 
that can be used for limited graphics 
(lines, shadings, etc., on business 
forms, bar charts, and graphs). These 
make it almost a graphics terminal, 
at least for commercial applications. 

Basic to its design philosophy is the 
user's ability to determine more than 
a dozen attributes of each field, in
cluding: white-on-black or black-on-

When your data 
transmission goes down, 
you don't want excuses. 

You want that fault fixed. 
Fast. 

Here's how to do it. 

Faults in your data communication 
system, modem and line are automat
ically identified faster with Antekna's 
new Model 221 than any other means. 
We call it the Fault Fixer. Because it 
fixes responsibility where it belongs 
within seconds of a data interrupt. 
Automatically . 

And that cuts your downtime down. 

In fact, it cuts it down by so much that 
our calculations show the Model 221 
returns its investment within the first 
few operational months. It's system 
transparent, operates point-to":point 
synchronous, provides diagnostic re
ports on error rates as well as faults 
- and requires no local or remote 
operator. 

That means you can permanently in
stall the Model 221. There's no con
necting and disconnecting cables for 
tests as is the case with other units. 
And that's quite a package. Particu
larly when you figure it quickly pays 
your money back by keeping your sys
tem up. Plus it ends excuses once and 
for all. For more information on the 
Fault Fixer, clip the coupon to your 
letterhead and mail, or write: Antekna, 
Data Comm Division; 625 Clyde Ave., 
Mountain View, CA 94040. Telephone 
415/965-0600. 

The Fault 
Fixer ."" .....•.••• 

."" .....•..••. 
- _w~ .~ ... ..,_ .......... ; 

- ~ t 
I 

Clip this coupon to your letterhead 
and mail for more information. 
Name ______ ~--------------_ 
Title _____________________ _ 
Ph on e ____________________ __ 

Check one: 0 My need is immediate 
o Within 3 to 6 months 0 Reference 
Antekna, Data Comm Division; 625 
Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA 94040 ...................................................... 
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NCC Product 
Preview 

white characters, bright or dim, blink
ing or standing, displayed or invisible 
(for control characters, for instance), 
protected or variable, to be trans-

mitted or not, and numeric-only or 
alpha. 

The unit will be offered at $2995 
($98/ month with maintenance), and 
a special hardcopy attachment will be 
made available for about the same 
price. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD 

RCA SERVICE CO. 
Camden, N.J. 

Teleprinter 

Booth 1119 

Users are always on the lookout for 
reliable teleprinter terminals, and RCA 
has come up with one that seems to 
offer a lot of good features. The model 
KSR is an all solid-state unit that sends 
and receives 8-level ASCII code at 10 
cps. The unit is as compact as a port
able typewriter and is said to be con
structed for heavy duty usage and 
unusually quiet operation. Two models 
are available, 'one that prints on pres
sure-sensitive paper ($60/ month), and 
one that uses a ribbon mechanism 
($63/ month). First units go to the field 
in July. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 183 ON READER CARD 

OM~ON SYSTEMS, INC. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. Booth 2135 

Microprocessor Terminal 
The vendor of the 8025 programmable 
crt terminal reportedly started out to 
build an oem unit of only av~rage in
telligence. Apparently the designers 
just couldn't stop adding features till 
the device was configured with read
only, programmable read-only, and 
random access memory, a display of 
up to 1,920 characters, page rolling 
and scrolling, aynchronous and syn
chronous communications, and even 
limited graphics. 

Starting with a 64-character ASCII 
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set, the unit can be built up to a 192-
character set in EBCDIC, Baudot, Hol
lerith, or special languages. In other 
particulars, like the up to 16KB mem
ory and protected data fields that can 
be depicted in a half-dozen ways, the 
choice is also up ',to the customer. A 
parallei output bus, acoustic feedback 
(operator warnings), programmable 
editing, calculating routines, and dis
play clusters are also on the options 
menu. The entire list of options would 
put any Detroit car maker to shame, 
so the starting price of "approximately 
$2500" may mean very little. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 176 ON READER CARD 

I.P. SHARP ASSOC. LTD. 
Carleton Place, 
Ontario 

Video Terminal 

Booth 2701-07 

The IPSA-I00 is a portable keyboard 
and acoustic coupler that can turn any 
tv set into a video terminal. Housed 
in a light-weight carrying case is either 
an upper/lower case correspondence 
keyboard or a set of 89 AP.L graphic 
symbols, but the 100 can be optionally 
equipped with both charC;lcter sets. The 
keyboard generates 8 or 16 lines of 
32 5 x 7 Q.Qt-matrix characters on the 
screen, and can be removed from the 
carrying case for easier use. The 
acoustic coupler is at the end of a 
generous length of cable and supports 
135-baud transmission. Higher trans
mission speeds are available, as are 
additional character display capacity 

and composite output for slave 
display monitors. The IPSA-I00 is com
patible with IBM 2741 line protocol, 
and is priced at $1695. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 188 ON READER CARD 

Communications Monitor 
Also on display will be the Monitor 
232, a device for testing connections 
between EIA RS232-compatible termi
nals and their modems. One nine-volt 
battery powers the pocket-size tester 
which contains seven permanently 
monitored leads. Patch cords are sup
plied to perform nonstandard inter-

connects and signal simulation. An 
interface signal greater than + 3 volts 
turns on the LED display. Available 
during the third quarter, the 232 will 
sell for approximately $100. 
FOR DATA CI RCLE 189 ON READER CARD 

communications 
gear 
COMDATA CORP. 
Niles, III. 

Modem Cabinet 

Booth 2016 

An expanded version of its series 330 
modem cabinet will be introduced. 
Measuring only 37 x 22 x 22 inches, 
the 330 can contain up to 16 modems 
and associated Data Access Arrange
ments for both dial-up and dedicated 
lines, and still has room left over for 
a display panel for indicating the 
status of four control and two data 
functions. The price of the cabinet and 
racks is $835. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 184 ON READER CARD 

GENERAL DATACOMM 
INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Wilton, Conn. Booth 2827,29 

Multiplexor 
The TDM 1202 is a time-division multi
plexor that can accommodate 37.5-
2400 baud input from a mix of up 
to 96· synchronous or asynchronous 
sources and put it on a 40.8 Kilobaud 
line. The unit doesn't care what 
character' set is sent to it. The 1202 
features channel loop-back diagnostics 
that allow an entire channel to be 
checked out from the local site. The 
basic unit, with provision for eight 
channels, is priced at $1400. Channel 
cards for whatever speed input are 
priced at approximately $175 each. 
Availability is 60 days. . 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 199 ON READER CARD 

TELE-DYNAM ICS 
Fort Washington, Pa. Booth 2828,30 

Modem Tester 
The model 7914A data set tester can 
be used on synchronous and asyn
chronous modems using either its own 
battery power, or drawing power from 
the data set being tested. Data rates 
may be 150, 300, 1200, or 1800 baud 
for asynchronous units, arid up to 
9600 baud for synchronous units. 
Error counts are indicated on a two
digit display and overflow indicator. 
Hand-shaking functions can also be 
exercised by the tester and monitored 
on the front panel indicators. In 
quantities of 1-10, the price is $495 
each. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 198 ON READER CARD 
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CODEX CORP. 
Newton, Mass. 

Multiplexor 

Booths 2339,2438 

The Model 8000 Time Division Multi
plexor lets you cram up to 20 syn
chronous channels of 2400 bps to 
19,200 bps each onto a single trunk 
line. The trunk used may be 40.8 
Kbps, 48 Kbps, 50 Kbps, or 56 Kbps, 
depending on the data load those in
put lines carry. Said to be completely 
compatible with AT&T type 303 mo
dems (or alternately, with a CCITT 

V.25 interface), the units have test 
facilities for local and remote loop
back, built-in diagnostics, and indi
cators for status monitoring. The 
8000's prices range from $4400 to 
$6900, depending on channel con
figuration. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 192 ON READER CARD 

TIMEPLEX INC. 
Norwood, N.J. Booth 2815,17 

Channel Concentrator 

The C-32 data channel concentrator 
switches up to 32 calling data sources 
(modems, terminals, multiplexors) on 
a first-come, first-served basis, with 
the output going to up to 16 data 
ports. The C-32 can handle synchron
ous and asynchronous full-duplex line 
speeds up to 9600 baud and is trans
parent to the type of code transmitted 
through it. The device would typically 
be used in an installation where a 
number; of part-time users require ran-

INTERDATA 
Oceanport, N.J. 

Computer 

Booth 2345 

We somehow must alter our defi
nition of medium-scale computers 
to include 16-bit machines that 
grow too powerful to be called 
minis. The model 85 Microproces
sor is a good example. It is mini in 
price ($22;800 and up), but not in 
most other terms. 

The machine is constructed with 
three kinds of memory-all fast. 
Main memory is dual-port, partially 
interleaved MOS LSI that cycles at 
270 nsec and comes in sizes f{,om 
16K to 64K. That memory is 
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dom access to a smaller number of 
system ports. First units have been 
delivered, and the price is $3250. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 187 ON READER CARD 

cassette gear 

COMPUTER-LINK CORP. 
Burlington, Mass. Booth 1716 

Tape Cleaner 

In addition to its capability for clean
ing Philips-type cassettes, the model 
111 can be used for other. purposes, 
such as off-line rewinding and tape 
erasing-freeing terminals for' more 
productive work. The 111 is also 
smart enough to detect cassettes 
having excess drag that might cause 
fouling during use. Pricing for ~he 
new product was just being set in 
time for the show, but if it holds 
anywhere near the $295 price we were 
given, the unit would seem like a good 
buy .. Also on display will be a line 
of cleaning kits for tape drives and 
crt terminals. FREE SAMPLES! 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 195 ON READER CARD 

INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER 
PRODUCTS, INC. 
Dallas, Texas Booth 1602,04 

Cassette Terminals 

Two of the four models of Termi
Cette character-incremental cassette 

backed up by lK (by 32 bits) of 
60-nsec read-only control store and 
by the saine amount of 200-nsec 
user-programmable control store. 
Both of the latter are bipolar. 

There is a 4MB direct memory 
access port, up to four selector 
channels, and a 30-line multiplexor. 
Other hardware features include 16 
registers~ 131 standard instructions, 
a fixed-point add time of 0.53 usec, 
and two's-complement arithmetic. 

Software includes a choice of 
three operating systems, batch and 
interactive FORTRAN'S, plus any ap
plications programs written for 
machines in the 50, 70, or 80 series. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 173 ON READER CARD 

peripherals are built for low-speed 
half .. or full-duplex operation at 110, 
150s or 300 baud. Both speak in ASCII. 
have high-speed searches (350 cps for
ward, 100 cps backward), operate in 
"local" or on-line modes, and have EIA 

RS232C connections to mate with ter
minals or with modems. The two differ 
in that the 3010 is a stay-at-home 
model, while the 3300 comes in a 
carrying case. Their unit prices are 
each $1600. 

The other models, the 3100 and 
3200, are high-speed units that run at 
seven selectable rates to 2400 baud. 
They search both directions at 350 
cps, and since they recognize bit 
strings as characters, words, lines, 
pages, or files,' they can be used for 
extensive editing. The 3100 is a single
deck drive retailing at $1985; the 
3200 is a two-drive model which runs 
$2800. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 191 ON READER CARD' 

PSC TECHNOLOGY INC. 
Glendale, Calif. Booth 2919 

Cartridge Transport 

The 3,M mag tape cartridge has found 
yet another home in the series 3000 
cartridge transport. The device's claim 
to distinction is in its speed, which can 
range from 12 ips to 120 ips reading 
and writing; searching, as expected, is 
done at the 120-ips rate. The unit uses 
packing densities of up to' 3200 bpi 
on from, one to four tracks across the 
quarter-inch· tape, and data rates to 
10,000 bytes/ second per track are 
claimed. The single-track versions run 
$350 each if you are willing to sign 
up for 500 or more. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 194 ON READER CARD 

INTERDYNE CO. 
Van Nuys, Calif. 

Dual-track Cassettes 

Booth 2725 

Having two tracks of data on a 3M 
cartridge allows for doubling the avail
able storage by writing on one track 
at a time, or doubling the transfer. 
rate and storage by writing on both 
at once. The 2531 and 2541 drives 
can be used either way, for transfers 
of data at either 16 Kbps or 32 Kbps 
at maximum tape speed of 20 ips. The 
drives differ in the kind of heads used. 
The 2531 has a single-gap head, so 
it can alternately read or write; the 
2541 head has a dual-gap, so it can 
read after writing. Both pack data at 
800 bpi according to ECMA/ ANSI 

standards, the vendor claims, and have 
a 40-ips search speed. In 1,000-unit 
lots they sell for $471 and $584, 
respectively. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 193 ON READER CARD D 
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DATA GENERAL INTRODUCES 
THE LOADED NOVA. 

The loaded Nova is the new Nova 840 and 
the most comprehensive set of software/hard
ware capabilities ever available with a Data 
General computer. 

It comes with a built-in Memory Manage
ment and Protection Unit that lets you expand 
main memory to 128K 16-bit words. Base price 
with 16K of memory is $16,530. 

Nova 840 runs a comprehensive Real-time 
Disc Operating System (RDOS) for dual pro
gramming operations. 

A new BATCH executive lets you pick your 
I/O devices, load your jobs, and walk away. 

It has our new Fortran 5, Extended ALGOL, 
Extended Timesharing BASIC, and a whole 
library of proven Data General software; proven 
software that we can deliver now. 

And our"Remote Job'Entry software can let 
the 840 double as a high-powered terminal to a 
big computer someplace else. 

With the right kind of configuration (like the 
one shown) , all that software is available free. 
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ON YOUR DOORSTEP 
IN UNDER 90 DAYS. 

The Nova 840 in the picture has a central 
processor with 32 to 64K of main memory, a 
high-speed Floating Point Processor, hardware 
Multiply IDivide unit, fast-access disc storage, 
and 9-track mag tape. 

The picture doesn't show lots of the other 
things you can get with Nova 840: line printers, 
card readers, Novadisplay terminals, fixed-head 
Novadiscs, moving-head discs, Nova Cassette 
tape, communications interfaces. 

Nor could we show you the applications 

and service experience we've developed in the 
course of building, installing, and supporting over 
6,000 Nova computer systems all over the world. 

If you're looking for more throughput than 
you could ever get with a minicomputer, for 
better access to system resources, at a lower 
price, call Data General. 

Call with an order: we'll put a loaded Nova 
on your doorstep in less than 90 days. 

t. DATA GENERAL 
Southboro, Massachusetts 01772 
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Hardware 
Hardware Notes 

For additional new products 
being introduced this month, 
please refer to the National 
Computer Conference product 
Preview section starting on 
page 178 of this issue. 

There's a new piece of hardware 
IBM is especially proud of. No, 
it's not some superdooper new 
computer with virtual everything. 
It's an Academy Award. And even 
though you didn't see it pre
sented on national tv March 27, 
the one IBM received is, if 
anything, even more special 
than the ones handed to the 
stars that night. IBM, working 
with Consolidated Film 
Industries, Hollywood, qualified 
for a Class II award from the 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences for coming up with 
a technique for improving the 
reliability and efficiency of 
balancing colors in films made 
for theater and television 
viewing. Class II awards are 
given only in years when the 
Academy determines that the 
achievement is an unusually 
significant one for the motion 
picture industry. 

with the new process, which 
uses an IBM System/7 minicom
puter, CFI expects to save 
100,000 feet of film a month 
that previously would have been 
ruined by color errors in 
printing. The coveted gold 
statuette resides not in 
Armonk or White Plains, but in 
the home of an IBM systems 
engineer who helped develop 
the computerized procedure. 
He's Edward Efron of IBM's Los 
Angeles office. CFI has won the 
Academy's highest honor in the 
past, but this is the first 
time for IBM. 

Tri-Data Corp., Mountain View, 
Calif., really believes the old 
saw that the customer is always 
right. When one customer 
insisted that it wanted a 
single-cartridge version of the 
firm's CartriFile storage 
device, Tri-Data first told the 
customer to get a two-cartridge 
unit and cover up one side! The 
customer balked, so Tri-Data 
gave in and developed the Mod 10, 
which, we hear, has turned out 
to be one of its better selling 
products. 
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The 370 model 1 1 5 
The 370/115 was developed at the 
same German laboratory that spawned 
the 370/125, and the two machines 
are so similar in concept that it's "vir
tualLy" a sure bet that the 125 design 
team participated extensively on the 
115 project. As on the 125, main 
memory (in this case 64 or 96K only) 
is surrounded by a number of satellite 
processors, each with its own control 
store and independent path into mem
ory. 

The standard processors include a 
machine instruction processor that also 
provides control for the 3340 disc sys
tem, the main storage controller, and 
a service processor that helps the in
struction processor translate addresses 
for up to 16 megabytes of virtual mem
ory, runs on-line diagnostics, and con
trols the system console and floppy disc. 

Optional processors include a byte mul
tiplexor channel that ca'n support a 
variety of peripheral devices, including 
the 1419 magnetic character reader, 
3270 information display system, 
3740 data entry system, 3886 opti
cal character reader, and the 3704 
communications controller. The 115 
can also run up to six model 3410/ 
3411 tape units. Notice that when one 
describes the processors on IBM'S latest 
computer designs that it is a'very short 
jump from there to the peripherals. 

The instruction processor on the 115 
has its own 20,000 (22-bit) words of 
reloadable control storage. (IBM isn't 
saying what the other control mem
ories look like.) In addition to holding 
the microcoded instruction representa
tions, this memory stores emulation 
programs. 

DOS/VS is the operating system for 
the 115, and it supports coding in as
sembler, RPG II, COBOL, FORTRAN, and 
PL/ 1. IBM· is hoping that the languages 
and an integrated 360/20 emulator 
will entice a good number of its Sys
tem/), 1130, and 360 models 20, 22, 
and 25 users dver to the 115. Both 80-
and 96-column card equipment is han
dled by the 115, but System/3 users 
contemplating upgrading into the 370 

family are faced with recompilation 
and control card changes to source 
decks. 

IBM rates the 115 at 1 to 1.5 times 
faster in executing instructions as the 
360/22, and 1.5 to 3 times faster than 
a 360/25. We were told that differ
ences in basic architecture, instruction 
sets, and operating systems preclude 
any meaningful comparison in per
formance between a System/3 model 
10 and the new 115. 

Rounding out the baby 370 are a 
standard crt control console that dis
plays up to 16 lines of 56 characters, 
with provisions for attaching an op
tional hard-copy printer, and at least 
two 3340 disc drives that are described 
later. A new printer was introduced 
with the 115-the model 3203, which 
is offered in 600- and 1,200-lpm ver
sions running a standard 48-character 
set. It uses the same train cartridge as 
the 1403, but the hammers strike. the 
train set harder, with better quality 
printing said to be the result. The 
3203 has the built-in vacuum cleaner 
that IBM first used on its 3211 printer. 
The 600-lpm model rents for $9401 
month, and the 1,200-lpm version for 
$12341 month. 

Perhaps the key to the success of the 
370/115 will be user acceptance of one 
of its peripheral subsystems. The 3340 
direct access storage facility is the long
awaited project "Winchester" device 
that integrates the recording medium, 
the read/ write heads, and the access 
arms into a sealed container. Each 
model 115 must have at least two 3340 
disc drives, and can have up to four. 
The 3340 has the best performance 
seen on IBM disc drives to date, with 
average access times of 25 msec and a 
maximum data transfer rate of 885 
KB/second. 

Data is recorded in the 3348 Data 
Module at extremely high density-1.5 
megabits per square inch-and the 
high tolerances involved are given by 
IBM as the reason the Data Module is 
constructed the way it is. Whether 
that's the real reason or not, it will be 
quite a challenge for independent 
peripheral suppliers to duplicate. :Most 
disc drive manufacturers aren't famil
iar with plating techniques that allow 
recording densities on the order of 1.5 
megabits/ square inch, and media sup
pliers have never had to worry about 
building mechanical disc drives. 
Memorex is one corporation that does 
do both, but even its manufacturing 
and media operations are organized in
to distinctly separate divisions. To com
plicate matters, IBM isn't saying any
thing about how the 3348 is internal-
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ly constructed-how many platters, 
how many heads, etc. 

Even if the independents do decide 
to tackle the 3348 Data Module, it's 
probably an expensive item to build. 
It's expensive anyway - IBM gets 
$1600 for each 35-megabyte pack, and 
$2200 for each 70-megabyte 3348 
Data Module. Users should carefully 
consider how much data they may 
want to put on-line with a 115, as too 
many 3348 modules lying around idle 
would be an expensive proposition. 
IBM rents the packs for $59 and $82 
per month, respectively. 

Another feature of the 3340 system 
that we were unable to get more infor
mation about concerns an error cor
rection code that corrects a single loss 
of data up to three bits long and de
tects errors up to 11 bits long in each 
record. We were unable to learn from 
IBM whether users would know. that 
the error detection I correction mecha
nisms were working, or whether their 
activity would be reflected in the sys
tem performance statistics. 

The 3340 is the only disc subsystem 
currently offered by IBM for the model 
115. It can also be attached to any 370 
model up to a 158, but those users 
(even the little 125 user) have alterna
tive disc system choices that are 
cheaper on a rental-per-byte-per
month basis. Perhaps one of the more 
enterprIsIng independent peripheral 
manufacturers will develop a less ex
pensive storage subsystem for the 115. 
IBM states that it will have the answers 
to our questions regarding the 115 and 
the 3340 disc subsystem as soon as the 
first customers receive them, with the 
possible exception of the error detec
tionl correction technique. By that 
time the independents will be another 
six months behind. 

The 3701115 is scheduled for first 
customer shipments in the first quarter 
of next year. The 3340 can go to 
3701 125 users as early as the fourth 
quarter of this year, wit~ availability 
for all other models set for the first part 
of next year. Early 1974 will also see" 
first shipments of the 3203 printer. 

A 64K 3701115, with a 2560 multi
function card 110 unit, a 3203 600-lpm 
printer, and a two-drive 3340 disc sub
system, sells for $265,165 and rents 
for $5891/month. For $352,115 or 
$8155lmonth you can get a 96K 
model with the 2560 unit, the faster 
3203 printer, the two-drive 3340, and 
a four-drive 3410 magnetic tape sub· 
system. The 3348 data modules are 
extra. A four-drive 3340 configuration 
sells for $68K and rents for $17041 
month. IBM'S extended-term leases are 
available on all these products to re
duce monthly payments. IBM CORP., 
White Plains, N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 278 ON READER CARD 
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product 
spotlight 

MOS/LSI Minicomputer 
There is virtually no limit to the types 
of applications we may see automated 
in the future because of this product
a 16-bit minicomputer that sells for 
only $990 in quantities of 200 com
plete with 4K of memory and a direct
memory-access port. Use of MOS 
technology throughout the Naked 
Mini! LSI has resulted in a product less 
than half the price of Computer Auto
mation's e·arlier Naked Mini, and one 
that should be even more reliable due 
to a reduction in the number of cpu 
pin connections from 8,000 to only 
280, 

To a large extent, the Naked Mini! 
LSI is a technological elaboration of the 
original Naked Mini design, which had 
both byte and word addressing of up to 
256 KB of memory. Memory on the 
Naked Mini! LSI can be MOS, core, or 
combinations of the two, with the first 
8K sharing room on the 15 x 16-inch 
pc board with the cpu. The processor 
board also accommodates a small "pig
gyback" option module that contains a 
real-time clock, a loader, and an inter
face for either a tty or crt terminal. 
This popular option is priced at ap
proximately $385 per card in a 200-
unit order. A tty interface card only is 
priced at approximately $200 for the 
same quantity. 

The design of the processor is one of 
the more interesting aspects of the 
Naked Mini! LSI. Before the machine 
design was committed to MOS cir
cuitry, a huge seven-level breadboard 
cpu was constructed, with each level 
containing several hundred integrated 
circuits that would later be synthe
sized into one of seven processor chips. 
Computer Automation took this op
portunity to make some changes in the 
manner several of the 162 basic 
mnemonic instructions were imple
mented in the previous Naked Mini to 
make them more effective. An associa
tive ROM is used to hold the instruction 
routines. At this point in the design, 
every program in the Naked Mini li-

brary was run through the breadboard 
to insure that the machine would be 
totally compatible with the prior 
Naked Mini. 

Other ways of getting into and out 
of the Naked Mini!LsI, in addition to 
the standard 625 KB DMA channel, are 
through the standard maxibus with 
four additional 110 systems: block 1/0 

transfer at approximately 128 KBI sec
ond; programmed 110 at 34 KBI sec
ond; a direct memory channel that dif
fers from a DMA port in that data is 
transferred into or out of the memory 
from any address at 26 KBI second with 
word count and current address main
tained in memory; and a program 1/0 

to memory at 24 KB capability. 
An additional configuration of the 

Naked Mini!LsI, called the AlphalLsI, 
is available with fully encased chassis 
that includes a power supply and a 
control console with a hexidecimal 
data input keyboard and light-emitting 
diode displays for monitoring com
puter operation. Up to 32K plus two 
110 controllers, or 8K plus eight 1/0 

controllers can be housed by the AI·" 
phal LSI chassis before expansion mod
ules are needed. This configuration is 
priced at $1990, single quantity. 

Software available for the LSI ma
chines is the same stable offered with 
the earlier product lines (which will 
continue to be built, as they operate 
somewhat faster than the all-MOS com
puters). Included on the list is a disc 
operating system, a real-time executive 
that includes 110 and communications 
submonitors, a tape operating system, 
a cassette-based operating system, 
BASIC and Extended BASIC, FORTRAN, a 
conversational and a batch assembler, 
a utility library, diagnostics, and a file 
manager. First deliveries of the Naked 
Mini! LSI and AlphalLsI minicom
puters will be in late fall, with quantity 
production starting in December. COM
PUTER AUTOMATION, INC., Irvine, 
Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 260 ON READER CARD 0 
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The industry's 
broadest line of mini 
peripherals. Paper 
tape equipment. 
Disc, magnetic tape 
and mag tape car
tridge storage sys
tems. Line printers. 
OEM data-entry and 
communications ter
minals. Controllers 
and adapters. All 
available from one 
supplier. With volume 
discounts across the 
full product mix. 
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You'll like this month's beauty. The IODISC® series 3000 top-loading disc 
drive that packs 96-million bits of direct-access storage into a standard 
24-inch deep, 9-inch high rack. 

It's fast. Average access time is 55 milliseconds with an option of 35 milli
seconds available. 
It's versatile. The removable disc cartridge interacts with a fixed disc for 
instant access to on-line information as well as to data from the off-line 
library. 
It's reliable. A unique rotary actuator replaces the standard voice coil to 
reduce size and weight, drop power requirements to a low 150W, cut heat. 
And a high volume, two
stage air filtration 
system eliminates con
tamination. 

It comes in two models. 
IODISC 3402 stores 48-
million bits at 100 
tracks per inch. IODISC 
3404 at 200 tpi has a 96-
mill ion bit capacity. 
With OEM discounts, 
they are the lowest 
priced top loaders on 
the market. 

Series 3000 disc drives 
are backed by 'Iomec's 
nation-wide customer 
engineering team. Spe
cialists who support 
'Iomec's OEM custom
ers. And their end-user 
customers. 

For information on 
the full line of iomates, contact: 

-Iomec -Inc ~ 
DataStor Division LilllJ 
345 Matthew Street, Santa 'Clara, California 95050 (408) 246-2950 TWX 910-338-0152 

See the iomates at Booth 1219, NCC, June 4th thru 8th, New York Coliseum 
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Data Entry System 
The heart of Lockheed's entry into the 
shared-processor key-to-disc market is 
its own I6-bit MAC minicomputer, ex
pandable from 8-I28K of I-usec mem
ory. Up to 32 data entry stations are 
accommodated by the processor, with 
one dedicated as the supervisor station. 

Three types of terminals are offered. 
The basic one is the model 3220 KPR 

(keypunch replacement), which has a 
keyboard similar to the IBM 029, but 
with additional control functions. The 
3220 has a light-emitting display show
ing the operator the alphanumeric 
character or symbol just entered, posi
tion of the next character to be keyed 
on the form, record or format number, 
and error type. An additional message 
display is available to indicate mode, 
status, instructions,and errors. 

The 3230 terminal is similar to the 
3220 but has a larger crt screen split 
into two sections, one showing control 
information and the other showing 
fixed-format data or such information 
as crossfoot totals. The third terminal 
is the 3262 I/O typewriter, an IBM Se
lectric. Terminal types may be mixed 
on the system. 

Information is stored on a 5-mega
byte disc drive that also stores editing 
program formats. Up to three addi
tional discs can be added to the system. 
Data entered by the operators can be 
sorted before it is output to ,an IBM

compatible tape drive for delivery to a 
computer for processing. An 1100-
lpm printer is offered as an option. On
line interfaces are planned for most 
popular computers. 

Pricing was still being determined 
for the new product as this was 
written, but it was thought that a typi
cal 24-station configuration would sell 
for approximately $185K, with third
'party leases and maintenance avail-
able. Delivery is 60 days. LOCKHEED 

ELECTRONICS CO., INC., Plainfield, N.J. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 279 ON READER CARD 

Wide Screen Crt 
The 3001 should help reduce the strain 
on those who must spend a good deal 
of time sitting in front of crt terminals, 
for the tty-compatible device displays 
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characters 25-50% larger than conven
tional computer terminals. The charac
ters are still 5x7 dot-matrix, but mea
sure .25 x .10 inches across a I5-inch 
diagonal screen that holds up to 16 
lines of 80 characters. The 3001 has 
switches for full- and half-duplex op
eration at speeds ranging from 110-
4800 baud through an external acous
tic coupler. The standard interface is a 
choice of RS232C or tty current loop. 
The large characters, combined with a 
refresh rate of 50 Hz, would seem to 
qualify the 3001 as a good terminal for 
computer-assisted instruction applica
tions. The unit lists for $2300, and full
payout leases can be arranged. Deliv-

ery is on the order of 30-60 days. 
INTERACTIVE TERMINALS CORP., South
field, Mich. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 263 ON READER CARD 

Printer Accessories 
Just because a printer ribbon has had 
the ink pounded out of it by a line 
printer is no reason to junk it, say the 
developers of the XRL/ 100 extended 
ribbon life system. They claim, in fact, 
that nylon ribbons are pounded into an 
even nicer material resembling silk 
after a million lines or so, and when re
inked in the XRL/ 100, produce better 
looking output than the original rib-

III!] R Fe I HONIC SVSTBVIS 
A RUSCO INDUSTRIES COMPANY. P.O. BOX 2848D, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91105, 

OTHER RUSCO INDUSTRIES COMPANIES: ADOR/HILlTE; LOOK/HI LITE; MAJESTIC/HILITE; 
GREENWAY ALUMINUM; J.A. MELNICK; RUSCO DIVISION; RUSCO/CANADA; H&D; 

RUSCO/HILlTE; HARVARD MANUFACTURING; SPERLING MANUFACTURING; PARK-O-MATIC 

o Please send my FREE COpy of the RUSCARDTM planning book! 

NAME _________________ COMPANY ________________________ __ 

ADDRESS ____________________________________________________ ___ 

CI TY ________________________ STATE ____________ ,zI P _______ _ 
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AddStaran. 
Subtract processing time. 

Multiply effectiveness. 
Thinking of adding more 

computer capability? 
Think about Goodyear's 
ST ARAN(TM) associative 
array processor. 

STARAN provides an 
effective combination of fast 
associative array processing 
and conventional sequential 
processing-the most 
efficient approach to a 
variety of data processing 
problems. 

As the charts show, the 
higher the number of items 
to be processed, the more 
advantageous STARAN array processing 
is for both arithmetic and matching 
operations. For applications involving a 
hIgh degree of parallelism, or a highly 
dynamic data base, STARAN is unequalled. 
It can solve problems economically 
that are too expensive in money and time 
with sequential processing alone. 

STARAN can achieve input-output 
rates of up to several billion lJits per 

second. And execution rates 
of up to several hundred 
millIon operations per 
second. 

Yet STARAN is 
relatively inexpensive. You 
can buy it witli varying 
capacities of arrax and 
sequential capabIlity to suit 
your needs. A minimum 
basic STARAN system can 
cost as little as $250,000 
and software cost can be 
reduced to one-third of con
ventional system software. 

To determine if these 
savings can be achieved for you, let us 
work with you on your problem. 
Goodyear invites you to test STARAN at 
our Akron, Ohio facility. 

For more information, or to plan a· 
demonstration, write: 
STARAN Marketing, Department 920, 
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, 
Akron, Ohio 44315, or call 
(216) 794-3631. 

GOOD/'iEAII 
AEROSPACE ~ 
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bon. It's claimed that ribbons can typi
cally be re-inked with the XRL/ 100 two 
times, but some early users of the 
product report successful treatment as 
many as five times. Obviously, the 
more ribbons re-used by an installation 
each year, the more money there is to 

be saved. Re-inking takes approximate
ly 15 minutes, and the ribbons are then 
stored in a box (cured) for 48 hours, 
after which they can be used. The first 
three models available are for the IBM 

1403 ($3500),the3211 ($3800), and 
a unit that does both ribbon types 
($4200). The XRL may also be leased, 
and delivery is 30 days ARO. 

FOR DATA CIRCLE 261 ON READER CARD 

Another product just introduced by 
this firm is a line counter for the IBM 

1403 that can be used to keep statistics I 

on printing· activity, to biB clients, etc. 
H fits atop the 1403, measuring only 3 
x 6 x 6 inches. One counter in the unit 
constantly accumulqtes, and the other 
can be reset. The line counter is priced 
at $300. TEDA CORP., Sepulveda, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 262 ON READER CARD 

Microfiche Viewer 
Here's one of the nicer portable micro
fiche viewers we've seen. It can be run 
from wall currents of 110, 127, 220, 
and 240 volts or by six standard flash
light batteries. The 8 x II-inch viewing 
screen folds into ·a book-size package 

when not in use, and it's claimed that 
the screen is fully protected from dam
age when folded. Additionally, the 
CaMP ACT has a storage compartment 
that holds 200 fiche. The film carrier 
does not restrict the size of fiche that 
can be entered, ·and the COMPACT has 
dual magnification for looking at vari-
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ous reduction ratios. Weighing in 
at just four pounds, the COMPACT sells 
for just under $100. REALIST INC., Me
nomonee Falls, Wis. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 265 ON READER CARD 

Data Entry/Processing 
The System IV 140 may come to be 
known as the chameleon because of its 
ability to blend into so many applica
tions. When from 2 to 16 video termi
nals are combined with its 24-72 all
Mosl LSI processor, the IV 140 is ready 
to do source data entry, including veri
fication and validation of input. This 
input is stored on a 2.5-megabyte car-

tridge disc for subsequent tfansmission 
to an IBM 370 through a bisyn
chronous communications controller. 
Three 1, 152-character crt terminals 
(24 lines of 48 characters), a 24K-byte 
processor, cartridge disc drive, and 
communications unit rents for $5731 
month on a one-year lease. Additional 
terminals rent for only $411 month. 

The IV 140 can also be used for real
time data entry to and retrieval from a 
central data base. In this configuration, 
the system looks like an IBM 3270 or 
2260 display system to either a local or 
remote 370. A 16-terminal system with 
a floppy disc drive for loading the 

A lree minicomputer 
with every tape system. 
Honest. 

If you need mag tape performance for your minicomputer, 
we can save you the price of another mini. 

And if all you can spend is the price of punched tape, 
we can set your mini free. 

With the Cipher Mini-Cette 
2000. It's a full-fledged, scaled
down tape system. For less than 
punched tape. 

Use it for program loading 
and overlays. Data acquisition. 
File storage. Sorts and merges. 
In fact, for just about anything you 
would do with a 1;2 "-compatible 
tape system (we make the big 
systems, too) . _ 

It loads a 40-minute, 12k punched tape programin10 seconds 
(faster than any other cassette or cartridge system you can buy) . 

Stores up to 720,000 characters on a convenient cassette 
(fully ECMA/ ANSI-compatible and fully interchangeable) . 

Has an error rate of less than 1 bit in 108 even after a 
thousand passes (our read-after-write error correction is unique 
for cassettes and cartridges) . 

And because it is a complete system, you can have the 
Mini-Cette 2000 on-line 5 minutes after you receive it with 
almost any mini made. 

So why not call now for the details or a demo? 
They're both free, too. 

C. her 
Data I'?rOdUcts 
(714) 277-8070 
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simulation program rents for only 
$11161 month, with 2260 simulation 
configurations slightly higher. These 
prices include software, systems educa
tion, and maintenance. 

Except for the fact that there is no 
card support on it, the IV 140 is a very 
capable data processing system, with 

its cpu rated at equal to the power of a 
360/30. Both assembly language and 
COBOL run on the IV 140, but programs 
for custom applications must be com
piled on Four-Phase's larger System 
IV 170. Compiled programs are then 
tr·ansferred to the IV 140 via a 250K 
floppy disc. The manufacturer will 
concentrate on marketing the IV 140 to 
large corporations with distributed 
computing centers, generally shunning 
the "Ma and Pa" type of small business 
application: It's claimed that the IV 140 
can replace such equipment as the IBM 
System/3 currently being used in these 

networks at nearly a 75% reduction in 
cost. The System IV 140 will go to the 
field during the third quarter of this 
year. FOUR-PHASE SYSTEMS, INC., Cu-
pertino, Calif. ' 
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Medium-scale Computer 
The 9480 has been inserted in the Uni
vac 9000 series between the 9400 and 
9700 models and is intended as a grow
to model for the 9400 user who needs 
more on-line storage capacity. The 
9480 is the first commercial computer 
from Univac to feature semiconductor 
main storage, in this case 600-nsec 
MOS ranging in size from 64-256K on 
the byte-oriented computers. The large 
disc storage capacity of the 9480 is 
furnished by the 8424 disc subsystem 
whose characteristics are not unlike 
the double-density versions of the IBM 
2314 that were offered by the inde
pendent peripheral manufacturers until 
the. 3330 was announced. An 8414 
stores up to 58 megabytes per pack, 
with a full eight-pack system storing 
466 megabytes. The access time is 30 
msec, and the transfer rate is 312 KB
both the same as IBM'S 2314. 

The disc-oriented 9480 processes up 
to five concurrent jobs and features 1/0 

spooling and dynamic program alloca
tion. There are 16 registers available to 

the user ·and 70 basic machine instruc
tions. A full line of peripherals can be 
hooked up to either a 333-KBI second 
selector channel (maximum of two), 
or an 85-KB multiplexor channel. Both 
channels have eight device positions, 
and the system can support the maxi
mum channel rates of all channels 
simultaneously. 

A typical 9480, consisting of 64K of 
memory, one each selector and multi-

plexor channel, console, 600-cpm 
reader, 900-1, 100-1pm line printer, two 
34-KB tape drives, and two 8414 disc 
spindles (106 megabytes of capacity), 
rents for $8285 on a one-year lease 
and can be purchased for $277,967. 
These figures make the 9480 competi
tive with the top configurations of the 
new IBM 370/115, and the smaller con-

PDP 11 USERS ARE YOU 
WRAPPED UP IN REAL-TIME 

PROBLEMS? 
Business Data Processing 

CYBERMATICS HAS UNWRAPPED ITS 
REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEMS FOR 
THE PDP 11/10, 20, 40 & 45. 

The system: 

• Supports the memory segmentation feature of the PDP 
11/40 & 45 and up to 124K of memory 

• Available in core and disk based versions 
• Supports Multi-programming 
• Supports Multi-tasking 
• Provides standard interface to user application programs 
• Allows user to develop his own system 
• Utilities, Peripheral Handlers, many other features 

Call or Write 

Patrick E. Ryan, Manager of Marketing 

CYElERMATICS® 
560 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Qiffs, New Jersey 07632 

(212) 868-7255 (201) 871-1300 (703) 370-5926 
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with Minicomputers? 

COBOL, RPG, DOS, SORT/MERGE, 

RJE, KEY-TO-DISK, AND ON-LINE 

DATA ACQUISITION, STORAGE: 

AND RETRIEVAL 

The SYSTEMS Corporation 
1441 Kapiolani Boulevard, Honolulu, Hawaii 

96814 

Offices pending in major U.S., European and Asian cities. 

Booth 2735, NCC 
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figurations of the 370/125. Delivery is 
immediate. UNIVAC, Blue Bell, Fa. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 271 ON READER CARD 

Minicomputer Family 
Microdata has probably built more mi
croprogrammable minicomputers than 
all other companies combined, and its 
latest series 3200 machines draw upon 
all the lessons learned in designing and 
marketing these machines both to oem 
and end-user customers. 

The basic machine is the 3200, 
which to the outside world appears as a 
16-bit minicomputer capable of ad
dressing up to 256K bytes of MOS 

memory that can be read in 300 nsec 
and written in 400 nsec. But down 
deep, in the 3200, it's a 32-bit machine 
for executing microinstructions from a 
135-nsec ROM. Central to the 3200 
architecture is the Monobus, an asyn
chronous high-speed bus through 
which all transfers between processors, 
memories, and 110 devices must pass. 
Memories on the 3200 can be read
only, programmable read-only, and 
read/write, intermixed if desired. Fill
ing out the 3200 cpu is binary fixed
point arithmetic, 32 general-purpose 
registers, and even instruction look
ahead. This machine will probably be 
sold mostly to oem's, and it's priced at 
approximately $8K with 8K bytes of 
memory. 
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The 3230 is Microdata's prev.iously 
introduced 821 minicomputer imple
mented in the firmware of the 3200, 
making the 3230 compatible with the 
821, but yielding a 10: 1 improvement 
in speed, it's claimed. This machine has 
110 basic instructions, including those 
for decimal arithmetic, characterl 
string manipulation, stack control, 
variable-precision arithmetic, and mul
tiply / divide. 

The last member of the new family 
is the 321 S. Here the stack architecture 
is used to support a subset of pL/ 1 
called MPL (for Microdata Program
ming Language). This is the basic lan
guage of the computer-no assembler 
is needed. The MPL will accommodate 
both machine- and micro-level instruc
tions. 

All machines will be available this 
summer in both desk-top cabinets or as 
pc boards for oem's. Software is under 
development for the 321 S, including a 
real-time monitor with all 110 control, 
loaders, cross-compilers, and FORTRAN. 

MICRODATA CORP., Irvine, Calif. 
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Drum Plotter 
CalComp continues to add to its al
ready extensive plotter line with the 
addition of the 936 drum plotter. It 
features interchangeable drums to ac-

commodate paper ranging in width 
from 11.7 to 33 inches, a swinging pen 
carrier to ease paper loading, program
mable pen selection of three pens, a 
scaling device to compensate for paper 
width variations due to climatic condi-

tions or inking variations, etc. The 936 
has an axial speed of 3.6 ips with the 
pen down and 5 ips with the pen up. 
The resolution is .002-inch and the 
repeatability something less than that; 
a comprehensive library of support 
software is available for it, some bun
dled, some not. A typical on-line unit, 
with an interface for the IBM 1130, 
typically runs $17,100. The 936 can 
also be leased. CALIFORNIA COMPUTER 

PRODUCTS, INC., Anaheim, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 267 ON READER CARD 0 

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER 

OF TYPES IN THE WORLD 

NEUCHATEL SWITZERLAND 

Phone (038) 250722 Telex 35283 
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Software & Services 
Software Notes 

Software AG, the Reston, Va., 
office for a data base manage
ment system called ADABAS, asks 
$2500 for a demonstration on 
potential customer files. And 
they claim to be performing four 
demonstrations per month. Two 
things strike us as interesting 
about this. First, there must be 
a very large number of users 
dissatisfied with the data base 
management systems they are 
currently using·to pay for the 
privilege of evaluating another 
one. And second, if Software AG 
can continue to demonstrate 
ADABAS at the present rate, it 
almost isn't necessary to make 
any sales! Actually, we hear 
that sales of the $120K package 
are going quite well. 

There are three principal 
reasons why software is still 
the "disaster area" of the 
computer business, says 
Malcolm M. Jones, assistant 
professor of management at MIT: 
1) It's a labor-intensive 
activity, and so far there 
hasn't been much progress in 
automating its development. 
2) Software is all development; 
there are no prototypes or 
manufacturing stages. 3) Not 
enough attention is given to 
designing software so that it 
can easily accommodate the 
future changes to it that are 
almost inevitable. Jones 
feels these three factors also 
make software expensive--as 
much as $200 per instruction 
for the programs used in the 
Apollo moon missions. 

The power of computer simulation 
has been brought to bear on a 
problem that affects a goodly 
number of us--tooth defects. The 
Univ. of Southern California and 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
have teamed up to see if they 
can find a way to make tooth 
implants--used to replace 
missing teeth--last longer by 
overcoming the tendency of human 
tissue to break down in the area 
of the implant. An 8,000-
statement Fortran V program has 
been written to simulate the 
stresses placed on the jawbone 
and the teeth by the chewing 
action. Progress has been made. 
A better implant has been found, 
and program checking recently 
revealed o~ly one new cavity. 
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ISAM Simplifier 
Applications programmers can use the 
capabilities of IBM'S Indexed Sequen
tial Access Method without having to 
learn its intricacies, according to the 
supplier of this programming tool. 
They can code in higher level lan
guages and handle data file manage
ment tasks through ISAM as if it were a 
subroutine. 

The tool is called IP/ISAM. It pro
vides for mixing sequential and ran
dom accesses, opening and closing 
files, and preventing conflicts between 
programs accessing the same data. The 
program requires that external work
space, like FORTRAN COMMON, be estab
lished, and then allows for address
ing ISAM functions through call state
ments of the form CALL READ RA for 
reading ·a random access file. 

Written for any 360 or 370 running 
under os, IP/ISAM needs about 8K of 
memory and is priced at $3000 .. In 
addition to its operating as an applica
tions program interface, it reports on 
file usage (how many records in the 
prime data area, how many overflow 
records, etc.) and offers facilities for 
fine tuning applications programs (for 
instance, by varying the number of 
buffers). It is expected to be modified 
to support VSAM when that program 
becomes available. ADL SYSTEMS, INC., 
Cambridge, Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 281 ON READER CARD 

Project Control 
In away, the PROCON project control 
program lets the employees plan and 
keep track of their work; its base 
source documents are employee-com~ 
pie ted status forms that allow the 
worker to indicate when he expects to 
complete a task and why he may be 
having trouble with it. Any slippages 
anticipated by the employee are .run 
into a PERT-like forecast network, and 
additional reports notify the employee, 
other employees waiting for him to 
finish, the project leader, and the man
ager just how the whole project will be 
impacted. 

Employee activity reports ,also show 
how well each worker sticks to his plan 
of attacking assignments and also how 
well or how poorly he has been able to 
estimate his time requirements in the 
past. 

Other reports are generated for ac
counting (including for user billing 
and budget distribution), employee 
availability (which also shows depart
mental load), and planning and con
trol (which show project status, prog
ress in bar chart form, and ex-

penditure trends). 
The 18,OOO-card COBOL program in

corporates simulations for iterative 
tuning of project plans, and forecasting 
for anticipating problems and over
runs. The program is priced at $11,500 
including five days of training, a year 
of maintenance, and what looks like 
100 pounds of documentation (50 em
ployee manuals, 20 project leader 
manuals, etc.). It requires lOOK bytes 
on a 360 running under os. CRAIG & 

NICHOLS, Chatsworth, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 282 ON READER CARD 

IBM 3705 Functions 
Those installations with an IBM 3705 
communications box used in 270X 
emulation mode may be interested in 
these extensions to the emulator soft
ware. The first package matches line 
speeds with the appropriate oscillator 
in the hardware, meaning that a single 
line interface and modem can then han
dle either 110-, 135-, 150-, or 300-
baud terminals. The reduction in lines 
and data sets could easily pay for the 
$400 object deck. 

Package two converts incoming tele
typewriter code to be compatible with 
IBM 2741s, again allowing for both to 
come in on one line through a single 
modem. A freebie feature is the proto
col to accept tty paper tape input. 
Package two runs $1000. 

Both programs come with genera
tion macros, full instructions, object 
decks, and the additional requirement 
that three-br·anch instructions in the 
emulator program be modified. COMM
PRO ASSOCIATES, Manhattan Beach, 
Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 283 ON READER CARD 

Data Security 
The state of the art of data security in 
time-shared systems is not far ad
v.anced. Good programmers can force 
their way into almost any file. IBM'S 
password facility has helped, but pass
words are vulnerable primarily because 
the people that use them are. The Data 
Access Security System takes away 
part of the vulnerability by never al
lowing the user to know even his own 
passwords. It generates passwords from 
run information with some random 
finagling. 

People may try to crack the code, 
but at least they will have to leave an 
audit trail that will be picked up by the 
IBM software. The idea is to get to 
them before they get to the data. 

Built as an extension to IBM'S code, 
DASS works under IBM'S TSO processor 
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What is 
Southern Pacific Communications Company? 

May, 1973 

1. It' Ii ilit 
Southern Pacific's present system of 500,000 channel miles has a proven reliability 
record of 99.96 percent. That's less than 3% hours of down time a year. 

It' 
Because we're set up to provide specialized services, you pay only for what 
you need. You'll be pleasantly surprised at the reasonable cost. 

It' I 
l1li 

I ilit 
Whether you need a simple voice link between two points, or a high-speed, 
multi-point data system, we'll be able to provide it. 

It' E .. 
Southern Pacific has operated the nation's largest private communications network 
for 20 years. Now SPCC is building a new system to offer a complete range of 
communications services to business and industry. . 

It' r 
Our San Francisco-to-Los Angeles link is nearly ready. Construction 
is well underway on the rest of the network, which will run down 
the Pacific Coast from Seattle, through the Southwest, 
and up to St. Louis. Then we'll begoing beyond that to offer 
a complete nation wide servi~e. 

By the way, there are some things SPCC is not - like 
high-pressure and impersonal. We would like to talk to you about 
your communications needs. Even if you're completely happy 
with your present service, we would still like to get acquainted. 

You can expect to hear more from us. We believe in two-way 
communications. You can reach us at 105 Market Street, 
San Francisco, California 94105. (415) 362-1212. 

spec 
Southern Pacific 
Communications Company 
105 Market Street 
San Francisco, California 94105 
(415) 362-1212 
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LET IS IEFIESI YIIIIEIIIY.. 

If you're being slowed 
down by core memory, we'd 
like to refresh you with a few 
facts about add-on AMS 
Monolithic Main Memory 
from ITEL: 

With it, you can upgrade 
memory at less cost than 
core, and it's far more reliable. 

But, best of all, with 
Monolithic Memory you can 
exceed the IBM design limits. 

198 

From the 360/22 up through 
all models of System/370. 
Add Monolithic Memory to 
a 370/155 for example, and 
you can expand the memory 
from two megabytes to four 
megabytes - a 100% increase! 

And Monolithic Memory 
utilizes semiconductor chips 
that eliminate most wired 
interconnections, so there are 
far fewer potential sources 
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of failure. 
The Monolithic Memory 

is just one example of our 
data processing story. When
ever you want advanced 
computer equipment on the 
best terms, call the Data 
Products Group at ITEL-the 
financial TTEL 
alternative .&. 
to IBM. CORPORATION 
One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, 
California 94111 Phone: (415) 989-4220 

ORTRMRTION 



software 
&services __ 
under os and vs systems. It is expected 
to sell for under $1 000. INFORMATION 

MANAGEMENT INC., San Francisco, 
Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 284 ON READER CARD 

JCL Retriever 
Just as a source library of programs 
can be constructed, so can tables of 
sets of JCL statements if you have a 
copy of JCL-OMATIC. The program, 
which is said to speed JCL coding by 
75%, retrieves control card sets in re
sponse to ,a unique installation-defined 
code in a parameter card. 

Unfortunately, the parameter card 
cannot be entered as part of the job 
run-the deck must be punched or 
spun off on disc before the job starts 
-but the system does have the advan
tage that the JCL sets can be used to 
enforce installation standards. JCL

OMATIC'S price of $5000 (or $1701 
month) brings you an object deck, im
plementation manual, and user man
ual. MC DONNELL DOUGLAS AUTOMA

TION CO., St. Louis, Mo. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 287 ON READER CARD 

Time-shared WA TFIV 
This film is claiming another first in 
offering WATFIV, the update of the well
liked WATFOR from the Univ. of Wa
terloo in Canada, on a time-shared ser
vice basis. Other firsts claimed are first 
to offer time-sharing on an IBM 

360/67 (the original IBM virtual ma
chine), first to offer full interactive 
COBOL, and first with fully interactive 
pLil. 

What WATFIV (pronounced "what 
five") means to the user is the chance 
to compile up to eight times as fast as 
IBM'S FORTRAN IV level G, better diag
nostics, and handy extensions. The 
diagnostics include checking for un
initialized variables, illegal entry into 
DO'S, and out-of-range subscripts, 
among others. (Error comments name 
the variable, describe the violation, and 
give the location.) Extensions include 
free-format 1/0, error routine entry, 
and nonnumeric subscripts. 

The service is offered nationwide 
using five 360/67s distributed between 
Sunnyvale, Calif., and Stamford, 
Conn. Multiplexors are located in 55 
cities and remote job terminals in 17. 
The interactive service is priced at $10 
per connect hour, plus 38¢ per cpul 
second in processor state, plus $10-201 
month per 120,000 characters (2314 
cylinder) stored. No extra charges are 
made for cross-country transmission of 
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software 
spotlight 

Company Management 
We tend to think of America as an 
exporter of computer technology, in
cluding software. In most cases that's 
true, but we have recently seen excep
tions in very large systems like this one 
from Hoskyns of England, which is 
being marketed in the U.S. through 
Martin Marietta Data Systems. Martin 
refers to the package of 20 subsystems 
of 78 jobs and 250 programs as MAS 

for "Modular Application Systems," 
and it is difficult to put ,a generic label 
on the product. MAS seems to include 
all of the software required to run a 
company, everything from inventory 
management to invoicing to payroll to 
financial accounting. 

Five major systems are included: in
ventory control, order control, manu
facturing control, cost control, and 
business planning. These overlap and 
interact to form a conglomerate you 
can think of as financial control. Any 
one of these, or any part of one, is 
available separately. 

Even calling the subsystems "pack
ages" is a little misleading, for it is not 
expected that they will ever be installed 
in standard form. Instead, each pro
gram included is built to be modified 
with parameter cards that control the 
type of processing they perform and 
the formats of the output they pro
duce. For instance, the material re
quirements planning program has the 
facility to suggest order quantities de
termined some six different ways; the 
choice is the user's. The decisions to be 
made from studying the output of any 
of the elements are left to the user, too, 
the vendor claims. The MAS concept 
has reportedly been to present the al-

ternatives and suggestions-along with 
projections of what will happen for 
each alternative-and force the user to 
think about the choice. 

To get some grasp of the size and 
complexity of the offering, the inven
tory system alone includes four major 
jobs: inventory recording, inventory 
management, materials requirements 
planning, and inventory accounting. 
Together the jobs comprise 30 pro
grams. The cost to a user to implement 
the system would include an off-the
shelf price of about $40,000 for the 
code, plus extensive customizing, in
stallation, and support leading to a 
"reasonable" estimate of $80,000. 

The company, unlike some others, is 
quick to point out the large difference 
between off-the-shelf and delivered 
costs because in the end the system 
implemented is uniquely that of the 
customer just as if it had been written 
from scratch. And still the starting
with-standard-code approach should 
be less costly by far for the customer. 
For instance, that inventory system in
cludes some 45,000 lines of code. At 
500 lines of checked out code per 
month, that represents 90 man-months 
of coding, not counting analysis, de
sign, and -documentation. 

The programs are written in COBOL, 

for operation on IBM gear under os or 
DOS. They are supported by a U.S. staff 
of 80 to 100 program customizers and 
another 40 to 50 support and design 
people. Although MAS is new to the 
U.S., Hoskyns claims some 250 instal
lations overseas. MARTIN MARIETTA 

DATA SYSTEMS, Baltimore, Md. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 280 ON READER CARD 0 
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SAVE 
YOUR 
BUSINESS 
FROM 
FAILURE 
Get out of the 
Tape Storage 
Business 
Lose your permanent 
records and there's a 60 % 
chance that you're out of 
business, permanently. 
Heat, moisture, light, flood, 
magnetic disturbances, civil 
disorders, or just plain care
lessness, can ruin computer 
records in a minute. 
Masterfile Security Cor
poration is your best . 
protection against such loss. 
Computer Master Files 
stored in our specially
designed, off-site facility, 
gives you complete protec
tion from all of these 
possibilities. And, located 
near you, we provide pick
up and delivery services for 
fast information retrieval. 
Find out about our services. 
A phone cdll is all it takes. 
Call (312) 894-7000 

MASTERFILE 
SECURITY 

CORPORATION 
1031 Lunt. Schaumburg, Illinois 60172 

See Us at the 
Chicago D.P.M.A. Show 
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software 
& services_-
data since the vendor doesn't want to 
be accused of trying to be a common 
carrier. NATIONAL CSS, INC., Norwalk, 
Conn. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 285 ON READER CARD 

Fortran for pop-as 
DEC is making FORTRAN IV available to 
its smallest users with a compiler re
ported to be an extension of ANSI'S 

standard X3.9-1966. The extensions to 
classic FORTRAN include handling of 
generalized array subscripting, han
dling of up to 12-dimensional arrays, 
and an overlay feature that has run a 
200,000 machine instruction coordi
nate geometry program in 16K. 

The program will run in as little 
as 8K and features English-language 
comments on format errors, plus error 
traces that span the entire flow of pro
gram leading to the bad statement. DIG
ITAL EQUIPMENT CORP., Maynard 
Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 286 ON READER CARD 

Disc Space Calculator 
Somewhere out there works a man 
who once had his files on IBM 2311 
discs, converted them to 2314s when 
those drives became ,available, thence 
to 2319s, and maybe even to 33 30s. 
For him, VOL CAL would have been a 
mind-saver. Built to run under DOS, the 
program calculates disc space require
ments given file size, device type, rec
ord size, blocking factors, and key 
length (for index sequential files). 
When given the number of tracks 
available, it outputs the number of 
records which can be stored. Converse
ly, it outputs track requirements when 
given records. 

'Multiple "solutions" can be deter
mined when minimum and maximum 
blocking factors are specified; a calcu
lated efficiency factor-for utilization 
of prime area tracks-helps in choos
ing from alternatives. 

The program requires 12K, an IBM 

2540 or 2501 card reader, and a 1403 
or 3211 printer. It is priced at $95. 
APPAREL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT CO., 

Willingboro, N.J. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 288 ON READER CARD 

City Management 
They call this city simulation a game 
because the participants assume roles 
equivalent to those in a real city-like 
mayor, school board member, etc.
and try to run their model city like a 
real one. Three main sets of forces are 
considered: governmental, social, and 
economic. As an example, the gov
ernment functions ,are sophisticated 
enough that players must consider 
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education, budgeting, taxation, as
sessment, bonding, highways, and 
many others. 

Primarily a learning tool, CITY 

GAMES can be used to forecast the im
pact of decisions. For instance, up to 
75 outputs would describe for the vari-' 
ous role-players what happens when a 
school district floats a bond issue for 
new buildings while city planners are 
moving the industrial base to another 
suburb. 

Three versions of the. game are 
offered-one for the IBM 1130, one for 
the Univac 1108, and one for IBM 

360s. Written mostly in FORTRAN, the 
programs work best when there are at 
least 25 players. For the big machines, 
the games are $2500; a source tape, 
implementation manual, players' man
uals, director's manual, and input 
forms are provided. NATIONAL BUREAU 

OF STANDARDS, Washington, D.C. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 289 ON READER CARD 

Financial Modeling 
A company's financial officers, rather 
than its programmers, are thought to 
be the ones responsible for establishing 
and maintaining a financial model of 
the firm, so STEPS is built to talk to 

. them. It not only directs their interac
tive model building in language they 
use, but has a few crutches program
mers might be embarrassed to use, in
cluding a .command called simply 
HELP. 

An older version of the program was 
created for the Burroughs 5500. This 
new one will be one of the first pack
ages offered for the B6700s now being 
installed. Its 32K-word requirement 
was felt a little heavy for the 5500. 

Especially aimed at firms wanting to 
model alternative business plans, like 
acquisition prospects, STEPS produces 
such outputs as profit-and-Ioss state
ments, balance sheets, factory sched
ules, and manpower requirements for a 
99-period time frame. 

Offered for $500/month on lease or 
$18,000 on purchase, the package is 
installed by the vendor, who also helps 
in building the first model. SYSTEMS IM

PLEMENTATION CORP., New York, 
N.Y. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 290 ON READER CARD 

JCL Editor 
The Job Accounting Interface under 
DOS captures information useful in bill
ing the customer for his run time, in
formation that includes account num
ber, programmer number, type of run, 
and even type of paper. With this soft
ware .adjunct to the job control func
tions, an installation can insure that a 
run with bad or outdated accounting 
information does not get through. 
Named the Job Control Statement Edi-

May, 1973 

tor, the program either aborts the run 
with a message when it encounters bad 
data on the job card, or it prints a 
message on the console and/or listing 
and continues. The editor can also cap
ture and use fields on the card that the 
J A Interface doesn't touch. 

An object deck of a program tai
lored to your present standards will be 
mailed for a 10-day trial of the editor 
if you desire. Acceptance is assumed 
after that time, and a source deck and 
bill for $200 are mailed. GENERAL 

ELECTRONICS, Lyons, Ill. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 291 ON READER CARD 

Virtual Storage Courses 
Installations preparing for conversion 
to virtual storage operating systems 
may find a need for courses to bring 
their staffs up to speed on the concept 
and its implementation. This firm 
offers videotaped courses on both sub
jects. The "concepts" course is in four 
parts (storage management, paging, 
address translation, plus program de
sign and debugging) that last a total of 
eight hours. It runs $400 or $430, de
pending on the medium your video
player accepts. 

The "implementation" course has 
four hours worth of materials for 
management, four for systems pro
grammers, and four for operators. It 
covers subjects ranging from conver
sion costs to thrashing to system gen
eration, and runs $1000 or $1075. 

The vendor also offers rental plans 
on these and some 48 other courses. 
ADVANCED SYSTEMS INC., Elk Grove 
Village, Ill. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 292 ON READER CARD 

1 130 Operating System 
The IBM 1130 is a six- or seven-year-
old machine, but new software for it is 
continually announced. CYTosl II gives 
it a 16-user time-shared, multipro
gramming operating system. Each re
mote user gets the capability to create, 
alter, catalog, or delete data sets from 
disc or to run jobs in FORTRAN, RPG, or 
·assembler. 110 devices are spooled, and 
their operation is overlapped with each 
other and with processing, the vendor 
claims. In addition, the remote process
ing runs in parallel with a spooled 
batch stream. 

A minimum configuration for CY

Tos/II includes five 2310 disc drives or 
the equivalent in 2311 s or 2314s, plus 
a line printer, communications adapter, 
card reader, 16K of core, and the Dis
tributed System Program. The $5995 
package price includes a year of main
tenance; leases run $2901 month plus 
$29 for maintenance. A version for 
Digital Scientific's Meta-4 is also 
offered. DNA SYSTEMS, INC., Saginaw, 
Mich. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 294 ON READER CARD 0 

reason it's the 
most powerful 
retrievall reporting 
system available ... 

The 
Data Analyzer 
now interfaces 
with 
IMS and TOTAL 

and here 
are 5 more: 

f)A basic command 
language you can learn 
in 2 to 3 hours. 

@)Bar charts, cross tabula
tions and other graphic 
management presentation
all without programming. 

e No report or computation 
too complex. 

o Modular expansion 
capability for unique and 
special requirements. 

o Multiple file input, report 
cataloguing, table lookup, 
label writing ... and much, 
much more. 

llIB . 
()9~ 

A'lSIYZBP 
As powerful as 

your own imagination. 

Progr~ Products 
Incorporated 

20 Old Turnpike Road 
Nanuet, New York 10954 
Telephone 914-623-6868 
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Literature 
Plotter Newsletter 
PLOTTER, a new four-page newsletter 
for users of graphic plotters, will con
tain plotter applications, programs, 

and new product information. This 
first issue includes an application for 
membership in the "Hewlett-Packard 
Plotter - User's Group." HEWLETT
PACKARD co., Palo Alto, Calif. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD 

Self-Adhesive Labels 
A 12-page catalog describes Tabulabel 
stock and custom self-adhesive labels 
for dp applications. Actual-size draw
ings, illustrations, and application de
scriptions of numerous label sizes and 
configurations are included. AVERY LA
BEL CO., Azusa, Calif. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 307 ON READER CARD 

Moder:ns 
A 24-page brochure describes a line of 
digital modem packs, ranging from 300 
through 2,400 bps, for switched voice 
networks and leased-line applications. 
Specifications are listed for each 
modem series along with charts depict
ing the probability of error vs. signal to 
noise ratio for each modem. 'SANDERS 
ASSOC., INC., Nashua, N.H. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 308 ON READER CARD 

Communications Products 
Minicomputer company offers a 32-
page catalog on its data communica
tions products, describing typical ap
plications. Included are the company's 
synchronous communications control
ler, synchronous line adapter, pro
grammed asynchronous multiplexor, 
asynchronous single line controller, 
multiprocessor communications adapt
er, and an. IBM 360 interface. DATA 
GENERAL CORP., Southboro, Mass. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 309 ON READER CARD 
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Key Data Terminal 
A 20-page booklet describes the 
DT1000 remote job entry terminal sys
tem, which can be used for source data 
entry, BSC data transmission, off-line or 
on-line processing, file management, 
record formatting, and field editing. 
Specifications are given for the sys
tem's four basic units and its options. 
PERTEC CORP., Los Angeles, Calif. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 310 ON READER' CARD 

Financial Reporting 
An accounting and financial reporting 
evaluation guide aims to assist com
panies in determining whether various 
application software systems meet their 
internal requirements. The guide pro
vides more than 250 questions relating 
to accounts receivable, sales analysis, 
fixed asset accounting, general ledger, 
and ,accounts payable. INFONATIONAL, 
San Diego, Calif. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 311 ON READER CARD 

Metric Converter 
A handy metric converter/ruler con
verts lengths, areas, weights, and vol
umes from the English (inch/ pound) 
to the metric system. The 8 x 33A -inch 
(20.32 x 9.525-cm) tool includes con
version tables for standard weights and 
measures and for Fahrenheit and Cel
sius temperatures. AMERICAN KOYO 
CORP., Cleveland, Ohio. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 312 ON READER CARD 

Tape File Utility 
A 68-page report describes and lists a 
program, COMBO, which can search 
magnetic tape, generate reports, and 
reformat a data file. Written in FOR
TRAN, COMBO is able to read separate 
card images from a file blocked in 
physical records and to recognize logi
cal blocks marked by a fixed-field 10. 

It has global string commands and 
Boolean logic. Order prepaid, Stock 
Number 0303-0921, 75¢. u.s. GOVERN
MENT PRINTING OFFICE, Superinten
dent of Documents, Washington, D.C. 
20402, or local U.S. Dept. of Com
merce Field Offices. 

Terminal Supplies 
The 1973 RCS catalog covers a wide 
variety of terminal supply products, 
including stock continuous forms, 
Teletype paper, ribbon, paper tape, 
tape handling equipment, binders, 
binder storage equipment, and Gates 
acoustical shields. REMOTE COMPUTING 
SUPPLIES, Oak Brook, Ill. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD 

Microprogramming 
A six-page applications note with sev
eral charts and graphs offers assistance 
to engineers implementing micropro~ 
grammed systems. The brochure em
phasizes the need for engineers to plan 
their software support when they begin 
design of a microprogrammed system 
in order to reduce development costs. 
The uses and advantages of a general
purpose microcode assembler are ex
plained. SIGNETICS MEMORY SYSTEMS, 
Mountain View, Calif. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 304 ON READER' CARD 

Small-Scale System 
A five-page brochure describes the 
QANTEL/ ANSWER, a business computer 
that can also be used as an RJE termi
nal, remote concentrator, or store-and
forward message switcher. Available 
with up to 32K bytes of memory, its 
maximum direct access channel data 
transfer rate is. 666K bytes/ second. 
QANTEL CORP., Hayward, Calif. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 305 ON READER CARD 

Computer Output Microfilm 
A 12-page booklet discusses computer 
output microfilm (COM) technology 
and equipment, comparing COM to 
traditional output methods. Specifica
tions ot:-the Kodak KOM-80 and KOM-
90 microfilmers and descriptions of 
various formats and retrieval coding 
options are included. EASTMAN KODAK 
CO., Rochester, N.Y. 
FOR COpy CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD 

Software Proceedings 
The 42-page proceedings of the 1972 
ADR Users' Conference covers all 13 
sessions, including those on ADR'S soft
ware products-AUTOFLOW, The LI
BRARIAN, MetacoBOL, ROSCOE, and 
SAM. APPLIED DATA RESEARCH, Soft
ware Products Div., Route 206 Center, 
Princeton, N.J. 08540. 

Keycheck's Keypoints 
A four-page brochure describes KEY
CHECK, a new key entry job control 
software system. KEY CHECK enables 
facility managers to analyze produc
tion throughput and cost effectiveness 
of each operator and tab machine, as 
well as of the entire facility. Pro
grammed in FORTRAN IV and COBOL 
and supported by os or DOS, the system 
can also generate current price sched
ules and prepare invoices. NATIONAL 
INFORMATION SERVICES, INC., Cam
bridge, Mass. 
FOR COPY CIRCLE 306 ON READER CARD o 
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DDC introduces 
I new disc memories. 

They're only 8 years old. 
That's right, 8 years old. You see, the new DOC A7310 

and 9100 Series head-per-track disc systems have the 
same basic mechanical design, the same inert gas en
vironment, the same non-contact flying heads, and the 
same basic electronics that have made our head-per
track systems the industry standard 'for reliability and 
performance since 1965. 

So what's new? Greater capacity and lower cost per 
bit. 

The A7310 Series gives you fast 8.5 millisecond aver
age access time, with capacities from 6,000,000 to 
107,000,000 bits at 105,000 bits per track. 

And for applications which allow 17.0 millisecond 
average access time, the 9100 Series provides capaci
ties from 9,000,000 to 150,000,000 bits at 150,000 bits per 
track. 

50 to 100 percent increase in capacity with access 
time flexibility, all with 8 years of field-proven superior 
reliability and performance designed in. Now that's new! 

And there are a few other new features we've added. 
Like repackaged electronics and logically implemented 
spare data heads which result in improved maintain
ability. 

The MTTR on the new systems has been reduced by 
40 percent. Not that you really need to know that be
cause the field-experienced MTBF on this basic design 
is in excess of 11,000 hours. Want proof? Just ask to 
see our Product Reliability Report. We know you'll be 
impressed. 

And yes, we're truly price competitive. Any way you 
want to figure it.·Cost per bit, life cost, or cost of owner
ship. 

For full details on our new A7310 and 9100 Series, 
write or, better yet, give us a call. And if you're going 
to the National Computer Conference in New York in 
June, just drop by Booth #1410 and see our brand new 
8-year-old memories. 

rimllmlp} ~~~~! ~j~ R~d§Y~~9t:~.~h~!71~2~BrORAT'ON 
European Sales Office: Radix House, Staines, Middlesex, England. Phone: Staines 51444 
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DP-7 
36" WIDE, 1800 STEPS PER SECOND 

D Single pen or three automatically selectable 
colored pens. 

D 1800 increments per second continuous speed at 
0.0025" step size. 

D 36" wide - can do the job of many larger, more 
expensive flat beds. 

A radically new BIG, WIDE and accurate CeJMPLeJT 
digital plotter from The Recorder Company, Houston 
Instrument. Incremental too. Works fast, costs little (in 
comparison to competition) and offers all the 
operational advantages you desire. Send for brochure 
today. 

DP-7 (1) Single Pen .... $9,95CY' 
DP-7 (2) Three Pens ... $11,950* 

-Introductory prices good until June 30, 1973. After June 30, 1973, the DP-7 (1) 
will be $11,950 and the DP-7 (2) will be $13,950. 

"BJH R DER 
PANY" 

[fi)@0J]~~@[fi) I 
t ,. DIVISION OF BAU8CH&LDMB~ Ins rumen 

4950 TERMINAL AVENUE, BELLAIRE, TEXAS n401 
(713) 667-7403 TWX 910-881-5782 

European OHlce8043 UNTERFOHRING, MUNCHEN 
MUNCHNER STR. 72. W. GERMANY 0811 17-1173 

MTR-4 
MAG TAPE READER 

D 7 or 9 TRACK 800 BPI 
DAutomatic block search-forward and reverse. 
D Hardware vector generator-cuts computer 

time significantly. 
D Buffered mag tape reader. 
New from The Recorder Company, the model 
MTR-4, a fourth generation offline C0MPL0T 
magnetic tape reader with features found only in 
much higher priced competitive models. Send for 
brochure. 

MTR-4 
$15,500 
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Monarch has the bar code 
that works, and a choice of "tools" 
to create and capture data 
accurately, efficiently, economically. 

6B 5296 BLUE 12 

STORE NAME 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

g236132556 $-12~Qt 

The barcode 
that fits you. 
Whatever your size, Monarch has the bar 
code and complete systems you need for 
fast, accurate information control. The 
CODABARTM code is flexible and reliable; 
compatible with your present operation. 
Complementing the code is a choice of 
systems to create and capture it econom
ically; plus a wide range of equipment 
for attaching encoded tags to merchandise. 
The CODABAR code and related Monarch 
bar code products are currently in use with 
Pitney Bowes-Alpex SPICE® jPEPPERTM 
Systems. 

An automated input system is vital to 
your future. Monarch has one that fits 
you. For more information on the 
CODABAR code and related products .. . 
how and why they can serve you best .. . 
write to Vice President for Marketing, 
Dept. 288, Monarch Marking Systems, 
P.O. Box 608, Dayton, Ohio 45401. 

Monarch Marking Systems 

~I~ PitneyBowes 

© 1973 Monarch Marking Systems, Inc. Ail Rights Reserved 

3 ways to 
create it. 

Model 104 Dial Printer is a low
cost, easy-to-operate in-store 
printer. Accurate ... you can·see 
what you dial. It prints what you 
see ... both eye readable and 
machine readable. Has a nominal 
speed of 174 impressions per min
ute on all sizes of tags and labels. 

Monarch 2000 CODABAR Encoding 
System is a high-speed computer
controlled line printer with pro
grammable logic and expandable 
memory. Ideal for high-volume 
distribution center printing of 
bar-coded tags and labelS. 

Model 2023 Rotary Imprinter is a 
fast, simple and reliable rotary 
mat printer. Enables vendors to 
print data on conventional mer
chandise tag and label supplies 
right on their packaging lines. 
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2 ways to 
capture it. 

Model 2243 Bar Code Scanner 
comprises a hand-held light pen 
and logic for encoding the 
CODABAR code with an inter
face. Data is checked seven times 
in the logic to assure accuracy 
before being released to the inter
face and entered at point of sale. 

Model 2310 Batch Reading System 
is a high-speed data collection 
center. Reads 400 encoded tags per 
minute, feeds automatically, re
quires no tag orientation, records 
data on computer-compatible 
magnetic tape. 

Get Monarch 
into your system ... 
to get the most 
out of it. 
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ITT Asciscope Display 
the comp-Iete 
CRT terminal. 
All this for only $65.00 
a month ... 
• Built-in modem 
• Built-in acoustic coupler 
• Terminal-to-computer and terminal-

to-terminal communications 

• Teletype compatibility 

• Buffered display 
• Interfaces for printers, higher speed 

modems 

• Nationwide ITT service 

They're all standard ASCISCOPE display 
features. Result: you're on line imme
diately with ASCISCOPE. There's no 
complicated installation or reprogram
ming required. And with our §ervice by 
lmmediate 6eplacement-SIR-we won't 
waste your time repairing a leased 
ASCISCOPE-we'll replace it on the spot 
from one of ITT's 62·nationwide service 
centers. If you're ready to replace noisy, 
slow printers with silent, high-speed 
ASCISC'OPES, call Jerry Porter at 
(201) 935-3900. Or write ITT Data 
Equipment an.d Systems Division, 
Dept. 402, International Telephone and 
Telegraph Corporation, East Union 
Aven~e, East Rutherford, N. J. 07073. 

DATA EQUIPMENT I mm 
and SYSTEMS DIVISION .L..L. 
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Peop-_Ie __ _ 
Fostering international business and making the public 
aware of the benefits they are deriving from the harnessing 
of computer technology will be prime goals of the Computer 
and Business Equipment Manufacturers Assn. (CBEMA) 

under its new president, PETER F. McCLOSKEY. "Most 
of our members do 50% of their business internationally," 

said McCloskey, "and consequent
ly we shall be concerned with com
municating with government on all 
matters affecting international 
trade." 

He looks forward to a prolifera
tion of computer applications in 
the latter part of this decade which 
will "have direct benefits for the 
general public." He said CBEMA 

will "do our part" in making the 
general public aware of these ben
efits as well as the shortcomings 

Peter F. McCloskey and concerns which will be voiced 
"with increased attention to the issues of privacy and secur
ity." 

McCloskey joined CBEMA following two years as a part
ner in the Washington law firm of Hughes ,and McCloskey. 
Earlier he was president and chairman of the board of 
Farrington Manufacturing Co., a manufacturer of optical 
scanning devices and credit card imprinters. From 1960 to 
1965 he held various positions with IBM, including manager, 
domestic licensing; advanced systems sales manager, West 
Coast; and applied sciences sales, East Coast. He holds a 
degree in physics from Holy Cross College ,and is a graduate 
of the Fordham University School of Law. 

FRED H. HARRIS, director of the Univ. of Chicago's 
computation center, has little free time these days. He's just 
centralized the 100-man center, is in the midst of an equip
ment evaluation project to upgrade from a 360/65, has a 
f.amily of five children to manage, and since early last 
December has devoted more than 300 hours of spare time 

to helping form the Computer 
Foundation. 

With DPMA'S John Swearingen, 
Harris represents the 30,000-
member Association of Comput
ing Machinery (ACM) as cochair
man of the ACM-DPMA effort to 
form an organization of dp pro
fessionals that would offer and ad
minister a program to certify data 
processing practitioners and guide 
the types of education programs 
to keep them current with chang

Fred Harris ing times. In this project Harris 
has learned to combine organizing talent with political skill. 
Certification efforts draw detractors aplenty. The founda
tion hasn't escaped them. But Harris says the very existence 
of so much debate on certification is the strongest argument 
in favor of this kind of organization. With eight other 
societies participating, the committee hopes the foundation 
will be in business next July, at first using DPMA and other 
certification programs, and finally refining these to provide 
what Harris says will be a "meaningful generation and mea:
surement of talented people." 
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How do you keep work assignments and 
payrolls straight for over 23,000 longshoremen? 

New York Shipping Association and International Longshoremen's 
Association, AFL-C/Q do it daily with the help of ALPHASCOPES™ from ITI 

They not only administer the guaranteed an
nual wage for longshoremen, but also sched
ulethedailyworkassignments for loading and 
unloading shipping for member companies. 

When selecting terminal equipment for status 
input and retrieval, they demanded reliable, 
high-speed, easy to use CRT displays. The 

displays had to be compatible' with existing 
I BM software ... operate at dockside work 
stations ... and have full service back-up. 

Why ALPHASCOPES? Becaus~ the ITT 
ALPHASCOPE system not only exceeded 
their requirements, but saved them 25%. 

Find out why In's ALPHASCOPE display sys
temscan solve your problem, too. They're pro
duced by'a major communication company, 
with broad data experience. For details on 
ALPHASCOPES and the new loVJ..cost ASCI

SCOPE™ teletype-compatible display, call 
Gerry Porter at (201) 935-3900 ... or write In 
Data Equipment and Systems Division, East 
Union Avenue, East Rutherford, N.J. 07073. 

DATA EQUIPMENT Ill1m 
AND SYSTEMS DIVISION .L.L 
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DIGITAL 
CASSETTE 
HEADS 
INDUSTRY LEADERS ARE SPECIFYING 

AMERICAN MAGNETICS CORPORATION 

PRECISION HEADS .•• the best 

magnetic tape heads in the industry. Here's why: 

• Proven best in performance ..• meets ANSI and ECMA standards. 

• High production tooling •.. guarantees uniformity. 

• lowest cost for precision heads available anywhere. 

• Unconditional guarantee that heads perform as specified. 

• Mounts and guides requiring no adjustment available. 

• Complete and unexcelled engineering service and follow·up support. 

• Immediate delivery ... delivery in quantity guaranteed as specified. 

-& Write today for technical 
~( I ~~ data sheets and price quotations 
~ 'l" or call (213) 775·8651 

~O~\\~424 CARSON ST. • TORRANCE, CA 90501 
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Is 
equipment 

. . service 
• squeezing 

your profit? 
RCA Service Company can supply comprehensive maintenance. 
emergency and installation service coast-to-coast. for electronic 
or electro-mechanical industrial and commercial equipment 
marketed by you. We're specialists on communications, control 
and data processing equipment maintenance for the large user, 
and account of the manufacturer. . 
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• siop the profit squeeze. 
• Compare price and benefits. 
• Eliminate service headaches. 
• Decrease down-time. 
• Lower overall service costs. 

Write or phone for details: 
B. L. Grossman, Building 204-2 
RCA Service Company 
A Division of RCA 
Camden, New Jersey 08101 
Phone: (609) 779·4129 

ROil 
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people _____ _ 

A physicist by education (B.S. in physics from North 
Carolina in '60 and M.A. from Rice in '69) and a computer 
practitioner by trade, Harris was a systems programmer 
with Humble Oil and assistant director of the Rice Univ. 
Computation Center until joining Univ. of Chicago in Sep
tember '69. Since '71, he's also been a member of ACM'S 

Professional Standards and Practices Committee, which last 
month hammered out its final version of a professional 
conduct code. 

After almost 12 years with McKinsey &. Co. Inc., the 
international management consulting firm, GEORGE 
GLASER is going off on his own. Glaser, for the last two 
years, has headed the company's satellite office in Menlo 

Park, Calif., applying McKinsey's 
style of consulting to smaller com
panies, several of them in the dp 
industry. For a firm accustomed 
to dealing with large, prestigious 
corporations with revenues of $100 
million or more, it meant a change 
of focus. For Glaser, it also meant 
·a shift from his clients' dp man
agement problems to the broader 
problems faced by vendors in a 
high-technology community. "I 
became interested in these com

George Glaser panies and in the people who run 
them," he says. "So much so that I now intend to c;oncen
trate my attention on the opportunities for both. 

Far from your usual image of a man in a rut, 41-year-old 
George Glaser has had a varied job experience. He started 
by designing digital circuits 'at Sandia Corp., Albuquerque, 
N.M., where he worked the telemetry and data collection/ 
reduction sides of the house; was engaged in the R&D 

aspects of airborne fire control programs as a naval officer; 
got into programming and systems analysis back at Sandia; 
and served as product planner and product manager for 
digital tape drives at Ampex Corp. before joining Mc
Kinsey's San Francisco office in 1961. Since then, too, he 
spent 18 months in Europe, working out of the firm's 
Dusseldorf office and consulting in dp management. 

Glaser has been ac~ive in professional society affairs-as 
general chairman of the 1966 Fall Joint Computer Confer
ence, ex,..chairman of the business data processing group 
within the Assn. for Computing Machinery (ACM), and past 
treasurer of ACM. He currently is treasurer of AFIPS (Ameri
can Federation of Information Processing Societies) and 
ACM member-at-large. He also has been active on the writ
ing and speaking circuit, with dp management his pet 
topic. 

Somewhere along the line, he explains, he decided he 
ought to try a more entrepreneurial style of living and 
working. "I have a couple of ideas of my own," he adds, 
saying he plans to shake them down after he leaves McKin
·sey. George says only that one of them has to do with a 
rather novel application of well-known technology. Mean
while, he will continue to consult, even maintaining some on
going ,relationships with the blessing of his former partners. 

"Some people have told me it's not .clear to them what 
I'm going to do. That much is clear to me, too," he says 
with a smile. "The only thing I'm sure of is that I want more 
time to think about some ideas that intrigue me and that 
could be worthwhile as businesses-and I'm willing to make 
an investment in personal R&D to find out." 0 
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OEM Nlnonll Mlrketlng: Boston (617) 237-1950; Dallas (214) 231-2240; Los Angeles (213) 474-1596; Minneapolis (612) 835-2066; Philadelphia (609) 667-7555; San Fran
cisco (415) 941-5485; Washington, D.C. (301) 652-8120. U.S. Repro.entln.ea: Albuquerque, W. J. Purdy Co. (505) 266-7959; Chicago, L-rec, Inc. (312) 286-1500; Denver, 
W. J. Purdy Co. (303) 770-5311; Orlando, Fla., Gentry Assoc., Inc. (305) 894-4401. OEM Intlrnlnonll Mlrklnng: Amsterdam 020-452-457; Frankfurt 615-099; London, We.t 
Draylon 49292; Paris 686.06.91; Tokyo 493-6451; Vienna 34.53.61, 34.44.16. Infl. Repre.enlln.la: Mexico City, Maqulnas de Informacion, S.A. (905) 524-9195; Sydney, 
De/arco 29-28-63; Tokyo, Marubenl 501-7421. Homl Olllee: 6219 De Solo Ave., Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364 (213) 887-8000. 
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FOLLOW THE LEADERS TO BOOTH #2325 
AT THE NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE. 

-we'll be exhibiting new ideas 

We figure it this way: 
We've been making peripherals and 

memories for more than eleven years, and 
telecommunications equipment for more 
than twenty. Our products are recognized 
throughout the world for their price/ per
formance and quality. 

We have, in fact, become leaders in our 
particular fields. Our customers know it, but 
not everyone else does. Hence, this ad. 
Now you'll always know who Data Products 
is. Just remember the Leaders. 

THE LEADERS IN PRINTER PRICE/ 
PERFORMANCE-Data Products is the 
largest independent m~nufacturer of line 
printers in the world. That's right ... the 
world. 

We make printers for integration into any 
design. From low-cost, medium-speed 
desktop printers to high-volume 1800 Ipm 
models. They lead the way in price / per
formance ratios ... which, obviously, is why 
we're the Leaders. 

You'll be hearing a lot more about the 
Leaders' printers in the months to come. 
We've got some eye-opening new products 
and applications. Including a horizontally
moving character band printer that'll 
make you forget everyone 
else's chain drives. 

in line prioters and core memory products there. 

THE LEADERS IN CORE MEMORY 
PRICE/ PERFORMANCE-Data Products 
is one of the world's leading manufacturers 
of cores and core memory systems. 

We go the full cycle. We roll-cut uniformly 
superior cores in all sizes. From 14-mil 
diameters up. We make superior stacks 
with them ... stacks of all speeds, capaci
ties and configurations. And we make 
complete core memory systems-both 
commercial and militarized-that can be 
incorporated into any computer design. 
You can buy what you need off our shelf. If 
we don't have it, we'll custom-make it for 
you: Core systems are big business for the 
Leaders. 

THE LEADERS IN PRODUCT RANGE 
-A line of card readers and punches. Tele
communications equipment-modems, 
multiplexers, terminals, control systems and 
test equipment-from our 20-year-Leader 
Telecommunications Division. Credit card 
embossing and encoding systems from our 
Data Card Corporation subsidiary. Com
puter room accessories such as ribbons 
and tape cleaners from our Data Devices, 
Inc., subsidiary. 

Data Products. The Leaders. We wrote 
the book on price/performance and quality 
-our 1973 OEM Catalog. Send for it today. 

PRODUCTS_-
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Books 
What Computers Can't Do: A Critique 
of Artificial Reason 

by Hubert L. Dreyfus 
Harper & Row, New York 1972 
259 pp. $8.95 

The Metaphorical Brain: An Introduc
tion to Cybernetics as Artificial Intelli
gence and Brain Theory 

by Michael A. Arbib 
Wiley-Interscience, New York 1972 
263 pp. $14.95 

It may be worthwhile to review Drey
fus' and Arbib's books together, not 
just because they address closely re
lated subjects but because of the fact 
that they discuss the subjects in rather 
strongly contrasting fashions. If we 
were to compare the two styles, one 
might say that while Dreyfus' style is 
directed to convincing the reader of a 
political stand, Arbib's style attempts 
to introduce the reader to the funda
mentals of three bodies of knowledge 
and to bring them together into a hy
pothesis regarding the functional de
sign of the human brain. 

Dreyfus' areas of factual informa
tion are the history of artificial intelli
gence, the politics (conscious and un
conscious) that surrounds it and the 
thoughts of some leading epistemolo
gists. Arbib deals with neurophysiolo
gy, systems theory and the basic tech
niques of artificial intelligence. Not 
only is the subject of artificial intelli
gence common to both; they both in
vestigate the important question, "What 
is the nature of the reasoning process 
and how can we describe it in an under
standable way?" 

As said before, the major impact of 
Dreyfus' book is political-he warns 
the lay reader (and perhaps some of 
the not-so-Iay specialists) against tak
ing it for granted that an artificially 
intelligent robot is around the corner. 
He does this very effectively in the first 
part of his book. He discusses in detail 
some of the very well-known computer 
programs that have performed tasks 
which, until recently, only humans 
could· perform. He also argues quite 
cogently that these programs, while im
itating certain aspects of human behav
ior, do not necessarily use the same 
basic operations that the human brain 
might use. Unfortunately, most of his 
criticism is directed towards the as
sumption-made often by workers in 
the field-that a computer which 
shows human-like behavior must be 
using human-like processes. As a re
sult, he uses this criticism as a non
technical explanation for the limita
tions of these programs· instead of ana
lyzing the characteristics of the pro
grams themselves to show how, under 
certain kinds of circumstances, these 
programs would fail. At this point, 
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Dreyfus falls into the same error into 
which most people in AI fall: he fails to 
analyze these programs in sufficient 
precision and detail. What I have in 
mind here is the kind of close analysis 
that Bobrow did on his own program 
(see quotation by Dreyfus on p. 45). 
Compared to this, Dreyfus' own analy
sis, say, of the Quillian program (pp. 
54-57), is awfully inadequate and non
technical. 

Debates should be conducted on a 
basis of solid facts. Since this is lacking 
in some of the criticism (and probably 
also from the defense) the debate be-:
tween Dreyfus and the artificial intelli
gentsia becomes shallow and acrimoni
ous; Dreyfus has described in bitter 
detail some of the more lurid'aspects of 
this acrimony. In this he has served 
one useful purpose-to point out that 
science is not above politics and that 
the behavior of scientists is worthy of 
study as a, sociological and political 
phenomenon. It is all quite painful. 

Dreyfus also makes it clear that pro
grams which are initially designed to 
serve one specific purpose are only too 
often lauded as the precursors of great
er things to come and it is this applause 
rather than the basic techniques of the 
programs themselves which becomes 
part of the mythology of the field. 
Dreyfus does not, however, belittle the 
effectiveness of the programs them
selves. In the last part of the book he 
actually points out how such pro
grams, through man-machine interac
tion, can be very beneficial as tools of 
analysis and design. 

In the opinion of this reviewer, it is 
in the middle part of the book that 
Dreyfus falls into traps similar to the 
ones some of his younger antagonists 
fall into. One major error is the confu
sion between a phenomenon and its 
description in a formal language. Often 
when a researcher in cognitive simula
tion claims to have isolated certain ba
sic cognitive processes through com
puter simulation, he merely claims that 
the process occurs in the brain. He 
does not necessarily have to claim that 
the process is algorithmically realized 
by the brain exactly the same way it is 
realized by a computer (as is well
known, the same input-output relation 
can be constructed by many different 
algorithms). It seems to me that in his 
constant attacks on "a formal system 
of rules" he somehow confuses a sys
tem and its model. At the present state 
of development of AI and cs, such 
models are necessarily incomplete. 

If I made only one comment to set 
Arbib's book apart from Dreyfus', it 
would be to say that Arbib thoroughly 
examines this concept of an incom
plete model (he calls i~ a "metaphor") 
and comes to a cogent conclusion as to 
what extent it is useful and in what 
ways it can be misleading. Arbib says 
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One of the best 
ftt!ngs about the Bell System's 

Dalaphone®4800 dataset 
is the maintenance behind it. 

This new solid state data set trans
mits at 4800 b. p.s. over basic, uncon
ditioned, private-line facilities. 

It has a 50 millisecond turn
around time that Inakes it suitable 

May, 1973 

for multi-point or point-to
point systems. 

And it offers convenient 
local and remote loop-back 
testing. vVhich means trouble 
can be readily isolated be
tween your equipment or ours. 

Perhaps even more impor
tant, the Bell System has what is 
called the Data Technical Support 
Team. 

This team is made up of rep
resentatives from various levels of 
the Bell System, from the local com
pany to Bell Labs. 

When necessary a data prob
lem can be taken to the level where 
it can be solved quickly. Usually 
within hours. 

At AT&T and your 
local Bell Company, we know 
how costly "downtime" can 
be to your business. You don't 
have to say another word. 

We hear you. 
@ 
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NOVA 

$3950.00 (quan. 1) 

PLUG COMPATIBLE 

PDP-11 

$4500.00 (quan. 1) 

PLUG COMPATIBLE 

H/P-2100 
$4350.00 (quan. 1) 

PLUG COMPATIBLE 

PLUG A LINe TAPE INTO YOUR MINI. 
'. Most Reliable Tape System in the Industry ~ 
• 100,000 Tape Passes Guaranteed (\" 
• 8,400 Bytes/Second Transfer Rate ~O 
• Block Addressible Disc Format for True Random AcO~s 
• 204,800 or 335,872 Bytes/Reel in Blocks of 512 JY 
• Slave expansion units $1700.00 per drive ~~ 
• Available for all more popular Minis "9 

A complete operating system to expedite program preparation 
through a text editor, assembler, two loaders, and various file 
handling routines is available. Paper tape is completely 
eliminated. LlNC Tape is used for source, object, and image files. 
Full BASIC and FORTRAN support. 

Computer OperationsJ Inc. 

10774 Tucker St~ • Beltsville, Md. 20705 • 301-937-5377 
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RAlN PODNAHS 
If You're a minicomputor user~ .. 

That's right ... 
The Analysts, Inc. have developed a new 
and unique service for users of certain mi
n icomputers! For General Automation 
SPC-12 owners, we can generate, debug, 
and implement programs faster than your 
own programmers. By utilizing our cross
assembler and complier in our time-shared 
machine, FORTRAN input can be output 
for the SPC-12 ready to run. This system 
also improves efficiency to permit pro-

The Analysts 
can beat you 
every time! 

grams normally requiring 12-16K to run in 

BK. Software for plotters, cassette tape stor
age units, and interfacing are also available. 

For DEC-ll users, our FORTRAN to 
BASIC converter permits similar rapid pro
gram development and implementation. 

If you have a programming requirement 
for these or other minicomputers-in a 
hurry-contact The Analysts! 

CALL US ... WE'LL GET YOU THE INFORMATION 
ON OUR PROGRAMMING CAPABILITIES 
... FASTER THAN A SPEEDING BULLET. 

41200 DIRECTORS ROW HOUSTON, TEXAS 77018 (713) 686-5516 TELEX 76-2683 
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Books 

(p. 10): "To say that 'My love is like a 
red, red rose' does not imply that she 
will appreciate having the' hose turned 
on her. A good metaphor is a rich 
source for hypotheses about the first 
system but must not be regarded as a 
theory for the first system." He pro
ceeds then to descriptions of the struc
tures of the brains-and the phenome
na involved in perception-of some 
lower vertebrates, to show that the ba
sic parts of a perceived whole vary 
from one animal to another depending 
on the goals of the animals' "life style." 
He goes so far as to say (while describ
ing certain strategies of perception in 
robots) that "we see a contour, how
ever iII defined, because we have rec
ognized a cube, rather than recognize a 
cube because we have dutifully per
ceived all the contours" (p. 111). 
Dreyfus means the same thing when he 
says: "We perceive a house, for exam
ple, as more than a fa9ade-as having 
some sort of back-some inner hori
zon. We respond to this whole object 
first and then as we get to know the 
object better, fill in the details as to 
inside and back" (p. 153). And yet, 
after this degree of agreement, Dreyfus 
concludes "a body ... cannot be 
reproduced by a heuristically pro
grammed digital computer .. " while 
Arbib proceeds to think of the brain as 
"a complex information-processor with 
distributed action-oriented computa
tion taking place in a layered somato
topically organized network." 

The origin of the difference may 
well lie in the different techniques of 
thought brought to bear on the subject 
by the two authors. I have already 
referred to Dreyfus' propensity to be
lieve that any phenomenon digitally 
described must perforce have to per
tain to the action of a digital process. 
Unfortunately, at our present state of 
intellectual and spiritual development, 
we have no recourse to any meaningful 
communication except through digital 
symbolism (be they letters, phonemes 
or mathematical symbols). Making 
them less "precisely defined" than is 
usual would not increase the effective
ness of the discourses, only reduce it. 
Moreover, it is not even true that dig
ital symbolism cannot be interpreted 
by nondiscrete phenomena-differen
tial equations have been with us for 
centuries. 

The confusion may be related to the 
conceptual error that Dreyfus makes 
when he states that "the mind can cope 
with an indefinite number of situations 
whereas the machine has only a limited 
set of states and so will eventually re
veal itself by its failures to respond 
appropriately" (p. 148). Arbib, how
ever, with a chapter on "Systems The-
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TAKE CHARGE of your COMPUTER! 

LPrinCiPles 

LEARN ~ Selection 

Management 

of 

Sl>-~~~I>-~I>- OPERATING SySTEMS ...... June 28-30 
\(\ ~r 

<><><> 

TRANSLATORS and ...... June 25-27 

Translator Writing Systems 

Two Seminars To Provide 

* An integrated overview of Operating and Translator 
System principles 

*Guidelines for the Selection, Implementation and 
Management of these systems 

Presented by: Science and Management Division, University of California Extension, 
Santa Barbara, California 93106. 

Each seminar $250, both seminars $475, includes notes, text and mid-day meal. 

For additional information, WRITE Mr. Herb Libow, Science and Management 
Coordinator at the above address or CALL (80S) 961-41 SO. 

Impe '" and basic-
our design goals. 
Look behind a 
Digi-Data transport 
and you will be 
amazed at its simplicity
at no loss of function, 
Our simple machines 
feature 
• Speeds to 45 ips 
• NRZI or PE 
• OEM or formatted 

configurations 
• 7,81/2 and 

101/2 inch models 

Simplicity means 
reliable performance 
at a low price-
the lowest. 
We'll be happy to send 
you all the details. 

DIGI-DATA CORPORATION 'J 4315 Baltimore Ave., Bladensburg, Md. 20710· (3011 277-9378 
® 
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ory" in his book, realizes that contrary 
to Dreyfus' belief, an infinite set can be 
handled by a finite state device as long 
as it deals with a congruence of finite 
index. Dreyfus misses this point even 
after stating that "bodily skills enable 
us not only to recognize objects in each 
single sense modality but by virtue of 
the felt equivalence of our exploratory 
skills we can see and touch the same 
object" (p. 161). Somehow it is not 
clear to him that an equivalence class 
of objects can be denoted by the same 
name. As a result, he objects to Mc
Carthy's discussion of "situations" in 
view of the fact that many physical 
states can be described by the same 
situation. As a result he is forced to 
assume that the idea of an objective 
reality (what Arbib calls a "model of 
the world") can only be achieved by a 
multiplicity of senses and-by some 
mysterious tleduction-therefore ne
cessitates a body. He sees the same 
need for a body when he discusses 
Gestalts. Od p. 17, "our subject's famil
iarity with the overall chess pattern 
and wi,th the past moves of this particu
lar game enabled him to recognize the 
lines of force (sic-italics reviewer'S) 
and loci (sic) of strengths and weak
ness ... (and leads h'im to) ... see that 
his opponent is weak in a certain area 
and zeroing in on this area he discovers 
the unprotected rook." Workers in AI 

are aware of this "pattern-recognition" 
phenomenon and the formalization of 
exactly such procedures is the basic 
challenge of this field. Also, it is not 
just the artificial intelligentsia that seek 
to describe the phenomenon of pattern 
recognition. Skinner and psychologists 
in that school claim that precise de
scription is possible in special cases and 
the overall structure of the pattern-rec
ognition phenomenon can be outlined 
in general. 

However, even if we agree with 
Dreyfus that pattern. recognition can
not be precisely described, we cannot 
understand why having a body around 
would help perform an undescribable 
phenomenon. Are we to conclude that 
the body is somehow undescribable? 
Contrast Arbib's description of the pat
tern-recognition activities in the brains 
of lower vertebrates. They are well de
scribed and somehow disappointing in 
their simplicity! 

As a Hindu, this reviewer would 
probably agree to the soul as being 
somehow indescribable and even to the 
suggestion (if it were made!) that me
chanical reason through a formal set of 
rules is impossible because the machine 
has no divine soul-but to make the 
body the source of all mysteries is 
somehow repulsive! 

-Ranan B. Banerji 
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JOin Datamation's powerful selling tour of europe this Fall 
Five coun'i-ries in five wee!(s-T~ .. ~e G~ND TOUR 

DATAMATION, with the support of the United States Department of Commerce, presents a hard selling series 
of exhibitions of U. S. Computer products allover Europe this Fall. You are invited to join The Grand Tour 
of DATAMATION for an extraordinary opportunity to increase your total marketing program in Europe. 

A TAILORED APPROACH TO THE MARKETPLACE 

Lool(ing for agents to distribute and service your products? 

Meet them at the exhibitions. Interview several consecutively. Begin your selling months earlier in the lucra
tive European market. 

Already have agents or direct sales offices? 

Support them. Evaluate them. Let them see, touch, use your new product lines. Provide them with the chance 
to show your products to their customers at the prestige EDP exhibit in Europe this year. It's the one all 
the buyers will attend. 

Not familiar with the European potential for your products? 

Use. The Grand Tour to gauge their acceptance. There is no better way for you to judge the market for either 
your present - or new - products than by face-to-face meetings with your prospects. 

This year too soon? Thinlc maybe you'll wait until neltt year? 

Your competition isn't going to. wait. The Grand Tour is this November. If you expect to derive sales profits 
from Europe in 1974, you've got to start this year. 

Who'll Attend? 

OEMs or end users? It's up to 'you. This is the first EDP exhibition ever held in which the exhibitor speci
fies - in advance - the precise universe he wants to reach. DATAMATION then tailors a mailing and 

. promotional program to attract the exact class of buyers to whom you want to show your products. 
European promotion for The Grand Tour is starting now. Give us your requirements - and put us to work 
for you. Call or write for immediate details. 

Charlie Asmus, Sales Director, The Grand Tour, DATAMATION, 35 Mason St.; Greenwich, Conn. 06830. 
(201) 444-4271 0 r (203) 661-5400 

London - October 30, 31, November 1; Stockholm - November 6, 7, 8; Paris - November 12, 13, 14; Milan 
- November 19, 20, 21; Munich - November 27, 28, 29, 30. 
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Look Ahead (Continued from page 18) 

and a line printer; only a processor and some software remains to 
put the pieces together. We hear Pertec will build its own processor. 

Meanwhile, veteran Inforex claims it may have pulled down the 
largest key-disc order ever to an independent with contracts from the 
Social .Security Administration and the USSR. Social Security ordered 
70 systems totaling more than 850 keystations valued at nearly $2 
million. The Russians have ordered about $300,000 in systems from 
Inforex for installation at Russia's computer showplace--the Soviet 
Institute for Automation and Control Technology in Moscow. 

WHERE ARE THEY NOW? 
whatever happened to Cincinnati Milacron's minicomputer venture 
announced in January of 1970? Its number of installed systems show 
up in census reports as "NA"--not available. Most go into the 
company's machine tools as controllers; some others are oem'd. 

But the company may now be readying a move into end-user systems, 
helped with newly recruited technical and marketing talent from 
RCA's computer shambles. Its Prqcess Control Div., in charge of the 
minicomputer operation, named a new president a year ago -- Pat 
Beeby, formerly of RCA and before that IBM. In recent months he's 
been joined by other former IBMers who came the RCA route: 
Dr. Joseph P. Mount, director of marketing; Larry E. Axsom, manager 
of applications development and marketing; and Pat Goggins, head of 
systems software. It's understood they've developed applications 
packages and an operating system to be called CIMOS. 

The marketing strategy i~ a secret, although sales offices have 
been opened in recent months in Atlanta and Houston, augmenting 
those in Los Angeles, NYC, and Detroit. The product is the 8-bit 
CIP2200, successor to the 2100 first announced in '70 when the company 
plunged into the market as a licensee of Microdata. A later offering, 
the 4000, has been scrapped. 

RUMORS AND RAW RANDOM DATA 
A top IBM technical officer said recently at MIT that it was possible 
to have semiconductor memories of 0.001¢ per bit in the early 1980s. 
That's·significantly lower than most industry forecasts, but the IBM 
man did say there would have to be some significant technological 
breakthroughs before that low figure could be achieved ••• Memory in 
Honeywell's new line, due out this summer, will have 2K bits of 
N channel MOS ••• A class action suit agaihst University Computing has 
been filed by W. ·Henry duPont, scion of Delaware's first family. It 
charges that Sam Wyly and other top execs intentionally misrepresented 
UCC's assets and liabilities and sold off profitable subsidiaries to 
acquire capital for Datran. He wants the court to fire the present 
management ••• The recent Fortune article that gushed about all the GE 
people finding new careers at Honeywell after the latter acquired 
GE's computer ope.ration neglected to mention that the two top GE men 
who came over to Honeywell in the merger--Bill Smart and Al Way--
have returned to GE ••• Burroughs says it's shipping its Bl700 systems 
at the rate of 80 a month ••• Financial analysts think Service Bureau 
Corp. will contribute substantially to Control Data's '73 earnings: 
One thinks it will add 40¢ to the company's net, another guesses 55¢. 
Other computer business will account for 85¢ ••• Japan's Oki Electric 
Co. will begin selling printers in ~he_~.S. this month to oem's, and 
later will market a plasma display unit ,through Okidata, Moorestown, 
N.J •••• Computer Sciences Corp. is abandoning the posh offices its 
late chairman and founder Fletcher Jones set up in L.A.'s glamorous 
Century City. 



Remember when 
going-like-sixty 
meant "fast"? 
Today's world is rapidly speeding ahead. 

To keep up, companies are constantly looking for new 
ways to cut operating costs, develop new uses for their 
products, and develop new products. 

In this competitive race, we make systems that can help. 

They're direct-writing, interactive graphic terminals. A 
somewhat complicated name for a device with a simple 
concept: couple man's inherent ability to work with 
pictorial information with the computer's capacity to 
process data derived from these pictures. 

Applications? Bounded only by imagination. 

Since 1970, companies have been using our systems in 
such diverse areas as highway design and traffic flow 
analysis, pilot training, molecular modeling in three 
dimensions, system simulation and control, real-time 

animation, dress pattern layout, and computer aided 
design. 

Our systems range from graphic displays working as 
computer peripherals to complete stand-alone graphic 
systems with supporting software. 

We'd like to talk with you about their performance, their 
cost effectiveness, and how they can work for you. 

You should contact us. 

Because a company going like sixty is going to be ten 
years behind in the seventies. 

VECTOR GENERALV 
Your world is moving ahead. We'll help you keep up. 

8399 Topanga Canyon Boulevard • Canoga' Park, California 91304 • Phone: (213) 346·3410 • TWX: 910·494·2764 
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When we added a buffer 
to the Model 33, 

we turned a workhorse 
into a 120 cps racehorse. 
We've stretched the capabilities of the Model 33 

data terminal by integrating it with a 120 cps 
magnetic tape cassette buffer. 

So you get the lowest cost 1200 baud terminal, 
the flexibility of both paper and magnetic tape and 
the reliability of the good old 33. 

The high speed of the unit reduces telephone 
cha rges, or use of WATS lines. . 

The ASR tape capability lets you set up format 
control on paper tape for multiple transaction type 
appl ications. The cassettes perform data storage 
and transmission functions. 

Some other goodies: three line speeds-10, 30 
and 120 cps; data search and back spacing 
capability; $108 per month for the KSR model, 
$121 for the ASR. 

Our new 33 plus cassette buffer brings our 

product line up to 74 terminal models with 202 
options. This me,ms you can solve your various 
terminal problems in a variety of ways .. 

If you use more than one terminal, you can mix 
different terminals-each matched to the specific 
requirements of each location' in your system. Our 
systems planning experts will help you make the 
optimum choice. 

And then we support your system with our unique 
maintenance program, Termicare~ 

If you would like more information about our 33 
plus buffer, or about any of the 276 ways we can 

meet your needs, please contact me. 
Z. V. Zakarian, Western Union Data 

Service Company, 16 McKee Drive, 
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430 .. 
800-631-7050 (N.J. 201-529-1170). 

"But it's available at 
workhorse prices. As low 

as $108 a month:' 
z. V. Zakarian. 

!!:!!! data serVices compafl!::l 
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Why you should ship 
\\That you ship ... by air ... 
in containers ... on United. 

(there are a few exceptions) 

You may be amazed to discover 
how many kinds of commodities 

now travel on United-and why. 
Sealed inside a United container, 

your goods move at jet speed. 
Pilfer proof. Safe from the 

weather. Intact and damage free. 
And with what you save with 

United's container discounts, you can 
hardly tell our rates from the truckers'. 

Now is the time to rethink the 
way you ship. Get the facts from a 

friend. Call United. 

Here are a few examples of commodities 
that move every day in containers on United. 

United's LD-3 containers. 
Each can carry more than a ton of 
your goods economically, aboard 
United's great and growing fleet of 
747's and DC-IO's. 

Ad vertising materials 
Automotive parts 
Ball bearings 
Books 
Business machines 
Cheese 
Clams 
Computers 
Decals 
Displays 
Electronic parts 
Farm equipment parts 
Film 
Flowers 
Forgings 
Garments on hangers 
Hand tools 
Home appliances 
Ice cream 
Jewelry, costume 
Kitchen appliances 
Labels 
Live lobsters 
Machine parts 

United Air Lines +>
Jet FreightN{}.J.~he .. 
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Magazines 
Meats 
Medicines 
Metalstampings 
Mushrooms 
Musical instruments 
Newspapers 
Office machines 
Perishables 
Phonograph records 
Photo material 
Plastics 
Pneumatic tools 
Produce 
Radios 
Recording tapes 
Rectifiers 
Steel castings 
Toiletries 
Transformers 
'fropical fish 
Underwear 
Vegetables 
Videotapes 
Vitamins 

. Water beds 
Wearing apparel 
Worms 
Xylophones 
Yogurt 
Zucchini 
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SIMseRIPT 
GPSS 

Today's 
most essential 

simulation languages. 
Now, study all levels of Simscript and GPSS 
during intensive 5-day courses which will 
prepare you to program in today's essential. 
computer simulation languages. Learn from 
the company which has earned the reputation 
of being the finest teaching organization of 
its kind in the field. 

Southern Simulation Service, Inc. 
P.o. BOX 1155 TAMPA, FLORIDA 33601 (813) 839-5201 
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computers 
carted 

Y#ith 
care 

When you ship computer hardware, look for an experienced computer mover 
like Burnham Van Service, which helped pioneer the nationwide moving of 
electronics and other high value cargo. Burnham Van Ser'Jice has air-ride vans 
with power tailgates and the most advanced tie-down systems, along with 
other specialized equipment for moving electronics. More important, Burn
ham has the know-how to load, move, and unload your computer hardware 
without damage, and the ability to spot your shipments at all times, day and 
night, from one end of the country to the other. Call the man from Burnham 
Van when you're ready to talk about computer shipments. Or write to us and 
we'll be glad to send you a copy of a new 
32-page equipment manual that illus-
trates Burnham's specialized equip
ment for handling high-value cargo. 

BURNHAM VAN SERVICE, INC. 
5000 Burnham Boulevard, Columbus, Georgia 31907. Phone 404/563-1120 
Denver 303/433-8619 • Chicago 312/372-4323 • New York 212/679-4111 • Cheverly, Md. 301/322-1300 
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letters __ _ 
Continued from page 26 

cause they don't understand it, and it 
tells the administration exactly what is 
going on. No favorites are played here . 

Mr. Petroff has the right idea to help 
alleviate this problem, but the dp man
ager must go one step further. Unfor
tunately, this is not a small step. It 
requires much of your time. I am re
ferring to education. Educate the 
users. Once they understand your de
partment and where you stand, the 
communication line should open up, 
thereby eliminating 90% of the prob
lem. 
GLENN T. YOUNG 

Director of Data Processing 
Matagorda County Hospital District 
Bay City, Texas 

Seventh generation 
It was very interesting finally to read 
an article on computer systems that 
operate in Complex Time (Feb., p. 
71 ). I had always thought this proce-

. dure was a trade secret which was jeal
ously guarded by several highly profit
able service bureaus who were en
gaged in a conspiracy to prevent the 
knowledge from reaching the public. 

Now that this concept is out in the 
open, I am sure that there will be a 
great deal of debate in the industry 
over the relative efficiency of Complex
Time operating systems and those 
which operate in Virtual Time. 

As you might guess from the name, 
Virtual Time systems use real-time 
only for swapping, thus allowing time 
slices to be of any length that the user 
desires and giving each user the im
pression that he has all the machine 
time to himself. 

Of course, one shortcoming of this 
system is that a certain amount of 
memory is required for swapping over
head (this memory is on super-thin 
film and is therefore transparent to the 
user). The amount of this memory 
required is a function of the longest 
time slice available to the user. , 

With this new seventh-generation 
capability, users will find that they can 
optimize their utilization of the sixth
generation feature-Write Only Mem
ory (WOM). This is because with es
sentially an infinite amount of Virtual 
Time available to each user, WOM be
comes very valuable for Information 
Disposal under the principle of GIGO 

(Garbage In Garbage Out). It is inter
esting to note that no priority levels are 
needed with VTOS (Virtual Time Oper
ating Systems), since all jobs, no mat
ter how long, begin and end at the 
same time. 
RALPH M. JONES 

T ecsi-So ftware 
Paris, France 
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1 for the. Money! 
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PSC Series 3000 

Special Take-Home O~er on PSC's new Series 3000 Tape Drive. 
NOW you can have an evaluation unit at the 100 unit cost. 
Take it home and check the following features for yourself. 

• Low Cost/High Perfqrmance 

• Maximum M.T.B.F./M.T.R . 

• Simple Drive-One Moving Part 

• 3M Data Cartridge Compatibility 

• Compact/Light Weight 

• Low Start/Stop Time 

• Control and Read/Write Electronics 

• Motor Meets Mil Spec Requirements 

• AND MORE 

2 for the Show! 
Offer Limited to qualified buyers ONLY! Units will be on 
display at the National Computer Conference 

Exposition, June 4-8, 1973, in New York City. Live demon
stration at our Exhibit Booth 2919. 

3 to get Ready! 
Be ready for this opportunity. Bring your purchase order to 

our Exhibit Booth and your unit will be delivered to your place of 
business by the time you return from the show. 

4toGo! 
The four elements you look for are ready and waiting for you. 

Right performance at the right price-and right now. 

LOW COST • MAXIMUM M. T.B.F-M. T.R .• SIMPLE DRIVE • 
3M DATA CARTRIDGE COMPATIBILITY 

Specifications 
MEDIA M. T.B.F. 
• 300 It. 1/4" Tape, 3tv1 Cartridge • 24 Months or 17,500 Hours 

• Tracks-One to Four 
• Cartridge Capacity-5.76M bits per Track M. T.R. 

Maximum 4 Track, 23.04M bit • 15 Minutes 

READjWRlTE ElEGRONICS 

• 1600/3200 BPI 
• P.E. 
• Serial 

SPEED 
• Read/Write: 12 ips to 20 ips 

• Rewind: 120 ips± 3% Nominal 

INTERFACE 
• DTl/TTl Compatible 

SIZE 
• 7" x 5.1/2" X 4.1/4" 

MOUNTING 

• Hole Pattern 6.1/7' x5" 

• Thread 4·40 Four Places 

WEIGHT 
• Under 3 Ibs. !Including Electronics} 

1200 Grand Central Avenue. Glendale, California 91201 • (213) 245-8424. TELEX 69-8231 
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LEASE complete computer systems, 
peripheral equipment and 
software 

Scientific Leasing Inc. (Sci Lease) offers both standard systems and specialized 
configurations of large-scale installations and mini-computers to meet your 
specific EDP requirements. Individual units or groups of peripheral, 
terminal, data preparation and communications gear-and 
appropriate software - are also included within 

the comprehensive Scientific Leasing plans. ALL 
new equipment, with warranty in force, offered 

by ANY manufacturer, maybe leased. 

By using our long-term flexible lease plans con

siderable savings can be realized over manu

facturer's own rental plans. By working with 
Scientific Leasing you profit from the resources 
and experience only to be found within a pro
fessional organization which specializes in tech

nical equipment leasing. 

For further details, we invite your inquiry. 

scilease 
SCIENTIFIC LEASING INC. 

FOUNDERS TOWER, FOUNDERS PLAZA, EAST HARTFORD, CONN. 06108 

TELEPHONE (203) 528-3400 
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LOOK AT ALL YOU GET 
1. A big 1024 character CRT. FOR UNDER 
2. Hardwired "Basic" Language. 
3. 2K (up to 32K) ROM MaS storage. $ 7,000. 
4. Single keystroke programming. 
5. Drive's wide range of peripherals. 
6. Fast, flexible cassette tape drive. 
7. l-byte commands save storage. 
S. 32 dedicated special functions. 
9. Trace mode for instant debugging. 

The new Wang 2200 

10. Alpha/numeric string variables. 

is the most powerful 
computing system avail
able today for your 
dollar. Get all the facts 
by sending in the coupon 
or marking the reader 

THE NEW WANG service card. 

2200 _______ L~~~~)-______ _ 
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WANG LABORATORIES, INC. 
836 North Street 
Tewksbury, Mass. 01876 
Or phone (617) 851-4111 D-5 

Please send me full informatioll on the 
new Wang 2200 System. 
Name: ________________________ _ 

Title: ____________ _ 

Company: ____________________ _ 

Address: ____________________ _ 
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letters __ _ 
(Continued from page 224) 

Language for the times 
I was pleased to read Angeline Pan
tages' optimistic report on pL! 1 in 
your January issue (p. 103). In the 
past, PL/l seems to have been written 
off by most users as nothing more than 
an exotic plaything. But that was in the 
days when the hottest thing in the dp 
department was the new payroll sys
tem. It isn't like that anymore. Today, 
most sophisticated users have long 
since implemented all of those "read-a
record, write-a-record" applications 
and are moving on to bigger and better 
things. 

Programming managers are begin
ning to find it necessary to hire FOR
TRAN programmers to write their re
source allocation ,and other manage
ment planning systems. These man
agers must now. control time and ex
pense for major efforts involving two 
separate (almost mutually exclusive) 
programming languages. They are also 
f.aced with the multitude of incompati
bilities between these languages (in
compatibilities to which anyone who 
has ever tried to read PACKED DECI
MAL data from an ISAM file using FOR
TRAN will attest). One alternative to 
such a bica.mer.al programming staff is 
the use of a language like PL/ 1. 

For the user with virtual memory, 
pU1 has several additional benefits. A 
number of programming techniques 
are usually associated with reduction 
of paging in virtual systems. Several 
pL! 1 features allow the programmer to 
take full advantage of these techniques 
where COBOL and FORTRAN would be 
left at the mercy of the paging routine. 
The block structure of the language 
allows programs, program segments, 
and subroutines to be aligned on page 
boundaries and to be contained within 
a minimum number of pages. This can 
reduce paging by providing a "locality 
of reference" of both data and instruc
tions (i.e., producing a small "working 
set") . Dynamic storage allocation, 
both automatic and under program 
control, can keep a program from re
quiring an excessive number of pages 
for data. Multitasking facilities, as well 
as garden-variety subroutines, produce 
the modular code that keeps paging to 
a minimum. 

As programs and programmers be
come more sophisticated, so must be 
the programming language involved. 
pU1 should not be overlooked in the 
search for this language. 
ROBERT L. BULLOCK, JR. 
St. Louis County Government 
Clayton, Missouri 0 
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Introducing the ~ faster RoIm 1602 
Buggednova .. the worlel's toughest computer. 

Tough enough to meet Mil Specs E-5400 airborne en
vironment and E-16400 shipboard environment with a 
more powerful interrupt structure, expanded instruction 
set, ~xtensive I/Q interfaces, proven software and up
ward compatibility with Data General's Nova Series. 

Here is the most complet~ mil spec 
computer system you can buy. The 

heart of the 1602 is a 16-bit, rugged and 
powerful microprogrammed processor 
with a 1 microsecond core memory cycle 
time ... b~t the tQtal package is a lot 
more. 

MORE SOFTWARE THAN ANY 
. MIL SPEC COMPUTER 

Our licensing agreement with Data Gen
eral Corporation allows us to provide 
you with a wide selection of proven and 
documented software. Any program writ
ten on the Nova will operate on the 1602 
Ruggednova. Our software set. includes 
assemblers, compilers, debugging aids, 
utility routines, math libraries and power
ful operating systems. And to get your 
software started immediately, we have a 
1602 assembler that runs on the Nova 
series of machines. 

This snow cat carries a Ruggednova interfaced 
with two radar systems to help map the Canadian 
glacial fields. 

OVER 30 GENERAL-PURPOSE 
INTERFACES 
Most military computers are required to 
interface with more kinds o(devices than 
any other class of computer. That's why 
Rolm makes available a wide selection 
of general purpose I/O interfaces for the 
1602. These range from serial and paral
lel digital interfaces to communication 
interfaces to 01 A and AID converters 
... all the way to NTDS interfaces. They 
can give you an edge when you go after 
those contracts. No design costs. No 
technical risks. 

AN EXPANDED INSTRUCTION SET 
SAVES YOU TIME 
Military applications place more rigorous 
demands on computer execution time 
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and memory requirements than do com
mercial applications. That's why we ex
panded the 1602 instruction set beyond 
the basic Data General set. This gives 
you increased computational and mem
ory reference capabilities plus reduced 
program storage and execution time. 
New instruction types include: stack
oriented instructions, exclusive and in
clusive "or," n-bit shift capability, signed 
and unsigned multiply-divide, double pre
cision arithmetic, a powerful new file 
search instruction and a special interrupt 
branching and nesting feature. 

A UNIQUE APPROACH TO YOUR 
SPECIAL INTERFACES 
The 1602 is designed so that you can 
place your special interface inside the 
chassis. We can provide you with I/O 
cards with room for 42 integrated cir
cuits and 55 pins to connect your inter
face to the outside world or other cards 
in the chassis. You don't have to design 
a rugged chassis or power supply, plus 
your interface is qualified to Mil E-5400 
and Mil E-16400 by similarity. One of 
our customers followed this approach in 
totally packaging an Omega Navigation 
Set within a Ruggednova chassis. 

Ruggednova, shown above, is aboard a Sabreliner 
jet performing data acquisition and navigation 
functions for atmospheric research. 

MEETS MIL SPECS E-5400 AND E-16400 
The 1602 has been designed to meet 
Mil-E-5400 airborne environments, Class 
II; Mil-E-16400 shipboard environments, 
Class I; Mil-Std-461A electromagnetic in
terference and MiI-S-901 for high impact 
shock. It has an operating temperature 
range of - 55° to + 95°C case tempera
ture, at altitudes from sea level to 80,000 
feet. It meets shock specifications of 15 
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g's with 11 ms duration and vibration 
tests of 10 g's, 5 to 2000 Hz. Then there 
are the requirements for humidity, sand 
and dust, salt spray, salt fog and fungus. 
The 1602 meets or exceeds them all ... 
to become the world's toughest computer. 

A FULL LINE OF PERIPHERALS 
We can provide you with peripheral de
vices in every major category ... fully in
tegrated and documented. These include 
tape and disc storage units, communica
tion interfaces, line printers, and paper 
tape equipment ... plus software that 
enables you to easily use these devices. 

PROVEN IN OVER 300 APPLICATIONS 
Ruggednovas have been used in over 300 
applications in the past 3 years. The 
software has been used in over 4,000 
systems. These range from helicopter 
transportable communication systems to 
shipboard fire control to scientific ex
ploration on a snow cat. If it moves, it 
should be a Ruggednova. 

ATTENTION PROGRAM MANAGERS 
The Ruggednova is a complete pack
age of hardware and software. Now, 
let's talk about the support package 
you get at no cost. These are items 
which can reduce your budget and 
design risk at the same time. We can 
give you detailed reliability reports, 
provide two weeks of training, supply 
a complete documentation package 
and top it off with a 90-day warranty. 
We also give you a "how to" software 
manual, individual software write-ups, 
and full diagnostic software. And you 
don't have to worry about qualification 
tests ... we are doing them for you. 
All of this adds up to savings and 
success for your program. 

RDbm 
CORPORATION 

18922 Forge Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 257-6440. TWX 910-338-0247 

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES: Los Angeles 213-
784-8500; Palo Alto 415-965-2224; Washington, 
D. C. 301-652-0900; Boston 617-237-5752; New 
York 914-297-9533. 
DOMESTIC REPRESENTATIVES: Kansas 913-362-
0919; Minnesota 612-491-5400; Missouri 314-895-
4100; Texas 214-233-6809; Washington 206-762-
2310. 
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Tony Ralston is the new President of 
ACM. He's a colorful professional 
and academician with a long career 
in numerical analysis and computer 
science. He has some strong ideas 
on the goals of ACM and the needs it 
fulfills for computer professionals. 

"ACM was once an academic society," 
says Tony. "But now we're far more 
than that. We represent a sort of 
three-way bridge between the 
academician, the research and 
development scientist and the 
practitioner. The person at the 
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A three-way 
bridge to technical 
vitality. 

leading edge of computer science, 
the individual in the hardware and 
software lab and the user applyi ng 
computers to practical business and 
scientific problems. We try to ~ 
stimulate cross-talk between all 
three. 

"Getting research results into the 
mainstream of computing isn't easy. 
It needs this kind of interaction. 
Active participation. A professional 
commitment to both the science and 
the practice of computing. That's 
when computing becomes a career-

Association for Computing Machinery 
1133 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10036 

I would like to consider joining ACM. 
Please send more information. 

Name 

Position 

Address 

City State Zip 

and not just another job. That's 
technical vitality. And that's what 
ACM is all about." 

ACM chapters, special interest 
groups, publications and 
conferences are all examples of this 
kind of dialogue. Along with 
seminars, lectures and many other 
activities. Maintain your technical 
vitality and make a contribution to 
the computer profession. Join ACM. 
Send in the coupon today! 

Association 
for Computing 
Machinery 
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From tbe people wbo baJ'e built 
and installed more mini-computer based 
grapbic systems tban any otber companJ' .. 

FULL LINE OF PERIPHERALS 
includes: Light Pen, Tablet, 
Joystick, Removable Disc Pack, 
Magnetic Tape Cassette, Direct 
Memory Access Channel, 
Expanded Memory, Graphic 
Hard Copy Device, Paper Tape 
Reader and Punch plus many 
others. 

the 

IMLAC 
PDS-4 

a Powerful New Interactive 
Graphics Display System 

Standard PDS-4 Featur.es and Capabilities 
• DISPLAY MORE THAN 3,000 

FLICKER-FREE CHARACTERS, 
refreshed at 40 frames/second 
on standard 17'" CRT. Variable 
Intensity and Hardware Blink 
standard. 

• 2,000 INCHES OF VECTOR at 40 fps 
with 1024 x 1024 resolution. 

• CHARACTER/SYMBOL ROTATION 
(90 0 ,1800 ,270°). 

• POWERFUL INSTRUCTION SET 
FOR MINI-COMPUTER including 
Stack Registers, "Push and Pop" 
Instructions, Byte Manipulation, etc. 

• FORTRAN IV COMPILER providing 
calls for graphic functions. 

• LARGE VIRTUAL DISPLAY AREA 
of 14,336 x 14,336 of which 2048 x 
2048 is displayable on screen. 

• NEW DIGITAL VECTOR GENER
ATOR with three standard vector 
formats: Short (2 vectors/word), 
Medium (1 vector/word), Long (2. 
words/vector). 

• FAST DATA PLOTTING with Auto
Incrementing in either X or Y 
direction. 

• LESS THAN 1 MICROSECOND 
MEMORY CYCLE and INSTRUC
TION EXECUTION TIME. 

• FULLY PROGRAMMABLE 
ALPHANUMERIC KEYBOARD. 

• DISPLAY SUBROUTINING 
HARDWARE up to 8 levels. 

• BASIC UTILITY SUPPORT SOFT
WARE to facilitate programming 
development. 

• FLOATING POINT COMPUTATION 
(optional) with exceptional 
throughput. 

• TWO DIMENSIONAL ROTATION 
HARDWARE (optional) including 
Zooming and Windowing. 

And . .. most important, IMLAC's total 
concern with development of low
cost, refreshed interactive com
puter graphics makes possible this 
powerful system for a basic system 
price of less than $14,000. 

For complete information contact any IMLAC Sales Office 
throughout the USA or call or write: IMLAC CORPORATION, 

150 A Street, Needham, Massachusetts 02194 (Tel: (617) 449-4600). 

SEE US AT NCC BOOTH 2822 

BOSTON 
(617) 449-4600 

NEW YORK WASHINGTON, D.C. CHICAGO 
(516) 466-8890 (301) 277-6127 (312) 437-3122 

_IMLAC 
INTERACTIVE INTELLIGENCE 

CLEVELAND 
(216) 585-8421 

LOS ANGELES TORONTO, CANADA 
(213) 787~9050 (416) 742-8015 
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Even Webster's 
KnolNs About 
GUEST 
QUEST (kwest). v. 1. To make a search; to go on a quest. 

QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. A corporation founded in 1968. 2. The 
largest p.rofessional recruitment firm in the U.S. functioning solely 
in the computer sciences; its client companies pay all employment 
fees, interviewing and relocation expenses. Quest is known for its 
deep personal commitment to relate to each candidate as an indi
vidual with individual goals. 3. Its professional staff averages over 
6 years of experience in EDP recruiting (additionally, staff members 
have direct hands-on experience in programming, systems, hard
ware sales, etc.) 4. Quest is presently searching for degreed pro
grammers and analysts (commercial, scientific, systems software) 
for over 3,500 client companies in the U.S. Quest has openings in 
over 700 U.S. towns and cities. 5. Methodology - see Questsystem. 

QUESTSYSTEM (kwest sis'tem). n. 1. Discussing with a man what he 
would like to be doing in light of what he has been doing. 2. Ana
lyzing the realities of his objectives as they relate to the current Job 
marketplace. 3. Contacting client companies and other Quest staff 
personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. Introducing 
the job candidate to his prospective employers by providing com
plete details to each about the other, ensuring the efficacious use 
of everyone's time. 5. Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers 
are extended, Quest assists in evaluating the responsibilities, com
pensation and opportunities (and relates those to the initially stated 
objectives). The Questsystem has been working for thousands of 
professionals at no expense, whatsoever. Ask your friends of their 
past dealings with Quest. Then, put the Questsystem to work for you. 
For additional information on this subject, please inquire directly 
to Quest Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be 
responded to immediately and in confidence). 

COMPUTER 

SOFTWARE 

DESIGN &. DEVELOPMENT 
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Expansion of a new Information Systems & Command 
and Control Department has created openings for high
ly qualified individuals who can assume responsibility 
for major defense software projects. The successful 
candidate must have a minimum of 3 years experience 
in the design of software for large scale military sys
tems and either real time systems, command and con
trol systems or system programming. 

Requirements exist for both junior and senior level 
personnel with background experience in some of these 
areas: 

• systems programming 
• software project management 
• real time executive system design 
• diagnostic programming 
• fault and isolation test programming 
• radar and communication systems programming 
• weapon system software development 
• data base management 

LOCAL INTERVIEW 
CAN BE ARRANGED 

If your qualifications meet the above requirements, 
and if you have a minimum of a BS degree and are a 
U.S. citizen, please forward your resume to: 

LA< LRK 
ASSOCIATES 

12004 Aintree Lane, Reston, Virginia 22091 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
FOR PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS 
NY /NJ/PA/CONN/DEL/MD/DC/VA 

and other eastern and national locations 
RSVP will provide free employment 
counselling and develop and selec
tively distribute your resume. 

Typical openings (not necessarily cur
rent) include systems programming 
(SYSGEN, maintenance) and appli
cations for IBM 360 OS/DOS and 
Univac 1108 Exec 8/Exec 2; telecom
munications / teleprocessing / on-line 

systems; BTAM/QTAM; BOMP/PICS/IMS; ABM/orbital analysis/ 
radar systems; urban/social/transportation; OR/simulation/model
ing; minicomputer software and applications; data base design; 
operating systems/ compilers/ data management; customer engi
neering; computer and peripheral marketing/sales; COBOL/ 
FORTRAN / PL-1 / Assemblers; manufacturing / insurance /banking / 
brokerage/hospital,distribution/military. 

Call or send resume or rough notes of objectives, salary, location 
restrictions, education and experience to any of our offices. Or 
check the reader service card for a free sample resume and sample 
job descriptions. We will answer all correspondence from U.S. 
citizens and permanent residents. 

• Howard Levin, Director, RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M, One Cherry 

Hill Mall, Suite 714, CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY 08034, (609) 

667-4488 • Charlie Cooke, Manager, RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M, 

Suite 104, Towle Building, 1777 Walton Road, BLUE BELL, PENNA. 

19422, (215) 643-5550 • Bill Baxter, Manager, RSVP SERVICES, 

Dept. M, Suite 519, 1651 Old Meadow Road, MclEAN, VIRGINIA 

22101, (703) 790-5166. 

RSVP SERVICES 
employment agency for computer professionals 
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PROGRAMMERSI ANALYSTS 
... for 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
It takes a creative individual with an analytical mind and endless 
energy to produce an effective system. We at General Accident 
Group are looking for creative hard-working SOFTWARE people at 
the intermediate level. 

Our goal is centered around the creation of a Corporate Informa
tion System, and in the process, our selected candidates will be 
given every opportunity to advance and contribute to the fullest. 
If your background includes experience with UNIVAC 1108 Exec 8 
operating systems, FMS 8 or OMS 1100, and/or program construc
tion, data base management and library control systems, we want 
to hear from you. 

There are also Analyst/Programmer positions for those individuals 
possessing 2 to 3 years of real-time systems test background to 
aid in the establishment and implementation of procedures and 
standards for governing the Corporate Information Management 
System. 

Advancement, both personal and professional, is available. For 
consideration, please forward a resume with salary history to: 

R. A. DERR Professional Employment 

t::~~~I= 
~, GROUP 

206 SOUTH 4TH STREET 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-191 05 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Digi-Data Corp. . ............. 216 
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International Communications 
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International Computer Products, 
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ITT Data Equipment and 
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Lockheed Electronics, 
Data Products Division ......... 175 

LRK Associates ................ 230 

Masterfile Security Corporation .... 200 
Modular Computer Systems ...... 146 
Mohawk Data Sciences Corp. . .. 20, 21 

There is only one 
best move! 
In advancing your computer ca
reer you may find it necessary to 
seek a new employer. Such a 
move may tu rn out to be advan
tageous ... or disadvantageous. 

So, how can you avoid making 
a wrong move? Or more posi
tively, how can you make the best 
possible move? The only way to 
determine which is the best pos
sible move is to compare it with 
a maximum number of career op
portunities. This comparison reas
sures you that you're making the 
best move, and it also clarifies 
your career objectives. 

Your first move should be to an 
ESP Associates office. It is there 
that you will find far more com
puter career opportunities than 
elsewhere ... both locally and 
nationally. 

What is more, you'll be served by 
top professionals. They are spe
cialists. They speak your language. 
They understand you and your 
objectives ... and they'll help 
you, in a confidential and profes
sional manner, to get your com
puter career moving in a positive 
direction. 

Now ... it's your move! 

DAllAS: 
Data Processing Careers .•...• (214) 637·6360 
DETROIT: 
Electronic Systems Personnel .. (313) 872-7855 
KANSAS CITY: . 
Electronic Systems Personnel.. (816) 421·4200 
LOS ANGELES: 
Career Data Personnel •....... (213) 380·2200 
MILWAUKEE: 
EDP Consultants, Inc •••.•.•••. (414) 475·0017 
MINNEAPOLIS: 
Electronic Systems Personnel .. (612) 338·6714 
NEW ORLEANS: 
Electronic Systems Placement. .(504) 581·6848 
PITTSBURGH: 
Electronic Systems Personnel •. (412) 391·6450 
WASHINGTON D.C. 
ESP Associates .........••... (202) 833·8040 

. There are many more ESP Associates 
offices not listed in this advertisement. 
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We are a leading innovator of electronic communications systems, 
and one of the largest producers of switching equipment to supply 
the telephone industry. As a result, we require increasing numbers 
of creative, skilled and responsible people who desire even greater 
opp')rtunities for achievement. We are particularly interested in 
individuals with experience in telephone development, manufactur
ing or service companies, similar electronic manufacturers, or com-
puter corporations. . 

SYSTEM HARDWARE ANDIOR TRUNK DESIGN We have 
openings available in the hardware design and development of 
medium and large scale electronic switching systems. You must 
have the ability to comprehend the system as a whole and make the 
appropriate trade-off decisions. You will be involved in originating, 
planning and designing circuits for new systems or modifying exist
ing systems. This entails the design of electronic logic and the inter
face with previous electro-mechanical designs. 

MINI-COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS We have specific as
signments available on project development teams responsible for 
the design implementation of various telecommunication process
ing systems utilizing mini-computers as the processing element. 
Responsibilities will include the development of software programs 
for real-time operating systems as well as unique hardware ele
ments incorporated into the systems. 

SOFTWARE DESIGNERS We have opportunities available in 
the software programming area. You will be involved in the develop
ment of system software beginning with the project configuration 
stage; designing and developing executive control programs, man
machine interface routines and billing type programs for toll and 
central office electronic switching systems. 

SUPPORT PROGRAMMERS Responsibilities will include pro
viding technical support in order to guide and enhance the imple
mentation of resultant software programs. 

DIAGNOSTIC DEVELOPMENT You will be responsible for 
the design of fault recovery and diagnostic programs for the com
puter controlled hardware of electronic switching systems. This in
volves th'e implementation and development of maintenance facilities 
to detect and correct present or latent hardware and software faults 
within the system. The system must be developed to handle calls 
during fault conditions and during system growth. Abundant man
machine communication must also be designed into the system. 

QUALIFICATIONS: The majority of these positions require a 
minimum of 2 years experience with an educational background in 
engineering or the sciences at the Bachelors or Masters level. 

SALARY OPEN: Liberal compensation along with full fringe ben
efit package. Confidential resumes outlining experience, education, 
salary history and goals should be submitted to: 

Dennis Kave, Professional Employment 
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ALLENTOWN 
Hotel Traylor BuUding 
(215) 439-1506 

ATLANTA 
3379 Peachtree Road. N.E. 
(404) 233-2416 

BALTIMORE 
The Quadrangle-Cross Keys 
(301) 323-7770 

BOSTON 
140 Federal St. 
(617) 423-6440 

CHARLOTTE 
4801 E. Independence Blvd. 
(704) 535-3370 

CHICAGO 
333 N. Michigan Ave. 
(312) 782-6930 

CINCINNATI 
606 Terrace Hilton 
(513) 621-7711 

CLEVELAND 
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(216) 621-0670 

DALLAS 
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(214) 742-9171 

DENVER 
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DETROIT 
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HARTFORD 
111 Pearl St. 
(203) 278-7170 

HOUSTON 
1200 Central Nat'!. Bank Bldg. 
(713) 228-QP56 
INDIANAPOLIS 
9 North Illinois St. 
(317) 636-5441 

KANSAS CITY. MO. 
127 West 10th St. 
(816) 474-4583 

LONG ISLAND 
420 Jericho Turnpike 

i~ii~f~2U080 
LOS ANGELES 
3600 Wilshire Blvd. 
(213) 381-7974 

MEMPHIS 
12 S. Main St. 
(901) 527-7324 

MIAMI 
1190 N.E. 163 St. 
North Miami Beach 
(305) 947-0684 

MILWAUKEE 
633 West Wisconsin Ave. 
(414) 271-9380 

MINNEAPOLIS 
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NEWARK 
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1517 Del Webb TowneHouse 
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PORTLAND. ORE. 
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I11Pine St. 
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TORONTO 

t,Mlg06ni:lNh 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 
7316 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. 
(301) 654-1850 

WILMINGTON. DEL. 
1102 West St. 
(302) 652-3244 

1m ROBERT 
HALF 
PERSONNEL c:::::l AGENCIES 

Contact y'our nearby 
Robert Half office 

for your free CODY of the 
1973 Prevailing 

Starting Salaries booklet. 
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New 
Computer 
Salary 
Data-
and proven 
career advancement 
techniques-

yours free. 

The seventh annual Source EDP 
Computer Salary Survey and Career 
Planning Guide and the all new Career 
Planning Profile are now available. These 
important reports allow you to rank your 
current salary with those of your peers, 
pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses of 
your experience to date and apply proven 
advancement techniques to your career 
plan. 

All of this vital information has been 
compiled by Source EDP, the largest and 
most ethical nationwide recruiting firm 
devoted solely to computer professionals. 
To speed delivery of your free copies call, 
write or visit your nearest Source EDP 
office or circle the reader inquiry card. 

source<)dP 
ATLANTA-W. G. Barnett 
11 Corporate Sq.30329. (404) 634-5127 
CHICAGO-T. D. Walsh 
100 S. Wacker Dr. 60606. (312) 782-0857. 903 Commerce Dr., Oak 
Brook, III. 60521, (312) 323-8980 and 550 Frontage Rd., 
Northfield, III. 60093, (312) 446-8395 . 
DALLAS-P. E. Dittmer 
7701 Stem mons Fwy. 75247, (214) 638-4080 
DETROIT-A. T. Stevens 
24500 Northwestern Hwy., Southfield, Mich. 48075, (313) 352-6520 
HOUSTON-S. A. Love 
4040 Southwest Fwy. 77027, (713) 626-8705 
KANSAS CITY-Ray R. Moor. Jr. 
20 W. 9th SI. 64105, (816) 474-3393 
LOS ANGELES-W. B. Emigh 
3550 Wilshire Blvd. 90010, (213) 386-5500 
MINNEAPOLIS-F. N. Anderson 
801 Nicollet Mall 55402, (612) 332-8735 
NEW YORK-J. R. Masi 
600 Third Ave. 10016, (212) 682-1160 
PALO ALTO-G. F. Best 
525 University Ave. 94301, (415) 328-7155 
PHILADELPHIA-G. P. Ramming 
1700 Market SI. 19103, (215) 665-1717 
ST. LOUIS-R. H. Trumbull 
130 S. Bemiston Ave., Clay,on, Mo. 63105, (314) 862-3800 
SAN FRANCISCO-R. M. Clari< 
111 Pine SI. 94111. (415) 434-2410 
UNION, N.J.-D. A. Mickel 
2400 Morris Ave. 07083, (201) 687-8700 

Client companies assume our charges. 
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••• aboutthe 
biggest computer show 

. on earth 
Now everything you need to know about the 1973 

National Computer Conference & Exposition is as 
close as your telephone. 

Just give us a call on AFIPS' new toll-free hot 
line and we'll send you all the facts on how to register 
for the biggest computer show on earth - including 
this year's largest display of computer hardware, 
software, systems and services. 

73 NCC brings it together for the first time. It's 
your once-a-year opportunity to look, listen and 
learn about the late~t developments in data process
ing. To share ideas and experience with leading ex
perts. To gain a wealth of practical knowledge and 
know-how which can spell immediate dividends fo{ 
you and your company. 

We've structured the 73 NCC program to meet 
your day-to-day requirements. A total overview of 

data processing and its applications, emerging uses, 
and its impact on user industries and the world 
economy. More than 80 sessions, panels and sem
inars providing in-depth coverage of Methods & 
Applications and Science & Technology. 

All this plus an exhibit program which puts a
world of EDP information right at your fing~rtips
with more than 200 organizations ready to assist 
you in meeting your specific data processing needs. 

Act now to avoid long lines at the New York 
Coliseum, June 4-8. You can pre-register for the en
tire conference, for anyone day of the conference 
program and exhibits, or for all five days on an ex
hibits-only basis. Begiiming March 12, just dial 800-
631-7070* for complete registration, housing and 
conference information or write: 73 NCC, c/o 
AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, N.J. 07645. 

*In New Jersey, dial201-391-9810 

800-631-7070 

• 
May, 1973 

........................... ~~~ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1973 National Computer Conference & Exposition 
June 4-8 • New York Coliseum 
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TOTAL 
INVOLVEMENT 

At GTE International Systems, qualified profession
als enjoy a much deeper involvement in their specialty. 

They work in small groups. 

And the interdisciplinary know-how they bring to 
their projects provides a more thorough understand
ing of the total system. 

It's less structured, and more personal. 

You'll find it an ideal setting for individual achieve
ment. 

GTE International is a world-wide manufacturing, 
marketing and systems engineering company. 

Current openings in the Northeast and Midwest in
clude positions at all levels for engineers experienced 
in telephone switching systems, communiccftions 
switching software and hardware development. 

Software Design & 
Development Engineers 

BS or MSEE degree in Math or Computer Science. 
Experience should include design and development 
of real-time programming systems. Expertise in 
switching system call processing, maintenance, ad
ministration, or support programming at the assembly 
language level is desirable. Simulator and compiler 
design experience would be helpful. 

Digital Logic & 
Circuit Design Engineers 

BS or MS degree in Electrical Engineering- or Physics. 
Experience in the planning and design of digital cir
cuits and/or systems required. Working knowledge 
of time division multiplexing or switching techniques 
including synchronization, coding and decoding, is 
highly desirable, as is knowledge of the logical design 
of stored program systems, particularly switching 
machines. 

Local interviews may be arranged. For more immed
iate consideration, please forward resume, including 
salary requirements to K. Berardi, Personnel Admin- , 
istrator, GTE International Systems Corporation, 
140 First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

C'ffi3 InTERnATiOnAL SYSTEgl~ 
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This forum Is offered for 
readers who want to express 
their opinion on any aspect of Information 
processing. Your contributions are Invited. 

The Forum 

Is There a FORTRAN In 
Yes. 

At least· that is the lesson that seems to come through a 
survey of 40 representative universities around the country. 

This was a survey designed to give me guidance on 
bookwriting possibilities, soon after the publication of the 
second edition of my A Guide to Fortran IV Programming. 
But I am happy to share the results with anyone who finds 
them interesting. 

The 40 institutions represented a fair sample of American 
schools: Michigan, Army, Kentucky, Oklahoma, NYU, Ten
nessee, Arkansas, and North Carolina, among others. I sent 
out 52 questionnaires and got back 40, some of which were 
anonymous, so I have no clear picture of exactly ';ho. is 
represented herc-:-but with a 77 % response that can t bIas 
things too much. 

I asked questions about how things work at the computer 
center (to guide me in dreaming up exercises, in terms of 
the number of programs the student is expected to write), 
and questions about the present and future use of FORTRAN. 

(Note that some of the schools mentioned above are hot
beds of BASIC, APL, and PL! I: this is not a loaded sample.) 

Here -are some of the highlights of the responses. 
Somewhat fewer than 50% of the schools used IBM ma

chines as their primary computer for instruction purposes. 
IBM'S share of the educational market is therefore not as 
large as its share of the total market. This may come as a 
shock to those whose opinions were formed a few years 
earlier who tend to feel that IBM has the college market 
locked'up. Maybe they did once: they don't now. 

Roughly half of the respondents indicated that their 
primary educational machine is also used for administrative 
work. 

I asked how many problems a student in one of the 
introductory courses is expected to run on the machine. The 
answers ranged from 3 to 20, with an average of maybe 6 or 
7. One respondent replied, "Whatever $20 will buy." 

In a related question, I asked about the average turn
around time for student jobs. The variation here was alm<?st 
more interesting than the average. The shor'test was 1-2 
minutes -and the longest 3 hours! The median seemed to be 
around one-ha'f hour, with many schools in the process of 
significantly improving their performance. 

In response to the question "Does the turnaround time 
get utterly ridiculous at the end of the term?", 9 said "yes," 
19 said "no," and 9 said "not utterly ridiculous, but pretty 
bad," or something to that effect. 

Better than half of the schools responding give their 
beginners some kind of experience with interactive program 
running and/ or preparation, although it was said to be 
limited in some cases. 

On the subject of programming languages we have the 
following results. Of the approximately 35,000 students in a 
first computing course t,hat are represented by this survey, 

DATAMATION 



Your Future? 
a nice round 70% use FORTRAN, including WATFOR and 
W ATFIV. BASIC was the language for 13 %, 8 % used pL/ I 
(some in the PL/ C version), and 3 % or less each used 
assembly language, APL, COBOL, and ALGOL. 

About a third indicated that there is currently some 
degree of debate at their schools as to what the program
ming language for the first course should be. About a third 
said that they had recently changed that language, and a 
little less than a third said they expected it to change in the 
next few years. 

On the subject of the future of programming languages, I 
asked this question: "If FORTRAN is the predominant lan
guage for beginners at your school, how would you estimate 
the probability that it will still be the predominant language 
in five or ten years?" 

Of those who indicated that the question did apply to 
them, we get the following breakdown: 

40% rate the probability as "high," or something equiva
lent, that FORTRAN will still be around over the next decade. 

27% rate the probability as "low." 
24% answered "Who knows?"; or something to the same 

effect. 
Two people said "High probability for five year future, 

low for ten." 
One person ventured that it depends on IBM'S fate in the 

courts. 
So what does all this say to the question posed by my 

title? 
It says that FORTRAN is very thoroughly entrenched, and 

that it is not likely to be displaced in a big way any time 
soon., 

By now, FORTRAN is like the standard typewriter key
board: everyone knows that it is not ideal-all kinds of 
studies prove that. But it isn't going to change! There are 
simply too many millions of people around who know the 
present keyboard for the improvements that could be made 
to be worth the trouble. 

The analogy is quite accurate, I think. Nobody would 
claim t'hat FORTRAN is ideal for anything, from teachability, 
to understandability of finished programs, to extensibility. 
Yet it is being used by a whopping 70% of the students 
covered by this survey, and the consensus among the univer
sity people who responded to the survey is that nothing is 
going to change much anytime soon. 

Like many other people, I was tremendously impressed 
with Professor Dijkstra's Turing lecture at the ACM meeting 
in Boston. I tend to agree with him that the right language 
remains to be developed. When that happy day arrives, I 
will endeavor to write the first textbook about it! But in the 
meantime ... FORTRAN it is, for the technical and engineer
ing side of the computing world. 

-Daniel D. McCracken 

May, 1973 

Here's a cartridge tape unit for your minicomputer 

that's not just a tape unit. You'll get a rugged, reliable 

transport with programmable track select for fast access. 

Automatic program-initiated rewind speeds search and re

trieval. And selective program-interrupt gives you the capa

bility of real time computer operations. 

You can choose your cartridge, from 4K to 256K words 

on one 4-track tape. We'll add the interface that matches 

your system. And we'll supply the software as part of the 

deal. Our tape unit is like every system we sell. It's com

plete. With nothing extra added to the price. 

$2590 Ready to 
plug In 

to your PDP-8/E. For prices 
of the TP-1371 interfaced to 
other computers call or write. 

795 Oak Ridge Turnpike 0 Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 
Telephone: 615/482-3491 
CIRCLE 151 ON READER CARD 
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ARE YOU ONE OF THE "MOST 
NEEDED''' PEOPLE IN EDP? 

You are if your experience and salary are in the follow
ing areas: 
PROGRAMMERS .................... $10,500-$14,500 
PROGRAMMER/ANALYSTS ........... $12,000-$16,000 
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS ... : ............ $14,000-$18,000 
SYSTEMS (SOFTWARE) PROGRAMMERS .. $13,500-$20,000 
These are some of the positions which Cadillac has open-coast 
to coast. Cadillac, the largest placement firm in the nation, can 
help you find a better position in EDP from Maine to California 
and in every industry, from banking through manufacturing and 
distribution to retai ling. 

Let us know your experience and objectives and we will eval
uate your marketability. Our service is absolutely free of charge 
to you. Client companies pay all fees and expenses. So write 
today! 

FREE JOB OPPORTUNITIES BULLETIN 
Our bulletin, published quarterly, listing available opportunities 
in the Systems & Data Processing field is available free of charge 
and will be mailed to your home upon request. 

For your free bulletin, without any obligation, circle reader ser
vice card #115.' Please USE HOME ADDRESS ONLY! a ,. W. Moo," Executive Vice President 

. .. CADILLAC ASSOCIATES, INC. 
32 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III. 60601 

(312) 346-9400 

"'Where More Executives Find Their Positions Than 
Anywhere Else in the World" 

CIRCLE 115 ON READER CARD 

PROGRAMMERSI ANALYSTS 
360/370 OS, (1(5, IMS, BIAM 

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 

SR. ANALYSTS 
$18-$25K BASE 

+ BONUSES + STOCK OPTIONS 
Knowledge of as internals, 
Access Methods, CICS, Com
munications Monitor or Data 
Base Manager Experience. 

PROGRAMMER/ANALYSTS 
$14-$20K BASE 
+ BONUSES 

Min. 2 years as experience, 
knowledge of SYS GEN, 
COBOL, BAL, BTAM. 

MINICOMPUTER 
PROGRAMMERS 
$15-$22K BASE 
+ BONUSES 

2-4 years NOVA, DEC 
experience, communica
tions, business or scien
tific locations. 

PROGRAMMERS 
$12-$18K BASE 

2-4 years business appli
cations programming ex
perience; COBOL & BAL. 

Choice of locations: New York, 
Boston, L.A., Houston 
Positions offer outstanding 

opportunities with unlimited advancement. 

Call for appointment: (212) 532·2178/79 
or send resume including salary history, 

in confidence: 

C.C.I.A. 16 E. 41 Street 
New York, N.Y. 10011 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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NAME ________________________________________________ __ 

STREET & NO. ____________________________________________ _ 

CITY & STATE _______________________________ ZIP ______ _ 

TELEPHONE: HOME ________ OFFICE ____________________ _ 

PRESENTEMPLOYER ________________________________________ _ 

POSITION _________________________ SALARY: $ _______ _ 

DESCRIPTION OF RESPONSI BI L1TI ES: _____________________________ _ 

MACHINES AND LANGUAGES YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH: __________________ _ 

JOBPREFERENCE: _______________________________________ _ 

GEOGRAPH IC PREFERENCE: _________________________________ _ 

SPECIAL INTERESTS: ________________________________________ _ 

EDUCATION (highest degree acliieved) ____________ ~ ________________ .....; 

CIRCLE 140 ON READER CARD 
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If you liked APL, 
you're gonna love this. 

Now our new 4013 computer graphics 
terminal looks prettier than ever. 

It delivers the 4013's CRT graphics in switchable 
APL/ ASCII-so you can run BASIC or FORTRAN 
as well. Our software lets you plug interactive 
graphics right into your present APL 
computer system. Including your 360 
or other 2741-compatible APL 
system. 

If you ever thought there might 
be more to APL than noisy, slow, 
paint-by-number plotting, you owe 
yourself a date with the 4013. 

Once you touch our standard 
keyboard and watch that screen 
respond, we think it's going to be 
love at first sight. Complete with 
speedy, dry-process keepsakes 
from our plug-in hard copy unit. 

For those who 
think tomorrow. 

APL graphics 

CIRCLE 2 ON READER CARD 

We'll even help you get introduced. Our applications 
engineers can wheel a 4013 right into your office 
for a demo, or send you literature on APL, or answer 
your specific questions. 

So don't be shy. Call your nearest Tektronix 
field office, or write Tektronix Information 

Display Products Division, P.O. Box 500, 
Beaverton, Oregon 97005. 

.1 
TEKTRONIX® 



The 4210. 
We call it our 
"moonlighter. 

. Because after you work our 
4210 magnetic tape data terminal 
all day, it's ready to work all night. 

For example, with the 4210 
set in the local receive mode, 
your operator can prepare tapes 
during the day simply by typing 
them out on a standard keyboard 
terminal-like a Teletype® 
model 33, 35, 37 or 38. Then at 
the end of the day, the operator 
switches the 4210 to the on -line 
automatic mode. So data goes <;mt 
at night when transmission rates 
are lower or unused capacity is 

available. At up to 2400 baud for 
efficient utilization of voice 
grade channels. 

Not only does the 4210 send 
out previously prepared tapes 
while everyone is at home relaxing, 
the unit also receives new data. 
And if time is critical, the automatic 
rewind and local print-out option 
allows data to be recorded and 
prin ted ou t. 

Completely unattended. 
So when everyone shows up 

in the morning, the data received 
during the night is there, waiting. 
And the machine is ready to start 
its daytime job as a data prep
aration terminal. 

It takes more than manu
facturing facilities to build this 
kind of versatility into the 
machines Teletype Corporation 
offers. It also takes commitment. 
From people who think service is 
as important as sales. In terminals 
for message communications 
and computers. 

That's why we invented a new 
name for who we are and what we 
make. The computercations people. 

TELETYPE 

f Inri; 
The compulerca~ions people. 

For more information about any Teletype product. write or call: TERMINAL CENTRAL. 
Teletype Corporation. Dept. BlO. 5555 Touhy Avenue. Skokie. Illinois 60076. Phone 312/982-2500. 
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